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PREFACE
Robert R. Corban
Nuclear Propulsion Office
NASA Lewis Research Center
The Nuclear Propulsion Technical Interchange Meeting (NP-TIM-92) was held at NASA Lewis
Research Center's Plum Brook Station in Sandusky, Ohio on October 20-23, 1992. Over 200
people attended the meeting from government, Department of Energy's national laboratories,
industry, and academia. The meeting was sponsored and hosted by the Nuclear Propulsion Off'_e
at the NASA Lewis Research Center. The purpose of the meeting was to review the work
performed in fiscal year 1992 in the areas of nuclear thermal and nuclear electric propulsion
technology development.
These proceedings are an accumulation of the presentations provided at the meeting along with
annotations provided by the authors. All efforts were made to retain the complete content of the
presentations but at the same time limit the total number of pages in the proceedings.
I would like to acknowledge the help and support of a number of people that have contributed to
the success of the meeting:
(1) Daniel S. Goldin, NASA Adminislrator, for taking the time to eloquently contribute to
the meeting as our keynote banquet speaker,
(2) the Session Chairmen, for organizing excellent technical content for their sessions and
keeping the sessions on-time,
(3) the authors, for describing their results and accomplishments,
(4) our host, Robert Kozar and his dedicated staff at the Plum Brook Station, for providing
an excellent facility for the meeting and an commendable tour of their world-class test
facilities.
(5) and finally to all the "behind-the-scenes" people that were so instrumental in making the
technical interchange meeting a success - especially Bonnie Kaltenstein and Jean Robea'ts,
whose excellent organization and orchestration of the meeting was the key to its success.
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NUCLEAR THERMAL PROPULSION
SYSTEMS MODELING
NP-TIM-92 561 _rI'e: System, Modeling
N93-26952
Overview of NASA/DOE/DOD Interagency
Modeling Team & Activities
James T. Walton
NASA Lewis Research Center
Outline
• Background
• Team Mission
• Team Objective
• Strategy Development
• Future Direction
• Concluding Remarks
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Team Mission
• Integrate State-Of-The-Art
Resources With Experimental
Base To Produce Simulations Of
Performance.
Computation
Knowledge
NTP System
• Provide Users With Variety Of System
Models To Aid Design and To Reduce
Testing, Cost And Time To Regain Flight
Ready Status.
• NASA/DOE/DOD
Capabilities Of Each
Appropriate Peer Review.
Team Uses Unique
Member And Assures
The purpose of the interagency modeling team is to integrate state-of-the-art
computational resources and techniques, with the current knowledge base, to produce
simulations of NTP system performance. The end products will provide users with a
variety of validated and/or verified system models to assist in designing and to reduce
the testing, cost, and time to reach a flight ready status. This vision can be best
achieved by a NASA/DOE/DOD team which can use the unique capabilities of each
team member and assure joint support for the resulting models.
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Team Objective
• To Develop
Programs To
Performance.
Five Distinct Computer
Simulate NTP System
• Each Program Differs
Detail And Capability.
In The Level Of
A computer model of NTP systems is required for several reasons. First, a parametric
NTP model can to predict system performance for several engine configurations on a
consistent basis. In other words, a common tool is required to compare the
configurations on level grounds; performance numbers for each configuration exist
from a variety of sources. Second, a parametric NTP model is required to generate
configuration performance data for input into mission analysis codes. Third, a
parametric model is required to provide state-point input conditions to the system
component designers and analysts. Fourth, an NTP system model is needed to
evaluate the effect on performance of system design perturbations (i.e., sensitivity
studies). Fifth, an advanced model can evaluate the performance of a given system
through startup and shutdown transients. Sixth, a detailed transient model of the
experimental engine is required for linkage to the facility model to determine engine-
facility interactions. Last, an advanced NTP model can be connected to a control
system in order to exercise the control system prior to its integration with hardware.
To realize the vision and meet the needs defined above, the objective of the
interagency team will be to develop five distinct computer programs, each varying in
the level of detail and capability, to simulate NTP system performance.
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Team Objective (cont.}
• Level 1 Model - Parametric Steady-State Analysis Tool.
• Level 2 Model - Near-Team Transient Analysis Program.
• Level 3 Model - State-Of-The-Art Transient Analysis Tool With
Integrated Fluid Mechanics And Reactor Dynamics.
• Level 4 Model - Transient Model Calibrated To Test Or Flight Engine.
• Level 5 Model - Real-Time Transient Engine Simulation.
The Level 1 model is envisioned to be a relatively simple parametric system model.
The primary focus of this program will be to analyze the performance of a variety of
configurations. This program is expected to analyze steady-state performance and to
require a run time on the order of minutes. The target user market for this program
includes mission analysis, component modeling and concept evaluation teams.
The Level 2 model is envisioned to be a near-term, detailed, transient system analysis
program. It may use an existing base architecture program and will be capable of
modeling system startup and shutdown as well as system feedbacks and oscillations.
The program should be capable of handling control drum rotations, turbopump
assembly (TPA) startup, stress analysis, decay heating, and detailed nozzle heat
transfer analysis accounting for neutron/gamma heating. The target user market for
this program includes component modeling groups and concept evaluation teams.
The Level 3 model is envisioned to be a state-of-the-art, detailed, transient system
analysis program. It is anticipated that this program will have neutronic criticality and
power density analysis integrated into the base architecture or will provide a means
for easy information transfer through coupling. This model will include two-phase and
multi-dimensional flow capability. The model will also include shock-capturing
numerics to allow simulation of severe accident conditions.
The Level 4 model is envisioned to be a modified version of the Level 3 program tuned
to model the experimental or flight engine. The target user market for this program
includes component modeling groups, control system developers, and engine
performance analysts.
The Level 5 model is envisioned to be a real-time, transient simulation model of the
experimental or flight engine. The target user market for this program includes engine
operator training groups and flight engine performance review teams.
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System Modeling Strategy
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The strategy for developing each system model is similar and is
divided into general tasks as shown above. The strategy begins by
working with the users to define their needs in the Software Design
Requirements Document and with the identification of the program
structure, The subsequent tasks merely reflect the means to assemble
the structure and meet the requirements; these tasks evolve from the
selected program structure.
To date, work has focused on the Level 1 System Model. The Software
Design Requirements Document has been compiled and the program
structure has been identified. A base architecture program has been
selected, SAFSIM. While the reactor physics and turbomachinery data
bases are under development, the Level 1 model is currently being
validated with test data from the NERVA project.
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Level 1 Model Structure
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The base architecture (computational engine) for the Level 1 model
is a general fluid mechanics program. Therefore, the input file
contains all geometry specific information. Thus, the size is quite
extensive. An input preprocessor will be used to develop the input
files for the user.
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Level 1 Model Validation
*,t
_k_l_ f_'blm InlqrL
Concurrent with the development of the databases and component
models, the Level 1 model structure is currently being validated with
experimental data from the NRX-A4/EST test. Shown above is the
schematic flow diagram used to model the NRX-A4/EST. A full-power,
steady-state data point was selected for comparison from the EP-IV
test run.
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Level 1 Model Validation (cont,|
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The selected results are from the validation effort are shown above.
This figure presents a comparison of measured versus analytical fuel
channel wall temperature. The thermocouples were imbedded in the
fuel channel wall and, therefore, are expected to be slightly higher.
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Level 1 Model Validation (cont.)
Pumo Inlet Line EP-IV SAFSIM
Mass Flow Rate (kg/s) 36.55
Pressure (MPa) 0.4208
Temperature (K) 21.22
Pump Outlet Line
Mass Ftow Rate (kg/s} 35.38 35,41 00.08
Pressure (MPa) 6.36 6.45 01.42
Temperature (K) 29; 24.3 -16.21
Nozzle Inlet Manifold
Pressure [MPa) 6.42
Temperature (K) 24.3
Reflector Inlet Plenum
Pressure (M Pa) 5.14 5.26 02.33
Temperature (K) 84.4 75.4 09.47
Core Inlet
Mass Flow Rate (kg/s) 32,8 32.8 00.00
Pressure (MPa) 4.67 4.86 04.07
Temperature (K) 127. 127. 00.00
Tie Rod Exit
Mass Flow Rate (kgls) 2. 2.1 O5.00
Ave. Temperature (K) 362.
Mass Flow Rate (kg/s) 30.8 30.7 -00.32
Ave. Temperature tK) 2400.
Nozzle Chamber
Pressure (MPa) 3.91
Temperature (K) 2298. 2301. 00.13
Reactor Power (MW) 1149.4
A direct comparison of state points shows good agreement except for
the pump outlet temperature. The pump efficiency model will be
modified to correct this discrepancy.
NTP: SystemsModeltnf
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Future Direction
• Further Develop Data Bases & Component
Models For Level 1 System Model.
• Define Requirements & Develop Level 2 System
Model.
• Exercise Level 2 Model To Aid Level 3 Definition.
• Initiate Early Development Of Integrated Reactor
Physics, Fluid Mechanics & Heat Transfer Program
For Level 3 Base Architecture.
The development of the Level 1 model data bases and component models will be a
continuing effort. Once completed, the overall model will be documented and a
graphical user interface will be developed.
Within the next few months, the development of the Level 2 system model Software
Requirements Document will begin. An operational version of this model is needed
as soon as possible to provide a test bed for sensitivity studies to aid the Level 3
model definition.
Concurrent with the development of the Level 2 model, initial activities will commence
for the Level 3 base architecture.
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Concluding Remarks
• An Interagency Effort Was Initiated To Develop
Models For Predicting NTP System Performance.
• Models Support Evaluation Of Conceptual
Designs And Provide A Diagnostic Tool For Ground
Tests.
• Verified & Validated System Models Will Aid In
Achieving Man-Rated, Space-Qualified Nuclear
Thermal Propelled Vehicles Faster, Cheaper and
More Safely.
An interagency NASA/DOE/DOD effort was initiated to develop several models for
predicting the performance of nuclear thermal propulsion systems. These models are
being developed to support the evaluation of conceptual designs and to provide a
diagnostic tool for understanding system tests. Once verified and validated, these
system models will aid in regaining the flight-ready status of nuclear thermal
propulsion vehicles faster, cheaper, better and more safely by verifying design
configurations and minimizing full-scale ground tests.
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N93-26953
ENGINE MANAGEMENT
DURING NTRE START UP
Mel Bulman
Dave Saltzman
Aerojet Propulsion Division
NP-TIM-92
NASA Lewis Research Center
Plum Brook Station
October 22, 1992
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TOTAL ENGINE SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
CRITICAL TO SUCCESSFUL NTRE START UP
• Reactor Power Control
- Hydrogen Reactivity Insertion
- Moderator Effectiveness (Reactor Spectrum)
• Reactor Cooling
Moderator Cooling Loop
Fuel Assembly Thermal Shock
• Propellant Feed System Dynamics
Pump Characteristics
Feed System Pressurization
• Engine Performance
Propellant Expended at Low I,p
[_EN_nI_p
AEFZ_=--r "Energopool • Babcock & Wilcox
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NERVA Type Enaines Have A Narrow Start Window
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Recuperated Toppina Cycle Selected
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REACTOR POWER CONTROL SUPERIOR WITH
HETEROGENEOUS MODERATOR
III I II
• More Efficient Fuel Design
• More Efficient Moderator Design
• Less Sensitive to Hydrogen reactivity
Insertion
• Reactor Time Constants Longer With
Thermalized Neutrons
more
r_sNr,-,np
• Energopool • Babcock & WilcoxAE;:tCIJ_--'r
HETEROGENEOUS REACTOR COOLING
MORE EFFECTIVE
• Moderator Cooled by Separate Loop
- Fuel Assemblies Can Be Cooled up to Low Power
Levels with Moderator Cooling Loop
• Fuel Assembly Inlet Temperature Controlled by Moderator Loop
Propellant Preheated In Moderator Loop
Recuperator Prevents Large Swings in Propellant Flow
or Inlet Temperature (Avoids Thermal Shock)
I'_ENO]RP
A=mcu=rr ' Energopool. Babcock & Wilcox
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OUR PROPELLANT FEED SYSTEM DYNAMICS ARE
EFFICIENTLY CONTROLLED
I I III I I I I I II I
Engine Prestart Conditioning
- Pumps Chilled in
Reactor Warmed
- Feed System Pressurized
( Reduces Inrush Dynamics)
• Aerojet Pumps are Designed with Greater Stall Margin
• Our Recuperated Cycle Greatly.Aids The Start up
- Ample Thermal Power Accemrates Bootstrap
- Provides Thermal and Hydraulic damping
- Isolates Fuel Assembly from Feed System
Our Integrated Controller can Choose the Optlmun path
to Full Power, Balancing:
- Isp Loss
- Fuel Element Thermal Shock
,,aRoJ_--r "Energopool • Babcock & Wilcox
INTEGRATED NTRE START SEQUENCE
I I III I III II I I I I I I
Engine Prestart Conditioning
- Pump Chill in
• Moderator Loop Pressurization with TPA Chill H_
(First Start Only)
Closed Loop Engine Warm Up
(First Start Only)
Engine Now on Standby Mode for Starting
• Start
Spin Start TPAs with Warm Presurlzed H,
From Moderator Loop
TPA Acceleration Domlnated by Engine
Thermal Mass (Power for Approx. 10 Starts In
Recuperator Alone)
I_BNCCmP
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Moderator Coolinq LOOP Key to Efficient NTRE Starting
lan_,grmd©omr,_I Engine Prestart Conditioning
Pump Chill in
Turbopump
Recuperalor
Main Loop
Moderator Loop
Loop
Pressurization
I_ENFnRP
AERQ.IET "Energopool • Babcock & Wilcox
Moderator Cooling Loop Key to Efficient NTRE Starting
I_Qr_ comrol,J EngineStart
Moderator Loop
Thr
Reactor
,!
Jst
I_ENr'nRp
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180
Our Inteorated Engine St_zrts More Reliably
And With Less Impulse Loss than Nerva Type Engines
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We Are in the Process of Upgrading NETAP
Constructing New Modules for:
Recuperator
Moderator
PBR and CIS Fuel Elements
Twin 4-Stage TPAs
Auxiliary Turbo Circulation System
BBN_JZI_P
,4_Ftr_,L='r"Energopool • Babcock & Wilcox
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ANALYTICAL SIMULATION IS CRUCIAL TO PROVIDING
A LOW RISK ENGINE DEVELOPMENT
• Determine Start Sequence and Operating Limits
Valve Phasing
Reflector Positioning
Thermal Requirements
• Verify Adequate Component Operating Margins Throughout
Transient Operation
- Avoid Pump Stall or Cavitation
- Reactor Overheating
- Nozzle Flow Choking
- Satisfactory Power Balance for Bootstrap
• Establish Control Feedback Requirements
I_ENrnRp
Ammcuc"r ° Energopool • Babcock & Wilcox
ACCURATE SIMULATION IS ACHIEVED
THROUGH DYNAMIC COUPLING OF
PHYSICAL PROCESSES
• TPA Power Balance
• TPA Inertia
• Flow Dynamics and Resistance
- Method of Charactoristics
- Volume Filling
• Heat Transfer to Propellant and Components
• Fission Heat Generation / Decay Heat
- Deposted in Fuel
- Deposted in moderator
• Momentum, Energy, and Flow Conservation
• Feedback Control Loop
K_ENr'nnp
AS_CUL_" "Energopool • Babcock & Wilcox
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Intearate d NTRE Improves Mi_slon Performance
Mission Benefits o! Int_raled NTRE
• Robust, Low Loss Start
• High Pm'lo¢Ice,L_lght WMOht Engine
• Sale,Elliclenl Shut Down
- Five Core Cooling Sysleml
- Closed Cycle Oecey Helt Removal Saves 100,000+Lbm IMLIEO
• Oual Mode Option
- 100kW (I) liVlllmble any time during Mizslon
No Oeep Rel©tor Thermal
Refrigeration Option
• OMS & RCS Thrul! Available @ High I_p
_ENPRRP
AEROJ=-'T "Energopool • Babcock & Wilcox
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PARTICLE BED
RF CTOR MODELING
JOE SAPYTA
HANK REID
LEW WALTON
Babcock & Wilcox
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
• SYSTEM ANALYSES SU PPORTED BY
- SPACE NUCLEAR THERMAL
PROPULSION PROGRAM
- B&W INTERNAL FUNDING
• PIONEERING WORK FOR PBR
APPLICATION TO NTP BY BROOKHAVEN
NATIONAL LABORATORY
Vicw Graldl ] - Ack0mwlcd/_c._'_tl._
The syslems analy,_i_ xlu_,t*_ i, flti..i wnrk w;l_ _01_l,stvh'd by 'Nu" SlmCe H,wi,'a, ']lt('rill.ql I'rt_ttll_hNi I_togr'.tln. "IIN" tmNwx'rint_
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PARTICLE BED REACTOR
MODELING
• PRESENT THERMAL-HYDRAULIC
SYSTEM MODELING TOOLS B&W USES
FOR NTP SYSTEMS
• FOCUS ON PARTICLE BED REACTOR
TECHNOLOGY AND THERMAL
HYDRAULIC METHODS.
View _ 4 - Pmicke Bed_ Mode_|_
TI_ _ M'l_i$ di_ is w peeml IOyouthe lhe_Inmlic m]memmodidJi_tools_W _ _ _ _
_ sysl¢_. It wlU fizm on the pulkte bed mlctor tecbnol_ ud the Ilzla_-hydriuli¢ rnelbodsuwd Io _ it.
Im_ ee_ved qm_d _ by NASA _1 o_n v_o fed tl_ _41y0m._ moddi_ k t _ w fm ._ _
pl_uldcm mmm.
'lee PBR dmip has_ceived I:_r_cubir_1"udny due Io some m}_onc_s abouthow I}ow cm/rol is schievedwith Ihi#
sev.l_. I pta_to _ W these mis.Menm_np _d_y.
There "*_II be .o d_(xl of re.lot kinetics, rose/or physics, of medtamcxl moddin| which in noc_lhelcm importaat.
oocdude with some _ui_ of arab/.,-, and • _ i_ilo¢ophy of s_ _ddiuS.
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PBR CORE CROSS SECTION
View Oz'_oh5 - Radial Croa Sectionof Pm'ticlc Bed Reactor
This view graphshows• radial crou sectionview of II_ n_clor sysZ=mwe will be discuJn$ today, This systemit • &,em_c
pmlicl= bed rmclor lyNem made up or 37 fuel rJ_mmts u shown by the red circlm, The blue area mu_omdinl k fuel c_m_nls
m _ mod_alor blocks, Some of the holes shown in the blocks ire for Im_llant flow Ihroulh the mode_lot.
This core is surrounded by i reflector and twelve control drams which are in rum su_ by • pressure vessel. DclaJls
of l_'t_c_ b_l n:_c_of_slems were pre_auxl in severaipape_ -t Khiswork_ tuKlwon't l_ covelred_.
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PBR BLEED CYCLE
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View O_ 6 - PBR ElieedCycle
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0.25 U k ovlM.
Far puq_ls of remclormo4din| themare three_reaawhiohere usuallydlm:um_l_ since_ require diffenmt types
d comFv_r codesand bm_cd#la for evalualton. These includethe endm i_nicle bed re_or rocket sy_em, I_u_nll tud_o-pump
II_[kl. Tl_ll I_ inodciill_ w_Unot be d_icuslledhere to_ly. Theo_her two lu_B are fluid flow in the enlJrmceand exit
of the _ _ lind finally modelingof fluid flow throughIhe _ bed fuel element.
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FgliEL AdqD MODE)R&TOR FLOW
PATHS
View Oraph 7 -Fuel F_d_z_tFlow paths
T1'_sita viewofI p&rLi¢leb drue{elementwlthflowpilhJshownbyanows. The nxl_ (o_ter)an=aisthemodenUor
aec_on;theorangean_ isthefuelbed am[thegreenareastheinnrmr(hot)and outer(cold)frlUdud holdthefuelpu_cleL
A typicalp*d_hasgas enlefingatthemoderatortoeoo_it,thentoa plenumattheentnmce,_deof thef_.lelement,
directlyIntothe(ueJe6ement,Odflcinloftheelementcan bedonem eitherthemoderatore_Iranceorthe_el element=_trance,
The gasmiensthe coldfz'it which ia at the outer luanulusof the fuel element, rheapuaes throughthe f'tw.[bed,and _ flit
where it turns aml fl°ws °or the °utlet chaamd"
Target outlet tempe_ltlures are high to maintain high specific impluse. Mach number tl appeoximatedy 0.25 at the outlet.
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PBR MODELING REQIJl ME S
• 1. FLDID FLOW THROIJGH A PARTICLE
BED
• 2. COMPRESSIBLE AND
INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOW
m3. SINGLE andTWO-PHASE FLOW
• 4. COUPLES FLUID FLOW and SOLID
HEAT TRANSFER
Tlw d_amic# of ipu flow in this sylm i# dmmiaaled _ flsdd flow _ through * ptgktM psrtide _. TMslm
bern exmm_l,/md_l Mo,ql wi_ ,_e _ w iresreded msm_ boih in _h, munu,y *ml BmOlm.
Sit_e exit Ma_ numberis upprotimamly0._, dz ttowcanbe mmul u Wompmmibie. Heqmvur,bemuaeof the muenudy
latlledmqles in demdtyin Iloing trom tN telmivelyeoid inlet t_mpmtmmIo ext_ Idllh_it *empemmu_ tlmmMly m_
flow te_ (fluid dmmltyhu_ of premmmchanlget)will tmrequital. This mmbe modded with the equnflmmreed foe
eompcnlkk flow _ _4_ a tqat_am t_ uJNI _pat_ns for thtmmlly exlmtdmb_ flow.
Utiderma'mal *truly flare ¢qJeratiamall fk_wil expecmdto be MnlgkpMme,_ Ihere me imlenl_ _ _
mini aymm c,_/es wim_ t,,,o Mine flow wool hr_ m be con_leml.
Compule¢ cede* madmethodsmodeling this uyNem will need_[mrate fuel pmOcle and fluid _ modding to cover the
compla thermtt.-hydrtulic dymtmtct eaeomttemd in the fuel bed.
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PBR MODELING REQUIREMENTS,
Cont.
[] RANGE OF SINGLE TO
MULTI-DIMENSIONAL MODELING
m TRANSIENT AND STEADY-STATE
ANALYSIS
View Omph 9 - PBg Mocb_s _ul_U (Continual)
The computercodesulcd to anaJyzetim fue{ek_tem will needmulti-dimemslona]c_fies. The systemslevel ina]yslz will
u_ laimarUy one-dimanmimmltechniques. Beth trmmieat and ready state analyit wilt be gequind to _ the wide range of
operating and wddmt modes.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF PBR and
NTP MODELING
• 1. FUEL ELEMENT FLOW-TO-POWER
MATCH
• 2. REACTOR FLOW-TO-POWER MATCH
• 3. BED TO COLD FRIT HEATING
EFFECTS
N"rP: Systems Modeling
588 NP-TIM-92
CHALLENGES FOR PBR and NTP
MODELING
• 1. START UP TRANSIENTS
• 2. DECAY HFA_T
• 3. THROTTLING CONDITIONS
• 4. ACCIDENT TRANSIENTS
m5. PRE-TEST PREDICTIONS
• 6. COMPONENT HEATING
View Graph I 1 - Ch_nilm fo¢ I_R and _ Modelinll
TI_ view iPXldhliasanumlbarof_0_llcatiom_modeJinl[ requi_l fora PBR peactor, TheseSilo iocl_Jleuseo( mmdelin|
for d_ed_ _ _1 pm'_mir4 poor-testev_u_o_ K,mmp_ of systemeaaly..,- for Decay Haa oooli_ _1SUax Up Tmu_ts
will be lm_mod u_,.
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THERMAL HYDRAEILIC
COMPUTER CODES
• 1. OTV ENGINE - B&W
- PARTICLE BED FUEL ELEMENT DESIGN
SPECIFIC
• 2. TEMPEST - BATTELLE NORTHWEST
- GENERAL 3-D Ci:D ANALYSIS
• 3. SA]PSIM - SANDIA
- NETWORK SYSTEMS ANALYSIS CODE
• 4. SINDMSINFLO-NASA
- DETAIL THERMAL ANALYZER
Vkw Orxphz12-21- Themml HydraulicComputerCodes,Code Capabilitlezand Und_
The mm *m vi_.w I_raldm*how the nWor mmmd-h_r*._ codm whi_ Imve been .,ed by _W f_r *naly_ of lqTl'
;/m, adonl _ mnm of dsok o_xddli_ Md llm|m_,mL Tim doem't Mlow, full di,mmdm d _m vkw _ md dm
|mplu me _r-mpimw_. _e moa o_ Ibe codm *,re,vzdl_ in me p_ do_ tl_r _ ,m mcopi_ m you _ _'t
t_ diaam_ _mm d time codm _ _ _ _kW ud me mt qul= u wdi Imown. TIw pdmmy oudo kmk ekm wm
_ mlbd OTV _qgt_ TI_ amqa_ gode is ,=_ mtmlvdy _ _W m provide tlw _mmiMl rum _mmt dmilpt omdit_, _
qxctfieally *o ¢akado_ o_d fdt msakiq faclms tim will m_r tim flow tluoqlh tim odd frit. TId*cock b Imnktdmqy ut_d in
ill tt _imm _ 4rope 4ue to nmimmoeof the nmerl_ In dzeeo_l friz, md _k _ _ f_ _ _ in _
hot¢dMmad toptqOvidetrmMdmgfat_0¢lwhichwill¢mtum bound_ oondltiomofoatmtmztalt _ intheegitdramaS.
You will no_ dmt a wide nuqle of code, ropelisted heee dnce *,/l_y a zizqiie _0dc or _ _m _ _ _ _
oombtrm_ of c._l_tim ._1 _m_ dmimble _r. wide v_k_y of _m_m_ _ Ibnt_ Ib_l for d_ m_o_ eempuW
codex Imeall_d IzMicmimof whya ]mle number ofcod_ axe u_L Inl_d lhe_l{memiomJ ne_ mj11_ mml)lis c_m
likeSkI_IM will e _ Io(piperio*w_l flowq_i,. The _Itl_liee_iomlcode*llke TI_PEIT ze ud for M deee_l
analy_.
The SAI_LM COml_t_ C2Me h_ be_ ngwtUy obtained f_om _VmndixN_nai _ m_dI_m_ had _d_ _
I_ MW _o(ke,tltlm41hv_ _re_tly i_a imllnm Io_ lhllo0deteC_le _ i__y _ _. TI_ oode
will beoov_l_almpm,_pm_edmtion l_r lo_y. _emJlylllhouldbenoMdtMIMlthecodesllsledhenemsednllleph_e. 'I_
phase capability will be nequired Io m_dy_, oft nominal tnmzien! zmd/or m:e.3dentcondltions.
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CAPABILITIES FOR
PBR/REACTOR APPLICATION
• OTV- ENGINE
- PROVIDES "NOMINAL" 1NIEL ELEMENT
DESIGN CONDITION
SPATIAL IN]EL TEMPERATURE
- PROVIDES "OFF'NOMINAL" DESIGN
CONDITIONS
THERMAIJHYDRAEILIC CODES,
cont.
• 5. ANSYS - SWANSON, INC.
- DETAIL THERMAL CODE FOR
COMPONENT AND LOOP ANALYSIS
• 6. NEST - B&W
- TRANSIENT ANALYSIS OF COI]PLED
NEIJTRONICS,
THERMAL-HYDRAULICS
• 7. ATHENA- INEL
- 1-D TRANSIENT OR STEADY STATE
SIMULATION OF SPACE REACTORS
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CAPABILITIES, cont.
=*TEMPEST
- MULTI DIMENSIONAL CFD ANALYSIS
- ALLOWS ANALYSIS OF ACTOAL DESIGN
- ADDRESSES COMPLEX THERMALIFLOW
mSAFSIM
- IEEACTOR AND ENGINE SYSTEM
mSINDA
- GENERALIZED CONDDCTION AND I-D
CIRCUIT FLOW SPLIT MODELING
CAPABILITY
CAPABILITIES, Cont.
IANSYS
- PERFORMS GENERALIZED DETAIL
HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS
- PROVIDES GENERAL COUPLED
FLOW/CONDUCTION HEAT TRANSFER
FOR SPECIFIED (KNOWN) FLOW
REGIONS
• NEST
- EVALUATION OF SYSTEM CONTROL
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LIMITATIONS
IOTV-E
- STEADY STATE
-NO REACTOR PHYSICS
- NO CONDUCTION (gas or solid)
- NO GENERAL FEATURE CAPABILITY
- CHANNEL APPROACH TO FLOW (l-D)
LIMITATIONS, cont.
mTEMPEST
- NO REACTOR PHYSICS
- LIMITED TO OIUTIOGONAL CURVELINEAR
CEOMm_ AT PltI_ENT
-TIME STEP LIMITED TO "MATERIAL-
COURANT
mSAFSIM
-TIME STEP LIMITED TO "MATERIAL-
COURANT"
- PSEUDO MULTIDIMENSIONAL (I-D FLOW,
NETWORK HEAT TRANSFER)
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LIMIT&TIONS, cont.
• NEST
- POINT KINETICS
- QUASI-STEADY FUIID
mSINDA
- MODEL DEFINITION IS TBDIOUS
- FLOW IS INCOMPRESSIBLE
- NO SPECIFIC PROVISION FOR FLUID
THROUGH PAigrici_ BED
- STEADY STATE
LIMITATIONS, cont.
'.ANSYS
-STEADY STATE FLOW
- INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOW ONLY
- LACKS SPECIALIZED CORRELATION
CAPABILITY (FRICTION, FILM
COEFFICIENT, etc.)
-PSEUDO MIJLTI-DIMENSIONAL (I-D
FLOW, 3-D HEAT TRANSFER)
mALL CODES LISTED ARli $1NGLIB PHASE -
WILL NEED TWO PHASE CAPABILITY
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PHYSICAL CORRELATIONS
[] SPECIFIC CORRELATIONS FOR
PARTICLE BED
-FILM COEFFICIENTS - ACHENBACH
- FRICTION COEFFICIENT - ERGUN
[] FUEL ELEMENT COMPONENTS (COLD
& HOT FRITS)
- MODIFY GENERALIZED
CORRELATIONA FOR SPECIFIC
APPLICATION BASED ON
EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The _ two view graphs provide m information on the seco_l m_ cmnponem of systems modding - Ihe validity and
desa.mim,t_ of the _ytical _ ,rid cofrela_ot_t uwd for mudet_ of the v/stem. Tlu_ view gmp_ showwell known
coerelaliom _ have been used in particle bed modeling. They aim Identify the need for ex_mentlLI vedficxlk)a o( this clam.
BAW has performed mmty of the experime_U required to verify this data,
MODIFIED CORRELATIONS
• EXAMPLES
- MODIFY ERGUN CORRELATION FOR
COLD FRIT
- FRICTION FACIORS FOR BLOWING
AND SUCTION FLOW
- PARTICLE BED CONDUCTM'I'_-
ZEHNERAND BAUER
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Comparison of Predicted Friction
Factor and Experimental Dam
1.6E+6
1,2E+6}
8E+5
Experimental
Data
,.,Design.
Modified Ergun
4E+5 L .... I .
3E+5 5E+5 1E÷6 2E÷6
R_Dp (l/m)
View Oraph 24 - C_pari_ of PredictedFriction Fsc-to_rAnd Ex_
'lids view _ • ¢_pari_ of • predicted friction facto¢_ of = c_t=_ (_ld) fdt as ¢_par=d w the desisn
• _'rckLtion dlrmined from=lXdmmtld datalak=oat B_W'm AIIku¢= RclealchCca_r, In thil case, air wu flowedthmuShtyl_:al
munuructured_t= =mi preucln dropmeuure=r_nU pe='f_. Thi= ldOtis a memureof t._ normllaxl fric_on _clo¢ ,,, I fuaction
dRi_oMs numlx=.Asymlcan leethcdeslgncacmlatlon,whlchluisimaccuncyofpiulorminusI0%, isapproximlteJy30 w
,10% _|he¢ _ the _ fTi_ _iclo¢ and .Im_l • sce_ i_reaJe whh lower Re_Idl number.
In addition Io te_ of cold frit, B&W hu usedexperimentaldata for friction factors¢overi_ blowing and =uctloeflow in
t_ fuel dement annulusand have plansfor performi_ m onpa_icb bed _vky. As _ on the p_v_out view sraph,
B&W auzmedyurnsthe eonulatiea of Znhne¢and Bauer for i_tkde bed cmduclJvtgy.This _ wasno¢deveJopedfor PBR
=d a_tf, o,mwilt be aped_,,,qy v_ir_d.
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FRIT PRESSURE DROP TESTING
WITH H_, AIR, and N_
TEST CONDITIONS
P 3.2 MPa
T _J4K
P.e/Dp ]_:ill:J(_¢_
Gas _ KeXD_fl0 ) _
Air 5.08 5.51 5.43 + 1.5
Air 5.02 5.36 5.48 - 2.2
H_ 5.38 5.25 5.19 + 1.2
H 5.38 5.27 5.19 + 1.5
[_ 5.04 5.39 5.47 -1.5
Viiv_ _25 - _ IPnmmn'eI_ Teml_l
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COLD FRIT FLOW-TO-POWER
MATCHING
I
1.2 I
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
I
i i , I I
0 .2
Bed Outlet i
Temperature-= _
.4 .6
Normalized Length
, , J I , , , I
.8
i
i IbW
i
ViewGml_ 26 - CoMFdt ]_)w-To-PowerMatching
Beforewegetintockgayhewcooling,wedlouldahowbowweconltolflowto m,ltlchpoww_ _ _. Theview
graphdemmuttraleethefactthattheradialflowintotheoum"(cold)fritmustmulchtheaxiIJpowerdistrJbufieminocrd_toobtain
= _=amt _tiet tm_tttut_ Tltis met=rid.flowdedSn L=tin=i=to th=pBli ¢oocel_
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COLD FRIT MASK FACTOR
With Azimuthal Power Variations
Mink F_kr
IM
M
M
o
2 .4 .4 .11
I
view Gml_ 27 - Cold Prd MaMtP,c_m' - Azlmmlml V_
In eaJerm ram_ flow to pewer msll Iocstkxuoe ,w,.o._ (add) _ h'k_m er _ fmm_sm ,reedto _ the t'rit
mch dm Ibmf)ow m m prom.. L_drm_ mm._8 aut iem mmbmco m flow omm mtthe boUurspin.
'me a_t mlmmt mv, n,t,--y hint cediS. Sinm pm_, _1_ mu_e, dl_bu_m dml_ m._ Mlyt_ (d,my h_t)
epmdiea, totM fllowthmUllt_the demeat mX tempt fo_ the lea tt_t _heeeid fritz wm_ _ m _ _ _ m _U _
opetld,_. 'rhis tmmmay dine by mpplytnll amem fk, w to *he elemeat.
The nat _ries of view IPml_s will show Imme remlm of mudy_ _ for decay hem(idltnll condition) tad _ up
ooedide_ in a pmecte bed rm_r.
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Decay Heat Flow Rate
Average Flow Rate During Decay Heat Cooling
30 i
25 - i
5 _e 10.p_,b
0 C°nsk:lT_ tk
lO
20
t_15
_E
r
Pulsed
.... ._.._ i ..... j
100 1.000 10.000 100.1000 1,000,OO0
Average Flow Rate During Decay Heat Cooling
6
0
Thr(_ttled
10
PuL_d
100 1.00Q 10,000 100,0_) 1,000,000
Time (sec) Time (soc)
View Graph 28 - Dc_y Heal Row gate
This view Imph shows• t_ evMuatloeof the propellantflow rate mquingl_ ihut-down to cool• _ bed rm:lo¢
unde¢ decay belling ¢mmed by dm pmma and hem mdtzdioa heing emitted by nuclear fuel _ _m_. The zcemdo uzed fo¢
de_y heal _olinll b to mainlaln | throg]_ _ d ffopeJhmt for up_ma_y the first I00 *econds _ Mint-downto insure
z o0ol leomct_. The flow il ip'adually decxm_ to msch the declining power oatput of tim corn tmtil the 1015 flow pim*,'*,,is
reached. Thil flow is maintained conltant for a while due to Mabjlity ¢ecmlderafions which I will di_.4zll lain'. The lyllem th_
colzvectl to imlae ¢ooling idmilar to that planned for the NBItVA ¢mlline. Pube ¢ooling ¢ootiaua Ibxough zplwoximately 10,000
u_c_n or unt9 the WImem|_ to approxirnswJyone to two pen:_t of full pewee, At this p_t • IonlB-mrm¢lmod cycle oooling
,ymm vmuld be uml th l_p _e rim:tot tooled throu_ mine type of dotal k_ _ymm. Thh ,,pU_ wo,dd radlam me mdl
e_l_u heK to Iq_oe. 'Thevkwlplq_on thedght Ii•ldO¢o(thel,:4ull pmdid,'d flow to theoptimum flow neededfor thisprocc ,m.
In this cue optimum flow wouM be th*t flow neededto exacdy ma_ flow to syJem he,t me. As you am u_ _ Is • spike
the zcttud flow cx¢oods the optimum flow by qq)¢oxinm_y five tlmM for • d_rt period of time to zo_nmod_ inzlabilily
limit,.
it d_uld he no_d thel the number# zhown here w_re obUdned with mudyslsof. single fuel _ They do m_ account
f_ flow zplilz in the total s_tom. Abo no mechanical ,mdy#is we_ perforrmMto dctormiae tile efle_, of thcrrmdc,fling du*_nll
p_L_d_Z.
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Stability Regimes
4Q n N
pow_ De.My (W_&)
LINIIW mlM,B
View Gn_ 29 - subiit,y mqllmes
Tlds view Imph dm_# two _ olrh mine d_ TIm cm on me Idt ustn| a Iq *cMe far h "z° uis md ekem*e
. me ril_ _. I{nu" lade for ,'- "," L_ l"m "y" axis b mplmtd, insmldlityindm developedby lmmmdbeaedon NIUtVA
dam and appSed by Ma_e d Ikuakheven Nmlmml t.abe,mm_ m _ bed ,ysiemL This indm is ¢m dlffenm* bm1_ the inld
md B oodet{nWlmmmm jvk{}u{by B ira{or{maqmlmm_ ,,,,_{mq_i$b dmD,vm u t fmmclkmofpm,_wdaml{_r.If yoe focm ygm
,ua,lun m 1heview Ipr_ m b dl_. _ opm ,R* b thm mll_ wheu flow _ _ _ _. 11m _ ml_
is whlN Ihl_ i_ _ I'low inslM_lilkL In h _,_ d_u_t_md _11, d_ Mmd_l I1_ b o_ly _nl¢_ _ _y _
'_,e v_ Sm{_ m k k_m.,ho_ m eumqik _( ho,. b u,,il_ ,resin ,hdak, u 4m I,e,f_n. mo,e deu,iled_ _
nowtn,csbi]{¢_ 'n, ear, ei_vn,mme,,tipUhC_ial I-D,,W_yli_i,,me*mlyr_relitd, ub,,dbyn,ai¢ Theme,,
ci_le, reFe,e_ ,, dan of me,m_.dimn,*_ond mmimy m¢Im -¢m_ amPt=_ _ _ _ _ d_ _ _
TSMP{_T, The dmtdy M_led wms showevm funlm movenm_ whm, pardclebed ,ymm i, mdymd wire _ _
codes. Inthismmllmaremlslho_ dmdedlNceulenolMq)bcmd_elists. Instmd wemepmlict_alradl_ylm:mmd_
prolxd)ilit_of flow mMdlMrilx_m. The _ rqlo_ o4'inmbllity would Imv¢ _o be verified by mplrlmell becum of Ihem
uncella_nt_. Throe cul_l allow the mdvlmUl_lo( ulh_ muld-d{nlmliol_ IPAJyldlor* Ihew cx)mpl_
We need to holethat tSls is not only • PBR problem - a{I ipu feaclo_ will need to a_cornnmdmetnatability limits at low
flow/bi_ ddm T coalitions.
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STARTUP TRANSIENT
SIMULATION
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View Gml_ 30 - Start-up _,an,Jent Simulation
This view It&l_ t.i_._, _,-ti_ ¢u_,ple of _ amdysi, performed for the sml-up or • Ferdcle bed tractor. This
unutygs ms done with B&W's _ tom.u= _ system. It wts purf_ to evuluste the unusugly hqih n=c_vLty insen_
frmn flowinlicold hydmlpn dudnll Ita_-up of lhe sy1=m. In piu1_.ubu' It wils _l uaed to evaluate Iho effectiveaaeas of the control
to mitJplle the huge inaction of po_tive reL-Svity lnbo the system dm'Jn_ start-up. These sikles show the pen:_t _,
1)excenthydrolen flow, hydrogen worth, and reactivity clmnle oi" the sysl_rn versus time oyes"• p=riod of approxlnmwJy lwdve
seco_ This urudygs shows the system can ucl_e,,,e and maintain deslln power.
Thestm_upscemulousafhereiu'd_'. TherucioristskencriScalbefoeehydrolpm flow is inithmM. Ashydrqlen m.qs
_o ik_w mw m or"a_mt _ ts moved to ovc_oaz the positive muctivlty _ cawed b7 hydmlm _. Am0zt *et of
cootmi demenO, with different clmactef(stlcl from the trat, is used to control power. _ control Ml_rithm o0atrohl *o • demand
_mtup _ white cm_mlin_ b,/max!mu_ _ywer verzw flow requirements which are shown in this vicwlir_oh.
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PHILOSOPHY OF SYSTEMS
MODELING
• THE PROOF OF THE PUDDING IS IN THE
TESTING
• LEARN FROM EXPERIENCE
- S_ and HOBBLE
• SYSTEMS MODELING IS A GUIDE FOR
PERFORMANCE AND TESTING. IT IS NOT
THE FINAL WORD
View Omph31 - _ of SystemsMede_ina
The Xubt_ Oeleacopelwl siSair_:mtpml_m_ beame # _'t •m_l beto_ hum_. Sk_labvm d_ d_ Im_
_ dins_ otl_r_ic.k_ w_s|Shoved.Titleil notintrudedtoI_.k onNASA,tbe_at_otbmimh/rim Iha tl_s etlal_r
ml_ toIdi. Tlmww_e pick_ becuse_,,y as_recenlor memeuilyIdmtifiedbyNASA.
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SUMMARY
• CHALLENGES OF PBR MODELING AND
SYSTEM ANALYSIS
• COMPUTER CODES
• PHYSICAL CORRELATIONS
• RESULTS OF ANALYSIS FOR DECAY HEAT
COOLING AND STARrUP
• PHILOSOPHY OF SYSTEMS MODELING
View Onq_ 32 - Summary
In tunumtry thi| pcexentation has covewed the _ and le¢ne cludlexles of Particle Bed Rexcto¢ modellnll. Itcoveged
the nuU_ cempoaet_ of _; Computa cede_ physical mfw.latlma ttmd, a t_t philmophy, _ _ _a _ _y _t
meting and ran-up maly_.
Fumlly, _ was an appeal to all of us to keep in mind the necexsity of obtaining experimental data to redly sysgems
performan_ and systems medeh.
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FINAL THOUGHTS
• NOBODY BELIEVES THE ANALYSIS
EXCEPT THE ANALYST
• EVERYBODY BELIEVES THE
EXPERIMENT EXCEPT THE
EXPERIMENTAIXST
- Seen on NASA
• "PAPER REACTORS, REAL REACTORS"
Admiral Hyman RickoYer - 1953
View On_ 33 - pill Thou_ts
Imps_i_, I'll lea_ }_u wi_ the_ words wh_da were _ oo a NASA wall pom_ d,mdnga n_ml vt_ m _ _k
Spece Cm_. I Im_ isduded tnk writMmvm_ of dlis _ eome excm_ fnmma Imperm_itl_ "Pq_ itmam_ _
p.mmocs" wrtum b,/Admiral HymmmRtcimvw is 19S3. As _ all ksow, h Addnd rm a very _, _mHNml _
im311NAtkmira)gram. 1 wm_'tmJ_ _e lime m reml Ibis m _ IIw_ Iml _p you m Iske a lock a this_ _ _ _
IJm_lhalvenot _ IJ_f'lcIIBIJy in _ 40 ?_mJrslille this _ wrJl_llo Thil cJ[l:e_l_ _ SII:QIIM'_ by Ilyilt I lhiM "llper
rescmrsah_aysnm be/mr th_ red neacmcs'.
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PAPER
REACTORS1
REAL
REACTORS
Admiral Hyman Rickover,
The Journal of Reactor
$clerce end Engineering,
June 1953
An academic reactor or reactor plant almost always has the
loliowing basle characteristics: 1) It is simple, 2) It is small. 3) It
is cheap. 4) Iris _ht. 5) n c_ be bui_ veryqu_Jdy.6) It is vey
flexible in purpose. 7) Very little development is required. It will
use mostly off.the.she# compo_s. 8) The reactor is in the
study phase. It is not being built now.
On the other hand, a practical reactor plant can be
distinguished by the following characteristics: I) It is being built
now. 2) It is behind schedu/e. 3) It is requ/nTngan /mrnense
amount of development on apparenlfy b'tvlalitems. Corrosion, In
particular, is a problem. 4) Itts very expensive. 5) It takes a
long t/me Io buJd because of b_e eng/neer/ng development
problems. 6) It ts large. 7) It is heavy. 8) It is comp//cated.
The tools of the academic reactor-designer are a piece of
paper and a pencil with an eraser, ff a mistake is made, it can
always be erased and changed. If the practical-reactor designer
errs, he wears the mistake around his neck; it cannot be
erased. Everyone can see it.
The academic-reactor designer is a dilettante. He has not
had to assume any real responsibility in connection with his
projects. He is free to luxuriate in elegant ideas, the _actical
shortcomings Of whk;h can be relegated to the catego(y of
"mere technical details." The practical-reacto¢ desJgn_ must
live with these same technical details. Although recalcitrant and
awkward, they must be solved Bnd cannot be put off until
tommorrow. Their solution requires manpower, time and money.
Unlortunately tor those who must make tar-reaching
decisions without the beheld of an intimate knowledge ol reactor
technology, and unlodunately for the interested public, it is
much easier to get the academic side of an issue than the
practical side. For a large part those involved with the academic
reactors have more Inclination and time to present their ideas in
reports and orally to those who will listen. Since they are
innocentty unaware o4 the real but hidden difficulties ol their
plans, they speak with great facility and confidence. Those
involved with practical reactors, humbled by their experiences,
speak less and worry more.
Yet it is incumbent on those in high places to make wise
decisions and it is reasonable and important that the public be
correctly informed. It is consequently incumbent on alt of us to
state the facts as forthrightly as possible.
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Systems Approach Needed for NTR Design Optimization
Nudur rocket engine Wlleml. like chem_al engines, require s Wlnems-oriented approach to the selection and
mlk_nllnt 04 _ ol_emJm design. This _ strtsles Ihlt all tub_ms end components must be optimized or
de_ned tOg_hlN'; the goal is to achieve lhe _ possible overall system design,
A welt.anchored lind val/daled sleady.4ttale design modal is required, one which treats all important chamclerislics
end pMnornenology of the system elements, together wilh tsc_Inoiogy llmils and conslralnls. The program musl
provide sufficient design detail to luity characterize the engine syslem, and Io provide confidence in the design. The
det_ed syMenl demon _ ill _ passed to the Steady-State OIf-Oesion end Transient models, where it forms Ihe
basil of the hardware desmtpeon needed to Initialize the off-design or transient simulation.
Rockeldyne's Steady-Slate Design OpOmtzation model Is belled on known end pcoven methodologies such as thoso
shown. It ptdomrl I "rubber engine" conceptual design, lind uses scaling only when aooroprlste. Physical or first-
pfindplN ¢omponenl models Me pmflirred. The code pedorrnll constrained optimization, with both impllcll and
lixpllcll ¢onstrelnls. These (::onStralnts relkJc_ technology level, risk, reiiabli)ty, and other limits on the design, end
heip to ensure that • _ and achievable design is obtained.
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Systems Approach Needed
for NTR Design Optimization
• All elements of engine system optimized together
• Reactor
• Turbomschlnery
• Feed System
• Controls
• Nozzle and throat
• Cooling and heat exchange
• Design model based on anchored and proven methodologies
• JANNAF Perlormance Prediction
• NBS (NIST) Thermodynamic Properties
• CPIA 246 Expansion Process Losses
• "Rubber Engine" conceptual design versus scaling approach
• First principles analysis where appropriate
• Provides design detail
• Reflects technology level and design constraints
- Technology year
- Risk/reliability/cost
Generic NTR Engine Power Balance Codes
Rocketdyne's approach to NTR engine system modeling utilizes three separate codes, which are li.ked by a
common hardware description file. The Steady-State DorggnOptimization program develops an optimized syslem
dseign, I_ad on user Inputs, s schematic description file, and optimization constrainls The output of the design
program Is a hardware definition file which can be passed to the Steady-State Off-Design code or to the Transienl
code.
Both of the latter codes (SSDO end TRANS) are off-design models inthe sense that they seek to anatyze the
behavior and response of fixed hardware to changes In control settings, component characteristics, or
start/shutdown. The Design Optimization model is an "on-design"model, or "rubber engine" model, which seeks to
find the best design operating point to meet user requirements and technology constraints
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Generic NTR Engine Power Balance Codes
Steady-state On-Design L
end Oplimixltlon
(SSOZ)O) } -
Steady.Stale
Off-Design
(SSO0)
Ttlnltanl
(TRANS)
nml,mr r_ ;_;,,n,_l.,i
Rocketdyne Nuclear Thermal System Code
Herllege/Pedlgree
The Rocketdyne NTR system mOd_l have been under continuous development at Rockeldyne ,sJnce 1975, under
both (_pany m_l governme_nl lundlng. These codes form the besis of the company's erRir_e W'l_r_muy design
capability.
These codes or vadants have been successfully ulHized Io design a variety of Hight-type engine systems, including
the RS-.44, XLR-132, STME, S'I'BE. RSX, and IME engines.
In addition, the codes have been vidk:lated by generating "dssi0ns" for currenl and past hardware, including F-l, J-2,
SSME, and I:knM_l_n Imgine deldgns.
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Rocketdyne Nuclear Thermal System Code
Heritage/Pedigree
• Elements of engine system model under continuous
development slnce 1975.
• Used as prellmlnary deslgn and optlmlzatlon tool at Rocketdyne.
• Used to design:
ASE
RS-44
XLR-132
STME
STBE
RSX
IME
20,000 Ib thrust O2/I-12 apace englne
15,000 Ib thrust O2/112 apace engine
3,750 Ib thrust NTO/MMH space englne
650,000 Ib thrusl O2/H2 space transportation engine
750,000 Ib thrust O2/hydrocarbon booster englne
237,000 Ib thrust O2/RP-I booster engine
30,000 Ib thrust O2/112 space engine
• Valldated agalnst current and past hardware:
F-I Russian RD-170 booster englne
J-2 Rueelan RD.0120 engine
SSME Russian RD-7Ol tdpropellanl engine
_4L_ Rockwell tat ematlo_l
Code History
This chart Iltustrales the continuous, ongoing effort on the Nuclear Thermal System Model and its precursors.
Rocketdyne Internal funding hM supplemented a series of NASA contracls in development o( s robust, validated
and flexible engine ayllem modeling code. Recent work (since 1987} has Iocused on modifications to the code to
enable modeling of Nuclear Thermal Rocket syslems. A recent Air Force study, the Sale Compact Nuclear
Propulsionstudy, utilized results of Ihe code. Orlgolng Rockeldyns in-house sludins have nlso nmde exte.sive usa
of the code results.
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Code History
...........i ,,,3 1,,o I ,,,1 1992
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Engine Power
Balance
8oolm
Codes
NASA-MSFC
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ssi,,co._ I
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PropulSion
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Nuclear Pro-
pulmn Concept
AFAL
89014
Convor Ido_
from COS
to UNfCOS
(CRAY)
Boo_er
Codes
RoO.etdyrw
FuwJod
Cod_ Mods
lot:
Tran=dent
Operation and
Mutlcomponem
Connguralion
NASA-MSFC
NAS8-40000
Cor_, Mo_
fo',r;
1, Space Eng
2. Booster ErKJ
3. PrelPost
Prococ_ors
NAS8-39210
NASa-40000
RD Ftlrtdod
• H ,!',,!i_i
•K--Ongoing Studles_
NTR System Model-Code Features
Key features of Rockeldyne'e NTR system model include varmble schematic analysis, high-ttdahty propelianl
prepertles, I_lrfl_l¢ core geon_lry, accurate turbomachinery,heat-transler, and perlomtance estimalion ntgnnthm._.
and a nonlinear, constratne¢l optimization roullne.
The vanable schematic capability uses a data-ddven approimh, in which ell design modules and algorithms are
contained within s single program, and appropriate modules ere called under control of an ex_mutive which
Iraverses the input schematic network. This Is different from a variable-code approach, in which a new model is
generated and re-complied for each new system configuration. The dala-ddven approach maximizes code flexibilily,
does not enid dilfculSes in traceability of code results, and enables higher-speed modeling (no compile step).
Well-encho4'ed turbomachine_ and heat-transfer calculations are incluOed, which improve mode) accuracy and
enhance confidence In the reeulting system design.
Use of NBS/NIST and JANNAF propellant and performance meflmds also increases code lidelity.
The non linear, constrained optimization routine enables comparison of competing candidate system configurations
on a common balds; Le,, "best possible" design points for ell candidates can be compared.
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NTR System Model
Code Features
• Variable Schematic
• Code flexibility
• Ease of modeling new concepts
. Fixed code/variable clair
• NBS/NIST Propellant Properties
• Accurate energy balance
• Accurate flow schedule
• Hydrogen, methane, CO2, or ammonia propellants
• Prismatic reactor core geometry
• Particle-bed and wire.core may be added
• NTR-Unique components
• Cooled structure
• Reflector/moderator
• No._,ia heat load accounting
• Rocketdyne Turbomechlnery Design Routines
• Hiatorically-anchorad T/M performance and envelope
• Cenlrltugal or axial pumps
• Rocketdyne Heat Transfer Correlations
• Accurate prediction of jacket heat loads and Ap
• JANNAF/CPIA Performance Estimation
• Accurate end rapid delivered performance prediction
• Accounts for all lose mechanisms (B/L, Kinetics, Divergence)
• Nonlinear, Constrained Optimization Capability
• Minimize or maximize any system vsrtableRockw4di k_e_.m_lo,mi
p,,=a•*erN
Software Capabilities
The present code is capable of optimizing the system design Ior Nuclear Thermal Rocket engines ill the t0,O00 It)
250,000 pound fhrtmt range. Key features of Ihe code include the inpul-conlrolled variable schematic a.alyis
capability, delalled NBS {NIST) hydrogen properties, a graphic preprocessor (which eases user interaction wtlh the
model), end multiple component cal_l_llly. The multiple component leature ennbles modeling el engine sysl_m._
_lh multiple redundant turbopumps, sad design el systems capable of pump.out operation,
Transfer of engine system design information from the design module to the off-design or transient coos zs possible
Future {planned) enhancements Is the existing models Includes incorporation of additional propellants such as
ammonia, carbon dioxide, and methane. These propellants have been mentioned as possible alternate propellants,
especially for In-sttu prol:)_lant-based missions. A graphic post-processor Is being prepared, which will present Ihe
code output In graphical form for ease of Interpretation.
Work on the Steady-State Off-Design end Transient codes to incorporate higher-lk:letitynuclear elements is planned
The off-design models will also be exfended Io enable specification of as-measured hardware characteristics (such
aS pump H-Q maps. tufolne maps, etc.),
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Software Capabilities
.current
Optimize and size engines of 10K to 250K thrust
Input-controlled variable-schematic capability
Hydrogen propellant
Graphic preprocessor
Multiple component capability: 40 components
Automatic configuration transfer
Steady-state design optimization
.Future
Other propellants: Ammonia, CO2, CH 4
Graphic postprocessor
Steady-state off-design and transient models
Off-design models will accept actual hardware characteristics
Steady State Model
The Sleeo'y-Steta Deign Op0mlzalion model accepts user inpt_! consisting of general user inputs (thrum. chamber
Wsesure. arel mtk), etc,), • m::hemaltc clellrdlion tile, opllmizetion specifications and coRslramta, anti reads d_lta from
• knowk_ bile whictn provides propellant pcoperties, theoretlc_ pedormance ta_es, and o_he_ information on
compo_s endsubsystems.
The msjo_ _',ents o! ',he St_L(_y-S_s model _-'tude a schQmaltc a,_aiyzer, compone.I n_odels, optisniz,r,
thermodynan_c stets comput|dlon$, and performance cidculetlons.
Thl S611emlllc An_or umm the user-input schematic definition file to develop the interconnsctions between
Ihs engine syalem elemente. The echematlc Is descdbtd in letms st a grid or array el nodes arid the conneclions
betwa4m the r_OdU. The schecnmlic analysIs routine controls the flow o! the program by repeatedly Imverslng the
coml_nent/node network until convergence has been obtained.
Component modell provide elgo_hrms descd_ng the operellon, design end idzlng of Ihe engine system
components, such as tud)opumps, heat-exchange elements, reactor, structural Jacket, and nozzJe.
The Optimizer vedse selected independent variables (such as pump speed, turbine pressure rails, or chamber
pressure) in oro'er to r_nimtze or maximize a selected object function subject to a set o! constrainls
Thermodynamic state computations are pedormed under control st the schematic analyzer to track the detnited
thermodynamic slate of the propellant at each engine system Station,
Pmrfo_mlnct cetcu|_,t|ons are performed in order to develop theoretical and det_vered engine end thief-
chamber preiormance and NIW_'lalecl 10U terms bned on nozzle geOmelry, operating temperature, and inlel
propehant slale.
in addition to providing an optimum de_dgn point, the model can be ot0_rated In • parametric mode to enable
generation el plnimet_c curves which 0NcriUe fealties of similar system dleigns. Pnntecl reports and a hardware
dellnlllon file ere also produced.
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Run-Time Inputs
1
i-]Inputs I
I
I Schematic [ IDefinition I
Limits &
Constraints
sOptlmlzatlon
peclflcatlon
Steady State Model
Steady-State
Optimization
Model
• Component Models
• Schematic Analysis
• OpUmlzer
• Thermodynamic State
• Performance CalculaUons
I PropellantProperllas Theoretical I
Performance
Tables
iComponent ExpansionLoss
Tableshetscledatlcs
Knowledge Base
System Perelnetrlcs
--_ itIIIlill|lillillii
System Optimum
Printed Reporl (Detailed Bnln.ce)
NTR Engine Optimizer Code -- Logic
This chad illustrates the block-level logic el the Steady-State NTR design code The figure shows that the mare
control routine is responsible for driving the schematic analysis and pedorming component sizing and performance
calculations. The optimizer rouline Is used to maximize or minimize a selacled object luncllon by selecting a set of
independent vsdsdpleswhich control one or more aspects of component or subsystem design
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Input
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_l) Ruck_ll LttemIl_l
NTR Engine Optimizer Code - Logic
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• Nee
• TI/_es
JANNAF I
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I-I
I R=flK_m"
9tincture I
[ Opflmlzlrr
-/- ¢h4mb_ Prm=m /
_|. =_,cma_N |
I" wl I_,dmlmeMo. I
I" Pd MInlmlz=U=,. J
Thru=l 1
Ch_mb_
Converging INolrlM
No_le
t Turbo-
Turbine
•Slim
ReICtor Power Calculation Logic
The Stelcly-Slale code pre6enfly contains • lumped reactor nx)del, which eIaentlelly treats tile reactor as a heal
source, but does hal per/arm ¢istailad reactor element sizing. An initial eslimale of reactor power {heal) is derived
from Inputfl of thrust, chamber pressure, and desired gas exit temperature. Separale aslimates of structure end
reflector heal loads are developed based on correlations of detailed haat-trensler ana, lysls.
An initial ealJmale of Ihe heat load from the reactor Is made, from which the reactor exit entheJpy can be computed
The r_tor out_t temperatureIs thencomputKIfromtt_ tot¢ reactorhem _ndir_t cor_tions,e_ tl_s temperature
is compmrod with the dl_r_l exit lemperature. If _uary, the reactor heal Is readN_ed until the exit Ismperalure
converges.On_ the exittemperature18known,thetheoreticalspecificImpulseand C-starcanbecalculated.
The reactor flowmte is then known, as is net reactor power level.
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Reactor Power Calculation Logic
F t=.-,¢l_* I.,mN)
P= Oe
T I _ (vwl IDmml)
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P,ltL 1dr m..im.m AD
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Tcc_c
Isoo I _ =f(_,Tc, e) 1
l Reactor
Power
• Flowrale
otr_lltr _PJL);_.'J;'_!el
Sample Multi-Component Configuration
Re_:lundant design configuration of NTR propulsion systems is impatient due to the polentisl impact of an engine
failure on the mission and on the survival of the crew, Design of redundant turbopump sets end/or multiple
reeclor/thn.mt chamber sets Is attractive because It enables robust propulsion systems which can tolerate s single
failure or even multiple failures and conlinue to operate. Mission success and crew survival can be greatly
enhanced by careful sppllcatlofl of redundant design philosophy.
The NTR design code is capable of modeling vadous system configurations which incorporate multiple turUopump
and reactor/thrued chamber sets. One poC,slble type is the incorporation of tully-redundant powerhead and
reaclor/Ihrust chamber assemblies, which are intended Is remain non-operating unleSs/until one of the operating
=Nits hills. The faikld I_ Is then ,=hut down and the "spare* tel takss its plemo, Another possibility is to design
multiple powsrhead/thrust chambers which are destgned to operate In parallel, with no spares Failure Of a
turbopump or reactor/thrust chamber would result in shutdown of the entire subsystem with continued operetta, el
the remaining powerheads and reactor/throst chambers. A third option Involves design of multiple turbopump sets, a
subset of which (say two out of three) are capable of operating all of the multiple thrust chambers at their design
point. A failure of a pump set would still allow on-design operation wilh the remaining turbomachinery. However,
prior to lailurs, all lurbopump sets would operate off.design (throttled or de-rated), Finally, tile system can be
designed to enable failure of multiple thrust chambers, with the multiple turbopump sets continuing to operate to
supp4y Ihe remaining thrust chamber sets.
Loss Of raeclore hem additional Implications: A reactor will continue to produce power from decay heel and from
neutron leakage (from adjoining reactors in the engine duster), Careful consideration of this continued healing musl
be made from a mission-safety viewpoint. It may be necessary to Jettison a tallecl reactor i1 the continued heating
cannot be adequately controlled and/or suppressed.
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Sample Multi-Component Configuration
ON.DES_N HIdr_OWARE COflFJqVBAT.I_
FROPE[_4NT
_T P_ELLANr
Configuration Preprocessor
This _ illustRMlm the grllphicat pe'e-p_or. The preprocessor presenls a grid on the lelt side of tits ecree,t,
which ill employed by the thief Io draw the engine components lind define their iflieractions. A main menu (right slope
of Imrqren) selects model an¢l Operations, lind I lub-n_nu {to left of mmin menu) _nte component choices.
tn use, the user selects e component from the sub-menu and then indicales the inlet and exit node locations for Ihe
selected component on the schematic grid. By successively adding components, the preprocessor builds an internal
r_sentation o1 the schen-,mlc connections, prelmure dlope, end component characteristics ot the desired engine
system configuration. When complete, the schematic description and other inlormetiorl is writte, to nn output lile,
which can then be read by the Steady-Stale, Oft-Design, or Transient codes.
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ConfigurationPreprocessor
o I 2 _ 4 $ S ? 8 8
COUJMNS
_ Aock_fll k_tmuofwl
FILE
IIPFI
REDRAW
NOZJACK
IICC _ SCROLL
MBER CANCEL
JMINENt
OmFICt
PRINT
REACTOR
TBO QUIT
FLOW PAllS.
NTR Design Code Output
A typical pdnlout of the Steady-State NTR design code is presented in this chart. AScan be seen, the level of design
detail available is high, Summary prinlouls of reactor and nozzle design characteristics, tie-tubes (cooled structure),
pedormenee, end turbomachinery design vertablas are Included. A detailed listing of all propellant state properties
at each system station Is printed, and s system mass estimate Is also provided.
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NTR Design Code Output
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lOOK NTR, Expander Cycle, Dual T/P--Centrifugal Pump
This chart illustrates a system OeSign baJance performed with the NTR Slaady-State Design code. When the graphic
post-proc_sor is available, an annotated schematic diagram sln'_ar to that show_ will be automatically generaled
the _¢_.
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Refleclof incl
Rollocto* Coolant
Noz]rk, Cooling
PMh
.I_.._IIGN.YALU F.._;
PUMP ,r'LO_l E I]OIAI } 1146 1 II_FL:
PUMP DISCHARGE PRESSURE 2.606 PS A ',
NUMeER OF pL)MP STAGES 2 I
PIRglP EFFICIENCY 70 71 '% I
I UIIlY..R_U MP RPM !d_.r,_ w) I II'M I
TURI)CXoUMP POWER (EACII) 10,282 lip I
TUIIlBINE INLET TEMP 346.4 n I
NUMBER OF TUFIBINE STAGES 2 I
TURBINE EFFICIENCY 81 "/_ %
TUFIBINE PRESSURE RATIO I ,i15
TURBINE FLOW RATE (EA('J I) ,38 60 t neRFC
rtEAGrOli/ENGINE TIIEI_MAL lOWEll ;=,015 MW
FUEL ELEMEN[ TRANSFERRED POWER 1,952 MW I
CHAMeERNOZZLEENGINECORENOZZL THERMALTHRUSTCHAMeEREXPANStONpRI SaUREPOWTEMPERATUREA A(NOZZLE(FUELRATK_ELEMENT4$1AGNAI IONITtE I"UItE) 100,00012,050.0o04.60021 0o_PSIALBFMWRtl
NOZZLE PERCENT LENGTH
VACUUM _PECIFIC IMI'ULSI. (I)1 LIV1141 II) El? _ RI-(: I
Hut loads 8re as followm: Nolzle"con (total): 35.15 MW I
Nozzle-dlv (total): t8.80 MW I
Refleclm (total): 25.00 MW I
Tie-Tubes (total): 98.00 MW I
P - PSIA
T - DEG R
W - LB/S
H - BTU/1-B
S - BTU/LB-R
*Note: Flows Indicated are for one-hall ol system.
Future Activities end Capabilities
Future capabilities to the NTR design software are listed In this chart. These enhancements are being added in a
ssrles of NASA- and company-funded efforts. The space engine thrust chamber and main pump subroutines are
being upgraded to extend the thrust range over which they are applicable. Low pressure boost pump design
nepalbHIty for zoro-NPSH oporlrtion doldgnli 18 being added. These hvo efforts ere being funded by MSFC for SEt
application. However, the code improvements will also be directly applicable to NTR modeling.
Company-tunded efforts will complete the optimization of reactor power, envelope, and weight; the full
implementation of the pre- and poet- processors, and the full implementation of the transient analysis reactor model
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Future Activities and Capabilities
Low pressure (boost) pump almulellon
Reactor power, envelope, weight opllmlzation model
Upgrade apace engine design optimization
Enhanced pre/post processors
Transient analysis model {feed system, thruster, and reactor)
Planned
Fundino Completion
NASS.40000 November 1992
Rocketdyne December 1992
NAS8-39210 January 1993
Rocketdyne March 1993
Rocketdyne April 1993
_1) Rockwell tnlecnette_
Generic NTR Code at Rocketdyne
The Rock_ne Genetic NTR code provides design verlallltty for idl aspects ol NTR system analysis (¢_9n, off-
design, and tremlkmt), ease of use and umer-Mendly leaturas through vadabte schematic features and phi- and post-
proce_¢_, wld lystern veralmty _ it can be opeflted on a vanety of idalforms, tndudng VAX, Cray, Alllent,
end Sun workstaJons.
As PC harOware ¢ontlnuN to Improve, it writ soon be po_mibleto port these codes to the PC platform and to operate
them w_thacceptable speed and accuracy.
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Generic NTR Code at Rocketdyne
Design Versatility: Design Point Optimization
Off-Design
Transients
User Versatility: Variable Schematic
Pre/Post-Processors
Auto Configuration Transfer
System Versatility:
_4L_ Rockwutl Intematt_wt
VAX, CRAY, ALLIANT, Sun Workstations
Future: Improved PC platforms
,lm4 _fl G_.='7 =::'f f I
Rockeldyne NTR Model--Summary
Thischart summadzss the essential message of this briefing: Rocketdyne has developed an NTR engine system
modeling capability which emphasizes Utility and Fidelity.
Utility is based on the codes' flexibility and versatility, user-friendly features, ease of rnodiflcat=on, and
documentation.
Fidelity is based on use of lirat-principles methods, extensive validation against past flight clestgns and existing
hardware, end accurate component and performance algorithms. The codes are adequate for use in preliminary
design, screening, and trade studies. With lurther rotinsment and deepening, the codes will evolve into lull "point-
design" models.
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Rocketdyne NTR Model
Summary
Utility Fidelity
• Versatile
• User Friendly
• Easy Modification
• Fully Documented
• First-Principles Analysis Methods
• Flight Engine Validated
, Accurate Component &
Performance Algorithms
• Preliminary Design-Level Support
Nuclear Thermal Rocket Modeling Directions
This chart illustrates Rockotdyne's visionat one possible direction In wl_ich NTR modeling ncti_ties might proceed
We ball.re tbel = (_l_lborllUon Ivnong NA_IL/DOE, end-ulem, and I;_dustrywill bdng major benefits Io the codas
and mo¢1_$ which ale utllmato_ydevel0_ld. IndustrybdnOs capabilities which compliment and enhance those
already in place atNASA centare and national iaboralod_ UNto concerns must be addressed to en4ura thai lho
codes developed are usable and meet actual needs NASA/DOE leadership and direction nre cdttcal Io $uccesskd
cock=development
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Nuclear Thermal Rocket Modeling Directions
i i iii i i
• Dealgn Base _ __
• Proprietary Codes _ _ _
- - _ I • Hesearcn uase
_ _ • Interagency Modeling Team
_ Future 1
. Utility I J
• Fidelity ", -"
• Availability • Reference Code(s)?
(_ _kwe.,..,,,=.._n,_l • Standards (JANNAF/NIST}
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COMPUTATIONAL MODELING
OF NUCLEAR THERMAL ROCKETS
Steven D. Peery
Pratt & Whitney
22 Oclober 1992
XNR2000 NTR BASELINE DESIGN
Dual-Pass Cermet Fueled Reactor
|11_rm
m
/
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ROCKET ENGINE TRANSIENT SIMULATION
(ROCETS) SYSTEM
Developed Under MSFC Contract NAS8-36994
• System Developed To Model Steady-State and Transient
Performance of a Wide Variety of Rocket Engine Cycles
• System Has Been Expanded for Nuclear Thermal
Rocket (NTR) Concept Studies
ROCETS PERFORMANCE SIMULATIONS COMPOSED
OF INTEGRATED COMPONENT MODELS
• Thermal-Fluid Component Models
• Component-by-Component
• Transient and Steady State
Tu_pump Pmbumer Tu_ine Combu_or Nozzle
Input _ ROCKET I EngineCommands ENGINE "" PredictionsISIMULATION
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ROCETS SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
SIGNIFICANT FEATUR4ES
/ \
/ \
/ \
/ %
/ %
I !
I XI_I'III_NT
| _1 '
ROCETS ENGINEERING NTR MODULES
Component Pedormance Models
Reactor (Core, Reflector, Shielding)
Turbopump
Turbine
Plumbing & Valves
Mixem
Chamber & Nozzle Cooling
Nozzle Performance
Weight
• NetJ4mmlcs
•
. Trw_=ort
MCI_
• Thermal Fluid CFD
• Prop_el
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ROCETS SYSTEM EASILY ADAPTS FORTRAN
ENGNE, ERING MODULES
I CALL LIST I
Ic INTERFACE DATA I
Ji ,._T_OOTPUTS.OE._O.S: ENG_ER_O SCR_ONT_STc. , .TO TP_ESUL.2SUB-MODULES NEEDED
HISTORY
FORTRAN
COOE
<_ J UNIQUE TO ROCETS
o Converts Fortran Parameter
Names to ROCETS Nomenclelure
o OutlrJcle Code Becomes
AOperatlonal in ROCETS by
ddlng This interface
o "Comment Cards" So Module
Can Independently Operate
(Decoupled From ROCETS if
Required)
ROCETS NTR REACTOR MODULE
Fluid Thermodynamic Model
Reactor Module Input
• Propellant inlet conditions
• Propellant flow rate
• Desired exit temperature
• Calculated radial and axial
power profiles
• Fuel element geometry
Reactor Module Output
• Required reactor power
• Propellant thermophysical
properties throughout reactor
• Reactor temperatures
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ROCETS NTR TURBOMACHINERY MODULE
Hardware Modeling and Clean-Sheet Design Capability
Turbopump Module
• Sets speed based on Nss
• Determines power and size
for requested headrise
• Calculates efficiency and
pump design parameters
Turbine Module
• Determines size and exit
conditions for required power
• Umlts wheel speed to stay
within stress limits
• Calculates efficiency and
turbine design paramete_
ROCETS NTR NOZZLE PERFORMANCE MODULE
2-DK with Finite Rate Chemistry and Boundary Layer Analysis
Determines Delivered Nozzle Performace and Contours.
for Both High and Low Pressure Concepts
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DETAILED REACTOR ANALYSIS CONDUCTED
OUTSIDE OF SYSTEM PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
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TFS PREDICTED FLOW DITRIBUTION
CFD Benchmarks Reactor Engineering Module
PREDICTED REACTOR POWER PROFILES
Input for Reactor Engineering Module
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25,000 Thrust Baseline Conflguratl0h
Reaelor Thermal Hydraulics
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Accounting for Radial Power Distribution
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Reaetar Thermal Hydraulics
8aeellne Design
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TURBINE BYPASS IMPACT ON SYSTEM
Cycle Impact on Component Design
II
Ilc-2850 K I
Irn.25o0o tbfJ
:
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Turbine |ypn$l, S Tetgl flow
ROCETS NTR ENGINE SIMULATION SUMMARY
• NTR Engine Simulation Computational Models In-Place
• NTR Simulation Is Flexible
• Permits Great Level of Detail
• Permits Incorporation of Test Data
• Open Architecture Allows Continual Model Enhancements
• Permits Parametric NTR System Optimization
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TURBINE BYPASS IMPACT ON SYSTEM
Cycle impact on Component Design
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ROCETS NTR ENGINE SIMULATION SUMMARY
• NTR Engine Simulation Computational Models In-Place
• NTR Simulation is Flexible
• Permits Great Level of Detail
• Permits Incorporation of Test Data
• Open Architecture Allows Continual Model Enhancements
• Permits Parametric NTR System Optimization
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NTP SYS'I'FM SIMI I! AT1ON AND
DETAILED NUCI,I:.AIt ENGINI". Mt)I.)It.I,ING
Samim Anghaie
Innovative Nt,elear Space Power and Propulsion Institute
University t_f Florida
Piese]lted at
Nuclear Propulsion Technical Interchange Meeting
(NP-TIM-92)
October 20-23, 1992
NASA I,ewis Research Cenwr
Plum Brtx)k Station
INSPI
Universi|y of Florida
NTP SYS'I'EM SIMULA'|'ION &
DETAILED NUCLEAR ENGINE MODEI.ING
Samim Anghaie
Innovative Nuclear Space Power & Propulsion Institute
University of Florida
Gainesville, FL
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With Technical Contribution from:
Gary Chen, University of Florida
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James White, University of Florida
Steven Peery, Pratt & Whitney
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MODELING AND ENGINEERING SIMULATION OF
NUCLEAR THERMAl, ROCKET SYSTEMS
Modular Thermal Fluid Solver with Neutronic Feedback
Main Component Modules:
Pipes, Valves, Mixer
Nuzzle Skirt
Pump, Turbine
Reflector, Reactor Core
• tlydrogen (Para- and Dissociated) Property Package
.1 _P_ ]60 bar
• Models Developed for NTVR, NERVA and XNR 2000
. CFD and Heat Transfer Models for Main NTR Components
A detailed program for modeling of full system nuclear rocket engines is developed. At
present time, the model features the expander cycle. Axial power distribution in the
reactor core is calculated using 2- and 3-D neutronics computer codes. ^ complete
hydrogen property model is developed and implemented. Three nuclear rocket systems are
analyzed. These systems are: a 75,000 Ibf NERVA class engine, a 25,000 lbf cermet fueled
engine and [NSPI's nuclear thermal vapor rocket.
NP-TIM-92
INSPI
University .f Florida
NUCLEAR THERMAL ROCKET SIMULATION SYSTEM
i_-'_-_-_/-- ........... , ,
_SYS03 /l ......
......... iS IyJ, LI gr ] IO T M [ pNOD _'K.t.Hl C
I ,'"a _-'rL'c'_" 1NVTR l_r LI_II_RI_DN_ RILr I_CTOR
| IYl* LZ r i £D yH EPJ4ODYNA.M ] ¢
SZNGLE SYAGa N_4._-LI_E A.HALYSIS
S'r_lt I,_JUq-1,Z#lt _;2:&L¥SIa . .
PPATT • N_171_¥ _OCK£T I
_UCL_A._ V_JOR T_ZI_t.XL _ocKIT INC_VA D_IV_TIVE Roczzr
i ISIIIT_OPIC WlTN tOSS
The main program links all the conll_neut modules and iterates to ar'_ve _t the u...er
specil_ed Ih.rosl chamber pressure att(llempemttne and tlntlst level. Re.ctor l_wer and
propellant flow rate are among outputs of the slmuMtion program. Fuel elements in the
core module are prismatic with variable flow area ratio. Each module divides the relative
component into N segments.
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INSPI-NTVR Core Axial Flow Profile
Tc = 2750K Pc = 750psi F=750001bf
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2,S00
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. ,! .... _Fuel Surl. I
_ J
0 0.2 0.4 o.s o.e
Normalized Length
Axial temperature distribution of NVI"R fuel surface and propellant in an average power
zocl. Reactor power is adjusted to achieve the thrust chamber temperature and pressure
of 2750 K and 750 psi, respectively.
!
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1.6
INSPI-NTVR Core Axial Flow Profile
Tc = 2750K Pc = 750psi F=750001bf
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1.2
1.1
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0 0.2 0.4 o.s o.e
No rn!a!!zed Lenglh
Normalized axial pow_.r (li.qlrihlvllon in CC compos|le fuel matrix NTVR. c.]culaled hy
DOT-2 Sn code. The _xlal pOwer shape factor is an input for lhe simulalion code.
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Specific Impulse vs Chamber Pressure
INSPI-NTVR @ 750001bf Thrust
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Parametric study of thrust chamber pressure and temperature impact on lsp of NrvR. At
kigber pressures Isp is less sensitive to thrust chamber lemperalure.
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Turbine Pressure Ratio vs Chamber Pressure
1.26
INSPI-NTVR @ 750001bf Thrust
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Turbine pressure ratio is sen._hive to both thrust chamber pressure and temperature. For
thrust chamber pressure of 1200 psi and temperature of 3000 K, the turbine pressure ratio
of 1.26 is well wflhhl the range o1"available tc'chnology.
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NERVA Core Axial Flow Prolile
Tc = 2750K Pc = 750psi F=750001bf
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/uda] temperacure profiles for NF.RVA.75,OO0 Ibf engine are presemed. The maximum fuel
temperilure is 3490 K at .7 m fmnl the core entrance.
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P&W XNR2000 Core Axial Flow Profile
Tc = 2750K Pc = 750psi F=250001bf
// j_ ._;.,,..,
,//...i.'... . .I ...!.._.,_.,o.... ..1
012 0.4 0.8 0.8 t
Normalized Length
,_da] lempermure dislribulion in XNX 2OO0 core is pre_med. XNR 2000 fem_zes a two
palh folded Aow core Fueled wllh CERMI-i'. The innximul,i Fuel temperature is 3000 K ai
abOu! 85% from the enlrsnce Io Ihe inner core re, oil.
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INSPI-NTVR Core Axial Flow Profile
Tc = 2750K Pc = 750psi F=750001bf
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INSPI-NTVR Core Axial Flow Profile
Tc = 2750K Pc = 750psi F=750001bf
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INSPI-NTVR Core Axial Flow Profile
Tc = 2750K Pc = 750psi F=750001bf
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Pump Pressure Rise vs Chamber Pressure
INSPI-NTVR @ 750001bf Thrust
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Specific Impulse vs Chamber Pressure
INSPI-NTVR @ 750001bf Thrust
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Core Exit Mach # vs Chamber Pressure
INPSI-NTVR @ 750001b! Thrust
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Turbine Pressure Ratio vs Chamber Pressure
INSPI-NTVR @ 750001bf Thrust
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Turbine Blade Speed vs Chamber Pressure
INSPI-NTVR @ 750001bf Thrust
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Turbine Blade Diameter vs Chamber Pressure
INSPI-NTVR @ 750001bfThrust
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P&W XNR2000 Core Axial Flow Profile
Tc = 2750K Pc = 750psi F=250001bf
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P&W XNR2000 Core Axial Flow Profile
Tc = 2750K Pc = 750psi F=250001bf
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NERVA Core Axial Flow Profile
Tc = 2750K Pc = 750psi F=750001bf
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NERVA Core Axial Flow Profile
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Pump Pressure Rise vs Chamber Pressure
NERVA @ 750001bf Thrust
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EVALUATION OF PAPA- AND DISSOCIATED HYDROGEN
PROPERTIES AT T = 10 - 10,000 K
NASA/NIST Property Package
(13.8 < T < 10,000 K and .1 < P < 160 bar)
Molecular Weight, Density
Emhalpy, Entropy
Specific Heats, Speelnc Heat Ratio
ThermalConductivhy, Viscosity
Hydrogen Property Generator Code Features
Linear Interpolation
Nalumi Cuhic _pllne
Least Square Curve Fitting with Pentad Spllne Joint Functions
Graphical Representation of Properties
The hydrogen property generalor ulilizel two tmerpolalion techniques and a least.square
curve fitting routine wlih a pentad spline function which links least-square fitted pieces
together. The properly generator package is incorporated inlo the N'rR simulation code
and also into a system of CFD-ItT codes.
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Cp Versus Temperature for
Para-and Dissociated Hydrogen
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At higher Iemperature% the h_.! capacity dala displays smoodt hehavtor. The sharp
increase in Cp value at trmr_r=ture's above 2000 K is due to hydrogen dissociation.
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Cp Versus Temperature for
Para- and Dissociated Hydrogen
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Ileal capacily of hydrogen near Ihe critical point shows large gradient and oscillatory
behavior. At _ - 2.35 MPa the l)tope+t1'y paKkelle btdicates Ii sharp peak (or Cp,
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Thermal Conductivity Versus Temperature
for Para- and Dissociated Hydrogen
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The hydrogen property package is a combination of two subpackages covering the
temperature ranges 10 - 300(.) K ant13000 • 10,000 K, respectively. The large change of
gradienls in hydrogen viscosity at 3000 K indicates a non-physlca| flaw in the mode|.
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NUCI,EAR DESIGN ANALYSIS PACKAGE
INSPI
University of Florida
• Multigroup Cross-sections Generated by COMBINE (ENDFB-V)
• MCNP (4.2) for Complex Geometries
• BOLD VENTURE (3-D, Diffusion) for Power Profile and
Reactivity Calculations
• ANISN (l-D. S.) for Analysis of Heterogeneous Boundaries
. DOT IV (1, 2-D, S.) for Analysis of Reflector
• XSDRNPM (l-D, S.) TWODANT (2-D, S.), N JOY, AMPX for
Cross-comparison
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Grid System for a llole of Nuclear Reactor Core
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[:3DI]_:_JSION APPROXIMATION
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Usinz the perfect gas law,
16 a._x r'
k.- 3o,,bP
a. : Rosselard Mean Opacity
ost : Smf.,'m.Bohzmlnn Constant
o_ : Photon Collision Cross Secdon per Molecule
K : Bohzm:snn'$ Col',st_r,I
P : G'q Pr=ssure
T : Gas Temperatun_
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Figure 6.2 Velocity distribution for a _ully developed turbulent
flow in t:_Jh_, tRe-I.6 E+4)
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BACKGROUND
NUCLEAR THERMAL PROPULSION (NTP) ENGINE
SYSTEM ANALYSIS PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
- Overall Objective -
NP-TIM-92
Develop a Stand-alone, Versatile NTP Enghte System
Preliminary Design Analysis Program ('l_x_l) to Support Ongoing and Future
SEI Engine Sy.tem and Vehicle Design Efforta
- Perform Meaningful (Accurate). Preliminary Design Analysis - Tank to Ntrmle
- Have Flexibility:
-- TO ltandle a Wide Range of IX-sign Options to Support Prelimina_" Design Activities
-- To Be Easily Upgraded in Tenns ofAnalytls apabiliff
- Be Available to the SEI Community; Possibly as an Industry Standard
- Be Done Promptly and Efficiently
- Initial Effort:
-- Foo.ucd on NERVA/NERVA Derivative, Solid-Core NTp S},stems
-- _ On OpIvildlnll ,SAIC**H'l*l t ltI..ES E)e,IIIn (?.ode by tncoqmcmlnlg '_l/elltlnl_olJe'l
ENABLER Reactor and Internal Shield Modds
...................... L t ....... Jt _ ....... II ................. L J ....
NUCLEAR THERMAL PROPULSION (NTP) ENGINE
SYSTEM ANALYSIS PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
- Observations -
• No NTP-Specific Code is Commonly Available for Use in
SEi Pmpuhlon and Vehicle Design Studies
- Versatile, Verified NTP Analysis Design lbol Could Be of Great
Use m the Community
• It is Envisioned That NESS Is One Key Element in Developing a
Rolmst (Industry Standard "l_pe) A.alysis Calrability (Design
Workstation) to S.l,lmrt NTP Development Into the 21st Century
- Enhancements in Terms of Additional Technology/Design Options
and/or Analysis Capabilities Possible With the NTP ELES Model
S¢ltl_¢_ Alltll_lllon|
NYP:Sysmm_Modolin_
_TIM -92
TEAM RESOURCES USED TO SUPPORT
NESS DEVELOPMENT
il I II li --- I
EXPANDED LIQUID ENGINE SIMULATION (ELES)
COMPUTER MODEL
- Background-
Its Major Objective is to Conduct Preliminary System Design Analysis of
Liquid Rocket Systems and Vehicles
Ddivered by Aemjet in die Early 1980 's (I 981 - 1984) Under
Spomor_ip by the Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory"
(Now Phelps Labotatmy)
- Over $1.2 Million Spent by the Air Fon:e in Its Development
- Available Through the Air ik, tce
ELES Has Been Well Distributed and Accepted Within the Propulsion
Community for Preliminary Liquid Pmpulalon System Design Analysis
ELES Draws on Past Experience and Kaowledge From Aerojet and Others
- Encompasses Aemjet V_t Engineering Base and F.xpett_ in Liquid Pmpuhion
- In-house F.xpeticnce Included in dt¢ Model
- l-[as l_gacy to Experts Active in the Community
NP-TIM-92
8
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EXPANDED LIQUID ENGINE SIMULATION (ELES)
COMPUTER MODEL (Cont.)
- Background-
• ELF.S Model Uses Mechanistic as Well u Empirical Models of
ComponentVSubsystems
• The Model Is Well Structured, User Friendly, Easily Modified, and
Documented
• A High Degree of Verificatlon has Been Done on the ELES Code
f
q
__ LO |lPpM_B,IlvmoIf ClPlPJll_ly
%
EI FS Is a C_mprehensive Indpstry Type, i
Standard Code Available to Perform
Preliminary SteadyState Liquid Propulsion
Design Analysis
A key Starting Point in Initial NTP Engine
System Development
I II I I
II
ELES VERIFICATION EXAMPLES
• N-II DI_I.TA (O_1TA 2NU STAGE)
• TRANSTAR (TITAN 31:!0 STAGE)
• _Aim4t tOOT t S1AOE
• SP't_E _IUI-TLE MAIN FHOINE
CENlrAUWN.-tO DII-T VI[NI_,AIION
_T_4 CAtC ACt_
Reg_ Jecl_ AT 4tB go3 OM
e- i_mp _ pmmn m7 _ 0410
Fvd PWO Oulhl Prmm_ ggo 9S4 1.04
c-_ _ .as _.9 i
t P#, W_lt _ t f_n 0.°,4
81qe Ilumlt wd_l 41m 4N4 tM
_ LattoIh 310 3573 101
Eq#m Ptammmm 4¢4 444.S t.O0
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¼
CENTAUR D1-T $TAQE |
• I
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I
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........................................... II
NESS PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT EVOLUTION
I'Y 19R9.90 I
INITIAl. SAIC
NII'-ELE5 DEVELOPMENT
111(1991
NE,_.VER,_ION 1.11
; ENAIt, I FR ! EN(/INF
[ SYSTFM
Extensive Anchor/Verification of tile
Program Performed For Each
Developmcm Phase
BEI_A Versions of NESS - Versions I &2
Are Succ.eaffully in Operation At NASA ! _'wis
FY 1992 J
NF.SS-VERSION 2.0
- ENABLER II ENGINE
SYSTEM
N F.._S PURl JC RF.I,FJL";E
TIIROUGII COSMIC I
- PC =rod V== Versions I
I
a1_1_® 41¢,1#1¢# ApRJ_IIIonl A
|lllermlIlollll G¢t|I#rIflOR . _ "_"
PAST NTP ELES ANALYSIS CODE MODIFICATIONS
AND VERIFICATIONS
• ELES-NTP Version Developed and
Vedlled
- Modillcations Pedormed
- Ineoq0omtlonof H2and CO Property
Tebles
- Monopropellant Turbopump-led
System Modiflcagorl
- Reactor Welght and Dimension
CorrelationsAdded
- Off-Design Engine Op_atlon
Cape_,_/
- Vedllcatlon Conducted
- Rockeldyne Pedormance and
We6ght Data
- WestinghouseNERVAData
- ComparedwilhNASA90-DayStudy
Input
- Much Developed Under SAIC In-House
FundSIx_e_rship
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GgI',,IERAI, NTP ENGINE SYSTEM FEATURES
MODELED BY NESS
l.corpomtes a Near-'lhrm Solid-Core NERVAI
NERVA-Derlvative Reactor Designs
- Westlaglmum F+NAI+I,FR l&}| N'IV Reactor LX'signs
- Stron s +esti+me R-I _or +
• Incorporates Stmte-of-the-An Propubbn System
Technologiesand Design Pmctiom
I Ill l_el _Jit__J
I I " I'l I I ,.,
REPRESENTATIVE NTP EXPANDER, GAS GENERATOR, AND
BLEED ENGINE SYSTEM CYCLES MODELED BY NESS
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m
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Modeling J
O.r'O_._L PAt3'E IS
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TOP-LEVEL KEY NESS FLAGS AND INPUT VARIABLES
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PRISMATIC FUEL ELEMENTS AND SUPPORTS
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REACTOR FUELD AND SUPPORT ELEMENT PARAMETERS
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REACTOR PARAMETERS AS A FUNCTION OF
THRUST LEVEL
PowwRm_0e
Fuel end SuPlxm Ebrn_4 Length (inch)
Prem._ vm L_h pnch)
Fuel Elenmnt Power (MW)
Rekll_ Fud Elemenl Power D_
RxlleorFuetEkmmm(N)teSu_Do_
Elements
lS,000
275-400
35
82.6
0.629
O.778
2:1
25,000
460-67O
35
84
0.808
1.0
3:1
>50,000
9204700
' 52
101.6
1.20
1.0
6:1
INTERNAL SHIELD SIZING
• Sized to Meet Radlatlen Leakage Requirements Established Ior the NERVA Program
Radiation Leakage Limits lit a Plane 63 Inches Forward 04 the Core C4mter
RmHmtlon Leakage Umlte Within PreNure
Type of RmdlaUon Vessel Outside flmdkas
Gmmm Caroon KER_ Rmle 1| x I07 Rmd(c)thr
FIr Neulmn _ 2.0 x 1012 n/cm2"seo
Intmned_e Neulm Flux 3.0 x 1012
0.4 eV _; En _ 1.0 MeV
TlwrmdNwtm,nux S.Ox I0" n/cmZ-_c
En <0.4ev
• Materials and Thickness
; Forl_runlLo',ml_50,000Ibf
-- fll.ll Iflohee of _ Alun_num "fltlmlum _ (IIATH)
-- 1.3 Inches Lead
- For Thn_ Lwm < 50,000 I_, BATH lind LNd Thlcknws SIoMy Reduced Duo to Lowo r
CornPowerDensity
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LAYOUT DRAWING OF THE R-I REACTOR
REACTOR THERMAL MODEL
HEAT QENERATIOH
Core - 1,500 MW
Tie Tubes 3-7%
RMleclor ! -2%
Cenlral Shield ~O.L:_Y,
Ext. Shield -0.03%
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REACTOR WEIGHT MODEL
NON-NUCLEAR AUXILIARY COMPONENT WEIGHTS
Ul_mted Wolght Corrolntlons Inoorpormled for tho Following
Auxiliary Components:
Instrumentation
PneumaU¢ Supply System
Reactor C,oddown Assembly
Thrust Structure
Based on Past Work by TRW (1965) Which Developed _l_d
Wel|ht _latlons for Such Co_w_ Bad on E_vl_
_RVA _ns
Pra_.,es
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NESS NOZZLE DESIGN OPTIONS
• STATE-OF-THE-ART NOZZLE DESIGN
OPTIONS AVAILABLE
- Regoneraltve Cooled Slotted-Tube
Conslructlon, Radlalton Cooled Extension
- l.lll_ed Wilh Up-to-Dale Materials
- Capld_ OI Analyzing Nono0nventionsJ
Nozzle De._ns
- Tmn_811ng and/or GInd)aling Nozzles
PossH)le
_oe li,4DIk_mIkas_
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AXIAL TURBOPUMP DESIGN MODULE DEVELOPED
AND INTEGRATED INTO NESS VERSION 2.0
AXIAL TURBOPUMP
Dtmism C.tww.Jt6om Draw oft Past A.lal Tmkopump
Dtck_. m.I '1'_
. I bv, M ItN.b,.t FJ_ine AxlaJ Flow Tmbopu. m.m.
_[z_P-a125, Apdl 1976
Axid Tmlx_mp w_ht Model Anchored on:
- Rgcmt _yne E)tsigtt Stttd_
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ORIGINAL PAO£ IS
OF POOR QUALITY
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MAJOR NESS ENGINE SYSTEM ENGINEERING
DESCRIPTION AREAS
• System Pressure, "l_mperature and Mass Flow Schedule
• Turbopump Design and Operation
• No'_le Peformance Losses
• Rege.itatively Cooled No_,le Design
• Reactor Subsystem Design and Operation
II
TYPICAL ENGINE SYSTEM DESIGN SUMMARY
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SAMPLE DESIGN CASE SUMMARY
Csoe No./
raramekr i 2 3 4 S S 7 |
_T_e F.qu_r _ nbd _ _lm_r mind (_
Gmmu_ OmaUcr
_v_ Level(b_q) 75,00O/ 75JmO/ 7_Jmo/ ?_,o_ ;5,000/ 35,000/ 2SO,O001 7S,OOO/
333,500 33.1,600 333,600 333,600 333,600 155,7Q0 I,II2,000 333,600
nu,nor'l_ v._al_l B',I,,mLeSl! F,r4ABLEnU ONADLnn IBNARLERtlElqAalL.Igtl EIqABtJ_l EHABL,F_i
Oi,h.. Pmnm 1.00_ _ot _ _ t ,¢mtv _o/ 5oo/ I.ooo/
(.mdm/Kl_ 6.895 3.348 3.348 3,348 6.S9$ 3,341i $,348 6.89.5
2,_0 2,?00 2//00 2,'_0 3,1QO 3,7t_ 2._0 2300
/4oalo Arcm RalJo 3COcl 200cl '200:.1 20Oct riO0: I 200:1 200:1 500:.1
No. o( F'ml_lmu Feed 2 2 2 2 2 t 3 2
Ld_p ,,
Tmkqlmmlp "l_ _I_IM CowMqd emuMqd CmldflJSd Atlal _I_ _ AtiM
Itmcanr Pud Scdq 1.60 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67 i.O0 i.O0
NESS VERSION 2.0 OPERATING ENVIRONMENT
Well Organized Workslteet to Initialize Your Design Are Provided
Uses Improved Name List Input File
- Each Input Variable is Defined
Operates on VMS/VAX System
- Over 30,000 Lines of Code
Personal Computer Compatible Version is Available
- Requirements
- 486-33 MHz Computer
- 6 MB IU_M
- 80 MB Hard Drive
- Leheay Fortran with Extended Memory Required
NESS PROGRAM USER'S GUIDE
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........................................... ly ....
CYCLE PARAMETER COMPARISON*
- 75,000 lbf, ENABLER I, Expander Cycle -
I....
Plrllmllr
PumpDischalle Pm_.(l_a)
Tmblnc _, % Pmnp
Tm_ll_ InletTemp. ('K]
Turl_ne IId_ P,re_.(ps')
T•r_e I_-_ur e R
Re_-ior I_l _ (psL_)
_rac_m Pov,_r,(_W)
Re,aor C_e eknm_ (k_)
Noz,deClmmb_ Temp ('K}
He•zle Cklmbcf Pee_.Lm_)
Ner.zleExk Dbn_._er(m)
Nmn,i,. {h pmsioeRink)
_ _.v,_ (_)
Reekeldlme
36.7
1.544
_0
553.6
1.412
I._
I.I]0
1.64_
36.7
2.700
1.000
4+13
500
923
37.._00
$AIC - ILES |AIC N_
NTP
)6.9 3i.2;
1.5_.3 2._.3
535.3 622.3
1,416.._ 1.969.0
1,295 1,739
i.253,4 1,132.1
1.587
36,9 36.2
2,700 2.700
1,000 I_00
4.15 4.22
922.11 91'I'9
_4,913 40_113
Rockesdlnu miradi_r Muk 23 type lu_J IWbOlmmp(4 itqla_ S _dC F._KS.NTP wad t
_kmle cenldr_pd puJnV.SAIC NM.W$.{am{OkCam No. It. um• 54188e I_bl pump+
ENGINE SUBSYSTEM WEIGHT COMPARISON*
-75,000 lbf, ENABLER I, Expander Cycle -
,'__..
Plir imleCer R_keld_N
SAIC
RL|S-NTP S_IC NESS
SpecUklrapul. Vac(._c) 923 9218 912.9
Pzacvx_l) 5_24 5,_23 4,713
421 $$5
- L_,¢_ Va/ma, Aca,alm_ lUnm,_
uaoa 'T_m Sm,cm_
,o4 2mt
1_64 1,493
44O
Itock_ym ,,_ W_ Hat _ typo add Itopump (4 mlc_); S_m _lp_a
_qk-l_ c_rupl im_. SAC IK_. bq_ cm lk l, ua 15-m1¢ uil laal_
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EFFECT OF WALL TEMPERATURE ON PERFORMANCE*
Widl Temper|tufa Barrier Fuel Flhn Cooling
(°R) Temperitma ('n) lap (Sac.) Fraotlon
1460
1800
2000
2400
2800
3000
3200
1630
2106
2429
2892
3418
3651
3864
912.9
915.9
917.5
919.4
921.2
921.9
922.4
0,03
0.03
0.02
0.02
002
0.02
0.02
• Core Tomporalura. 4860"R (2700°k)
DESIGN CASE COMPARISION OBSERVATIONS
NESS Design Exhibits 1% Lower Peformance Than Other Designs
NESS Model More Accurately Predicts Nozzle Cooling Losses-Upstream Film
Cooling Required to Meet Maximum Wall Temperature Requirements
Integrated Reaaor/_tgine System Design Effects Accounted for in die NESS Desig,_
Sized to Take Into Account Heat Captured by the Coolant Before It Enters
the Reactor
Corresponds to Some Difference in Cycle Pressures, Temperatures, and
"]hrbopump Operating Parameters
Other Weight Differences From Improvements in NESS Weight Correlations
- 3-Section Nozzle Desigtl
- Non-Nuclear Auxiliary Components
- Update H2 Properties
NTP: SytmmsModefing
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
The NESS Preliminary (ENABLER l&ll) Design Anai_,sis Program Characterizes a
Complete Near-Term Solid-Core NTP Engine System m Terms of Performance,
Weight, Size, and Key Operating Parameters for the O_erall System and Its
Associated Subsystem
Incorporates Numerous State-of-the-Ast Engine System lkhnology Design Options
and Design Functions Unique to NTP Systems
Extemlvdy Vetfied and Documented
The NESS Program h Deemed Accurate to Support Future Preliminary Engine
and Vehicle System Design aald Mission Analysis Studies
N'ESS Has Been Succe.fidly Operated and Checked Out at NASA Lewis
Future Recommendations:
Incorporate Other NTP Reactor "lj,pes
--Particle Bed
-- Ib._et Bed
- Low Preamre
-- Wire Core
-- lit situ Ptor, dlaut Based lie.actor Designs
Incorporate a Radiative Fk-ating Modal
Update the Material Library
Upgrade the NESS Performance Prediction Module
I " NESSDcvle°ptmmthOne°fMangK_FintSttpsl_lulrtdt°Supp°nNTPDevtl°Pmeat I
• it h Eatvi_on_! that NESS WIU Be One Ke7 Element of an Adv.anced NTP En #
System Deail_n Workmtion
. J_lW_----_ s¢.....m(_.,,... _ [
_laleraal|lll|l clsrpof|f_on
O_41 N'rp: Syste]_F_odeling
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SAFSIM OVERVIEW
I
by Dean Dobranich
Sandla National Laboratories
Nuclear Technology Department
October 1992
_) Sandia N_lonal Laboratories
An overview of the SAFSIM computer program is provided in this
presentation.
SAFSIM is being developed at Sandia National Laboratories and is
currently funded by the Air Force SNTP program.
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SAFSIM
Systems Analysis Flow SIMulator
an "Engineering" computer program to
simulate the integrated performance of
complex systems Involving fluld mechanics,
heat transfer, and reactor dynamics
_ Sandie National laboratories
SAFSIM isa general purpose, FORTRAN computer program to simulate
the integrated performance of complex systems involving fluid
mechanics, heat transfer,and reactor dynamics. SAFSIM provides
sufficientversatilityto allow the engineering simulation of almost
any system, from a backyard sprinklersystem to a clusterednuclear
reactorpropulsionsystem. SAFSIM isbased on a 1-D finiteelement
model and provides the analyst with approximate solutions to
complex problems.
Although SAFSIM can be used to model specific omponents in detail,
its major strength is the abilityto couple multiple components
together to investigatesynergisticeffectsbefween components. This
is important because, in general,a system ofoptimized components
does not produce an optimum system. Non-lineararitiesin the
physics can produce system performance that might not be expected
from analysisofan isolatedcomponent.
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Desired Program Attributes:
,/ versatile
v fast running
v' robust
v' quality melted
it documented
v benchmerked (when possible)
v transportable (FORTRAN77)
_ hndlll Nltionlll LabomtorlH
t_m
SAFSIM isbeing developed with versatilityas itsprimary attribute.Thus,
itcan be used to assess the performance of a varietyof user-defined
systems on a consistentand unbiased basis.
Speed and robustness are alsokey attributesthat are incorporatedin the
overalldevelopment goalsofSAFSIM.
SAFSIM documentation, benchmarking, and quality assessment are
ongoing activities.
SAFSIM has been run on a VAX8650, a Sun Spark station,and an
HPg(XX) workstation in additionto a _5 PC on which itisbeing
developed.
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Basic Physics Modules
., Fluid Mechanics
• Structure Heat Transfer
• Reactor Dynamics
_) Sandla National Labomtorles
Three basic physics modules are included in the current version of
SAFSIM: (1) Fluid Mechanics (solution of the conservation equations
governing single-phase fluid flow), (2) Structure Heat Transfer
(solution of the heat conduction equation for solid structures), and (3)
Reactor Dynamics (solution of the time-dependent equations
governing nuclear reactor neutron density, including reactivity
feedback and decay heat). These three physics modules are described
more fully in the following charts.
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Fluid Mechanics
m 1-0 Finite Element Model
u compressible thermal energy equation
with advection/conduction/convectlon
m compressible mechanical energy equation
• Multiple, user-specified, liquid or gas flow
networks
• Single phase with ideal gas, polynomial, or
user-supplied equation of state options
• Multiple gases with mixing models
_ Sandla Natlonol Labomtork)s
The fluid mechanics physics module is based on a 1-D finite element model
and solves the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy equations
for a single-phase fluid. Compressible or incompressible fluids can be
simulated. Thermal and mechanical energy equations are solved
iteratively to provide the solution to a total energy equation.
The 1-D finite elements can be connected in series or parallel to create any
desired flow network. Multiple networks can be included to model, for
example, a heat exchanger with gas on one side and liquid on the other.
The user can select the equation of state for the different fluids in all
networks. Choices are: ideal gas, polynomial function of temperature
(for incompressible fluids), and user-supplied. An interface is in place
within SAFSIM to facilitate inclusion of a user-specified equation of
state. Thus, an understanding of the internals of SAFSIM is not
required to add an equation of state.
Mixing models are provided to allow simulation of multiple gases in a
network. Thus, different gases can be tracked throughout a network
and fluid properties for the mixture are automatically determined.
ii
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Fluid Mechanics (continued)
• Porous media finite element
• Compressor/Pump element
• Special choked flow boundary element
• Distributed flow manifold element (with
option• for transpiration flow and tee•)
• Super element capability
• Automatic K-factors for expansions and
contraction•
• Open or closed networks
[_ Sandie National Laboratories
Special finite elements allow simulation of flow in porous media,
compressors/pumps, and manifolds. Also, a special element allows
implementation of a choked flow boundary to model a nozzle. The
manifold element includes options to automatically account for
transpiration flow (blowing/sucking conditions) and branching flows
with respect to frictionfactors and heat transfer coefficients.
Super elements allow a series of finiteelements to be combined into one
"super element". This greatly increases computational speed for
solution of the mechanical energy equation. Accuracy is also
improved because a smaller matrix is produced, resulting in less
round-off error.
K-factors are automatically determined for expansions and contractions
ifdesired. Separate K-factors can be included for both forward and
reverse flow for each finiteelement. Also, additional I/dcan be added
to account for bends, obstructions, etc...A relative wall roughness
can also be included.
Both open and closed networks can be modeled.
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Fluid Mechanics (continued)
• Convection based on log-mean delta-T
• Upwinding with automatic determination
of upwind factors based on Peclet number
• Pressure, mass flow rate, temperature,
zero heat flux, and mass fraction boundary
conditions
• Three matrix solvers
, Gsuss-Seidel, iterative
I Choleskydecompositlon, direct
i Gauss elimination, direct
_) Sandla National Laboratories
Convection heat transfer in the thermal energy equation isbased on the
log-mean temperature difference which increases accuracy,
especially for low flow simulations. To accomplish this, a special
technique was developed to allow the linear, 2-noded elements of
SAFSIM to provide the accuracy of a higher order element with
minimal extra computational expense.
Upwind elements are used for solution of the thermal energy equation.
The optimum upwind factor isdetermined for each element based on
the Peclet number, which provides a measure of advective
dominance. Thus, problems that are advectively or conductively
dominated can be simulated.
Boundary conditions for the fluid mechanics solution can be specifiedat
any node in the network.
Three numerical solvers are provided to add robustness. The user can
select a solver or let SAFSIM execute the three solvers in succession
until a solution is achieved.
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Structure Heat Transfer
• 1-0 Finite Element Model
: automatio timestep control
i subtimesteps for each structure
• Automatic spherical, cylindrical, or
rectangular geometry finite element
generator via input if desired
• Temperature-dependent properties
• Automatic implicitness factors
_) Sandla National laboratories
The structure heat transfer module is based on a 1-D finite element
model and solves the heat conduction equation for solid structures
(pipe walls, plates, fuel rods or particles, thermocouples,...).
Automatic timestep control can be selected for each structure if
desired and each structure can have its own subtimestep. Thus,
structures with large time constants can run at large timesteps and
are not forced to run at the small timesteps required of structures
with much smaller time constants.
Although geometry input must be completely specified by the analyst,
automatic mesh generation is provided for structures with spherical,
cylindrical, or rectangular geometry.
Conductivity and specific heat can be temperature dependent if desired
and several options are available for specifying property values,
including tables, polynomials, and power laws.
The implicitness factor is automatically determined for all nodes of each
structure, at each subtimestep. This ensures that the best accuracy is
achieved for any given timestep.
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Heat Transfer (continued)
• Multiple exchange surfaces for each
structure finite element
• Extensive built-in HTC correlation library
: laminar and turbulent flows
: internal end external flow geometries
: gd, liquids, and liquid metals
• Temperature, heat flux, and
convective/radiative boundary conditions
IWvW
_ Sandh NotionalLaboratories
Each finite element can have multiple exchange surfaces. An exchange
surface allows heat transfer between the structure and the coolant
(via convection or radiation) or between different structures (via
radiation or conduction). For example, a structure finite element
representing a pipe wall may have one exchange surface to model
forced convection heat transfer to a coolant flowing through the
inside of the pipe and another exchange surface to model free
convection to another coolant on the outside of the pipe. A third
exchange surface could be added to model radiation to the outside
coolant, ffdesired.
SAFSIM allows the analyst to select a HTC correlation for laminar flow
conditions and another for turbulent flow conditions for each
exchange surface. A built-in library contains over 90 correlations
including internal and external flow geometries. Correlations for
gases, liquids, and liquid metals are included. Also, an interface is
provided to allow the analyst to easily add her own correlations.
Either temperature, heat flux, or convective/radiative boundary
conditions can be used for each structure.
i
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Reactor Dynamics
• Point (0-D) Kinetics Model with feedback
a multiple reactors
: adaptive timeateps
• Multiple feedback coefficients for fuel,
moderator, control rods/drums ...
• User-specified precursor and decay heat
groups (automatic concentration
initialization if desired for steady state)
• Euler or fifth-order Runge-Kutts solvers
_ Sandia National Laboratories
The reactor dynamics physics module is based on a point (0-D) kinetics
model and includes reactivity feedback and decay heat. Multiple
reactors can be specified and multiple feedback coefficients are
allowed for each reactor to account for all system interactions. The
analyst has complete control over how the feedback coefficients are
defined. Multiple reactors can be coupled via user defined feedback
coefficients if desired. Also, special-purpose "control laws" can be
added to the program to simulate reactor startup and shutdown
transients. Adaptive timestep control can be employed. A source
term also can be included.
Any number of delayed neutron groups and decay heat groups can be
specified. Initial precursor concentrations can be input or calculated
automatically by SAFSIM based on steady-state conditions.
Two solvers are available for integration of the reactor dynamics
equations: (1) Euler, and (2) Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg (RKF). The
analyst can switch between solvers during a problem if desired.
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Miscellaneous
• Automatic steady-state option
• Function-controlled variables
User-supplied subroutine interfaces:
: functions
aequation of state and fluid properties
i heat transfer coefficients
: reactor dynamics control laws
: apecial-tpurpose input and output
ii
_) Sandia National Laboratories
10/13/92
i
Although SAFSIM is a time-dependent computer program, it can be
used to perform steady-state calculations.Two methods are
available.The firstmethod isto simply run a transient simulation
until the time derivativeterms are sufficientlysmall. SAFSIM
offersa second method in which the time-derivativeterms are setto
zero and wall temperature iterationsare performed to obtain
consistencybetween the fluidmechanics and structureheat transfer
physics modules. This automatic steady-state method can be
combined with the firstmethod ifdesired.
Function-controlledvariablesare a unique featureofSAFSIM that allow
the analystto specifymost ofSAFSIM's input variablesas functions
ofany of it'soutput variables.An extensivelibraryof mathematical
functions is availablewithin SAFSIM or the analyst can add his
own. For example, flow lengths and areas can be specifiedas
functionsofstructuretemperature to simulate expansion effects.
SAFSIM provides 5 user-supplied subroutine interfacesto allow the
analyst to tailorSAFSIM to problem-specificmodeling needs. These
interfacesstreamlinethe processofadding specialsubroutines.
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_ Sandla National laboratories
This chart provides a top level flow diagram of SAFSIM and indicates
the computational sequence for both steady-state and transient
analyses. The three physics modules, along with function-controlled
variables and functions, are explicitly coupled to simulate the
integrated performance of an entire system. Employing explicit
coupling between the differentphysics modules (which allmay have
vastly different characteristic time constants) greatly increases
program versatility.For very rapid transients the system timestep
can be decreased to more tightly couple the different parts of the
system.
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Pro2ram Status
• All physics modules
operational
• Cleanup and enhancements in
progress
• Benchmarking and
documentation in progress
i i
(_ Sandia Ni,tlonlll Lmborstorles
SAFSIM is a functioning computer program and is currently being used
to solve a variety of problems at Sandia National Laboratories.
However, SAFSIM is not complete and additional development is
anticipated. Benchmarking and documentation are extremely big
tasks that are expected to proceed concurrently with development.
Three manuals are planned to document SAFSIM: (I) a theory manual
that will contain a description of the governing equations and
numerics; (2) an input manual that contains a complete description
of allof the input variables required to build an input model; and (3)
an application manual that will provide benchmark problems in
addition to several example problems. The input manual (Sandia
National Laboratories internal report SAND92-0694) is complete
and isbeing distributed as of October, 1992.
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Future Enhancements
• Turbine element
• Built-in bandwidth minimizer for
mechanical and thermal energy equefions
• Blowdown tank option
• Structural Mechanics Physics Module
• LU decomposition with iterative
refinement for large networks
• Restart capability
_) Sandla National Laboratories
To expand the class of problems for which SAFSIM is applicable, several
enhancements are planned:
addition of a turbine finite element
a built-in bandwidth minimizer to increase the speed and accuracy
of execution
a boundary condition option to allow easy and quick simulation of
tank blowdown
a structural mechanics physics module based on a I-D finiteelement
model to predict the linear and nonlinear stress-strain behavior of
solid structures, including plasticityand creep
addition of an LU decomposition solver with iterative refinement to
account for roundoff error when modeling extremely large networks
restart capability to allow continuation of a problem
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Future Enhancements (continued)
• Kaganove solver for reactor dynamics
• 2-1) tables and other special functions
• Pre- and poet-proceeslng (graphical)
• Dynamic temperature, mm flow rate, and
density terms in fluid mechanics equations
• Upwind elements for the mechanical energy
equation
• Liquid metal modeling options
I
I _) Sandla N_onal Laboratories
addition of a Kaganove solver for long-durationreactor dynamics
problems
2-dimensional table capabilityforfunctions along with many other
specialmathematical functionsto enhance modeling capability
graphicalpre-and post-processingroutinesto facilitateinput model
buildingand output interpretation
additionofallthe dynamic terms in the fluidmechanics module
addition of upwind elements to the mechanical energy equation to
allow simulationofsupersonicflow
input options to allow simulations involvingliquidmetals (such as
an accumulator and an electromagneticpump)
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Reactor System Startup Transient
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_) Sandla National Laboratories
These graphs show resultsof a SAFSIM applicationin which a system
based on a particlebed reactor is brought to fullpower in 5 s. In
additionto the particlebed fuelelement, the moderator, reflectors,
vessel,and controldrums are modeled. The MIT-SNL controllaw is
used to controlthe startup of the reactor.Feedback effectsdue to
coolant density,fueltemperature, moderator temperature, bed and
hot fritexpansion, and controldrum rotation are included in the
model. The input model includes64 fluidmechanics finiteelements,
145 structureheat transfer finiteelements, and 1 nuclear reactor.
The problem was run on a 486/25 MH PC and required 4 minutes of
CPU time to simulate 30 s oftransienttime. The average timestep
was about 5 ms forthe fluidmechanics. The same problem required
30 s ofCPU time on an _ workstation.
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Curr_nt Applications of SAFSIM
• SNL
a PBR System Startup/Shutdown
Transients
i PBR Element Performance
a NET Simulation
i ETS Simulation
• NASA
t Simulation of NERVA NRX/IEST System
lwmm
_) Sandl National Laboratories
This chart (and the next) listsseveralapplicationsof SAFSIM that are
in progress and demonstrates the versatilityofSAFSIM. Simulation
ofthe NERVA NRX/EST system isthe only applicationso far that
has experimental data for an entire propulsion system for
comparison to SAFSIM calculation.The model is being built at
NASA/Lewis and currently contains 240 fluid mechanics finite
elements.Agreement with experimental data isexcellent.
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Current Applications (continued)
• B&W
: PBR Element Performance
: Reactor System Performance
• Grumman
: Propulsion System Control Studies
IWlU
1_1_92
10 _) Sandia Nxtlonml Labomtodex
SAFSIM applications in progress. (see preceding chart)
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KINETIC A SYSTEM CODE FOR ANALYZING NUCLEAR THERMAL PROPULSION
ROCKET ENGINE TRANSIENTS
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BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
UPTON, NY 11973
PRESENTED AT:
NUCLEAR PROPULSION TECHNICAL INTERCHANGE MEETING
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
OCTOBER, 1992
OVERVIEW
OUTLINE OF KINETIC CODE
DESCRIPTION OF TEST PROBLEM
SELECTED RESULTS
CONCLUSIONS
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KINETIC NEUTRONIC EQUATIONS
Point klnetlc equations
_11-,8)-1
6=
'1"
n+ Z X,C, (!)
I..I
_/cn
(_, ---
"1"
X,C, i-I ......6 (2)
Transformation (n,C) to (w,Y)
Transformed equations
6
-,-_.= ,_(1-_)-1+_Y,
I.'I
(3)
(4)
'{',= ic,e,X,--(X,+_)Y, ,-, ...... (5)
Control equation
6
-,-_= ,_(1-_)+ :r':.t
I'!
(6)
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KINETIC NEUTRONIC EQUATIONS
(PERIOD CONTROL ALGORITHM)
Let _, be the clettred power trace and _u the actual trace.
A simple line_" restorallen function can be written.
= 9'(_,- _) <7)
Eliminating = from equations (6) using equatlan (4) and letting
ca " cJ, ,results In equation (8) (defining G).
I-I
Equations (6),(7).and (8) result In on equation for/c In the
memurc_ quant|ty r_ a_c[ known quontllies X,, _,, "r and w,.
I-'UELELEMENT COOLf4NT
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(]_LLet _l nozlL$ NP-TIM-92
_J_BI_0 -PU M PI N OZ,__OJ]LT_Eg_
l GIVEN A PUMP ROTATIONAL SPEED DETERMINE PUMP (P,m) FROM
PERFORMANCE CURVES.
• GIVEN CHAMBER TEMPERATURE CALCULATE NOZZLE (P,m).
• CALCULATE SYSTEM PRESSURE DROP.
FROM THESE THREE RELATIONSHIPS (2 PRESSURES AND A FLOW}--
OBTAIN TORQUE REQUIRED FOR PUMP FROM PUMP PERFORMANCE
CURVES.
FROM TURBINE PERFORMANCE CURVE AND INERTIAL EQUATION DETER-
MINE DELTA TORQUE BETWEEN PUMP AND TURBINE AND THUS CHANGE
IN TPA SHAFT SPEED.
• REPEAT ABOVE STEPS FOR NEW TIME STEP.
KINETIC HEAT TRANSFER EQUATIONS
PER NODE
Temperature of solid(S)
M,C;_; =a- @ ( Hou.- H,.) (I)
Temperature of coolant as a function of position (Q
NP-TIM-92
hP(Ts-Tc)dx = m C_dTc
707
(2)
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CONCLUSIONS
THE KINETIC CODE SYSTEM IS A VIABLE TRANSIENT ANALYSIS ALGORITHM
FOR STUDYING PBR BASED NTP START UP AND SHUTDOWN BEHAVIOR
f.°
THE CODE FLEXIBILITY ALLOWS INVESTIGATION OF
TPA START STRATEGIES
REACTOR DESIGN VARIATIONS TO MINIMIZE FEEDBACK EFFECTS
- ENGINE SHUTDOWN STRATEGIES
TWO-PHASE FLOW AND MULTI-DIMENSIONAL REACTOR KINETICS ARE
CURRENTLY NOT MODELED
NP-TIM-92 7 11 NTP: SystemsModeling
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Next Generation System
Modeling of NTR Systems
John J. Buksa and William J. Rider
Los Alamos National Laboratory
October 22, 1992
Los Alamos
Introduction
O NTR Modeling Challenges
Current Approaches
O Shortcomings of Current Analysis Methods
O Future Needs
O Present Steps Toward These Goals
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Figure 1. The Coupled Cores in Xivs-3, PaJarito SLte.
"Teet KLwl" is on the left, and PARKA is on the right.
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ENGINE COUPLING PHENOMENA
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lntr_xlucUon: Modeling Appllcatlons
III I IIIII II I II ill I I
Design: performance (SS operation) and lifetime (fuel / criticality)
I I II II I
Startup and Shutdown
(two phase T-H, neutronics, kinetics, heat transfer, low strain rate hydro)
Water Immersion
(kinetics, neutronlcs, all hydro)
• Impaction
(kinetics, neutronics, high strain rate hydro)
• Engine-Out Operations
(all except high strain rate hydro)
,, Los Alamos
MONTE
CARLO
I--1--
MCNP(3o)
k
eff
Control W_th
Accident 5¢enlrlos
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DETAILED MCNP MODELING OF NUCLEAR THERMAL
ROCKETS - WESTINGHOUSE NRX-A6 REACTOR
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Thermal-Hydraulic Analysis Methods
NP-TIM-92
* Extensive experience in both space and terrestrial reactors
* TRAC
- Developed for LOCA analysis of PWRs
- Highly developed models for two-phase flow
Low/zero gravity models are available
Useful for facility/more general system analysis
• HERA
Developed for solidcore terrestrial reactors
Useful for the thermal analysis of general systems Including space
nuclear systems
• KLAXON
- New thermal hydraulic systems code designed specifically for gas
cooled, space reactors
• THROHPUT
- State-of-the-art heat pipe modeling from startup to shutdown
Los Alamos
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Example TRAC Nodlng Diagram
[--t[_16|si4isi2[llmle 12;LJ. _._ _ _'
TSV __ ,..-,_L-_ _ _4 I 3 ] 2 L I 11oo
kOOPA
Los Alamos
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Thermal-Hydraullc ModelLng: PHsmatlc Fuel
II
• HERA: HElium/Hydrogen Reactor Analysis
• Used to model reactor core and core components with axially homogeneous
construction
• Three-dimensional, fully transient, arbitrary user defined geometries
• Programmed to be computationally efficient, espedally on vector
supercomputers
• Currently exists in stand-alone mode and coupled to TRAC. Connection
to KLAXON is planned
• PATRAN grid generator and visualization translators currently being written
• Coupling to Storm's corrosion model envisioned --_ Core Ufetime
• Component and core T-H model planned (fuel element, support element,
and periphery)
Los Alamos
Methodology: New
NP-T]M-92 ? ;_ LOS Alamos Na_e_.l_l_[_jc_._S
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KLAXON
GAS-COOLED REACTOR SYSTEMS MODELING CODE
Time-dependent analysis of systems operating with compressible gas
working fluids. TRAC-like pipe, plenum, etc. component models, fig
and break capabilities, and advanced flow modeUng numedcs for
shock following In nozzles. ,o ..........
0.5
Future Development i
- Connection to HERA 0o
- Validation with
systems data _
MI
NTP: Sy_ema Modeling
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THROHPUT
HEAT PIPE MODELING CODE
Transient thermal-hydraulic heat pipe modeling code with:
- Multi-region capability (wall,
fluid, mixed, gas)
- 2-D convection and
conduction heat transfer
- Li melt model
- Gravity and non-gravity
capillary pressure models
Future development:
Benchmarking end validallon
with LANL experiments
Heat Pipe Operation
Los Alamos
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Future Needs
O Better All Around Resolution of Problems
System Design Optimization Tools
Complete Utilization of Modern Technology
(Computers and Algorithms)
Use of Integrated Physics Codes
Los Alamos
LO0 ALAMO6 NATIONAl. LABORATORY
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Los Alamos Perspective
• Emphasis on Simulation Instead of Testing
--- current ES&H environment dictates reduced testing
of nuclear systems
• Interagency NTP Modeling Team
-- Role, Impact, Importance, Visibility
• Effort Should be Commensurate With the SEI
-- ambitious, high profile, high tech, national
NTP: Systems Modeling
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Advanced Architecture: Description
common ills stom_
DATA BASE
INPUT PROBLEM
DEFINmON
COMPUTER
DRIVEN INTERFACE
USER
DRIVEN
PHYSICS
MODELS
supemomp_m
OUTPUT
OATA
VISUALIZATION
gmphkJwo_mUon
Los Alamos
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Advanced Architecture: Potential Physics Packages
• Neutronlcs [Includingcross-_¢flons, doslmeW)
• Spatial Kinetics
• Genemtion/Depletlon
. Therrn_H,/o_(two ph_e)
• low Strain_ Hydro
• High Strain Rate Hydro (solid and fluid)
• Heat transfer (conduction,radiation)
• Chemistry/Materials
Los Alamos
h'TP:SyslemJModeling
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OtherLaboratoryCapability
Fluid
High
High
dynamics codes
Developed for a lane range of physical situations varying from
incompressibleto highly compressible flows
Advanced methodologies
Strain Rate Solid/Hydrodynamics
Applicable to events involving reactor impaction/disassembly
Examples: launch accidents, reentry, water immersion
Coupled directly to other physical phenomena (neutronics for Instance)
Advanced methodologies
Performance Computing
One of two DOE centers o! excellence
ICN (3 CMs, 7 Cray YMPs)
ACL
Los Alamos
ADVANCED COMPUTING
LABORATORY
Acting as a university/industrial/laboratory interface for
state of the art computations, emphasizing:
• State of the art hardware for massively parallel
computation (largest CM-2s and CM-5 in the nation)
• Wide area gigabit network for distributed parallel
computing (using ANSI standard: HIPPI)
• Advanced scientific visualization using high speed
networking and parallel computational methods
• Software tools/algorithms development for distributed
parallel computation (NSF Science & Tech. center: CRPC)
• Emphasizing "real" applications running in parallel
environment (Grand Challenges and beyond)
NP-TIM-92 727 L_ sA1mtlt_,
Purposes of the ACL
• To respond to the rapid changes in hardware and software
• To investigate new "Grand Challenge" computing
environments
• To provide more "access" to Los Alamos from the outside
world
• Provide high performance testbed for networking and
visualization
• Stimulate practical algorithm development for massively
parallel computing
• Function as one of the Dept of Energy High Performance
Computing Research Centers
Los Alamos
Table 1: TODAY
iPorousMedia 2-dimmiscible
Novel Materials
Plasmaphysics
Global Ocean
BrainTopology
QCD
flow
2-dmolecular
dynamics
3-d multimaterial
hydro (2003 pts)
transport scaling
decade, 20 levels,
1/2 °
3-d rcconstruction
quenchcd lattice
(32x32x32x64)
1014
1015
1015
1015
1013
1016
500 Mbytes 64 OBytes
8 GBytes 100GBytes
8 (}Bytes 200 GBytes
500 MBytes 250 GBytes
200 MBytes 10 OBytes
500 MBytes 500 MBytes
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Table 1: TOMORROW
Porous Media 3-d immiscible
flow
Novel Materials 3-d molecular
dynamics
3-d mullimatcrial
hydro (10003 pts)
Plasma physics numerical Tokamak
Global Ocean century, 40 levels,
1/4°
Brain Topology 3-d reconstruction
QCD quenced lattice
(64x64x64x128)
1Tbytes 4 TByms
20 Gbyte_ 3 TByt_
1 TBytcs [20TBytes
1 TBytes 100 TBytes
4 GBytes 20 TBytes
15 GBytes 1 TBytes
8 GBytes 8 TBytes
Los Alamos
NP-TIM-92
Applications on the CM-2
• QCD
• Condensed Matter Physics
• Free Lagrange Hydrodynamics
• Global Ocean Model
• Lattice Gas (porous media)
• Oil Reservoir: Mobil (11Gflops sustained)
• Tokamak Fluid Turbulence
* Fokker Planck
• Crystal Formation
• Many Body Problem
, Plasma Particle Simulations
• Molecular Dynamics
• Neural Networks
729
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Existing ACL HIPPI Network
Data
Fiber Link
CM-5
Los Alamos
PAGOSA
O A 3-D Multi-Material Hydrodynamics Code on the
Connection Machine
High-Speed Hydrodynamics and High-Rate
Deformation of Solids
O Eulerian, Second-Order Predictor Corrector
Lagrangian Step with Third-Order
High.Resolution Advectlon
O High-Resolution Interface Reconstruction
Algorithm
O Highly Efficient for the Connection Machine
l'¢rP: Symtema Modeling 730
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Conclusions
0 Current Modeling Approaches are Generally
Inadequate
O In the Future Modeling will be Relied on Heavily
O Los Alamos has begun to Lay the Groundwork for
Future Modeling Capabilities
Los. Alamos
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ROCKET ENGINE
NUMERICAL ,,SIMULATOR
OVERVIEW PRESENTATION,
presented by
Ken Davidian
Space Vehicle Propulsion Branch
Space Propulsion Technology Division
October 22, 1992
I I
ROCKE , ,, ,,NGT,,....
NUMERIC NE" SIMUEAT 0 R
TENTS: :i ' ' '_• :_i' CON i i _,.
• RENS Definition
• Objectives
• Potential Applic
• Potential Users
• RENS Work Flowchart
NTP: SyNeml Modsling 732 2 NP-TIM -92
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ROCKET ENGINE
NUMERIC AE+S IMUL AT OR
• RocketEngine NumericalSimulator:(RENS)
Performs Liquid Rocket Engine Propulsion
System Analyses and Design
• RENS Gives +Engin+er _ 3-D Tranment T0ol +for
Analyzing Engine Systems (Tanks- FeedSystem
• RENS win Surp+asS/Enc+bmpdsS capabilities of
Current System Codes (R0(:ETS+:_'G_e_+ric +
Power Balance) +
• /+ . ., _ i
NP-TIM-92
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NUMERI C A_+I_:SIMULAT O R
RENS DEFINITION
iJU i . _ ,
ng+ m 'i ++• RENS is Lo Ter +
RENSFe I ludev: _• atures: nc _'......
- System Executive - Easy to Use
- Data Management .,, Industry/University/
- Graphical User •.... :=Gov't AdvisOry Group
Interface ....: ,_+,+Public Domai n i+
- Incorporation of
Users' Technical Codes Capabilities
733 NTP: S_ Mode"Aling
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ROCKET ,ENGINE
NUMERICAL SIMULATOR
OBJECTIVES
• Enable spontaneous and adaptive rocket
definition, generation, performance evaluation,
and failure analysis.
• Develop capability to simulate component:_and
system leveI performance of rocket propulsion
systems.
• Provide rapid and accurate assessment of rocket
to increase design efficieficy. '_
• Incorporate and integrate validated 'i_ _
computational simulation codes/technologies.
ROCKET ENGINE
NUMERICALSIMUL TOR
I
j I,.,J o 111" 1 _,,.t_.ll _.11"_1
• Following capabilities required by NASAto do
our job: independent verification of proposed
rocket performance, new.rocket designs_asse.ss
impact of new rocket technologies_ ____ _,_,_ ,_,_
• Standardized industry design/analysis' tool
(industry-university-government ar "''_ " "
._ . _. p uclpatlonJ.
• Streamline, enhance, and alter research &
analysis process to reduce time and cost.
NTP:Sys_nm Medai_ 734
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ROCKET ENGINE
NUMERI C AL _::SIMUL ATO R
APPROACH
• The RENS program will be patterned after, and
will leverage from, the Numerical Propulsion
System Simulator (NPSS), currently under
development at NASA LeRC for aircraft
propulsion systems, ..........
• RENS will incorporate component level _'_:':
descriptions to predict performance and
reliability.
II
KET "ROC : __,ENGINE
N U M ERiC AL_ SIMUE _T 0 R
POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS
pulsion Systems• Chemical Pro
• Nuclear Thermal Propulsion Systems
• Propulsion System Test Facilities
Nuclear Electric Propulsion Systems
Spa P w Syst ms _'_• ce o er e :_:?:: : ' '::_
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codes
I
Define
sys exec
Define Develop Integrate
GUI GUI GUt
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ROCKET ENGINE
NUMERICAL SIMULATOR
i II
RENS PROTOTYPE- REDES
• Prototype Capability Initiated in 1989 with
Rocket Engine Design Expert System (REDES).
• REDES Used to Conduct Various Studies and
Model Various Engines:
- Nozzle Performance Parametrics (SSME_ RL10)
- Nozzle Design (NTR) _
- Rocket Engine Test Facility Capability
Assessment (NASA LeRC Rocket Engine Test
Facility Ejectors) ....
I
II
ROCKET, ENGINE
NUMERICAL_........SIMUL ATOR
I I
REDES ANALYTICAL DOMAIN
NP-TIM-92
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ROCKET IIEI  NE
NUMERIC_E_i_E_OR
.... i_ _' L ¸ • _,
NUME R I C_E_StM_LA_ O R
, ....) ........., _,,. N_,or nRENS Carla b ditles,,R__e_
..#,.
• Simulation
Industry, and
Disciplines. _
uir_d By
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ROCKET ENGINE
NUMERICAL SIMULATOR
RENS USER SURVEY (part I of 2)
Q: How Would You Use RENS?
Q: What Would You Add To the Current RENS
Description? What Would You Delete?
Q: What Do You Like About the Current RENS
Description? What Do You Dislike?
Q: What Would Be the Impact of Using RENS On
Your Organization? Technology Benefit? Cost
Benefit?
5
ROCKET :ENGINE
NUME RI C AE _.SIMUL AT O R
I i • i
RENS USER SURVEy (part 2 Of 2)
Q: Would You BeInterested InDeveloping Some
Portion ofRENS? Wha_ t,Portion?
Q: How would YoU ju;fi_:Expendi'n_ Resources
In the UseoLRENS Management?
Q- MayWe Cite Your InOur :Ad_rocacy
Presentations! '::_'_!_''
NP-TIM-92
O._iC-4NAL PAOE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
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Facilities 740 NP-TI_-92
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NASA
1:15
1:30
2:00
DOE
2:15
2:45
3:00
DOD
3:15
3:30
TOUR
3:45
4:00
6:00
Facilities
Chairman - Darrell Baldwin
LeRC Facilities
Plum Brook Facility Overview (LeRC-PB)
NEP Facilities (LeRC)
LANL Studies (LANL)
Break
INEL Studies (INEL)
Air Force Facility (Sandla)
Effluent Treatment System (Sandia)
Logistics (LeRC-PB)
Tours
B-2
High Temperature Facility
Space Power Facility
Adjourn
Darrell Baldwin
Robert Kozar
Bob Vetrone
Mike Hynes
Thomas Hill
Dave Beck
Larry Shipers
Henry Pfanner
Nuclear Propulsion Facility Requirements
Nuclear Facilities
Thermal Propulsion
Fuel Development
Reactor Development
Materials Radiation Testing
Integrated System Testing
Non-Nuclear Facilities
Nozzle Development
Turbopump Development
Propellent Tank Development
Control System Development
Valve and Mechanism Testing
Material Comparability Testing
System Structural Testing
Cold Flow Verification Testing
Electric Propulsion
Fuel Development
Reactor Development
Materials Radiation Testing
integrated _;ystem Testleg
Power Conversion System Development
PMAD System Development
Thruster System Development
Control System Development
Valve and Mechanlsrn Testing
Maledal Compatablllty Testing
System Structural Testing
Integrated System
NP-TIM-92 74 ] FeuillLlen
NASA LEWIS CANDIDATE FACIUTIES
CLEVELAND
ELECTRIC PROPULSION LABORATOFIY ( TANK 5 )
ELECTRIC PROPULSION LABORATORY ( TANK 6 )
ROCKET ENGINE TEST FACILITY
MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES LABORATORY
ZERO GRAVITY FACILITY
HYDROGEN ENVIRONMENT MATERIALS LABORATORY
HOT HYDROGEN TEST BED
SIMULATION AND CONTROL FACILITY
PLUM BROOK STATION
SPACECRAFT PROPULSION RESEARCH FACIUTY
HIGH TEMPERATURE FACILITY
SPACE POWER FACILITY
CRYOGENIC PROPELLANT TANK RESEARCH FACILITY
ROCKET DYNAMICS AND CONTROL FACIUTY
PLUM BROOK REACTOR FACILITY
INTERAGENCY FACILITY PANEL ( NASA, DOE, ODD )
F¥91, THE FACILITY PANEl. IDENTIFIED APPROXIMATELY 220 EXISTING GOVERNMENT,
UNNERmTY, AND INDUSTRY FACILITIES WHICH COULD BE MADE AVA#.ABLIE TO SUPPORT
NTP NMD NEP _H AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS ( REF: NASA TIM - 105710 )
* WffHAPPROPRIATE UPGRADES AND MODIFICATIONS, AND DEPENDING ON THE PROPULSION
CONCEPT_ SELECTED, VIRTUALLY ALL DEVELOPMENT AND TEST WORK CAN BEACCOMPLISHED
IN EXISTING FACILITIES
P=cilitl®=
SINCE MOST OF THESE CANDIDATE FACILITIES WERE DESIGNED AND OPERATED UNOER
SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS THAT ARE NOW OBSOLETE, MANY WILL REQUIRE
MAJOR RENOVATION6 AND / OR ADDITIONS IN ORDER TO COMPLY WITH CURRENT REGULATIONS
LEAD TIMES FOR PARTICULAR FACILITIES WILL VARY IN THE RANGE OF 2-4 _ FOR
NON-NUCLEAR FAClLmF.s AND FROM4.8 YEARS FOR NUCLEAR FACILITIES. ESTIMATED
CONSTRUCTION COSTS RANGE FROM $400M TO $800M DEPENDING ON SELECTED
PROPULSION SYSTEM CONCEPTS AND ASSOCIATED TEST OPTIONS
m
742 NP-'IIM-_
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Plum Brook Facilities
Spacecraft Propulsion Research FacUlty ( B-2 )
The facility was designed to test space vehicles and upper stage rocket
engines in a simulated space environment. The vacuum test chamber
can accommodate space vehicles up to 22' diameter by 50' long.
This facility is to be restored as part of the advanced cryogenic engine
program. Additional facility upgrades will be made which will allow the
use of this facility to perform integrated engine non-nuclear testing.
- Cold flow distribution verification and thermal investigations
- Solar irradiation / cold soak thermal cycling verification
- Verification of structural static loading
Hydro_gen Heat Transfer Facility ( HHTF )
( Currently the Hypersonic Tunnel Facility )
When restored to its original capability of handling large flows of hot
hydrogen, this facility will be used as a testbed to perform NTR nozzle
performance verification using hot hydrogen at altitude.
-Verification of simulation model results
- Verification of thermal and vibration performance
- Verification of nozzle erosion / corrosion characteristics
performance
NP-TLM-92 743 Facilities
Plum Brook Facilities
Ro_et Dyrmml_ and Control Facility ( B-3 )
This facility was designed for altitude tests on various components for
large rocket engines such as would be needed for interplanetary travel.
It was used to test the Structural integrity of the Centaur-Viking vehicle
and its protective shroud. The existing facility presently Includes a 200,000
gallon liquid hydrogen storage tank. NPO intends to use this facility for
propulsion system vibration testing with altitude simulation.
- Verification of structural dynamic loading
- Cold Flow stability in vibration environment
Cryoqenl¢ Propellant Tank Site ( K-Site )
This facility has been used as a research test chamber where liquid
hydrogen rocket fuel tanks up to 18' In diameter were tested in a 25'
diameter spherical thermal vacuum chamber. This facility is currently
operational and has been used for recent slush hydrogen work
associated with the NASP program
It will provide a facility for NTP and NEP propellant tank testing.
- Verification of tank Insulation performance
- Functional leak testing of filler plumbing
- Verification of structural and vibration performance
- Acent / decent profile testing
- Slush hydrogen Investigations
Facilities 744 IR-11M-92
Plum Brook Facilities
Space Power FacilRy ( SPF )
This facility is a very large vacuum chamber ( 100' diameter, 120' height )
for testing spacecraft and / or their subsystems and components in a
simulated space environment. It was specifically designed for testing
space nuclear electric power systems in a hard vacuum, cold wall
environment. It is Intended to use this facility for nuclear electric
propulsion component and integrated system tests.
- Non-nuclear system tests
- Functional testing of NEP components
- Heat source, radiators, power conversion, PMAD, thrusters
- Functional testing of integrated NEP systems
- Functional testing of the NEP stage
NP-TIM-92 745 FacilRica
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&wr_ SPACE PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY DIVISION
Le_4 Reseamh Conwr
I
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EPRB
ELECTRIC PROPULSION RESEARCH BUILDING(#16)
VACUUM CHAMBERS (9): RANGE FROM 3FT. TO lOFT. DIA.
BELL JAR SYSTEMS (6)
CAPABILITIES
EXTREMELY HIGH (- 1000 STD L/M. H2 @ 10 -1 TORR) PUMPING SPEEDS
HIGH VACUUM LEVELS (10 .7 TORR)
CRYOPUMPED CHAMBERS
COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT
THRUSTER TESTING
POWER CONDITIONING INTEGRATION
NP-TIM-9:
&_ SPACE PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY DIVISION
,w_v_ mNmam'_ I..._m I_eem_ CeNmr
EPL
ELECTRIC POWER LABORATORY (BLDG.301)
FACILITIES:
VACUUM CHAMBERS(3): 5FT. X 15FT.; 15FT. X 63FT; 25FT. DIA. X 82FT. LONG
BELL JAR SYSTEMS(7)
MAJOR FEATURES:
CLOSED LOOP REFRIG. SYSTEM TO ODP TRAPS
FULLY AUTOMATED
<<< UTIUZATION - >>> LOW OPERATING COST & MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS
TANK 6:
* 20 OD PUMPS; 4 FOREUNE BLOWERS; 3 MECHANICAL PUMPS
* > 240 KW THERMAL REJECTION LN2 COOLED SHROUD
o SOLAR SlMUIA'I'01_I
TANK 5:
2000 PUMPS; 4 FORELJNE BLOWERS; 4 MECHANICAL PUMPS
41M 2 CRYOPANEL - GHe/LHe REFRIGERATOR/LIOUIFIER CRYO-SYSTEM
* EXPECTED IN POST 1991 COF PROJECT
o ADVOCATE: 5400; INSTALL & OP 1994/1995
-, 747 Y-_'!"2_-::
KA|A
C-a6-)VSt
Lewis Research Center
TANK 6 VACUUM FACILITY
(25 FT DIAM X 82 FT OVERALL)
Elm CAP AND CARRIAGE In
MQWOI_IL WITH IIQIIIT
LIMqO IIITIIOIIN
¢OQUEO rM_UI --_
•- (32 IN DRAM)
I_SA
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THRtJSTER -_ ,_ VACUUM GATE VALVE
,,, j'" (41 FT DIAM)
THFIURTER DIAGNOSTICS CQMPA/1TMENT.(72 IN DIAM RY 93 IN)., '. _',,_"
*, _ I _. ' .. , e.. cA,,
.,_rA.K,.,a.n_ 7 _ __*..C^._A_
j_4OCAP _ | ,--,.*_'-'JTb.,"_ '_ _.]r_litJK_"ll_b_---'_¢,._
___ ir/Ati_iM4_..41 _,\.- _ wo_
I __ "_; _ '--TESTCO.,'Am_.,,Tw_
"_ CARRIAGE RAILS ..._
&ul_ J SPACE PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY DIVISION
_Im_IWCG _vIwamwtt_l
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Lewb Rll.md_ Cmw
NUCLEAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION
LOW THRUST. ELECTRIC
ION MPD
5KW 2SKW IOOKW 200KW
(Xe) (Xe,Kr) (H2) (Ar)
kl(Mg/s) 5.3 2 7 4 0 320
REQ'D.PRESS.(TORR) <1.0X10 "5 <1.0X10 "5 <3.0X10 "4 <3.0X10 "4
I_S_IK_t_E&_ZCLI_
(20)O DPIkl (MglS) 5.3 2 2 25 .S 100
ACTUAL PRESS(TORR) 1.3X10 "s 3.7X10 "5 4.8X10 "4 2.3X10 "4
CRYOPANEUkI(MglS) 8.0 TBD TBD 1 SS
ACTUAL PRESS (TORR) 1.2X10 "5 TED TBD 1.0X10 "4
4
[TJOZNG ]rooR(4) IPOIUIZ,ZIB ISI,OW_R8 & WICH. IPUXP8 - 300 HG/81iC.O 6][10 -1 TOIUt - a 2 ]
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Los Aiamos Studies of
Nevada Test Site Facilities
for the
Testing of Nuclear Rockets
Nuclear Propulsion
Technical Interchange Meeting
October 20-23, 1992
NASA-Lewis Research Center
Plum Brook Station
Michael V. Hynes
Field Test Division
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los AMmos
Facilities
Recent NASA/DOE studies lor the Space Exploration Initiative have demonstrated a critical
need for the ground-based testing of nuclear rocket engines, Experience in the ROVER/NERVA
Program. experience in the Nuclear Weapons Testing Program, and involvement in the new nuclear
rocket program has motivated our detailed assessment of the facilitiesused for the ROVER/NERVA
Program and other facilitieslocated at the Nevada Test Site (NTS). The ROVER/NERVA facili-
tiesare located in the Nevada Research 8z Development Area (NRDA) on Jackass Flats at NTS,
approximately 85 miles northwest of Las Vegas. To guide our assessment of facilitiesfor an engine
testingprogram we have defined a program goal, scope, and process. In particular we have assumed
that the program goal willbe to certifya fullengine system design as flighttest ready. All nuclear
and non-nuclear components willbe individually certifiedas ready for such a test at sitesremote
from the NRDA facilities,the components transported to NRDA. and the engine assembled. We
also assume that engines of 25,000-100,000 Ib thrust levels willbe tested with burn times of l hour
or longer. After a test,the engine willbe disassembled, time criticalinspections will be executed.
and a selectionof components will be transported to remote inspection sites.The majority of the
components will be stored for future inspection at Jackass Flats. To execute this program scope
and process will require ten facilities.We considered the use of all relevant facilitiesat NTS in-
cluding existing and new tunnels as well as th.efacilitiesat NRDA. Aside from the facilitieslocated
at remote sites and the inter-site transportation system, all of the required facilities are available
at NRDA. In particular we have studied the refurbishment of E-MAD, ETS-I. R-MAD, and the
interconnecting railroad. The total cost for such a refurbishment we estimate to be about $253M
which includes additional contractor feesrelated to indirect,construction management, profit,con-
tingency, and management reserves. This figure also includes the cost of the required NEPA. safety,
and security documentation.
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Assessment Program Plan
phase 0: Prelimtpa_d__._
- Formal charter from Jay Norman, Field Test Division Leader
- Nollflcatlon of N. Aquilina, NVOO
- Notification of J. Stewart, NTSO
Phase t: Testing Proafp__
- Define testing program goal, scope, and process
- DefArmin_ lar:.ititin_ roq_dred tr_ ex_c.tltn t_._ftnq prc,.....qrem
_2.L. F_ac.!!ities Qye_'jew
- Survey ot all relevant facilities at NTS
- Existing and new lunnels
- Vertical bore holes
- ROVER/NERVA facilities on Jackass Fiats
phase 3: Fac!lttl_s Assessment
- Determination of most cost effective Iscililies
- Detailed ftJnctionRI aR,'_ssmmlt
- DetR|lml cost e_limntiflg
P_t__a_L4___O_ a|L_I Consld_fattons
- Inkastmcture end support lacUllles
- Impact on other users of NTS and Ares 25
- NEPA, salely, and security Issues
= _ _ "_' Los AlBinos
Program Goal, Scope, and Process
The New Nuclear Rocket Program
• Proglmt_ Goad:
• Flight "felt Certify Des_n of Full Nuclew' Rockel Engine System
• Program Scope:
• TNt fife up to 100.000 LbF Thrum erlginN IDr up 10 1 hour
- Testing clpabilily for up to S taste ermu"l_
• P¢o_ Procelle:
Mile,on profile and flight |yltem| specifications Delete,ned
Develop enplne eyltem derign
Develop end cerli_ non-nuclellr compot_enls el s_te/ remote from
Engine Tesl Slend
Develop end certify nuclear componenls it rites Femole Item Engme
Tesl Slnnd
• hanlp¢I¢l nil compo.enls for fllfl engine lySlem legl to Engme
AssembJylDislule ettlbly Faglllly
• Xila_nlNe engine
- Tremiport engine Io Engine Test Slmnd Facility
• Conduct all neede¢l test=
• Xrtlnepoct engine to E_ AssemblylOizss_embfy FacLkt¥
• OtSusemhle engine
• Conduct time cdlicsl inspecllons
- PB::ke_e tw_ _ comp_e.e_s to _emote inspection sites.
• Analyze results and determine engine performance.
• Slots engirle components lot future ,efm'ence near Assembly/
(_is/tssembt¥ I" _ci.lit¥
Los Alamos
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Nuclear Rocket Engine Test Facilities
Program Goal: Flight Test Certify Full Engine System
1,
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9,
10.
Transportation facilities for components
Non-Nuclear assembly facility
Nuclear assembly/disassembly facility
DOT Casks
_'- EMAD
Rocket engine test stand facility
-3 ETS-1
LHJLN 2 & HP gas storage facility/tank farm ._1-
Transportation facilities between NTS sites NRDA RR
Time-critical inspection facilities EMAD
Storage facility for reference components RMAD
Storage facility for SNM components EMAD
Transportation facilities between remote DOT Casks
inspection sites
Los ^limos
EMAD Facility
Engine Maintenance, Assembly, and Disassembly Building
{_mnllil Onm¢=.lnlk_rt:
• BuIII Irl 1N4 lot the alllm_bly ind p_,eperalloll ol NERVA tn01nil Io¢ IIIIIN.
tidurbilhmlml of Cadioacllvlly hot lingk_ell Ioi liddi_lonal timllnO, end dilamlenr_bl¥
and dotelled poll mofltm ;nlpectton of leith *mglmm lind components
- T-Plan multl-llorkKI ItnJcturll, 280 It by 350 I1.
• Divided Icdo 7 lepareie ll_-I_ons ec(_0e(ling to IpKNic h.lncflonl end rnatertll Irolfl¢ flow
• Cold lllifTtb|y IIXlNI; HO| ITlaill|lirlaflci and dillllellftl_ IriHI; Poll molrilrll cIl|l_ I._gll end low
Ilvll CiIII; Opefltlng gilleries; Sholp ai'td lllf¥1OII ll/a_ Ollice item
Functiorull CI mlblllllel:
• Cotd and hol illl#lrlbly end dlllila_y of mllo¢ in_lnl compone_tl lind lull IiZI ingklll
• AiIIJTIb_ It114) Ilchn|qlxll lppli4_ dell IO _Hl_ tP4ork Ioid
• Spl_:lll I,ltlrlOll operlild Iquip(Tlifll ll_itlllN |O llfleble rlp_d dlSlllltllrlbly.
Cold Ailllfttblv ASll_
• UIId for re¢llp4 Ifld lllllKnbly Ot IiIlotrlel
• Thr.* .llor *=¢tio*l in 43 ff hi_:
• Core tocllIvJll_ lib -- B4 II by 7_' I1
• _.ngllltl llkl_l_lVI4_ _I_R 12 It tlv ._e {|
• {.w_d lll_lllO ºllOll_ldIV Itl_l IT II I)y 144 It
Idol Mli_t_lfll_l IDd Oillllemblv _11_
- Fil ITUI_or lli_P_nl ill Ii_Ml_ wllh ;l_ihniHir and flrllller, ltllve trlifl.lpulaIOtl,
Ovelr)lelld Crlnel. ipecle_ Ihlel_ Vkhlillg wihdOwl, etc
• Main hot bly --- (SiS tl by 144 It by 77 |t high
S-O II Ihlck Con_'_oto wlUl lot Ih,,Jldlog. ra¢li_l_pat end n'mltet II=tve nmntpukltorl,
• Co_ll dllmUembly _l_d i_lllmllml,on rail .1.4(_ II by 2_ fl
* Engine dlSllllernbly lind oilmmltion cell .•- 4e fl by _ tl
• Crane met_llmmf_e balcony
• Hot lind cold trllmlllll ltmnel
Poll Mmt_t_ A_H
_WOlVl Ir_dl*p4NldlINly _hieldi=d ¢:_|s wJlh lll_14fled dl3ot _in_l_ Io I_ e_mlnnn cld| lel_co mica
• Fach _1_11 I=qulpl_d with Sl)_ tnl vMwihfl WII_CI*_WS. ;imsl_t sinve ii_{tl_p,llnl,,_. Irlmlter c4_ll*, _ml
_plcimlilmt ll_mpacl._l_ (*,tl_qmlatl|
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Summary of Final Assessment Results
J-Division Review of Nuclear Rocket Facilities at NTS
NRDA, Jackass Flats, Nevada
* Determined general program goals, scope, and process for full engine system test.
• Surveyed all possible facilities at NTS for application to program requirements.
- Tunnels, existing and new
. Existing ROVER/NERVA facilities
• Determined that existing facilities on Jackass Flats have the most potential for
meeting program requirements in a cost driven assessment.
• Cost estimated upgrade of existing facilities for New Nuclear Rocket Program to be
about $253M.
- Richardson and Means Formalism
- All additional fees included
• Recommend pursuing upgrade of existing facilities out of operaling budget with
NEPA and Safety Analysis concurrent.
• Estimated time to completion = 3 years.
• Recommend feasibility study of scrubber design alternatives and optimization in FY93.
- Estimated cost = $350K
• Recommend full conceptual design study in FY93.
- Estimated cost = $1M
B, v Hyems,J.O0
Los Alamos
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ETS-1 Facility
Engine Test Stand Number 1
• Gerierel Descrlctlon:
- Bulll in 1966 for the ground dnvolol_ltonl testing el e downward firing NERVA-Iype engine in e
flight simulated en',4ronmenL
- Originally designed for the test o_ • 50,000 LbF, I GW engine with a 300 s run time
- Upgrade to 75,O00 LbF engine not completed
• PhYsics! Descriotlo,'l ol ETS-I Como_ex:
- Test stand connected to an undergro_.lnd control pohrt building hy a t 150 tt tunnel
- Cryogenic dewar and High Pressme gas vessel tN_k lann
- tn(erconnectlng process piping
- Engine compartment radiation shield
- Dith_eer/EJeclor exhaust duct
- 25 Mgal demlner_lzed deluge and cooling water stmege tank,
- Cooling water dr_nsge ditch
• instrumentation and Controls. general utilities end support systems
.
- 160 ft. 100 t_l alurnklum etructnre supporting a 77.000 gel 50 psig LH2 vecul.lm jacketed run tank.
instrumentation arid Corltl'oie terminatlons, aJr_d art elevator
• Below grlde pipe chMe
- Exhaust gee duct VlllUlt
- Mechanical mid electrical equipment teem
- 3 tt wide by 40 fl high by 100 It long concrete shadow shield
- Process piping end distribution system
• "[he Control Point Building consi_$ of',
- Underground structure p_rlitionod for CO¢ltrOl end Iecording dale IorhJction
.2000 channolso( date available
- Above gro_Jnd equipment room
- HV & AC capM)lllty for all of F?I'S.t
• I & C cabling steam lines• and AC ducts in shie(ded lunnsl
M v *w,_. J r,_,
Los Alamos
Facilities Cost Summary ($M)
Cost Item
Basic Facility
Indirect
Home Office
NEPA Documentation
Safety Analysis
Security Plan
Construction Management
Inspection
Profit
Contingency
Management Reserve
Subtotal
17,574
8,435
8,502
1,500
2,000
0.500
3,576
0.000
3.25t
5.364
50.930 2.473
25.000 1.187
22.500 0.915
1 .ooo 0.250
4.200 0.085
0.000 0.000
9.800 0.503
3.8OO o.ooo
9.800 0.458
51.000 1258
Railroad Subtotal
0.624 71.601
0.299 34.921
0.231 30•148
0.250 3.000
0. 5O0 5.785
0.000 0.500
0.127 14.006
0,000 3.800
Ol15 13.624
0.190 57.812
o._______I__1_7:2_
2.463 253,403
u v m_o. J_ Los Alamos
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Idaho
National
Engineering
Laboratory
Space
Nuclear
Thermal
Propulsion
Evaluation of PIPET
at the INEL's CTF
T. J. Hill
October 21, 1992
PRESENTATION OUTLINE
• Study Scope
• Existing CTF Status & Infrastructure
• Assumptions
• Results
• Other Studies
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SCOPE FOR FEASIBILITY REPORT
Evaluate the Feasibility and Provide an ROM Estimate of
Cost and Schedule for Testing the PIPET Reactors in the
Contained Test Facility (CTF)
STUDY EVOLUTION
I I
• Task was Identified at Meeting on June 11-12, 1992
• Task was Authorized to Start August 12, 1992
• Supported Three Meetings With Sandia
• Supported LANL Study for ETS-1
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PIPET FACILITY REQUIREMENTS
i i
Building
Receiving & Support Building
Size
10,000 ft sq
I & C Building 2,900 ft sq
Reactor Systems Support (Test Building &Area) Undefined
• Fuel Storage Support (Handling, Storage, &
Shipping of Irradiated Material
• Disassembly Building
• Test Evaluation Center
Undefined
7,500 ft sq
6,400 ft sq
Facilities
EXISTING CTF FACILITIES
I I I'
TAN 650 - Containment Building - 70 ft Dia by 129 ft High
TAN 630 - Control & Data Acquisition Building - 18,000 ft sq
TAN 624 - Containment Vessel Entry Building - 3,600 ft sq
TAN 607 - Warm Shop - 4,080 ft sq
TAN 604 - Maintenance Shop - 11,000 ft sq
TAN 601/602 - Administration Building - 58,000 ft sq
TAN THS - Hot Shop - 8,160 ft sq
TAN THC - Hot Cell - 350 ft sq
TAN 668 - Heavy Equipment Cleaning Facility - 2,800 ft sq
"/6O NP-T[M-92
CTF BACKGROUND
• Contained Test Facility (CTF) was Loss-of-Fluid Test Facility
(LOFT) •
• LOFT was designed to study safety issues in a PWR
CTF & associated facilities consist of a containment vessel,
control and data rooms, maintenance shops, administrative
buildings, hot shop, hot cells, warm shop, utilities, ES&H
infrastructure
• CTF containment vessel Is 70 ft. in dia. by 129 ft high, is an ASME
Sect. III, Class B vessel rated at 40 psi, 360,000 cu ft volume with a
24 by 33 ft high door. 60 ft under 50 T Polar Crane
CTF REPORT ASSUMPTIONS
• PIPET/CTF test series will consist of testing five reactor cores and one
technology demonstration engine.
• PIPET cores up to 550 Mw and run times up to 1,000 sec.
Demonstration engine 1,000 Mw, Max. run time of 500 sac.
• Use of mechanical and electrical components and systems developed
for SNTP.
• Determine feasible SNTP components and systems lay out for CTF.
• No design optimization of equipment and components.
• Existing INEL facilities and Infrastructure will be used.
• No other programs or projects are assumed to restrict C'I'F use.
• Facilities will be upgraded to meet current codes and standards.
• Costs are based on SNTP Program.
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ETS SIZE INFORMATION
I I I I I
PIPET COMPONENT SIZES
Component Qty
Debris tank 1
Diameter Length Nozzle sizes
(ft) (ft) (IPS)
15'-6 . IO
Hot Gas Cooler 1 11' - 0" OD
Process gas filter 4 9'-0" OD
Cryogenic mixer 1 4'-0" OD
Noble gas adsorber 8 8'-0" OD
30'-0" Tan.-Tan.
-38' Overall
60'
30'-0" Tan.-Tan.
5'-0"
8'-0" Tan.-Tan.
24" ID inlet
60" OD outlet.
60" OD inlet
42" OD outlet
Z4" OD
ZO" OD
ETS COMPONENT ARRANGEMENT
EVALUATION
II I
Arrangement Option Ramification
(1) Maxln_m"radlotogtcal relem "'No Conflnemenl
Re_-Ior Only
R_lor and Debris Trap
Rx, De_ls Trap, Heat Exchanger
RX, DT+ HI, Process Rlters
RX, aT, Hx, ProceW Filters,
Gas _Jmrb_s
(1) Maximum rJdlologlcal re(alma
(2) Difficult materials problema
(1) Conllr, emlnl ol majority of parllculala
(2) J_ecluete acce,Jm for rnalnlnnce
(3) Single large Contalnmanl Vesael Penetration Reqd.
(1) Confl_t o! majority of particulate
(2) Adequale Imce_ for maintenance
(3) P,edulgn of hx reClUlrKI
(4) _kPaecet Large Containment Vess_d Penetrations Reqd
(1) Conflnemenl ol all pertlculate
(2) Reduced access for maintenance
(3) Redesign of hx required
(4) Several Large Conlalnmenl Vessel Penetrallons Req¢l
(1) Conllrmcmmt of all Ioertlculale
(2) Very_ _cess formaln_lnce
(3) P,edulgn ol hx required
(4) Several Large Conlatnm=_! Venel Pen_retlons Reqd
P_llOole_ 763 N1P,11M.n
PROPOSED ETS CONFIGURATION
• Size and Number of ETS Components Favored Locating
Part of System Outside of Containment Vessel
• ETS Inside Containment Vessel Negated Flexibility for
Other Test Reactor Programs
• Higher Temperature Components Located in Containment
Vessel
The Cost Evaluation Results
• A potential savings is possible from the use of
existing facilities.
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CTF SCHEDULE
I' I
• Current Preliminary Project Schedule for PIPET starts
In-pile Testing in 1st Quarter of 1997.
• INEL experience indicates that the design and
procurement of large high-pressure storage tanks
will be critical path.
• The use of existing CTF facilities will allow an earlier
start of facility equipment installation.
• Significant reactor testing infrastructure exists to
support the PIPET activities.
The PIPET schedule is not impacted at INEL.
The Bottom Line
I I
The existing facilities are robust and provide ample
space for the planned operations with the potential
for both cost and schedule improvement.
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SPACE
US AIR FORCE
Phillips Eaboratory
Grumman,.Babcock & Wilcox
Brookha_/en & Sandla National Labs
Air Force Facility
David E Beck
PIPET Project Manager
Saadia National Laboratories
The Space Nuclear Thermal Propulsion (SNTP) program is an initiative within the
U.S. Air Force to acquire and validate advanced technologies that could be used to
sustain superior capabilities in the area of space nuclear propulsion. The SNTP pro-
gram has a specific objective of demonslrating the feasibility of the particle bed
reactor (PBR) concept.
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The term PIPET refers to a project within the SNTP program responsible for the
design, development, construction and operation of a test reactor facility, including
all support systems, that is intended to resolve program technology issues and test
goals.
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Experiment Data Flow
Fuel Particle
Hot Frlt
Cold Frtt
End Fittings
GTA
OIitll Off:
Coatings
Temp Capability
Strength
Pressure Drops
Mechanical Per/
Cycling Capability
Data on:
Con, o=ion Ssfety (FSAR}
PR Operating Margins
Prei.,ure Drops Design Margins
Mechanical Pert Controls
Cycling C=pablllty Thermal/Hydraulics
Temp CapebPlty
Dab= on:
11termal/Hydreulk:e Contr_s
Corrosion Design Maclilns
Neutronlcs Safely
Moderator Mechanical
Pressure Drops Pert.
The PIPET project will provide the necessary capability to complete the final steps
in the SNTP program nuclear test plan.
No known reactor facility in the world is capable of providing prototypical test con-
ditions for SNTP PBR fuel or fuel elements. Although certain nuclear tests (pre-
PIPET) within the current SNTP program may probe the design envelope of the fuel
and fuel element, the best that can be accomplished is very short run times and very
low flow conditions for sub-sized or nonstandard fuel element designs (e.g., PNT
and NET). The high-power densities that make the PBR so attractive will never be
tested to prototypical design conditions until the PIPET element-test reactor is built.
No operational reactor facility in the U.S. is capable of testing a flight-like NTP
reactor core or engine under power (some limited capability exists in the CIS, but
even this does not include any cryogenic hydrogen support and is not currently con-
figured for propulsion type testing). No facility in the world is capable of providing
nuclear test support for NTP reactors or engines under the current and rightful con-
cern for protecting the environment and public health. The investment in building a
high power density fuel element test reactor can be leveraged into a facility that can
also provide test support in meeting certain NTP ground test requirements..
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PIPET TEST REACTOR SYSTEM
The PIPET system includes:
1) Major interfaces with the host site for utiSties & logistics support.
2) Facilities including a control bunker, a receiving and assembly building, tem-
porary dry storage areas for irradiated materials, a disassembly building, and
test cell(s).
3) A reactor coolant supply system consisting of a cryogenic hydrogen supply
and hydrogen effluent treatment system.
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SNTP Baseline Facility Conceptual Site Plan Illustrating Laydown Space for
Optional Expansions
One location for the PIPET test station supported by the SNTP program Environ-
mental Impact Statement is a "green-field" location on the Nevada Test Site (NTS).
This would involve essentially all new construction, with designs developed to meet
program requirement_s.
NP-TIM-92 769 Facilities
L___t j, _ , 1
The second alternative site for the PIPET facility is a location within Test Area
North (TAN) of the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). This would in-
volve renovation, adaptation and use of existing structures such as the Contained
Test Facility (CTF) and TAN 607 Hot Shop Complex.
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Depiction of the Use of Multiple Physical Barriers and Single-Failure Criteria in
• Preventing the Unmitigated Release of Fission Products
The Space Nuclear Thermal Propulsion program is committed to achieving the
highest practicable levels of safety both in program activities and in the ultimate
safety both in program activities and in the ultimate product of the program. Safe-
ty considerations will include: protection of the health and safety of the public;
protection of the health and safety of all employees where program activities are
done; protection of the environment and lands from contamination or damage as a
result of program activities; and protection of the property and facilities used in
the program. Unmitigated release of fission products is prevented by use of con-
cepts such as 'defense in depth.' This includes administrative, physical, and
operational controls and measures. Physical controls for ground testing on NTP
concepts involve multiple barriers including fuel coatings, primary confinement
systems, and secondary confinement systems. Physical barriers to be employed
that will prevent the unmitigated release of fission products are diagrammed
above. As implemented for the SNTP program, the primary confinement barrier
around the reactor looks much like a reactor vessel in a conventional power plant
design, but is functionally much different. The mechanical structure used to sup-
port and direct flow through the multiple stage filtration system also serves as the
balance of the primary confinement barrier. The secondary barrier includes the test
cell structures, which may serve multiple functional needs (for example, weather
protection and shielding).
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Simplified Drawing of the Test Bed Preliminary Design
i i i i
The test reactor by design contains two major subsystems -- a test bed and a test article.
The test bed nominally provides:
1. A primary fission product confinement barrier.
2. Interfaces between the test article and other programmatic equipment (for example, cool-
ant supply, effluent treatment, and instrumentation and controls).
3. An experiment volume in which the test article (fueled portion of the reactor) is tested.
4. Independent reactivity systems to bring the overall reactor system to the desired preopera-
tional reactivity state; control startup, shutdown, and operational transients; and provide scram
capability.
Test articles are designed for ease of removal to enable rapid test turnaround, ease of reconfigura-
tion, and minimal worker exposures. Reactivity controls within the test bed are designed for
ease of removal, m that test articles containing their own reactivity control mechanisms can take
advantage of the confinement and programmatic equipment interfaces without having to relay on
other design features. Test article design options can thus be seen to include:
l.
ment
2.
3.
ment
4.
A hybrid core design where a previously qualified test article design has a single fuel ele-
replaced with a new design.
A new test article that makes use of all the inherent features found in the test bed.
A new test article with integral reactivity control systems, only making use of the confine-
barrier and subsystem interfaces of the test bed.
Replacement of the entire _st bed/test article assembly with a new reactor design.
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Simplified Line Diagram Of The Baseline Reactor Coolant System
A primary coolant system has been designed that meets the safety and performance require-
ments of the SNTP program for use in the development, demonstration, and qualification of
NTP fuel elements, reactors, and engines. (Integrated stage qualification, including high-altitude
simulation, is not a requirement for the current program.) The functional requirements of the re-
actor coolant system design includes:
1. Provide an adequate, redundant, highly reliable supply of cryogenic hydrogen at required
pressures, temperatures, and flow rates (hydrogen supply - coolant supply system).
2. Interface with the primary heat source (test reactor or engine).
3. Cool the hot primary flow to temperatures compatible with structural and heat exchanger
materials. Catch any core debris material resulting from failures (planned or unplanned) and
maintain it in a coolable, subcritical configuration. Allow access for remote/robotic retrieval of
core debris. Provide initial, coarse-filtering to prevent downstream heat exchanger plugging and
act as a getter for plate out of fission products with boiling points above the cooldown tempera-
ture (debris trap).
4. Provide additional cooling of exhaust flow to temperatures compatible with downstream
particulate filters (hot gas cooler).
5. Filter out particulates entrained in the exhaust flow (procem gas filter).
6. Retain any fission products still in volatile form (for example, krypton and xenon) for a suf-
ficient time to allow for decay (cryogenic mixer/adsorber stage).
7. Dispo_ of cleaned effluent (flare stack).
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The PIPET facility includes an initial, baseline coolant supply capacity designed to
envelope the minimum test duration requirements of the SNTP program. Optional
supply system expansions are planned that will provide capability to meet maxi-
mum test duration requirements. The figure above provides a comparison between
the planned SNTP program PIPET test facility on-site hydrogen storage capacities
against the test-cell hydrogen installations of the ROVER/NERVA Program.
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The planned baseline reactor coolant supply system, although designed to meet sev-
eral operating point requirements, is best represented by an extensive set of operat-
ing envelopes that are a function of mass flow rates, temperatures and pressures.
However, to illustrate the system performance, a generic NTP reactor was used to
generate a test duration envelope as a function of reactor power. This curve is,
roughly speaking, a line of constant energy. Also shown are operating points for
two conceptual PBR test article designs.
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SUMMARY
• A nuclear test facility has been designed that meets SNTP facility
requirements including:
safety and environmental policies
minimum impact on waste streams
provisions for appropriate safeguards and security
meets minimum SNTP performance levels
supports expansion to maximum SNTP performance levels
• The design approach taken to meet SNTP requirements has
resulted in a nuclear test facility that should encompass a wide
range of NTP test requirements that may be generated within other
programs. The SNTP PIPET project is actively working with DOE
and NASA to assess this possibility.
Additional information concerning these facilities can be found in:
Allen, G.C. et al. (1992), "Ground Test Facilities for Evaluating Nuclear Thermal
Propulsion Engines and Fuel Elements," in Proceedings of the 1992 Nuclear
Technologies for Space Exploration. Jackson, WY, 16-19 August 1992, pp 514-
523.
Beck, D.E et al (1993), "Test Facilities for Evaluating Nuclear Thermal Propul-
sion Systems," to be presented at the Tenth Symposium on Space Nuclear Power
and Propulsion, Albuquerque, NM, January 1993.
Shipers, L.R., and Allen, G.C. (1992), "Handling Effluent From Nuclear Thermal
Propulsion System Ground Tests," presented at the Third Specialist Conference
on Nuclear Power Engineering in Space Nuclear Rocket Engines. Semipalatinsk-
21, Republic Kazakhstan, September.
Shipers, L.R., and Brockmann, J.E. (1993), "Effluent Treatment Options for Nucle-
ar Thermal Propulsion System Ground Tests," to be presented at the Tenth
Symposium on Space Nuclear Power and Propulsion, Albuquerque, NM, Janu-
ary 1993.
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EFFLUENT TREATMENT FOR NUCLEAR
THERMAL PROPULSION GROUND TESTING
Larry R. Shlpers
NUCLEAR PROPULSION
TECHNICAL INTERCHANGE MEETING - 1992
NP-TIM-92
NASA-Lewis Research Center
Plum Brook Station
Sandta National Laboratories _1
Cround testing of fuel, fuel elements, and engine assemblies at a suitable
facility is required to support the development of nuclear thermal propulsion
(NTP) systems. Given the current Environmental Safety and Health (ES&H)
regulations, policies, and guidelines in the USA, it is not planned today to
vent the potentially contaminated hydrogen that these tests will generate
directly to the environment. In order to minimize the potential safety and
environmental impacts of NTP ground tests, the gaseous reactor effluent needs
to be confined, treated, and/or scrubbed of radioactive fission products
prior to its unrestricted release.
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Objectives
Define Treatment Functlons
Revlew Concept Options
Dlscuss PIPET ETS Concept
Outllne Future Actlvltles
Sandla National Laboratories
Over the years, several different options have been evaluated by Sandia
National Laboratories to either procesJ the hot hydrogen effluent
simultaneously with the test being conducted or configure the test facility
in a manner that real time processing is not required, The evaluation effort
was initiated by identification and formulation of a wide range of concept
options to treat t_fP test article exhaust. The concept options considered
ranged from closed cycle (venting the exhaust to a closed volume or
recirculating the hydrogen in a closed loop) to open cycle (real time
processing and venting of the effluent). A number of variations of these
general concepts are still under consideration. This paper defines the
functions any effluent treatment system must perform, reviews the various
concept options to handle effluent from nuclear thermal propulsion system
ground tests, presents the current lead effluent treatment concept for the
PIPET project, and outlines future effluent treatment studies to be
performed.
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Reactor Exhaust
Hydrogen Flow at I - 40 kg/s
Temperatures in Excess of 3000 K
Trace Concentrations of Particulate, Volatile
Species, Halogens, and Noble Gases
Entrained Core Material and Debris
Sandia National Laboratories _[
Prlsmatlc (NERVA Derived), particle (PBR and Pellet bed), and refractory
(Cermet, Wire Core) fuel forms are all candidates for ground testing as a
part of a NTP development program. Consideration of these varied concepts
leads to a consistent set of functional requirements for any system designed
to treat the reactor exhaust during ground testing. In all cases, fuel
operating temperatures in the range of 2700 3400 K are planned.
Significant quantities of cryogenic hydrogen will be required to cool NTP
reactors tested under prototypic conditions. Small fuel element test
reactors with powers on the order of 50 HW would require I kg/s coolant flows
while large ground test of reactors with powers as high as 2000 H_ would
require coolant flows in the range of 40 kg/s.
As the hydrogen coolant flows through a fuel element and is heated by direct
contact with the nuclear fuel, it can be expected to become contaminated with
fission products and/or fuel particulate. The potential for the generation
of other hazardous compounds within the hydrogen also exists. The risk of
significant contamination is especially high early in the development process
when new and advanced fuel forms are expected to be tested. The reactor
exhaust can also be expected to contain significant quantities of core
material and debris. The effluent treatment system design must allow for the
potential of significant core failure and relocation that may occur during
the development of any NTP concept.
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Effluent Treatment Functions
Cooil_ ReCel_em Processing
Retemlm
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Any system designed to treat the exhaust from a solid core NTP ground test
reactor must perform four basic functions:
i, Initial cooling of the hot reactor exhaust to temperatures compatible
with normal engineering materials. In addition, any debris and large
particulate ejected from the core must be retained and maintained in a
subcrltical configuration.
2. Intermediate cooling to temperatures at or below atmospheric. While this
cooling stage is not necessary, its inclusion in the system enhances the
performance of many concepts.
3. Fission product retention to prevent uncontrolled release of contaminants
to the environment. This stage must be designed to retain small
particulate, halogens, noble gases, and other volatile species.
4. Waste stream processing to properly handle retained fission products,
cleaned or processed hydrogen effluent, and any other potentially
contaminated fluids introduced in or generated by the system.
The collection of components that performs these functions Is normally
referred to as an effluent treatment system (ETS).
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Effluent Treatment Categories
Closed Volume Systems
Delay and Accumulate Effluent
Open Systems
Real-Time Effluent Processing
Closed Loop Systems
Reclrculate Effluent as Coolant
Sandia National Laboratories _1
ETS concepts can be grouped into three broad categories: closed volume
systems, open systems, and closed loop systems. Closed volume systems delay
and accumulate the effluent generated during reactor power operations and
then process the effluent at much reduced flow rates at some time after power
operations. Closed volume systems include concept options such as venting
the effluent to storage vessels or metal hydrides. In an open system, the
effluent is processed and vented to the atmosphere as it is produced during
reactor power operations. Open systems are characterized by large capacity
filtration and adsorption equipment. A closed loop system performs real time
processing of the effluent and then recirculates the hydrogen to the reactor
inlet to be reused as coolant. Care must be used when comparing a closed
loop system to other types of ETS concepts. The closed loop system both
treats the reactor exhaust and performs the additional function of supplying
coolant to the reactor inlet. The appropriate functional relationship is
maintained when a closed loop system is compared to another ETS concept in
combination with the concept and components used to supply coolant to the
test reactor.
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Effluent Treatment Options
Sandia National Ltberatories [_
A map of effluent treatment options is shown. The high-temperature
contaminated hydrogen effluent is shown entering on the left. Waste products
resulting from the treatment process are should on the right. The major
functional divisions of initial cooling, debris retention, closed volume
systems, open and closed loop systems, and waste stream processing are
labeled and outlined in dashed lines. Tracing a path through this figure
(with appropriate consideration of branching) will define a complete
functional effluent treatment system.
The commonalitles of ETS component options and the impacts of component
choices are illustrated. Each of the three categories (closed volume, open,
closed loop) of effluent treatment concepts have the same options for
components to perform the initial cooling, debris retention, and intermediate
cooling functions. The concepts differ in the components used for fission
product retention and waste stream processing. The choice of the method used
for initial cooling can also influence the components that must included in
the intermediate cooling, fission product retention, and waste processing
stages. Optional downstream functions which may be required (dependent upon
upstream component choice) are shown with dotted lines.
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Concept Evaluation
Total System Approach
Reliability and Redundancy
Passive Systems
Avoid Exotic Materials and Concepts
Maintenance, Inspection, and Testing
Support and Posttest Processing Systems
Expansion Potential
Capital and Life Cycle Costs
Decontamination and Decommissioning
Sandia National Laboratories _]
Evaluation of effluent treatment concepts should be performed from a total
system approach considering potential environmental impacts, safety,
operations, potential future activities, and total cost. Any system designed
must have a high degree of reliability and redundancy. Passive systems, such
as blowdown rather than pumping, should be employed whenever practical.
Exotic materials and concepts should he avoided. Steps should be taken to
minimize occupational exposure during required in-servlce maintenance,
inspection, and testing. Performance of the maintenance and inspection using
remote or robotic means should be considered. The ETS support systems
(coolant storage, water removal, etc.) and post test processing systems
(decay heat, pebble bed heat, waste processing, etc.) can have significant
impacts on overall system complexity and cost. The potential for future
expansion should be considered. Any ETS concept is, to a first
approximation, a power limited system. If it is desired to slgnlficantly
increase reactor power (and thus flow) it would be necessary to significantly
increase the size of the velocity limited components or to use process trains
in parallel. A total energy limit, defined by the system storage capacity
(coolants, heat sinks, closed volume fission product retention, etc.), also
exists for an ETS. Both the first and the llfe cycle costs of system options
should be evaluated. Evaluation to date has shown that the use of large
complex equipment and systems should be minimized for a limited testing
program since a large number of tests are required to offset the increased
capital cost with decreased operating costs. The system end of llfe
decontamination and decommissioning costs should also be considered.
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PIPET ETS Envelope
Maximum Reactor Power
Duration at Maximum Power
Duration at 40 MW Power
Maximum Flow at 3000 K
Maximum Flow at 1100 K
Inlet Pressure at Maximum Power
Inlet Pressure at 120 MW
1 GW
240 sec
1 hr
20.4 kg/a
66.4 kg/s
1.4 MPa
0.4 MPa
Sandia National Laboratories _]
The current PIPET effluent treatment system is designed to support operation
of ground test reactors at power levels up to 1GW. The maximum duration of
continuous full power operation is limited by the available coolant storage.
The current design will support operation of 1GW test reactors with a 3000 K
exhaust temperature for a duration of 240 sec. Duration is increased if the
reactor is operated at either a lower power level or a lower mixed mean inlet
temperature. Durations well in excess of 1 hour may be obtained by the
current ETS design for reactor powers in the range of 40 MW. The system
volumetric flow rate is limited by the interstitial velocity in the system
filtration and adsorption components. This leads to an inlet mass flow rate
limitation that is a function of the effluent mixed mean temperature. The
maximum inlet flow rate is 20.4 kg/s at a 3000 K inlet temperature. As the
effluent temperature is reduced, the maxiamm allowable inlet mass flow rate
increases. At a mixed mean effluent temperature of ii00 K, the allowable
inlet mass flow rate is 66.4 kg/s. The volumetric flow constraint also
establishes the system operating pressure limits. In order to reduce the
size of the system components, the ETS was designed to operate at an inlet
pressure of 1.4 MPa for the maximum flow and power conditions. This design
pressure is sufficiently below the reactor design operating pressures (6.9
MPa chamber and 3.4 MPa throat) to insure decoupling the test article
pressure response from that of the ETS. As the reactor power (and inlet
flow) are reduced the system operating pressure may be reduced while a
constant volumetric flow rate is maintained. At a reactor power of 120 MW
the current ETS could be operated at an inlet pressure as low as 0.4 MPa.
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PIPET Effluent Treatment Concept
Sandia National Laboratories [_
The effluent treatment concepts illustrated were evaluated during the
development of the PIPET concept (shown in heavy lines). Concepts In
addition to the lead concept (including water injection, gasholder, hydride,
heat exchanger, pebble bed, and closed loop systems) have been developed to
hlgh levels and are still under consideration. The lead PIPET effluent
treatment concept is an open system that uses liquid hydrogen injection for
inltlal cooling, a liquid nitrogen heat exchanger for intermediate cooling,
granular filters to remove particulate, liquid hydrogen injection to cool to
cryogenic temperatures, and cryogenic charcoal adsorbers to remove halogens,
noble gases, and other volatile specles. A flare stack combusts the treated
hydrogen effluent prior to venting to the environment.
Provisions are included to handle both the solid contaminants retained in the
debris trap and gaseous contaminants retained in the cryogenic adsorbers.
Access Is provided to remove debris retained In the trap between operations.
The filters and adsorbers are deslgned to retain the trapped particulate and
halogens for the life of the facility. However, the noble gases are only
retained In the adsorbers when cryogenic temperatures are maintained. When
the adsorbers warm, the xenon and krypton will off-gas. Provisions for two
procedures for the long-term disposal of the noble gases are Incorporated
into the design. The adsorbers may be isolated (valves included in the
design) (I) to allow the noble gases to decay prior to releasing to the
environment in a controlled manner or (2) to allow the noble gases to diffuse
to a cryopump (included in the current design) to collect and concentrate the
contaminants for appropriate disposal.
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The lead PIPET ETS concept is shown. The Initial quench mixer (located in
the debris trap) cools the effluent to 1100 K (a reasonable material upper
limit temperature for stainless steel). The debris trap is a large jacketed
liquid hydrogen cooled pressure vessel (-9.1 m x 5.5 m ID). A coarse filter
is located at the exit of the debris trap to serve two functions: (i) to
retain large particulate (on the order of 300-500 micron) in the debris trap
and (2) to provide a large surface area and thermal mass for the plate out of
any high temperature aerosols prior to leaving the debris trap. Access to
the debris trap interior for inspection and debris removal is provided
through an alrlock. A large (-21 m x 3.4 m ID) liquid nitrogen to hydro&en
tube in shell heat exchanger cools the effluent to ambient temperature. The
heat exchanger cold side Is operated at a pressure above that of the effluent
stream so that leaks will not bypass the process train. Large (-9.1 m x 2.7
m OD) radial flow granular filters remove small particulate. The effluent
enters by the inner annulus, flows radially outward and is collected in the
outer annulus. A second liquid hydrogen injection quench mixer Is used to
cool the effluent to the 160 K cryogenic adsorber operating temperature.
Large (-3.0 m x 2.4 m OD) axial flow cryogenic activated impregnated charcoal
adsorbers remove halogens, noble gases, and other volatiles. A pressure
regulating valve Is located downstream of the cryogenic adsorbers to control
the system operating pressure. Active pressure control during startup and
shutdown may allow system operating pressure to be maintained sufficiently
below the reactor operating pressure for decoupllng of the test article
pressure response from that of the ETS.
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A potential layout of the lead PIPET effluent treatment system concept has
been developed. Top, front, left side, and right side views are shown. The
liquid hydrogen and liquid nitrogen storage vessels (with their associated
gas pressurization storage) are shown in the top view. Piping sizes range
from 0.5 to 1.5 m diameter. Four granular filters manifolded in parallel are
required by the current design. The eight required cryogenic adsorbers
(manifolded in parallel) are also shown.
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Future Activities
SEI Requirement Impacts
Increased Reactor Power
Extended Duration
Altitude Simulation
Single Failure Evaluation
Sandia National Laboratories
The impacts of SEI requirements on effluent treatment system design will be
evaluated. These requirements include operation at increased reactor power,
extended periods of continuous full power operation, and decreased system
backpressure for altitude simulation. All of these design requirements may
have significant impacts on ETS concept selection, design, and cost.
Operating at increased reactor power (and flow) requires increased storage
capacity for closed volume systems and either increased component size or
parallel process train for open and closed loop systems. Increased duration
requires large storage capacities for both open and closed volume systems.
The need for low ETS operating pressures to support altitude simulation
requires sufficient pressure recovery from the hlgh-speed flow to overcome
the system backpressure. Since many of the system components will be sized
based upon flow velocity, the overall system size can be expected to increase
as operating pressure decreases. The potential exists to incorporate a
diffuser into the debris retention component design. Injectors or ejectors
could be used to lower the system inlet pressure and cool the effluent
stream.
Critical system functions (initial cooling, fission product retention, etc.)
should be performed in a manner such that a single failure will not lead to
loss of ETS function and fission product releases to the environment. The
impacts to the public and the environment of ETS single component failures
will be assessed. Appropriate features will be incorporated into the system
design to mitigate any negative impacts.
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SYSTEM CONCEPTS
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Nuclear Electric
Propulsion Systems
Overview
Michael P. l)oherty
NASA Lewis Research Center
Nuclear Propulsion Office
Presented at
NP-TIM-92 ,
NASA LeRC Plum Brook Station
October 20, 1992
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Nuclear Propulsion Background
Customer Technology Need8 - NEP
Code SL Top-Level Requirements
• Time Frame:Long Term (> 10 years)
• Missions of Interest:
- Pluto Orbiter
- Neptune Orbiter
- Jupiter Grand Tour
- Multiple Mainbelt Asteroid Rendezvous
- Comet Nuclear Sample Return
• - Mercury Orbiter
- Uranus Orbiter/Probe
• Requirements:
- Generally. the Division foresees a need for low-thrust propulsion, in padicular, nuclear electric
propulsion (NEP). NEP would provide a large reduction in propellant mass provide commonality
from mission to mission, allow for launch date flexibility, and reduce trip times over conventional
ballistic approaches. NEP would significantly enhance the mission feasibility/performance and
science return and, in at least two instances, enable the mission (Jupiter Grand Tour and Pluto
Orbiter).
- The Division has need for a propulsion system with high reliability longevity autonomy,
compactness, and safety. Spec fic requirements Include:
• Power Level of 50 - 100 kWe
• Operate st Full Power tor 4 - 8 years
• Life Time of 8 - 15 years
The primary customer for Nuclear Electric Propulsion, Code SL, the Solar System Exploration Division
of the Office of Space Science and Ap_ications (OSSA), foresees their need for NEP based upon its
being the most viable means to provide for desirable science missions to e number ot planetary,
,,steroidal, and cometary destinations eady In the 21st century. NEP enables a number of the proposed
missions and allows for orbiter millions to the major satellites of Jupiter, Uranus, Neptune, and
Pluto, and yields more frequent launch opportunities. Analyses to date imply that successful and
timely performance of the desired planetary missions will require a space nucJellr electric power
source rated nominally st 4 to 8 years full power life, 50-100 kilowatts-electric (kWe) power, and 25
watts per kilogram (W/kg) and ion eloclric engines having a specific impulse of 5000 Io 10,000
seconds and 10,000 hours of Individual thruster life.
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Schedule for the Nuclear Electric Propulsion Project.
The Nuclear Electric Propulsion Project Includes six elements: project management, concept
development/ systems engineering, NEP technology, megawatt/ innovative technology, facilities, and
safety/ reliability/ quality assurance/ environment.
The concept development/ systems engineering element will serve to document OSSA customer system
requirements for NEP, define NEP systems which meet OSSA customer requirements, and design,
fabricate, and test the required 100 kWe electric propulsion thrust system. The NEP technology
element will serve to design, redly, and validate the performance and life of component technologies
for electric thruster and power processor, and their required thermal subsystems. The MW/ innovative
technology element will serve to Identify technologies having benefit for higher power Moon and Mars
NEP applications and to perform fundamental MW technology demonstration tests. The facilities
element will serve to Identify end advocate the facility infrastructure that is necessary for testing of
kilowatt-rated non-nuclear technologies for NEP. The safety/ reliability/ quality assurance/
environment element will serve to perform studies and assessments to establish requirementsupon
the safe, environmentally acceptable design, development, test. deployment, and operations of space
nuclear electric propulsion.
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NEP for the Space Exploration Initiative
• Office of Exploration Requirements (PROJECTED)
- Mission: Mars Cargo and Piloted, with potential early use for Lunar Cargi
Application
- Reduced trip time for piloted missions
- Reduced IMLEO for cargo, piloted missions
- Provides launch date, stay time flexibility
- Reduced resupply mass
• Technology Readiness Level 5 by approximately 2005
• Critical Technical Performance Parameters
- Electric Power to Thrusters:
- Specific Mass:
- Full Power Lifetime:
- Operation and Control
- Thruster Lifetime
- Restart Capability
5-10 MWe
<10 kg/kWe
2-10 years
Autonomous
10000 hours
Multiple
Although not currently the baseline propulsion system for Moon/ Mars human exploration missions, NEP
Is being considered as a possible means to meet the Office of Exploration (OEXP) requirements for
transportation of cargo and crew to Mars. The OEXP requirements are shown in the chart.
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NEP On-Going Systems Tasks
• Power Conversion, Heat Rejection, and PMAD
• Modeling (MW)
• Create Models for Government Use
• Power Conversion: K-Rankine and Brayton
• Heat Rejection: Heat Pipe
• PMAD: includes high temperature
• Reactor Modeling (MW)
• Create Reactor Models for Government Use --
• High Temp Pin-Type (Liquid Metal Cooled)
• Cermet (Liquid Metal Cooled)
• High Temp Gas Cooled (UC/C matrix)
• Concept Definition of System for Planetary Science
(100 kWe)
Define and Baseline a System Which Has Multimission Capability
Power Level Baselined
System Configuration Established
Implications upon ELVs Stated
m
_.. ,.
Ii L i
Key technical issues associated with megawatt NEP have been addressed by FY92 tasks in NEP flight
processing, operations and disposal, and NEP operational reliability.
NEP concept development/ system engineering activities have also included modeling of NEP
subsystems, specifically reactor, power conversion, heat rejection, and power
management/distribution for megawatt applications.
Additionally, a conceptual definition study for 100 kWe NEP has recently been initiated. The objective
of the study is to assess the applicability of a common NEP flight system to meet the specific
propulsion requirements of the OSSA missions, accounting for differences in mission-specific payload
and delivery requirements.
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NEP On-Going Systems Tasks (Continued)
• Flight Processing, Operations, Disposal (MW)
• Assess the NEP Piloted Mission System and Profile, Identify Issues,
•" Propose Resolutions
• Launch Sequencing, LEO Basing, Assembly
• Crew Rendezvous
• On-orbit Refurbishment
• Disposal
• NEP Operational Reliability Assessment (MW)
• Reliability Assessment of Piloted Mission/System to Identify
Technologies Where There is a High Reliability Payoff
Key technical issues associated with megawatt NEP have been addressed by FY92 tasks in NEP flight
processing, operations and disposal, and NEP operational reliability.
NEP concept development/' system engineering activities have also included modeling of NEP
subsystems, specifically reactor, power conversion, heat rejection, an0 power
management/distribution for megawatt applications.
Additionally, a conceptual definition study for 100 kWe NEP has recently been Initiated. The objective
of the study is to assess the applicablllty of a common NEP Ilighl system to meet the specific
propulsion requirements of the OSSA missions, accounting for differences in mlssion-specit,c payload
and delivery requirements.
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LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
20 kWe Mission/System Study
° In response to HQ directive:
• provide a "good"set of 20-50 kWe NEP missions
• delineate a flight system development program
• Approach:
• conduCt sdence and mission analysis activities (JPL
lead)
• conduct NEP system studies consistent with mission
requirements (LeRC lead)
• Products:
• 20-50 kWe missionset defined
• flight system development plan, schedule, cost
documented
• Schedule: Late November
IIi iii
A joint JPL/LeRC mission/ system study for 20-50 kWe NEP has recently been initiated. The
objectives of the study am to develop a good set of low power, near term "mission from planet Earth"
NEP missions and to delineate a develophfent program lot 20-50 kWe class NEP, which lays the
groundwork for the development of 100 kWe (greater than 10 year lifetime and reduced mass) class
NEP necessary for outer planetary space science applications.
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NASA
Agenda
• 20 kWe System Studies (LeRC)
• 100 kWe Concept Definition (SAIC)
• Reactor Subsystems (ORNL)
• PC, HR, PMAD Subsystems (R/D)
• MW Flight Processing (SAIC)
• MW Operational Reliability (SAIC)
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
Jeff George
Alan Friedlander
Felix Difilippo
Dick Harty
Mike Stancati
Jim Karns
_0UCLF.P_ PR@P_.MON OFFIC_
The speakers to follow will provide further detail, analysis, resulls and conclusions of the systems
concepts/ systems engineering tasks performed in F"Y92.
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N93- 697-I
"20 kWe" NEP SYSTEM STUDIES
Nuclear Propulsion Technical Interchange Meeting
LeRC Plum Brook Station
October 20, 1992
Jeff George
Advanced Space Analysis Office
Lewis Reoeorch Center
Advanced Space Analyole Office
Introduction
i i i i i
• Investigate low power options for nuclear electric propulsion
(NEP) demonstration missions
• Use technologies which are applicable to later NASA missions
through growth and scalability
• What Is desirable in s "demonstration" system/mission?
- Applicable to "production" systems and missions
- Technologies
Power levels
- Temperatures
- Applicable to NASA mission needs
• LeRC Inhouse power systems analysis:
Advanced Space Analysis Office
PowerTechnologyDivision
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Lmwls Research Center
Advanced _ce Analysis Office
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Initial Study Groundrules
• Mission
1998 - 2000 Launch
Launch to escape - No earth orbital
spirals
Meaningful scientific return
- Smallest feasible launch vehicle
• System
- Near term technology
- 2 - 3 year system lifetime
- Scaled SP-IO0 reactor
- Technology evolable to 100 kWe needed
for outer planet exploration missions
• Groundrules will evolve as study progresses
Lewis Research Center
Advanced Space Analysis Office
Power System Groundrules/Assumptions
• 10 - 50 kWe
• 3 year life
• 2000 V to load
• 15 m reactor-to-payload separation distance
• 1.0 x 10 t2 n/cm 2
.5 x 104 tad gamma
• 17 degree half-angle
• 10 % excess heat rejection capacity
Lewis Research Center
Advanced Space Analysis Office
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Power System Technologies Assessed
Reect_
• "Customized" SP-100
- Scaled to meet thermal power requirements
- Reactor redesign required
• Prototypicel 2.4 MWt SP-100
- Current design
- Thermal power "rich" for 10-50 kWe
Lewis Relelmch Cenler
Advanced Space Analysis Office
Power System Technologies Assessed (cont.)
Power Conversion
• Thermoelectrics
- Current SP-IO0 program choice
- Static
- Power limited to approx, few lO0's kWe
- z = 0.67 x 10"s1/K multicouple (Aug. 92 projected)
• Brayton
- Dynamic
- Scalable to multimegawatts
- 1144 K demonstrated technology
- 0.9 recuperator effectiveness
- 1 + 1 redundancy (100°/,,)
• Stirling
- Dynamic
- Power limited to approx. 1 MWe
1050 K demonstrated technology
- 1 + 1 redundancy (100%)
NEP: Swtem Co_eo_ 800
N/_ Lewis Research Cenler
Advanced Space Analysis Office
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"Prototype" SP-IO0 System Specific Mass
(2.4 MWt SP-100 reactor, 2000V out, 15 m separation,
1.0E12 n/cm2, 5FA rad, 17 deg half angle)
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Advanced Space Analysis Office
"Custom" SP-IO0 System Specific Mass
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Lewis Research Center
Advanced Space, Analysis Office
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Lewis Research Center
Advanced Space AnMylds Office
Brayton System Specific Mass and Radiator Area
• ii i
(3yr life. i 144 K turbine inlet. I+1 redunda,cy. 2000 V out.
15 m separation. 1.0El2 nvt. 5EA rad. 17 deg half-angle)
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Thermoelectric Specific Mass and Radiator Area
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Advanced Space Analysis Office
Specific Mass for "Prototype" vs. "Custom"
SP-100-based Systems
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System Packaging Limits on Power Level (kWe)
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Conceptual NEP Science Mission Spacecraft Design
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Conceptual NEP Science Mission Spacecraft Design
Y
Lewis Research Center
Advanced Space Analysis Office
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Summary
• Power system options for low power NEP demonstration missions
Investigated
- 10-50 kWe
- 2.4 MWt versus "Custom" SP-100
- Brsyton, Stirling, Thermoelectric
• Van Allen Mapper Mission identified as candidate 15 - 20 kWe demo.
• Investigation of other candidate missions continues
I_ Lewlo Remlarch Center
Advanced Space Analysle Office
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CONCEPTUAL DEFINITION of a 50-100 kWe NEP SYSTEM
for PLANETARY SCIENCE MISSIONS
by
Alan Frledlander
Science Applications Intematlonal Corp.
Schaumburg, Illinois
at
Nuclear Propulsion Technical Interchange Meeting
NASA-LeRC Plum Brook Station
October 20-23, 1992
NP-TIM-92
STUDY OBJECTIVES and SCOPE
• OVERALL TASK OBJECTIVE
SAIC'I Task Order 23, under Contract No. NAS3-25809 for NASA LoRC (NPO), has the
Phase I obJscUve of amassing the applicability of a common NEP flight system ol the
50-100 kWe power class to meet the advanced tmnsporlatlon requirements of a suite
of planetary science (robotic) missions, sccoumlng Ior dfflemncn in mission-specific
payloads and delivery mquiremente.
• CANDIDATE MISSIONS (post-2005 Launch Dates)
lil Comet Nucleus Sample Return
Multiple Msinbell Asteroid RendezvousJupiter Grand Tour (Galilean satellites and magnetosphere)
Uranus Orbiter/Probe (atmospheric entry and lenders)
Neptune OdllterlProb 0 (itmoephellG entry and lenders)Pluto.Charon OrblterlLsndor
• CONCEPTUAL DESIGN TRADES
-- Moderate and Major Levels of Exploration Capability (I.e. payloads)
-- Flight Time vs Power Level and Specific Impulse of NEP OpemUon
-- Launch Vehicle Capability (InJacUon to Earth escape - no spiral escape)
In Mass Performance and Packaging: "lilan IV/Centaur vs HLV/Centaur
-- NEP Flight System Conllguration (e.g. subsystem tunctlons and location)
807 NEP: sy,_'
STUDY ORGANIZATION and SCHEDULE
• SUBTASK ACTIVITIES
(1) Mission Model Definition
(2) System Model Definition
(3) Analyals of Misalon Performance and System Commonality
(4) Assessment of System Capability and Recommendations
(5) Task Reporting
. LEVEL-OF-EFFORT
-- 632 Direct Lsbor Houm
• SCHEDULE
-- 4 Calender Months (October 1992 - January 1993)
-- Subtalk 1 Completed on October 16
-- Subtask 2 in Progress, Subtssk 3 Start on October 26)
-- Final Report Briefing end of January (annolated vu-grephs)
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Definition of the Problem (From NASA-LERC)
Power Levels (P}: 10-50 Mw
Core Life (D): 2-10y
Which Implies:
Energy Released: 7305-182,625 Mwd; or
the burnup of --: 9.1-228 Kg of 235U
Types of Reactors to be Analyzed:
1. High Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactors of the NERVA
derivative type.
2. Lithium-Cooled Advanced Fuel Pin. One-phase flow.
3. Lithium-Cooled Cermet. One-phase flow.
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For an input P and D, it is required to calculate:
(a) Composition and Masses of the core.
(b) Mass of the Reflector.
(c) Mass of the Shielding.
(d) Temperature and Pressure Distributions.
Elements to Build the Reactors
1. Gas Cooled, NERVA Type
(b)
Fuel Element, hexagonal 1.913 cm flat to flat,
dispersion of UC-ZrC in a graphite matrix, 19 coolant
holes (d = 2.8mm), ZrC clad.
Support Element: ZrH 2 on inconel tube, central and
lateral coolant around the ZrH 2, pyrolitic graphite and
graphite as thermal shield.
He (for direct Brayton cycle)
Be, radial
B4C sheet on drums that rotate in reflector
Coolant:
Reflector:
ConUol:
Safety Rods in Core
Pressure Vessel: Outside the reflector
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Elements to Build the Reactors (continued)
2. Advanced Fuel Pin
Core: Rods, 6.35mm diameter (may vary); UN pellets; clad,
tantalum alloy (Astar-811C or T-111) 0.635mm
thick; tungsten liner 0.122mm thick; He gas gap
0.025mm thick.
Coolant: Liquid Lithium
Reflector: OBe
Control"
Pressure
Vessel:
B4C sheets on drums in reflector.
Between Core and Reflector
Elements to Build the Reactors (continued)
3. Cermet (ceramic-metal)
Core: Hexagonal Fuel Element; UO2 (or UN) in a matrix of
W (with some Re); clad, W-Re-Me alloy.
Coolant: Liquid Lithium
Reflector: Be
Control: B4C sheets on drums in Reflector.
Pressure
Vessel:
NP-TIM-92
Between Core and Reflector.
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Shielding
(Common to the three designs}
LiH or B4C for neutrons, W-Mo alloy for gammas.
Geometry: shadow shield.
Estimation based on
(a) source term,
(b) first collision shielding,
(c) removal cross section, and
(d) buildup factors.
Results for the Gas-Cooled Reactor
Variables to choose in order to meet demand:
(1) 235U density in fuel element
(2) Ratio S/F of the number of support over fuel
elements
Given conditions at channel inlet (flow, p and T) compute
pressure, temperatures and velocities considering single phase
1D steady flow. Use usual correlations from ANS handbook
about gas-cooled reactors.
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U235 CRITICAL MASS AND TOTAL MASS
A8 FUNCTION OF SUPPORT/FUEL RATIO
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SPECTRAL INDICES AND ABS/FIS IN U235
FISBION
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Initial Approach for Use of this Model
Fuel density of 500g ZzsU/L fuel is a reasonable compromise
between good heat transfer and low total mass for the reactor.
Then, the parameter S/F is chosen to meet the demand:
P (Power), D (core Life), BU (% at burnup)
(1) With P, D, end BU estimate =3sU mass at BOL for slightly
subcritical'bare reactor. This then define S/F.
(2) With S/F and BU define Ak)su due to burnup.
(3) Add (a) estimated Ak due to steady Xe and Sm (-3%
max), (b) Ak Xe for buildup after trip, (c) 2% Ak for EOL
operation and (d) 2% (estimated) due to structural material.
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Initial Approach for Use of this Model (continued)
(4) With S/F find Ak of 30cm Be reflector.
(5) If 30cm of Be does not match the required Ak go to (1)
change the 235U mass.
(6) Check if control rods in reflector are sufficient to control
the reactor.
(7) Check consistency of the A/F assumed.
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Results for Initial Use of the Model
e A model has been generated to allow initial scoping
calculations of gas-cooled reactor power sources for NEP.
High power, long mission would require control mechanism
in the core or burnable poison.
The algorithm to use the model is going to be attached to
the thermalhydraulic and shielding calculations in order to
have a PC program useful for mission analysis. Work in
progress.
The previous criteria is going to be applied to the other two
designs.
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NEP POWER SUBSYSTEM MODELING
N93-26974
Nuclear Propulsion Technical [nlerch.nge Mretlug
Oduher 20-2.1, 1992
NASA-Lewis Research Center
Plum Brook Slalion
_ Rock_lIntemstlo_i
The Nuclear Electric Propulsion (NEP) system optitniT_aliun code colLsisls of a master module
and various submodules. Each of the submodules represents a subsystem within the tolal NEP
power system. The master module sends commands aud input data to each of the submodules
.and receives .utpul data back. Rocketdyne was responsil)le for prep:wi.g sulmlodldes for the
p.wer conversion (hoth K-Rankine and Brayton), heat rejecli.., and p.wer ma.agemetlt and
distribution.
NP-TIM-92
NEP SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION CODE
I
I MASTER
MODULE
NASA LeRC
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Thebasicobjectiveofeachtaskwastoperformdetailperformancemodelingforselected
subsystems of an NEP system. The output of each task is software (computer disk) and a users
manual providing a detailed qtodel description, limitations, assumptions, and inputs and
outputs.
TASK ORDER OBJECTIVES AND OUTPUT
• CILARAC'TERIZE AND PERI_RM DETAILED MODELING OF SELECT SUBSYSTEMS FOR
A NUCLEAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION SYSTEM
POWER CONVERSION
LIQUID METAL RANKINE
GAS COOLED BRAYTON
llEAT REJECTION
POWER PROCESSING AND DISTRIBUTION
TASK OUTPUT
• SOFTWARE AND USERS MANUAL DESCRIBING DETAILED MODELS USED
• SUFFICIENT DETAIL TO PROVIDE ']'lie FOLLOWING ON TIlE COMPONF24T AND
_UIIfiYBTI_MLI_YEL
I
MASS
PERFORMANCE
DIMENSIONS
PHYSICAL OPERATING CONDITIONS
RELIABILITY
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GROUND RULES AND REQUIREMENTS
GENERAl,
• POWER LEVEL RANGE - I00 kWe TO I0 MWe
• OPERATING LIFETIME - 2 TO I0 YEARS
• OPEIIATING P.NVIIIONMENT - IA)W F_ARTII ORItl'r TO INTERPI,ANETARY SPACE
• TECIINOLOGY TIME FRAME - 2005 TO 2020
K-RANKINE
• TURBINE INLET TEMPEltATURE - 800 TO 1500 K
• TEMPERATURE RATIO - 1.25 TO 1.6
• TURBINE TYPE - AXIAL FLOW
• WORKING FLUID - POTASSIUM
ItRA.Yr_D_
• TURBINE INLET TEMPERATURE - 1200 TO 1500 K
• TEMPERATURE - 2.S TO 4.0
• TURBINE TYPE - AXIAL AND RADIAL FLOW
• WORKING FLUID - lle AND IleXe
I II'_AlkRgJllCl'l{_N
• TI*.MPI_RATURE RANGE - 750 TO 1250 K 0K-ItANKINI_.). 300 TO 104}0 K (IIRAVrON)
• RADIATOR TYPE - IIEAT PIPE
* IIEAT IqPE WORKING FLUIDS - NIIj, llnO, llg, K, Na, Id
• GEOMETRY - FLAT, CYLINDRICAL, CONICAL
_ROCF_SING AND TRANSMISSION
• TRANSMISSION LENGTIIS - 25 TO 300M
• VOLTAGE LEVEL - 200 TO I0,000 VOLTS
• AC FRI_UENCY RANGE - 1O0 llz TO 20 kllz
• COI,D PI,ATE TEMPERATURE - 60 TO 200eC
dllh nooh._
WvJk'qlF Intwnattonal
The f;ming page lists the key ground rules attd requirements fur each task. The values were
agreed to with NASA. The values represent the applicahlc r,mge of interest and range of Ihe
curretnI data base.
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The models being developed are based on first principles. Where this is no( poaible such as
heat tramfer coefficients and aerodyammic efficiencies, algorithnm are used Io describe these
Imrmneters. l_ing fir_l Principal_ Prtwides = great deal (R flexibility for tim user. Tile 1mar,
however, must be knowled_mble in the particular component _ modeled. Derxult values
are provided to aid the user in establishing realistic initial values.
MODULE ARCHITECTURE CHARACTERISTICS
• BASED ON FIRST PRINCIPLES WITH SOME EMPERICAL CORRELATIONS
• STEADY-STATE DESIGN CODE
• DEFAULT VALUF_ USED AS A STARTING POINT TO AID USER
• USER MUST IlAVE SOME KNOWLEDGE OF BASIC PRINCIPLES
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Theschedulefordevelopingthemodelsi presentedonthefacingpage.Allactivitieshave
been completed with the exception of the Heat ReJection Task Order. The software for tills
Task Order has been cmnpleted and tide u_ers manual i.qin preparation. Tile task orders also
includes user support to aid NASA in integration with the master module.
TIO
Ie
19
2o
SCHEDULE AND MILESTONES FOR NEP SUBSYSTEM MODEL
DEVELOPMENT TASK ORDERS IB, 19, 20
TASK
?ERF_E ALGORITIttlS
FOR K-R_I4KINE POWER
CONVER$IO#4
PERF ORM/Q4CE ALGQ411THrtS
Ok ORAYTON POWER
:3NVEP,510N
_LLIEI) $16NAL SUBCONTRACT
5RAYTON POWER CONVERSION
)E IIFOII'IPdqCE AlL GORIT HI'_
:C41 K-IqANKINE ,q4O BRAYTON
tEAT REJIECTION
_RfOmlANCEAL6ORITHIlS
rOAPOWIEfl PROCESSING AI_D
rRA/CSMIS$ON
JAM I',' I I-
Complete
Users _I
,_. C_tWlole A
tle4tl Oovolopment
Complete A
I'le4el Structure
Complete & ¢omplete A
Rl(llet_" M_IIII Rldlator/Mlmlfold
I'10¢_l I
& CClnl)lete Hodel
Oevelepment
Complete
A U|I_I PlmlLiIli
Complete A
Ullfl I'IMIUII
Comploto A
Oo_ellentitlon
Complete
Uler_lY@Jil
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Brayton Power Conversion Module Flow Diagranl
The facing vlewgraph shows a typical flow diagram for a closed Brayton cycle (CBC) system.
The Power Conversion Module computer code provides for two heat source conflgurattom;
(I) liquid metal-lo-lgUSprimary heat exchanger, or (2) a gm c_mtedreactorconfilguredinto the
CBC Ionp. The scopeof the power c_lversiml module for these two casesis indicatedon the
facing page.
The Brayton power conversion module provides for the cycle state point calculatiom,
compmnent performance projectimm, and compmumt sizing. The components include the
turbine, emnpressor, alternator, recuperator, and ducting. A primary heat exchanger
performance and sizing routine is provided for the gas I_ater option.
Power Conversion Module Flow Diagram
Nn,u,=oqcoob= ew_
i i
m t
_t _ nnmm
1. _ _ madu_UounaU_
=.o= _m,o_ ,,_m,mopeoenv=vu_ve,n,_y
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Power Conversion Module Computer Program Block Diagram
The next three viewgraphs give the computer program structure for the Brayton power
conversion module. The first chart shows the input file structure for the program. Once the
data files have been read and the appropriate preprocessing cmnpleted, the code moves o,i to
the cycle state point definition routi,ms i.cludi.g coulpmmnt imrforma,tce computatio, L_. 1lie
second chart gives the layout of the subroutines used in the cycle statepoint definition purtiuq
of the code. Following the statepoint definition, the code moves into the detailed component
sizing. The third chart gives the layout of the subronthtes used in the component sizing purtlmt
of the code. Output options for the code are also provided.
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The facing page is a table illustrating the input variables the heat rejection
submodule receives a,d directs to the various routi.os, and the output variables
generated by the routines that the heat rejection submodule directs to the
master module. Since there are numerous variables, only a partial listing of
some of the key variables where included in the table.
Brayton Power Conversion Module
NP-TIM-92
Key Inputs ' I_y_
• Axial or radial
• Gross electrical power
• Turbine inlet temperature
• Pressure ratio
• Cycle beta
• Specify 2 of 3
• RPM
• Specific Speed
• Compressor inlet temperature
• Recuperator effectiveness
• Pressure drop allocations
• Molecular weight options
• plus more than 30 others
kilmrnlflomll
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• TAC mass
• Recuperator mass
• Turbine efficiency
• Compressor efficiency
• Alternator mass
• Cycle statepoints
• Temperatures
• Pressures
• Flows
• lof3
• RPM
• Specific speed
• Compressor inlet pressure
i
dozens of performance and
geometry related parameters
are available
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In the potusium-Rankine power conversion subsystem, dlown on facing page, the principal
flow of po4Lmmlum vapor leaving the boiler is to the rain turbine. A relatively small stream
is diverted to the turbine of tlue turbo feed pump. Tim nmin turbine is divided into
hip.h-pressure stages and low-pressure stages. Upon exhausting the high-pressure stages, the
wet patnssium vapor is routed through a reheater to revaporize entrained moisture and
re._uporlleat the vapor stream, upon which the vapor stream leaving the reheater is routed to
the low-preuure turbine. Upon exhausting from the low-pr(.'_sure turbine stages, the vapor is
condensed in a _mar flow controlled condenser. Latent heat of vaporization is rejected by the
condenser to tl_e heat rejection sulmystem. Condensate leaviug the condenser is directed to a
Rotary Fluid Management Device (RirMD). The RFMD provides two phase fluid manngement
and pressurizes the condensate to ensure that sufficient net positive suction head (NPSH) is
provided to the main turbo-feedpump. The turbo-feedpump repressuriz_ the liquid potassium
received from the RlrMD and directs it to the boiler.
POTASSIUM-RANKINE POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM
SCHEMATIC
NEP: System Con_epU
'-
F- Cealkm_ I
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The potassium-Rankine program structure and interfaces are illustrated on the facing page.
Tile K-Rankine snbnludnle L';designed In iulerf;_e with Ihe master module by receiving i,lput
and directing output generated form the K-Rankil_e routiues to tile master nlodule.
Additionally, the K-Rankine submodule directs the flow of computations and data through the
various K-Rankine routines.
NP-TIM-92
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NEP K-RANKINE TOP LEVEL FLOW DIAGRAM
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The facing page is a table glustrating the input variables the K-Rankine mbmodule receives
and directsto the varleus routines, end the outlmt variablesgeneratedby the routinesthat else
K-Rmzkine submoduledh*actsto the nmstermodule, Sincethere are nunw.retulvariables,only
a partial listingof someof the key variables where included in the table, Tile K-Rankine code
requires in the neighborhoodof 60 input variables and Kelzeraiesover 500 output variables.
K-RANKINE INPUT/OUTPUT VARIABLE
MAJOR INPUT VARIABLES
- Electric Power Out
- Turbine hdet Temperature
- System Life
- Conde_er Temperature
- Voltage
- + 50 Other Input Variables
NEP: System Coheir""'"":
MAJOR OUTPUT VARIABLES
- System Mass
- lleat Input Requirements
lteat Rejection Requirements
- Electrical Frequency
- + Over 500 Other Output Variables
832 NP-TIM_2
IIEAT REJECTION
11ae he.t rejecti., rod)system clesil_, code provid_q tile c;qmbilily or mmlyzi.g three disti.ct
conflg;,ration oplion._; ..mely, direct I_nS¢_mlecl I|rnyto._, li(ll,i(I le_)l) ctmled Brnylo.s a,ld
Rmnki,le cycle ._ht.ar [h)w comle._r u.ils. Al_.rifl,I,Lq I. ('.lclll:nfe file lin;l_; .Ind IX_l'flnriiliiPK'e
expeeled for erich compo,le.t i,I em'h or fine Ihree mdJsyslems nre i,_l.ded. N.rmnlly, a
rehdively complete nk:qcrlptio, ol" file di,o,enL_im_ .,nil Ilows i.wlved willn line Imrticl,hnr
co.sqxmell( is required Io I)e mllqdied to Ihe cqxle. A,i .i)li-. is offered tirol i)ermil,_ fine cqxle
to r.. with relnlively little ilnforlmllim, (..mely; i.let m.I o.flet co.dilim,s ..d sysl(.m lyiN.).
'il,e mnllm{ I'r.m finis olnli.nn c.. IIwnn I)e ni._,d .s R I.L_li.e h)r ofl.'r Ol)limi_dio. ,qlnn(Ik_.
Note: Flow i.I-,I Innthe i(mlki.e conlde._r am.tit.hi re.st be either s.h,r.ted or wet. "llie
el)de I.?_lnlnql| nt_l._llnllllno(l;tte _;lil)erhe;ite(I vnqmr.
RADIATOR FLOW SCIIEMATIC OPTIONS
DI_UCT GAS COOLI_ IIIRAyTON
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NEP IIEAT REJECTION TOP I,EVEL FLOW DIAGRAM
The top level flow diagram for the heat rejection subsy.dem is shown. 'llie driver code inust,
as Ii minimum, supply the subroutine with thermodynamic inlet and outlet conditions and with
a heat rejection method selection. The code will then proceed to perform a detailed
cmnputntion of the performance lind mass of the sy_em specified. The computation sequem'e
for these e_immes proceeds from fir_ principles and follows the blocks as shown. The code
eontalem all prlqlerttu and orbit environmental information needed to analyze most operational
sitemtiom.
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HEAT REJECTION INPUT/OUTPUT DESCRIPTION
- Inlet Flowrate
- Inlet Temperature
- Inlet Pressure
- Amount of lIeat to be Rejected
(Duty)
- Detail Component Dimensions
(Optional)
- Radiator Area
-lleat Rejection Subsystem Mass
- Compnnent Mnsse_
- Component Pressure Drops
- Component Temperature Drops
- Detail Component Dimensions,
If Not Given
The facing page is a table illustrating tile input variables the heat rejection submodule receives
and directs to the various routines, and the output variables generated by tile routines that tile
heat rejection submodule directs to tile master module. Since there are numerous variables,
only a partial listing of some of the key variables where included in the table.
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I_OWI_'REQUENCYPMADARCIIITECTURE
_ RodiwellI_tmatt_w
gJ_l_elpe Otwl_len
Low Frequency PMAD Architecture
The PMAD model is based on a low frequency PMAD architecture that transmits power
to either ion or magnetoplssmedynamlc (MPD) thrusters at the alternator voltage and
frequency. It does not utilize a rectifier or Inverter to change the alternator output
power characteristics. This low frequency transmission approach was compared with
dc and high frequency e¢ designs, end determined to have the lowest mass, highest
efficiency, and on the basis of complexity judged to have the highest reliability and
lowest development costs. Although Its power quality is not as good as that provided
by a high frequency system, It Is adequate for both Ion and MPD thruster applications.
This architecture has six main elements: thruster power processing units (PPUs),
switchgear units, phase lock transformers, shunt regulators, parasitic toed radiators,
and transmission lines. The thruster PPUs convert the high voltage ac employed tar
power transmission into lower voltage dc feeds for the respective thruster elements.
The switchgesr units perform power switching operations end provide fault protection
for the thruster PPUs. The phase lock transformer is only included if counter rotating
alternators are employed, it synchronizes the alternator outputs and prevents 8 torque
moment from being applied to the NEP vehicle due to unequal or unbalanced changes
in alternator speed. The speed regulator controls the alternator and turbine speed by
adjusting the connected load. The objective is to maintain the total connected load,
thrusters and parasitic load, at a fairly constant level and prevent the reactor from
experiencing power flucluatlons. Finally, the transmission lines carry power from the
alternators to the awltchgoar units end distribute it to thrusters.
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NEP PMAD TOP I,EVEL FLOW DIAGRAM
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NEP PMAD Top Level Flow Diagram
The model operator largely defines the PMAO erchlteclure by selecllng the number of
operellng and standby PMAD chlmnels, and the number of alternators end thrusters
pet" channel. Then, depending on whether inn or MPD lhruslere ere being studied, the
ua_r lelecla the appropriate PPU type. The frequency used for power tnlnsmlaslon
Is estebllehed by the elfemetor, end the thruster PPU input voltage selected by the
user determines lhe trlmsmlnlon vollege. The final system level peremeler selected
-tbe--__.,-,,ond ,lonlng.._po ne_i..oo_ida_e._pe_ak_e.
Many other component specific perimeters can also be changed; however, the deleult
values that ere provided are appropriate for moat applications. Based on the operalor
selected Inputs, the PMAD model oulpute such figures of medt as total PMAD ayalem
mass and specific weight, and Ihe end-lo-end PMAO system slliciency.
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PMAD Model Input and Output Parameters
Key OLitpu 
Total Output Power Level Total PMAD System Mass
Alternator Frequency PMAD System Specific Weight
Number of PMAD Channels PMAD System End-to-End Efficiency
Number of Alternators per Channel Total PMAD Component Mass
Number of Thrusters per Channel Total Transmission Line Mass
Power Processing Unit Type Total Electronics Radiator Mass
Component Coldplate Temperature
Numerous Other Inputs such as
Transmission Voltage; Transmission Line
Lengths; and Power Conditioning Component
Configurations, Voltages, Filtering Levels,
and Power Processing Element Efflclencies
Numerous Other Outputs such as
Transmission Line Temperatures and
Efficlencies; and Individual Power
Conditioning Component Masses,
Efficiencies, and Volumes
p_b_ R°c_wellInteml=(Ionsl
The faci,=gpage is a table illu._tratinK the i,qmt vari.'d_k-_.Ihe PMAD submodule receive._and
directs to the various routines, and the output variables generated by the routines that Ihe
PIHAD submodule direcls to the master module. $i=ieethere are numerous variables, only a
partial listing of"someor the key variables where included in the table.
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NEP PROCESSING, OPERATIONS, AND DISPOSAL
FINAL REPORT AND PRESENTATION
Task Order 20
Contract NAS3-25809
by
Science Applications International Corporation
and
Martin Madetta Astronautics Group
for
NASA Lewls Research Center
Nuclear Propulslon Office
October 20, 1992
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Sludy Purpose
Several recent studies by ASAO/NPO stall members at LeRC and by other o_genizations have
highlighted the potential benefits of using Nuclear E_)ctdc Propulsion (NEP) as the primary
transportation means lot some of the proposed missions of the Space Expiration Initiative. These
Include potential to reduce Initial mm in orbit and Mars transit time. Modular NEP configurations
also Introduce fully redundant main propulsion to Mars flight systems, adding several abort or fall-
back options not otherwise available. Recenl sludlas have also Identified mtasJon operations, such
as on-orbit assembly, refurbishment, and reactor disposal, as important dlscdmtnatoes for propulsion
system evaluation, This study Is Inlended Io Idantlfy and ass(ms "and-to-end" operational Issues
associate with using NEP for tnmsportklg crews and cargo between Earth and Mars. We also
include some oonsid_alion of kJnarc_rgo transfer as weft.
The study was pedorrnad by SAIC lind Martin Marietta under direction of Michael Doherty of the
NASA/LeRC Nuclear Propulsion Office. Mike Stancatl (Study Leader) and Jim McAdams of SAIC
perfon'ncd the rendezvous and disposal modes analysis. Tal Suimetsters and Dr. Robert Zubrln of
Martin Marietta prepared the launch, assembly, and refurbishment sequences. The study team
wishes to acknowledge the guidance and valuable comments by Mike Dohedy, Jim GIHand of
Sverdrup Technology, arid Lan Dudzlnskl and Jeff George of NASA/LeRC.
Study Purpose
Identify and assess operational issues associated with using Nuclear Electric Proputslon for SEt
missions, Including Mars cargo and piloted, and lunar cargo transfer:
• Launch and assembty
• Spiral operations and crew rendezvous
• On-Orbit Refurbishment and maintenance of a reusable NEP transfer vehicle
• HEP disposal
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GroundRules
Th_sstudyconcentrateson_ issues, rather than performance assessment of alternative
technologies against some set of user requirements. For thle reason, certain Items are specified as
given. The NEP system Is a modular concept, which was Identified and studied In several recent
acUvltles by LeRC. Changes or enhancements to this basic syslern are proposed only Ior
operational reasons; beyond very basic calculations, we have not optimized specltlcations or sizing.
Payloads are consistent with many eadler studies to support a crew of four round-trip Io Mars.
Commonality of design and operations Is preferred throughout. This means, for example, that a
single Earth orbit will be selecled for both initial assembly and relurbishment between missions.
Similarly, common procedures will be used for operation of both piloted and cargo transfer vehicles.
S;mpiicity of In-space operation is also a ground rule. The processing sequences proposed and
evaluated are selected to minimize the complexity of on-orbit operations. Ir_lrastructureand
resources are minimized, consistent with safe, effective operation.
Rnally, we address reactor disposal using conservative approaches In all cases.
Ground Rules
Speciflad NEP reference _teme for cargo and pgoted transfer vehicles, based upon
propulsion module concept _udlad previously at LeRC
Payload sizing generally conslstant wlth earlier Mudles for a crew of 6
. Mare transRhabitat - 40 t
- Earth Crew Capture Vehicle = 7 t, for Apollo-type reent_/with V,, < 9.4 km/s
Prefer common NEP vehlde configurations =xl proceeslng sequences for piloted and
cargo mlsetons
NP-T[M-92
• Mtnlmlze on-orbit oporaNons and Infrastructure
• Safe reactor dl_ for all cases, from normal end of life to propulelon Wtltem failure
• Splti mission progle
- cargo MTV carries surface payload and MEV; crew MTV carries return propellant
- use 2012 cargo/2014 piloted opportunity for calculations
841 N_'L"_p"dff"
Assumptions for NEP System Scaling
Each module InclUdes a comp4ete Wopulsion system, from energy source to thrusters, and the
necessary structure| support. The reactor Is designed to daltver 5 MWe st full pow_, with an
efficiency of about 20%. Design life for the reactor is two years at full power. The module mass
estimate ts just under 37 t, Including all subsystems, so the target specific mass Is 7.3 kg/kWe.
Studies by LeRC lind GE Indk_te that, while this represents an advance in state-of-lhe-ert, it is a
reasonable proJectkxl for attainable capability In the near term.
Cargo flight to the Moon or Mars would use a transfer vehicle conliguretlon with s single propulsion
module. Piloted ittghts to Mars would Include system-level redundancy with two fully configured
propulsion modules delivering a total of 10 MWe. In addition to Improving nominal performance, the
piloted Mars Transfer Vehiole (MTV) features several abort modes for degraded propulsion systems,
Including loss of an entire module. A parallel study by SAIC (Task Order 19 of this contract) reports
a preliminary risk/reliability assessment of the two-module "Hydra."
Assumptions for NEP System Scaling
I ........ F
Each propulsion module - "relative_ near-term" technology
• Complete, serf-contained propulsion system with: growth SP-100 reactor, K-Ranklne power
conversion, PMAD, thrusters, heat re_ection, and supporting truss structure
• Reacto¢ derivers 5 MWe full power over 2 year life
• Argon Ion thrusters, lsp= 5000 s, 10,000 hour tile
• Module specinc _ (Includes all subsystems) = 7.3 kg/kWe
Transfer Vehlota _ratlons
• One 5 MWe module for cargo flights
• Two 5 MWe modules for piloted flights
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MPV Orb Ops-. RENDEZVOUS&,D, OGK .....................
700 kht (241 t)
,' J _
/ t CTV Docking
/ ][ Adaptor
// CTV Docking (2 Probes)
/---- Ad_pbr (Drogues)
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Crew RendezvoUs Summary
II II1' I
F.kthDopmm Splnd
• Grew rendezvous In high Emlh orbit
(> 20,000 kin) prkx to escape
• Use co-elllptloapproach and terminal closing
strafer/ofOA_nk_.a4)ono
• Apples to all spiral Ilwst]og programs and
RequIru a Crew Taxi vehk:le
• OpUon: co-eglptl¢ rendezvous tn lunar od)ll
Mars Od)lt Opemllone
•Asequenceolm-ealpeceppoaches
• Piloted chase vehUe In each case
• Avoid docking 2 large structures
kb,_ _ammmV,_Ceq,,m_
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NEP Disposal - Summary
__" 'T
NAAfl b[PAJtr
Vehicle and tnfrastnJc_m ImplicaUons
• Include auxiliary propulsionIn 5 MWe module design tot
o_t rals_g(150m/s)
• Separate disabled reaclor from rest ol module - optional
capability
• OTV lot assured removal from Earth orbit
• Nominal End of Life - use stable
heliocentric orbit
modest propellant requirements
- conservative risk management
• Disabled Vehicle use interplanetarypath
orbit lifeof > 10 7 years
collisionrisk similar to asteroids
no AV
• What About Earth Orbit?
temporary storage only
avoid long-term storage perceived risk
846
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Ground Rules & Assumptions
GROUND RULES;
• NO Planned EVA's for Basic Assembly or Contingency Operations
Docking Operations are Automated
Robotics (I.e. ITS) Used for Maintenance and Refurbishment Ops
700 km Orbit is the Point of Departure for Assembty and Return Ops
Maximize Common NEP Configurations for Cargo and Piloted Missions
Minimize On-orbit Assembly end Required Supporting Infrastructure
ASSUMPTIONS:
• Use of a Cargo Transfer Vehicle (CTV) is Available
• Flight Telerobotic Servicer (FI'S) Is Available
• CTV Docking Port is Available on Each Vehicle
• =250 t Launch Vehicle with Supporting Facilities is Available
NP-TIM-92 847
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Mass of NEP Vehicle Miss!ons, , ,, ,
The NEP vehicles addressed in this study had three missions, Lunar
cargo, Mars cargo, and Mars piloted with the mass breakdown as
shown on the facing page.For the manned mission, there is an additional
cryogenic chemlca[Crew Taxi with an Initial mass in LEO of 57 tonnes.
Itis used to transport the crew from LEO to the point of rendezvous
prior to Tmns Mars Injection.
Mass of NEP Vehicle Missions
i i i i
NEP Spacecraft 40 40 80
Habitation & ECCV 0 0 50
Propellant 48 91 177
Tanks 5 9 18
Cargo 140 160 0
Total 233 300 325
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Saturn V Derived Orbital Delivery Capability
The performance calculations shown were based on a Saturn V derived
Heavy Lift Vehicle (HLV) under consideration for use In the First Lunar
Outpost (FLO) transportation system. FLYIT code (Martin Marietta
proprietary launch vehicle simulation) was used. The HLV has a
cryogenic 2nd stage. Since performance loss to 700 km Is very modest
and orbital decay from 700 km Is about 30 times greater than from 400
km, this altitude was BASELINED for this study.
Examination of the launch mass requirements with the capabilities
indicates the need for TWO launches to support each of the Mars
missions, however, considerable excess capability exists. To Improve
the manifesting efficiency, it is suggested that a "banking" approach
be considered where the extra capability is filled with additional
propellant, spare components, etc. for use on other missions. These
could be stored on orbit, possibly on a platform.
18. NEP-2FP
Saturn V Derived Orbital Delivery Capability
Orbital Altitude (kin) Payload (tonnes)
300 259
500 250
700 241
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"Gut,,Feelii,,,Basellne,Mjssi0n for NEP,
The basic steps to accomplish s cargo or piloted mission using NEP
vehicles are summarized. Individual mission sequences along with
options are deecdbed in following charts. Some of the options, I.e.
return to earth of a NEP cargo vehicle are also Identified.
TS. a12+l.FP
"Gut-feel,' Baseline Mission for NEP, ,
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Mission Sequence - MARS/LUNARCARGO
The numbers Indlcate the sequence of functions. Some optlons are
deslrable at certain tlmes In the rnlsslon as follows:
1.Take CTV to Mars -
2.All cargo left In Mars orblt or some landed on Mars
3.NEP from Mars/Lunar flight retumed and clrcularlzed In - 700 km
earth orbit
._l'J |#dlll.vRa_,rJ 1PJl JDII IJ II
TS- g0L3-FP
Mission Sequence - MARS/LUNARCARGO
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Mission, Sequence - MARSPILOTED , LAU ,NCH,,
Two NEP's are launched In separate launches. It may be possible to
launch two NEP's with the crew habitats and one ECCV in one launch
(this requires some edditlorml con.c..e,.,ptuslwork for the vehicle end
habitat design definition). If the NEP s are launched separately, a CTV
is used to assemble the two vehicles using a CTV adaptor. This would
provide some backup since the CTV can maneuver end it would not
require initial designation of each NEP as to which Is the target and
which Is the chase vehlcla. It is envisioned though that a stabllizstlon
system of some sort will be required on each NEP vehicle. Sizing of
these systems and the CTV should be traded and worked In an Iterative
manner.
Use of the CTV and the adaptor, could provide further redundancy by
Implementing multiple docking probes.
/
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Mission Sequence - MARS PILOTED, LAUNC H ,i
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Mission Sequence - MARS PILOTED! CON'I'D
Upon MPV completion of spiraling to escape, the Mars crew is launched
in a taxi that has an ECCV capebllity. The taxi rendezvous with the MPV
assembly and continuea to Mars. Once the vehicle Is clrcularlzet! zn Mars
orbit, the crew, using the taxi, transfers to the Mars Descent (MD)/Ascent
Vehicle (AV), previously delivered to Mars orbit by the cargo mission.
Subsequently the crew lands on Mars and after the requisite stay time,
returns to the MPV for return to earth. When high earth orbit is attained,
before the spiral down to 700 km, the crew separates In the ECCV for
return to LEO or earth direct.
I ,_ L_ • .",ar_l _*m ,_ f_ IrF J'l :alp m w_ II
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Mission Sequence - MARS PILOTED1CON'I'D.
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NEP/MCV - Concept , , ,.........
To fit within a 10X30 m fairing, presently planned for"HLV's, and" to avoid
on-orbit assembly, a recommended radiator design, used In this study,
consists of 3 segments. The forward trapezoidal aegment, 11 m long has
a short width of 4.5 m and a large width of 8 m resulting in a 69 eq. m per
side area. The remaining two segments are rectangular, 8X18 m resulting
in an area of 144 eq.m per side. Thus the total radiator has an area of 357
sq. m, slightly larger than the basellneconflguratlon of 347 SOl.m
(supplied design).
The reactor Is mounted on the short width end of the forward segment
and can be packaged wlthln the conlc reglon of the shroud.
The deployment sequence Is automated and does NOT require on-orbit
assembly. The automated extension of the boom Is also possiL
(a design of such nature was analyzed for the Thermionlc Space
Nuclear Power system proposal).
The remaining key Items, I.e. two solar pannels (lkw each), CTV docking
port, FTS andan engine pod are lau, acl,ed with each vehicle. Cargo,
CTV and the propellant module are launched as lift and packaging
capabilities allow. Specific subsystem design concepts would be
required to specifically manifest and package • given mission.
• l v •IF _Fanr.,,,lir11, m _fJwx-wnmml_i
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NEP Concept - MCV
NEPMedia,
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NEP Key Items
The NEP vehicle has • reactor assembly, a boom assembly, an FTS to
assist In contingency, repair and on-orbit maintenance operations, an
engine pod, located at the end or along the boom, depending on the
use of a given vehicle, I.e. cargo/end or piloted/side, a CTV docking port,
end two solarpannela (lkw each) to provide communications, control
functions (RCS subsystem may be desirable) and FTS operations.
Cargo attachments (docking porte ?) for major cargo Items and onboard
spares will be provided and require a conceptual design to afford
tlmellne development for maintenance or repair operations (what
par=imeters andto what degree of finesme they must be specified is
addressed under the FTS operations part of this study).
• .v •B" _#'J Irj,,mar_ m 5fJ WtJlmD_ _J ii
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NEP Concept - Key Items
ENGINE POD_}
_1 KW 8ervlclng_M,,lntenancJ"__
• Malntenancm
• Contlngenolel
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J
. NO Planned EVA for Assembly
• NO Planned Contingency EVA
; • Docking Operations ROBOTIC/,,
,'. Automated
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NEP Ground Ops Flow
The NEP processing cells can handle the basic or cargo as required.
Upon completion of packaglng end required amount of encapsulation,
the basic vehicle or the cargo set Is moved to the Vertical Assembly
Bulldlng for stacklng wlth the launch vehlcle.
The only on-pad operations planned would be associated with cryogenic
systems and their handling.
m. _ at. arF.,_oJ.-am,al4,'J _drax mm R"J m
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NEP - Ground Ops Flow
MCV
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NEP Processing
The Items to be assembled and stowed (radiator, boom, etc l are handled
In the horizontal processing cell. The sizing of the cell shou d be based
on a 5:1 area ratio of the stowed cargo area, plus the cargo area Itself,
using the shroud diameter, and adjusted for the maximum length of the
unstowed (to be collapsed) Items.
Tg.II20,_Fp
NEP Processing
Toe View
Radiator Boom and
Attachments Processing
(HORIZONTAL)
MCV Stage / NEPIntegration
NP-'rIM-92 857
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Mars Cargo Processing
As shown earlier in the ground ope flow, the Mars cargo will be
transported from the 700 km altitude to Mars orbit uslhg the NEP vehicle.
The cargo Is planned to be launched using the same HLV and thus
the same ground processing Iscllltlea ere envisioned.
I I
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Mars Cargo Processing
I II II I I II
Mars Cargo Integration
Cargo, Propellant end
Cargo Transfer Vehicle
(HORIZONTAL)
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NEP Orbital Opa Summary - IN!TIALLAUNCH
The mission planners can select which Item set (NEP or cargo) is the
target and which Is the chase vehicle. The two will be placed at some
altitude apart. They both should be located at the same Inclination, thus
no mention Is made of orbital plane change.
It Is envisioned that after the NEP vehicle launch (probably the first
launched vehicle to allow confirmation that all systems are operational
before committing to launch of the cargo) the stowed systems will
automatically deploy and actlvata the prime subsystems required to
communicate with and control the vehicle. The activation and checkout
sequence duration will depend on the success of the automated
sequences and availability of support resources (TDRSS, etc.). 1he
subsequent cargo launch time will depend on the pad turnaround time
or GO for second launch, based on the above described tlmeline, if a
second pad Is available.
/
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NEP Orbital Ops Summary -INITIAL LAUNCH
MCV :
Shroud Sap
NEP/MCV
700 km@ 28.5" I_ p,_ I_
( 15 rain| ( 90 rain | f 180 mln | ( All. Contr, Xfer)
Deploy _ _ Cargo Rendezvous
• Radiator Checkout • CTV Docking
• Solar Panels I _ Reactor ICTV & Caroo _po
• Boom II .'_1/Aellvale_ublyetem Commit
• Comm & Control _ Shroud Sap
• Stabilization /• Docking Mech.700 + km@ 28.5'
Mars Cargo #1 (with CTV)
..................................... ,|...,||..
| Spaco station a;'seiinesI
| Chase Vehicle at Lower |
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• Between task dwell
tlmu sre test suooeu
and resource (TDRSS)
availability dependent
TS920620 1
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NEP Orbital Ops Summer Y - RENDEZVOUS/DOCK
The Mars cargo Is translated from the cargo launch location to the NEP
vehicle via the CTV. Upon completion of the rendezvous and docking
sequence, I.e. cargo transfer, the CTV can be retained with the vehicle
as a re._ourca and eventually taken to Mars, or deployed and returned
for storage somewhere in the earth orbit realm (some options are
suggested In the "Deploy CTV" sequence.
As shown, the cargo transfer can take from a few hours to • few (could
be many in cases of failure or available CTV propellant limitations) days
depending on the separation altitude, the desired length for a launch
window, available ,W, and the phasing angle between the two vehicles.
A set of parametdca over a desired range should be developed.
There are basically two options to how the cargo Is transferred; the
CTV gathers all cargo pieces at the cargo location and takes the total
mass to the NEP, or it can go back andforth to pick up individual or
grou): ?,t pieces. Though it apl)ears obvious to take the first choice,
a trade study is recommended once a CTV Is sized (propellant, control
authority, docking mechanizm, etc.)
al_, _urJl,PJIrJrE, .v air • 5/'d mrt Jd'tlm as,hP*_m
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NEP Orbital OiTs Summary. RENDF VOUS/DOCK
MCV- NF_.P _'O'l_:r"l"_
_80JoJfae_
700 km@ 26.5" _ (Xfer_ULCntr.)
• Soft Dock
. HardDock
Phasinq (RetainCTV}
• Altitude
• LaunchWindow "_b
.FEW ;r:,_:lFla[_._/_r[,/ "l..
, , , 1r _. ,_._..°
MARS CARGO 01
_,:...._......._
_Ul" I "_
• Gain Sap Distance
• GO for MCV Activation
• CTV Storage/Dispoul
- Go to 8SF Altitude
- Expend
- Sate at 700 krn/Retuel
[
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NEP Orbital Ops - RENDEZVOUS/DOCK Details
The choice for the 700 km orbit that was baselined (agreed upon in a
joint tel(con) Is referenced, and as one can see, no reboost is required
at the 700 km altitude. Additional conslderaUon of radioactive decay
is discussed separately.
The times shown for cargo piece capture by the CTV along with the
transfer times from cargo location to the NEP vehicle are ball park
figures estimated from similar activities calculated for specific Space
Transfer Vehicle (STV) configuration studies (see referenced sources).
It Is recommended that each NEP have an FTS and a CTV docking and
retention capability.
One can see that using this cargo transfer approach, a minimum of
32.5 hrs, not counting validation and verification times required by
the ground crews, would be required for on-orbit assembly.
/ /
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NEP Orbital Ops -RENDEZVOUS/DOCKDetails
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Orbital Ops Option - 1 ,,
When the cargo pieces are assembled before transfer to the NEP and
then sequentially attached to the NEP vehicle, it appears that some
time and propellant can be saved; assembly time of 22 hrs. However,
no validation and verification time has been allocated for the ground
crew support/control operations or potential ground resource availability
constraints.
TS- 80_.2-FP
Orbital Op,s Option - 1 (MC,,V)
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Orbital Ops Timeline Summary - CARGOASSEMBLY
The times, based on the STV calculated point design for a Lunar cargo
transfer vehicle study #NAS8-37856_ as shown would result from the
number of Individual cargo pieces that must be assembled. In this
study we assumed the shown three major pieces.
TS4IO,1 .FP
,,Orbital Ops Timeline Summary - CARGOASSEMBLY
I-_ 10.5 hre _- I
700 km Circular Orbit
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NEP Concept - MPV
The key differences between a NEP for Mars cargo versus the one for
piloted use are:
1.The an| ne pod is located on the aide of the boom so that adjustment
for CG/ ; possible and balanced thrust between the two assemblies
during Mars transfer and return to Earth can be configured,
2.A crw habitat is provided for on each NEP to balance the CG between
the two NEP modules after assembly. They are connected with a
tunnel after docking. One of the habitats has an attached Earth Capture
Crew Vehicle (ECCV) for contlngenclse. The second ECCV is carried
with the taxi that Is brought up as part of the crew launch.
3.A drogue assembly to Interface with a CTV docking adaptor using
multiple probes so that either NEP can be designated as the target
vehicle and also provide backup for docking operations.
It Is recommendee that each NEP for the Mars Piloted Vehicle (MPV)
also be equipped with an FTS and a CTV docking port (2nd level backup).
/
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NEP Concept- MPV
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MPV Ground Flow
The MPV ground flow is essentially the same as that for the NEP cargo
vehicle except for the specific components Involved. It takes two
launches to get the two NEP vehicles in orbit. The crew with the crew
taxi, which also contains an ECCV, is launched as a 3rd flight.
TS-el 1.3-FP
MPV Ground Flow
MPV
/ Ill _ _ Pm;w_ng Launch _ _ __ |
._ I
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• TWO Launches with NEP Vehicles
- One Crew Hab (includes ECCV)
Crew Taxi (includes ECCV) Launched with Manned Flight
For GROUND Ops See NEP Processing
CTV Assumed to be:
- On-orbit from Cargo Launch
- On-orbit from Space Station
• Launched with One of the NEP's for the MPV
i, TFf.,_ iPrJa,IK.- i,, 5_Jf ."jl liarJim,_ i
T$9200 t 1,3Roy.
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MPV Ground Processin
The same ground facilities, using the same sizing estimations as for the
NEP cargo vehicle, are used to support the NEP's for the MPV.
18. |t_._-FP
,MPV Ground Processing,
To0View
Crew Habitat & ECCV Assy.
(HORIZONTAL)
IX)LAn PANELS
mPOB
NOTE: Taxi has ECCV Capability
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MPV & Crew Hab on One Integration
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,MPV Orb, Ops - RENDEZVOUS& DOCK
Using a CTV, after each vehicle has been checked out, it Is estimated
based on the earlier detailed task tlmellnes, that the rendezvous and
docking operation will require a minimum of 36 hrs.
Once docked, the crew transfer tunnel will be extended connecfinq
both MPV/NEP modules.
| *_/'J IVJDJ_/A vB • _lldl ! ."Ji dJl_ i
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MPV Orb O s - RENDEZVOUS& DOCK
Two L,,unehu
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MPV Orbital Ops .........
For the spiral out or the final Mars transfer configuration, the CTV may
be taken along or left behind. The crew taxi is brought up with the crew
launch, however, the docking operation may utilize the CTV. As can be
seen, sizing of the CTV in terms of control system, available propellant
and ground control Interfaces Is desirable before more detailed task
assessments are undertaken.
MPV Orbital Ops
..........
= =I._,:::o"'.:_.;;'
- Rendezvous & Dock _\X_I F
* Spiral to Escape _
_ • Crew Tr.n.fer (with Tax,)
//_ CTV Docking Adaptor _t,,"_,P_FJ'.. -
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The Rendezvous Profile
Designate a passive Target Vehicle (TV) end an ecUve Chase Vehicle (CV)
• Approach Impulse sequence establishes nomlnal starting condlUons for the
termlnaJ closing phase
Example: CV moves to concentric circular orbit Just below "IV altitude
(say 20 kin) by adjusting one orbit parameter at a time
• Terminal Close impulse sequence reduces range and range rate for final docking
Example: CV uses line-of-sight thrusting to raise allllude and close Io
within a few meters of TV
• Station-keeping final (optional) checkout prior to docking
• Docking Combination of small Impulses and physical grappling devices
NP-TIM-92
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Orbit Rendezvous Experlence Base
Of the sovoral rendezvous schemes considered for Gemini and Apollo, the circular, copl_r'mr method
was selected. First, the target vetdcle's orbll was established at a selected altitude. Then, the chase
vehicle launched and began the approach phase, modifying its orbit with a preptanned Impulse
sequence. Since Ihese flights involved human crews, lime to rendezvous was minimized at the
expense of some additional I_opellant. Autonomous rendezvous could follow the same general
procedure, using a maneuver sequence designed to minimize propellant over a longer time interval.
The chase vehicle approach phase ended In a circular, coplanar orbit at slightly lower altitude, with
the chaser lagging the target by a few term of kilometers. For Gemini, the altitude difference was 15
nautical miles, or about 28 kin. The range was 30 - 40 N.Mi., since predicted visibility would give a
clear line of sight to the Agana target st that range.
The Apollo rendezvous followed • similar sequence. Just after the CSM passed overhead, the LM
launched from the surface to a transfer orbit of 60,000 feet by 45 N.Mi. Circuladzation at 45 N.ML
gave the slartlng conditions for terminal closing phase. The entire sequence was completed 3.5
hours after the LM liftoff.
The terminal closing phase for Gemini and Apollo was flown manually, using line-of-sight thrusting
by the chase vehicle. The entire approach phase design was intended to produce standard
conditions (lighting, direction, range, range rate, and required d,V) !(3 begin the terminal closing
phase. For Apollo, a faster rendezvous approach would have used direct ascent from the sudace to
standard terminal closing conditions; but the expected dispersion range in starting conditions would
have been too large. The concenlric orbit approach reduced this dispersion to acceptable values.
Note that the orbits need not be circular: the same control can he achieved with co-elliptic orbits.
Orbit Rendezvous Experience Base
• Approach phase puts target and chase vehicles in circular, coplanar
orbits with specified altitude separation, AH (can also he
• Terminal closing phase performed manually, so slandard initial conditions
are van/desirable:
Gemini
Aoana TV
,-'"'"'" _ - 15 N.M|. "'"'',.
.. .......... Gemini .......... .
CV
• Chase VahicJa below and behind Target 1o
commence Terminal Closing:
Range _=30 - 40 N.MI.
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- approach direclicn
- lighting conditions
- line-ol-sight rates
- nominal AV budget
LM
Approach _ \_
Phase
LM -''_- \
Terminal
Close
CSM @ 60 NML
886
• LM ascends. Injects to 60,000 It x 45 N.Mi.,
Ihen circularizes at 45 NMi. to slart
Terminal Closing
• 3.5 hours lift-off Io docking
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RendezvousSelectionConsiderations
Crew rendezvous with a spiralling NEP transfer vehlclo Is complicated by hazald avoidance and
llmirlg corlsiderallons. Minimizing crow time travelslng the ladialloll bolls suggcsts a location above
19,000 km altitude. But hlghcr orbits mean higher energy requirements for the crew taxi and, mote
importantly, longer phasing periods for the rendezvous sequence.
The list of operational constraints on the following chart suggests that considerable work will be
needed to define near-optimal rendezvous strategies Ior an NEP transfer vehicle departing Earth.
We consider four basic alternatives as a preliminary evaluation.
Rendezvous Selection Considerations
."
Libration. Point(s). 1
GEO ° ".
Increasing energy and flight time
requirements for the Crew Taxi
Van Allen Bells
Debds Hazard
500 - 1,500(÷) km
with Concentration
@ 1,000 km
f 13,000 - 19,000 km
2 000 - 5,000 km
(.:.• '. 1,. q" .° .° .. .• _Debrls" " "
MTV Assembly @ 700 km
SSF @ 400 km
Intensity varies w/solar activity;
peaks at 16,000 km
Constant high radiation intensity;
peaks at 4,800 km
_.:7/7.,_' /2)/),:)7)772'
Earth
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Crew Taxi Rendezvous with NEP Transfer Vehicle
Problem: Pick an Earth orbit I_ and an approach/rendezvous sequence Ihat:
minimizes crew exposure to natural and on-board radiation
minimizes dsk of orbital debris Impecl
mlnlmlzes crew time on board the MTV
minimizes vehicle design and propulsk)n requirements for the crew taxi and for the
Mars Transfer Vehicle
minimizes complexity of operational sequences for nominal and fallback modes
minimizes crew time spent In rendezvous
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Rendezvous Location Oplions
three of tile options proposed Ior rendezvous are shown opposite. The first Is to select a high Earth
orbit altitude, above the van Allen belts arrd hee el debris collections. A controlled co-elliptic
rendezvous sequence would build on our experience base from early manned programs.
The second option is to rendezvous post-escape, somewhal analogous to the direct ascenl
approach considered and rejected for Apollo. NEP thrusting would be suspended long enough
(exact interval to be determined, but probably a few days) to reduce the radiation hazard and permil
the crew taxi to chase a target with relatively stable orbit conditions. Since approach and terminal
closing phases are combined, there is one less measure of control over the close approach
conditions. Off-nominal burns from LEO depadure create a broader range of possible approach
conditions than the co-elliptic strategy. Moreover, there is only one chance to "catch the bus."
The third option, not diagrammed on the chart, Is to deliver both the MTV and crew taxi to one of the
Earth-Moon stable libration points, and rendezvous there. Previous studies (post-Apollo) suggested
some advantages lor the trans-lunar 1_2 point as a node, over the L1 point. However, the selection is
moot in the case of the reference trajectory and spiral, because the MTV reaches escape conditions
well before reaching lunar dlstancel To use eilher libraUon poinl would require modifying the spiral
to use a non-optimal thrust program; this can be done, but at the expense of addiUonal time and
propellant for the spiral. This also adds thrust-on time to count against Ihrusler lifetime limits
The final option Is to rendezvous in low lunar orbit. The crew would be sent out on a Lunar Transfer
Vehicle, possibly as "hitchhikers" on a regular lunar mission, to board their MTV waiting in orbll.
Feasibility of this approach depends on the lunar exploration manifest and Infrastructure to support
it. A &V ol about 2-3 km/s would be needed for NEP orbit capture/departure, but this is qikely to
produce only a small Increase In propellant loading. Of course, this approach adds some
operations complexity in scheduling concurrent lunar and Mars ftlghts.
Rendezvous Location Options
Option 2 Option 1: High Earth Orbit
• Suspend NEP thrusting program anytime bolero
="__ r.._ - reaching escape
"'\i Es po
l
/
- eslab_ish targel vehicle orbit
- power oulpul decay (10- day delay, leerMMAG}
• Crew taxi departs LEO to co-elliptic olbit position below
end trailing the targel NEP vehicle
• Perform co-elliptic terminal rendezvous sequence and
dock with NEP
• Continue NEP spiraJto escape
Option 2: Poet-Escal_
• Suspend NEP thrusting program only as long as
required for crew safely
, "Direct ascenl" trajectory to rendezvous
• Combined approach and terminal closing phases
Option 3: Llbratlon Point Rendezvous
• Both vehicles transfer Io L1 (or L2]
• Not shown opposite because this optimal thrust
programrooGhoSO=gopoco_itlon_wotlbotorolunar
dislance
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Considering the high orbit (Option I on the previous page), there are pedormance Impacts oi
selecllng an allitude. A two-Impulse transtor from LEO would use the fkst burn to raise Ihe orbil
apogee to the selected altitude, and the second burn to ckcularize there. Assuming this burn
sequence, the &V requiremerd Increases rapidly with altitude, but flattens out above geosynchronous
altitude (35,786 kin). However, the radtalion hazard of the van Allen belts Iorces a selection higher
than 19,000 km, so the crew taxi must be able to handle In excess of 3 km/s Impulse from the main
engines.
At the same time, orbit pedod Is Ire, teasing from a few hours at lower altitudes to slgnlticant
fractions of a day at higher orbits. A longer period I_ a longer rendezvous and decking
sequence, especially for fall-back options that require more than one or two revolutions. Therefore,
even though there Is a limited energy savings to be gained from ualng the Iowesl possible orbit
above the radiation bells, there Is an operallonal advantage. We propose an altitude of 20,000 kin,
assuming a roughly circular orbit for crew transfer to the departing MTV
The third curve on the opposite page shows the additional time the crew will spend aboard the MTV
If this co-alttptio approach is used. The suggested altflude requires an extra t 7 days on board l_
MTV in addition Io the Earth-Mars transfer time.
Mission Performance Impacts of Rendezvous Orbit Selection
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• Crew Taxi impulse Increases rapidly with altitude; hits a "knee" at -20,000 km
• Orbit period (circular) increases lineady with altitude The longer the pedod, the
longer the terminal rendezvous sequence for a co-elliplic rendezvous.
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Mars Orbit Operations: MEV Deployment & Return
Several rendezvous an docking operations In Mars orbit are required to support the surlace mission
and return trip The cartoon opposite illustrates one approach that may minimize the complexity of
each step, but at the expense of adding at least one step to the process.
To begin, the crew MTV spirals to capture at Mars in an orbit lhal approaches the cargo MTV which
has arrived earlier and has already deployed part of the surface payload From this rough matching
of orbit parameters, the crew taxi or another element designed for this purpose completes the
terminal closing phase to transfer the crew to the MEV brought out by the cargo vehicle
Alter conducting the surface mission, the crew returns directly to the crew transfer vehicle in the
MEV, completes a co..elliptic rendezvous, and readies for departure.
Mars Orbit Operations: MEV Deployment & Return
Crew MTV
Cargo MTV
..°
\
/
Crew MTV ._
• Crew MTV spirals to rendezvous orbit
• Allow delay of several (< t O) days after roactor shutdown
before crew movement begins
• Crew Taxi shullles crew to Cargo MTV for transfer to MEV
• MEV separates and begins descent sequence
• Sudace mission
• MEV ascends Io co-enlpllc rendezvous with Crew MTV
• Crew MTV spirals to escape on Esflh retufn trajectory
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Mars Orbit Operations
The advantage to this approach Is eliminating the need to dock the crew and cargo MTVs. The only
transfer requirement Ior the baseline mleslon profile Is to move the crew from transfer element to
excursion element and back again; no propellant transfer Is required for the crew's return.
NEP: System Concepts
Mars Orbit Operations
Several independent rendezvous operatioml with different active pmtners
Crew MTV must perform the gross maneuvers of approach to match orbll parameters with
the cargo MTV, already in orl_t
• Crew Taxi (or similar elemenl) must perform terminal close and docking to transfer the
crew to the MEV.
• MEV must perform complete rendezvous and docking sequence upon return from Mars
surface.
Alternative: Crew MTV and Cargo MTV rendezvous
• Requires close maneuvering of two large structures, and appropriate scarring fo¢ aU
operational sequences at Eadh and Mars.
- Complicates crew safely on approach: must avoid 3 radiation sources
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NEP Rendezvous Approach and Deelgn Impllcatlons
Earth Escape
• Rendezvous at Earth-Moon L2 may be Incompatible with the optimal thrusting program for
spiral escape; spiral time could be extended, but at the cost of extra thrust time.
• Select a high Earth orbit altitude (20,000 km) for co-elliptic approach/rendezvous
standard, controlled rendezvous sequence
permits delay for power decay after shutdown, before crew approaches
• Crew taxi must have ECCV capability and be able to handle AV of 3.5 km/s
• Increases crew time on board MTV by e few days (17 In this case)
Mars MEV Separation/Approach
• Eliminates the need to rendezvous and dock two large structures
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0n-orbitSupportRequirements
• PLATFORM in a 720 km Orbit [Study Indicates Operational Advantages]
- Reboost
- Attitude Control
- Ops Power
- CTV Storage/Dock
• CTV
- Cargo Transfer
- NEP Repositioning/Reboost Backup
- MPV Rendezvous & Dock
• Mission Control
- Deployment Verification
Next Function GO
- Rendezvous/Docking Calculations
Auto Sequence(s) Overrides
• Space Station Interface (contingencies, backup, CTV?)
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OF POOR QUALITy
NEP, Weiqht Statement ,
To assess the ability of the FTS as presently designed to handle specific
items, the weight statement as shown was used. Each Item was viewed
from a mass aspect to see If It Is a contender for handling by the FTS.
The FTS task column Indicates the results. In the case of the power
distribution system, the 10000 kg are probably devlded between various
components, each of which could be handled adequately. However, to
finalize suchan assessment, the design to at least a conceptual level,
for each subsystem component, must be defined. It is the location of
each item that will determine how long It takes for the FTS to get to it,
what motion Is required to twist/pull/push/lift etc. for handling each
item, and thus establish requirements on the FTS and the subsystem
components. Obviously this Is a very Interactive and iteratlve process.
The same discussion as above applies to the Taxi and Crew Habitat
handling since they will consist of components.
Repair operations where pull and push functions by the FTS are probably
desired, will impact the design requirements placed on these compo-
nents. Particularly In this group Would fall the solar pannel mechanisms,
the thrusters, andpropellant/electrical connectors.
It7
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NEP Weight Statement
MCV/LCV
• Reactor/Radiator Assembly
• Solar Pannel Assembly
• Flight Telerobotlc Servicer
• Engine Pod
• Propellant Module
• Power Distribution
• Miscellaneous Structure
+
• 2 x MD/AV (Cargo)
Masskq FTSTask
23285 N/A
163 each ,J
700 N/A
3ooo
10000 dry _/
10000 ?
4xxx
75000 x 2
MPV
• Taxi(with ECCV capability)
• CTV Docking Assembly
• Crew Habitat Module (with ECCV)
MCV/MPV OPTIONS
• CTV Docking Port
• CTV Docking Adaptor
• CTV (Wet)
57000 ?
2000
50000 ?
50O N/A
2000
6000
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Rendezvous1 Prox Ops I FTS & Other References
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Rendezvous, prox ops, F[_s & Other References, ....
RENDEZVOUS & PROX OPS: ( Bill Jackson I JSC 17131483-8303 )
• Space Transfer Vehicle, Lunar Transportation Study NAS8-37856,
_V Allocations, Timellnes, and Earth/Lunar Orbit Rendezvous
• NLS Cargo Transfer Vehicle Guidance and Targeting Strategies,
Wayne Deaton NASA-MSFC, 8 April 92
• CTV Briefing #3 to MSFC (Martin Marietta Proprietary)
FTS:
• Max Load Carrying Capability Final Report; MMAG Memo
FTS-SYS-gO-473
• An Analytic Solution for Robotic Trajectory Generation,
MMAG Memo FTS-SYS-90-452
• Contract # NAS5-30689
OTHER
• 1 KW SUPER Design for the P91-1 Program
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FTS - Timeline Considerations
The referenced FTS documents were used for showing a boundary of
of how item mass relates to maneuver time including general
considerations as listed. This only addresses the motion of lift/move
Itself. To develop total task timelines, the design (at least at a concept
level) is needed.
Note that denser objects can be moved faster since th% :/! be smaller
and their CG closer to the attach point, therefore a shorter lever arm.
II
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.FTS - Timeline Considerations
,00_ Trajectory GQneratlon TOOJ
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CON$1DEI_IATIONS INCLUDED;
1.Joinl Torque Limits
2.Joint Velocity Limits
3.Mass Properties
4.Maneuver
5.Position Loop Bandwidth
6.Simulation Model
7.Safe VeloclBes
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NEP Orbital Ops S,ummary - FTS I i ii i i i
The tasks listed is a beginning of a long list that needs to evolve as the
vehicle conceptual design evolves. The specific item single maneuver
time needs to be connected with the task tlmeline, which requires the
knowledge of location, reach distance, etc. and thus leads to the
recommendation that a conceptual design for the subsystems an"
therefore the total vehicle be undertaken.
r. _,wJ_w _..iP d m.-aw. • wJi w JPi i :lip m ap-: l
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NEP Orbital Ops Summar Y - FTS ....
CONTINGENCIES
• Cargo Secure
• Power Deploy
SINGLE MANEUVER TIME
rrw _ see
• Englnu 8.4 _ 15
. Englne Pods 9.4 30
• Power Cond.
• Solar Panel 3.3 12
• Engines @750kg/5m3
• Engine Pods (4 engines) @3000kg
• Power Conditioner 10000kg/?
• Solar Panels @ 111 kg each
NEP" System CoaceS_
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Maintenance & Refurbishment Scenario s
The NEP vehicle is basic for the Mars cargo, Lunar cargo, and the Mars
piloted flights. Variations in vehicle configurations depend on the
specific mission. As was seen from previous discussions on cargo
rendezvous and docking sequences end their relationship to manifests,
it appears that a unmanned, passive platform could be of operational
advantage. The platform could also have a dedicated FTS to perform
such tasks as thruster replacement where the remainder of the pod
is operational (failures that have occured before expected end of life).
The numbers under each type of equipment Indicate the total number
recommended for use In accomplishing a given Mars mission.
T$.81g,_P
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Maintenance & Refurbishment Scenarios
I
;-.....-, 0......
'!,_'..' ....
Platform In 720 km Orbit MCVILCV & MPV
131 13) l_) (o1
Returned to 700 km
Orbll
[]
NEW
Vehicle Refueling _ .
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Vehicle Refueling . .,.
• Fluid Transfer NEP Veh. (trade study required - does NOT look favorable)
- Propellant in Module Form for Initial Vehicle Configuration
- Maintain Propellant Module Synergism
• Fluid Transfer CTV Appears Favorable
NEP: System Concepts
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Thruster Replacement
This Page Left Intentionally Blank
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Thruster Reolace,rn(_n|
• Thruster OR Engine Pod Replacement is Feasible with FTS Design
- Mass drives maneuver time
- Component design will drive:
• Accuracy Req. --i
• Force Re(]..__ Them, and Moving Distance Determine• DexterltyReq. Tolal Task Tlmeline$
• Reach Req.
NP-TIM-92 901
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Non-nuclear System. Repa!r.s.......... _.........
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Hon:nuclear system Repairs ................................
• In General Possible and l)oslrlblo [specific dynamics have been analyzed)
• Specific Oesign Dependent
- Mass Density Oependont
• FTS May be Usable in Conjunction with the CTV
HEP:SyotemCoaeep_ 9O2
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Refurb & Maintenance Schedule
Some of the possible candidates for refurbishment and maintenance
are identified and their potential schedule suggested. Again, until
at least a conceptual level of subsystem design is performed, specific
component replacements, their projected rellabilltly and buildup of
that particular function, as shown in this list, can not be accomplished.
,_F_ iv..h _x.vdF, •fA r_XB :IP_ _J m
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Refurbishment andMaintenance Schedules
REFURBISHMENT ITEMS
• Solar Power - Replace Panel Assembly (2/vehicle)
Replace Battery Assembly (2/vehicle)
• Crew Habitat
Engine PodsPropellant ModuleTaxi
• CTV Docking Adaptor
• FTS
• CW
SCHEDULE
Each Mission
As Req.
Each Mission
Each Mission *
Each Mission
Each Mission
Upon Failure
10 yrs/Failure
As Req.
MAINTENANCE ITEMS
• Solar Power - Drive Mechsnlsm InspocUReplece
• Crew Habltat - Selectlve Items
• CTV - Selectlve Items
As Req.
As Req.
As Req.
NOTE: * An option of taking extra pods to Mars for scheduled
replacement should be considered
Iw,_rJ r;a_,_,.-B._,,-., r .-.',J,,t,m,_ n
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Decay Power of a 5 MWe NEP ,
Upon return and subsequent to shutdown of each 5 MWe module, the
decay time and Power were tabulated. On the basis of these results
It Is recommended that a minimum of 10 days be allowed before any
cargo or propellant loading Is initiated: One can see that a further
wait to 100 days would only further reduce the doses by a factor of 0.4.
;_................... _,..LJI.L
_e.24_P
Decay Power of a 5 MWe NEP - AFTERSHUTDOWN
_]me (days) Fraction of P rated I;)q_ay Power (kWt_
0.1 0.01 244
1.0 0.005 122
10.0 0.0015 37
100,0 0,0006 15
1000.0 0.0003 7
NEP: System Concepts
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10 MWe NEP Radiolo lical Inventory if Re-entering
The worst case scenario for a Mars piloted vehicle failing In all aspects
upon return to a 700 km LEO orbit would have a radiological inventory
as shown. The vehicle has two 5 MWe modules for a total power of
50 MWt. The Mars mission is assumed to last for three full power burn
years for a total reactor usage of 150 MWt-years. Since re-entry from a
700 km orbit for this type of vehicle (ballistic coefficient of 200 kg/m2)
Is expected to be around 54 years, the radlological hazard would be
=100,000 Ch
The probable health consequences are ZERO, since odds are 75% that
the system will land In the ocean and sink through the bottom
Immersing 50 to 100 m below the sub-sea bed, thus safe disposal.
If the reactor were to re-enter over prime farm land, breaking up and
dispersing, the prime hazard will come from the bone seeking Isotopes
Sr90 and Cs137, both with half-lives of _30 years. Typical crop
condemnation level is =1 CI/km2. Thus under the worst smooth
scattering possible, about 100,000 km2 could conceivably be
contaminated. If the crop were wheat, assuming $2.50 per bushel at 40
bushels to an acre, economic losses would be$2.5 B/yr. Clearly this
would not be acceptable and an Infrastructure to assure prevention of
this type of an accident Is recommended.
91t. 1-fP
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10 MWe NEP Radiological Inventory if Re-entering
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,Further Study Recommendations
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Further Stud Y Recommendations
II I I li
• SIZE CARGO TRANSFER VEHICLE (Opt.l-take allong; Opt.2-1eave in EO)
- Control System
- Propellant (Cryo, Space Storable Cryo, Storables TRADES)
- Communications
• SIZE FLIGHT TELEROBOTICS SERVICER
- Cargo Assist
Routine Maintenance
- Potential Contingencies
• POWER SUBSYSTEM DESIGN/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
- C,omponent Performance
- Component Simulation Models (Transfer Functions)
System Design Requirements Based on Simulations
• TRADE CTV vs ATTITUDE CONTROL ON THE MPV
- Type of Attitude Control
Location & Size of Attitude Control (Soft and Hard Dock)
• TOP CUT AT GROUND PROCESSING COSTS
• POTENTIAL FTS ACTIVITY DETAILS (Push, Pull, Twist, etc.)
NOTE:May Establish Synergistic Requirements with Other
Tmtli2
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Ground Processing Cost Estimate
Studies performed and on-going in the areas of STV and HLV have
generated data for facility sizing, task planning, ground support test
and simulation equipment Identification, and the associated projected
costs. There are cost and task trade and sensitivity models at KSC
and MSFC. These could be exercised to gain a fee/for the cost bounds
associated with processing a NEP wehicle.
The chart shows a sample of the kind of Information that can be made
available and could be worked In conjunction with a vehicle concept
design task.
TII,-II121-,PP
Ground Processing Cost Estimate
LOCATION
MCV
Assemble Slider Radiator Sections _ HVPF
Install FIm¢l_ _n'ddy ?
InstallCTV DockingPorl HVPF
Inslall FTS HVPF
Inslall Engine Pod HVPF
Assemble Cwgo Modules
Install CW
MPV
DURATION Ihr,) MANPOWER (_ COSTS
8 S xxxx
OPTION9
6tandard Tasks:
Mating 2 Illms 4hrs mech. fluid, alcott, sys. qunl.
1_12QII2.!
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Disposal Scenarios - Status and Location of Transfer Vehicle
Normal End ol Llte
• Pitoted MW: on Earth approach/flyby after ECCV separates
• Pi_oted or cargo MIV: in Earth orbit, after return and capture [option)
• Cargo MTV: In Mars orbit
After Propulsion System Failure
• I1_Earth orbit
during Initial system start-up; limited fission product Inventory on board
during spiral In/out operation, betwee¢l deslgnaled Earth orbit and escape
conditions
after return from Mars
• During trans-Mars cruise
• In Mars orbit
• During trans-Eadh cruise
ORt_NAL ,=:'J'"-_',_==t_
OF POOR QUALITY
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Disposal Options - Where to Put It?
Two planetary orbit classes and two heliocentric orbit classes are consldm'ed for temporary storage
and permanent disposal locations. Each has advantages for certain disposal scenarios, but each
also has limitations. This study evaluates all four, and proposes a basic disposal strategy thai
considers safety, feasibility, and ease of operafion.
Planning a solar system ejection or "crashing" Into the Sun as a nominal disposal mode demands
too much energy, and too much autonomous opafallons time to be practical. It is possible that the
last use of an NEP module could be to power e robotic planetary explorer or a high-energy
execllpfic mission. However, this Introduces further operational complexity end liming issues that
are not relevant for preliminary propulsion technology planning.
Disposal Options - Where to put It?
• Earth orbit
Of'bit lifetime Is s functk3n of altitude and the ballistic coefficient of the vehicle or
system configuration
"Nuclear-safe* must be defined relative to the nature of the dsk for each case;
altitude of 700 km selected for this case based on Illetlme and risk
• Mars Orbit - presumably no closer than Detmcs
Hellocentdc Iransfer flight path
Leaves the reactor or vehicle In some Interplanetary flight path
- Most will cross both Earth and Mars, but still have very long life times
Stal_le heliocentric orbit
- 8lads out at JAg x t.tD AU . between Eadh and Mars
Predicted not to be perturbed into a planet crossing path for a _ long time; after
that, same characteristics as previous case
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Earth Orbit Lifetime Versus Orbit Altitude
The first, and most crffical disposal option Is an Earth orbit. This opllofl is Included _ for
Irdllal reactor atartup and for any reuse scenarios, so the question is how to pick an orbti altitude
that matches the risk fzctore and that Is within Eadh-to-orbit Capelo_lity.
Analysis by Martin Marietta in another section of this report Indicates that a 700 km altlkKle is well
within the reach of anticipated heavy lift launch vehicles for SEI. In fact, ETO capab41#y degrades
only sUghUy from 400 km to 700 kin, Maximum orbit lifetime favors a higher altitude, as the graph
opposite wgl show.
Orbit lifetime Is plotted versus orbit altitude for _rcular 04_ts from 200 km up to 1600 kin. The
llletlma Is _ with respect to the ballistic ¢oetlicien! of the vehicle in orbit. The two curves
represent different _pheflc de_dty models: the upper curve lmsurr-._ norrn_ levels of so4er
activity, while the lower curve factors in most of the _ high solar acthdty pedods. Both
curves will be used to estimate a lifetime range, with the normal acthdty showing a |ongeT lifetime,
and the high activity showing a more cormervatWe shorter lifetime.
To use the curves, the mass and physical dimensions of the orbiting vehicle must be known, end a
drag coefficient must be supplied. The table on the next page shows calculated lifetime ranges for
some cases of Intereat for the NEP vehicle
Earth Orbit Lifetime vs. Altitude
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SelectedOrbllUfetlmes
Fourpossibledisposalconllguretlonshavebeenevaluated,fromafullyloadedMTV to a single
propulsion module. Masses for each are shown, as is the area presar_d ff we assume that the
largest, possible plane area ts perpendicular to the direction of molton. Areas are approximate, and
the assumptiOn that the largest area will always be presented to produce drag will produce
conservative results. Drag coefficients shown are for rough shape equivalents; a complele
calculation for this situation Is beyond the scope of this study. These quantities are used to
calculate a ballistic coefficient for each disposal configuration, which is than mu#lpllad by the
normalized lifetime (read off the preceding graph), and converted to years.
The results in the table opposite show the value of higher altitudes for extended life In orb, without
reboost procedures. Based on this preliminary analysis, we ealect a 700 km drcular Earth orbit Ior
all operations. This location Is also suitable for temporary storage, 10utprobably not for permanent
disposal of a spent nuclear reactor.
Selected Orbit Lifetimes
Disposal Configuration
Area based on longest 2 dimensions
Predicted Orbit Lifetime [Yrs)
Mass C o Area 13 for the Specified Altitude
kg m2 kg/m= 400 km 700 km 1000 km
Mars Transfer Vehicle
Fully Loaded 325,000 2 1,525 107 0.5 - 0.9
Mars Transfer Vehicle
w/o Payload, Propellant 90,000 2 1,425 32 0.1 - 0.3
1 5 MWe Module 36,285 2 710 26 0.1 - 0.2
1 Reactor only 3,500 1.3 10 289
40- 140 1110-2950
10 - 40 350 - 880
10 - 30 280 - 720
f,2-2.2 110-350 2800-7400
Noles: 1. Esllmeted area assumes largest plane area Is perpendicular to the velocity vector
2. Drag coefficients are only rough approximations by shape
3. LlfeUme range determined by using both atmospheric density models
DisposalOnanInterplanetaryFlightPath
Anotherdisposalpossibility,especiallysuitedIo a Iranstsr vehicle already in interplanetmy flight, Is
to slmpiy leave the vehicle In some Interplanetary flighl path. The path selected might be the current
one, or It might be specifically desfgned to minimize the possUlty of a Iuture reencounter. This
OptiOn could atso be used for s vehicle In pianalery orbit, by accelerating II to escape conditions.
This strategy Is the NEP equivalent of "jettisoning" a spent _opuislon stage after use: leave it where
It Is, and accept the small possibility of a reencounter.
Because interpkmetary transfers crocs one of more planet orbits, they set up the poasiblgty of either
a direct collision or, more Ilke_y, a close encounter (within a few planal radii) that creates a gravity-
turn and so perturbe the vehicle's original path. The more close encounters, the greater the
perturbations, and the greater the possibility of terminating the vehicle's orbit. Termination may be
in the form of a collision with a planet, Impacting the Sun, or ejection from the solar system. While
not all of these are bad, the process Is uncontrolled without further human Intervention.
Lifetimes of bodies In planet-crossing paths may be asb_mated with a Monte Carlo simulation
technique, such as SAIC's Planetary Encounter Probability AnalysIs (PEPA) code. This analysIs
suggests that, with few exceptions, leaving an NEP vehicle In a typical Interplanetary orbil produces
a risk no greater than II'm nalural risk of collision with one of the Earth-approechtng asteroids.
Disposal on an Interplanetary Flight Path
• Typical Earth-Mars low thrust trajectories (outbound or inbound):
- lie sllghUy out of the ecliptic plane
graze the orbits of Earlh and Mars
If the MTV Is left In a typical flight path, Monte Carlo simulation using SAIC's PEPA Code
predlc'is:
Mean orbit lifetimes of 10 _ - 10a years
Chance of coltIsfon with Earth In 10 s years Is low In all cases - needy zero in mosl
• So, the risk of a nuclear-powered Mars Transfer Vehlole colliding with Earth Is of
approxtmateiy the same order as the risk of ooliidlng with a near-Earth asteroid
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Predicted Orbit Lifetimes for Typical Low Thrust Trajectories
The table opposite summarizes the results of several simulation runs, using various points along
typical low-thrust trajectories between Eadh and Mars, end to a padlcular heliocentric disposal orbit
to be described later. The low-thrust palh must be sampled at several points, since the orbital
paramelers ere subject to conllnuous change during periods of thrusting. Three samples were
selected Ior the Earth-Mars and Mars-Earth transfers, corresponding to post-escape, transfer time
midpoint, and target approach Just prior to Initiating spiral capture.
Each row shows a different simulation case: the calculated orbit parameters of interest, namely
perihelion, aphelion, and Inclination; the mean simulated orbit Ufetlme In years before termination;
the number of trials out of 500 that the simulation resulted In an Earth collision; the mean time to
Earth collision Ior that subset of cases; the probability of an Earth colUslon In the first one mliticn
years after start of simulation. All the times are reassuringly long, and most of Ihe collision
probablllUes for the first million years are low. The exceptions are those cases Just after Earth
escape, when the NEP orbit is very close to Earth's orbit.
The following page shows the same statistics for simulation trials with several naar-Ea, .i _temids.
The slighUy longer expected lifetimes are the result of more highly Inclined orbits for the asteroids
than for the trar_fer vehlclee. However, the overall rilk appears to be of the same magnitude for
both groups. We conclude that leaving the NEP vehicle In some unapeclfied transfer orbit may Incur
a reasonable dsk.
Predicted Orbit Lifetimes for Typical Low Thrust Trajectories
Orbit Size Mean Orbit Expected
Rp x R^ Incl. IJ|eUme Earth Hits
Trajectory Leg (A.U.) (deg) (Years) In 500 Trills
Mean Time Earth Hit
to Hit Chance in
(Years) 10e Years
1.6 x 107 16 %
4.4 x 10 z 3 %
3.1 x 107 2 %
3.6 x 107 2.6 %
3.3 x 107 1%
2.2 X 107 5.2 %
1.7 x 107 18 %
2.1 X 107 17 %
4.4x 10e 0%
3.5 x 10° 0.2 %
Earth-Mars Start 0.98 x 1.25 0.0 5.6 x 107 266/500
Middle 0.85 x 1.64 1.2 4.7 x 107 200
End 0.61 x 1.51 1.8 4,0 x 107 160
Mars-Earth Start 0.48 x 1.40 3.0 4.2 x 107 146
Middle 0.50 x 1.89 1.3 4.2 x 107 123
End 0.51 x 1.02 1.3 9.2 x 107 194
Earth-Disposal Start 0.98 x 1.02 0.1 3.9 x 107 270
Middle 0.99 x 1.02 0.0 3.9 x 107 266
Mars-Disposal Start 1.28 x 1.66 2.1 7.5 x 10 e 148
Middle 1.22 x 1.61 2.0 6,0 x 10 ° 166
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Predicted Orbit Ufetlmes for Selecled Near-Earth Asteroids
I I
I !
oo_ UMm _n0QMeon
(Yeem) .. (In moo_) (Ym.m)
2062 - NIm 5.27 x 10 7 177/500 4.46 x 10 7
l!162 - Apo_ 7.73 x 10 7 111 2.75x 10 7
1221 - Amor 9.88 x 10 8 128 7.1e x 10 6
1943 - Anleroe 7.48x tO 6 20_ 1.98 x 10 8
1982DB 7.98x 10 7 264 2.95 x 10 7
1989ML 3.87 x 10 8 194 1.95 x 108
1980AA 3.69 x 10 8 200 t.99 x 10 8
1982XB 6.25 x 10 ? 267 3.44 x 10 ?
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1.6%
0,6%
0
0
4.4%
0
0
5.2 %
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Stable Heliocentric Circular Orbits
The second category of Inlarplanetary orbits was identified by SAIC as a possible pall,lanent storage
location for hezardous waste In space.' This analysts was one pad of a large effort to explore
space-based nllernativee for nuclear waste disposal conducted during 1977-79. These orbits are of
interest because they are predicted to endure for a vary long time without becoming planet-crossing
orbits. Two bands of these stable _ have been identified, as shown opposite. The one of most
interest for Earth-Mars cases Is a circular orbit at 1.19 A.U., between Earth and Mars. The orbit
starts out circular, but becomes elliplic "quickly" In the long view of the situation, as shown on the
next page.
frledlander, A. L. and O. R. Davis, "Long-Tenl Risk Analysl$ Associated t/Ith Nuclear Maste Otsposa!
In Space," _|C Report No. !-120-062-T|2, prepared under cootracL NAS8-33022 fol N,'_VlqSFC,
December [978.
STABLE HELIOCENTRIC CIRCULAR ORBITS
Ear[h
M_rs
I A Body is Salcl to be in a Stable"
Heliocenlxio Orbit Over Time T
if Grovllational Perturbations do
not Result In a Planet-CrossingOrbit In T.
J
T
0.86 A.U.
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Variation of a Stable Orbit at 1.1g A.U.
This chart plots hellocen_lc distance M a funclion of lime (note the x-e,xis sceJel) for the perie_ea
lind apoepse of the Mable od_l. The Ml_rs pedpme and F.adh'8 _ IN'e _ pIQl_ld. N| lout
shows_d_..antvarlailormoverthe_m _IHony_u tlrne_mme,butthestu_eo_bllrm_r cr_sesits
cloeest pmnetary nelghbo_ ° l_ths. This means that, with no further active _em_ placing an
object in the stable _ hi _flcient to remove the real rtak of the on-boerd rad_Ik_ hazKd.
1.4S
1.40
l,ill
1.1S
1.10
I.OS
1.00
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VARIATION OF A STABLE ORBIT AT 1.19 AU
o.I o z o3 0.4 o.s as ol o8 09 I o
Tim (1# tEARS)
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Typical NEP Transfer From Mars to Disposal Orbit
Here is a typical transfer Io the stable orbit Justdescribed. We have selected a very long flight lime
to minimize propegant needs and addlflonal thrusl.on time. If a transfervehlclo were to leave Mars
orbit Ior the stable disposal od)It, propellent and tankage needs would be a law tonnes, and lhrust
tlme would be aboul 24 days. Faster dlspolml legs can be traded for Increased propellant.
Transfer to NEP Reactor Disposal Orbit (420 days)
MARSDE:PART T
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Summary ol Pt'oposed Disposal Modes
Th_ tat_ sumrnadzes prellmlnanj evatuatlon of each of the four disposal locations for the cas_
ammtned. The comments indicate proposed mm as temporary or long-tram storage _, with the
pmfecred Io_ seleotton for each case highlighted by • shaded box.
Earth orbit Is recommended as a temporary storage location ordy, even though booattng the NEP
vehicle or some part of it to higher altitude stgniflcanUy mitigates the real risk, S4nce I;_ risk
is not 80 easily removed, a more dl_dantstorage location would be preferable for the baseline. For
all carom of normal end o| life, we propose that the stable heliocentric orbit be the baseline dlsposM
lOcation. This site could also be used for any partially disabled vehicle that can be moved to the
slable orbit. However, recognizing the inherently low risk Involved in leaving the vehicle in s transfer
flight path, the proposed baseline for total system faJturesis the interplanetary flight path. Even a
modest alternate propulsion system on board could maneuver to a higher inclination, or otherwise
reshape _e orbit of the demitct vehicle to make reencounter less likely.
Summary of Proposed DIw_oml Modes
' I I , II
remp- wnponwa_,_m (:-6 )_r,) _X _ d_m_ b arrmmd
Long-mgmmo_x_'mmm_ma_nmthe_..cmrr_
NEP Reactor Blposal Locallon
Eadl'l Orbtl Mars Ol'blt Right Path
Earth No - Temp - ok
Appro_h Long-?
Normal F.e,rth T_p
Endof Orb.
IJfe
M_
C)d_
Earth Tamp
Orbit
EarthoMam
Crul_
Orb,
Cruise
Heliocentric
Stab_Orb,
- T_p- ok
Tamp - ok Tamp - ok
Long-?
- Long
o_on?
Long-?
_ Basell.eDispoasl
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Disposal Mode Impact on Vehicle Performance
This chad is the companion to the previousone, showing the cost In propellant and thrust time to
achieve some of the disposal locations of interest. In every case, the Impact Is very modest. The
largest requirement shown opposlle is for an Earth escape spiral to remove a fully operational NEP
vehicle from Earth orbit. If the system has failed In Earth orbit and Is to be moved, the cost will
depend on the nature of the failure - full or padiai - and seleciton of any additional propulsion that
may be needed. Note that transfer to the stable orbit from Earth orbit calls for a thrust tnlerval oI
about 10% of the expected thruster lifetime, so there may be some eddllional cost In thruster
changsout.
Disposal Mode Impact on Mission and Vehicle Performance
NEP Reactor Disposal Location
Mars Interplanetary Heliocentric
Normal
End of Ufe
Propulsion
System
Failure
NEP
81_lusat
Disposal
Famh Orblt
On Earth
B I
Approach
In Eadh Small AV to
Orbll raise orbit*
i i
In Mars
/
Orbll
In Earth _mall AV |o
Orbit raise orbit*
Earth-Mars
Cruise
In Mms --
Orbit
l_ku'e-Eadh --
Crulse
O_tt
..
None
m
Flight Path
None
Mw_op " f81
ATh - 36 days
MpRoP= 2t
(1% of IMLEO)
*',Th. 1.4days
Stable Orbit
MpRop " propellant & tank mass penalty for disposal
ATh = Incremental NEP thrust-on time for disposal
* ~ 150 m/s to transfer from 700 x 700 km to 1,000 x 1,000 km
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Recommended Approach for Disposal
The nexl two charts summarlze the recommended approach to managed disposal of NEP reactors
or transfer vehickm. These are to be viewed as s preliminary recommendaUon for further evaluation,
concurrent with more detailed understanding of operaUonal and perlormance Impacts.
The stable heliocentric orbit Is generally easy to reach, and Is the most conservative risk
management approach evaluated. Sek)cting this disposal mode for nominal end-of-life seems fo
greatly reduce both real and perceived risk for very little eddltlonal cost.
If a transfer vehicle should become completely disabled, its interplanetary path is almost certainly
acceptable as a temporary storage location. It may also be adequate for tong-term storage,
especially if on-boerd auxiliary propulsion can be used to control the path.
Earth orbit need not be used for long-term disposal, thus avoiding additional controversy over use ol
nuclear energy in space. The operational orbit selected appears to euPl:Xxt temporary ' ' _ge
readily. However, the NEP module design should incorporats sufficient auxiliary propulsion to
handie olbit raising burns over a limited number of years. This could be further supplemented by a
design that could sepm'ate a disabled reactor from the rest of the vehicle to increase the lifetime of
the most critical subsystem, and to reduce propellant required to boost just the reactor to a higher
orbit.
As a final precaution, some independent orbital transfer vehlche, possibly the Lunar Transfer Vehicle,
could be available to push a derelict NEP to escape conditions, or to a stable orbit.
Recommended Approach for Disposal - 1
Location:
Pick the 6table helionantrtc orbit for nominal mim___!n_nm
Modeat propellant requirements for all casea examined
Conservative approach to risk management avoids programmatic problems
• Use interplanetary path disposal for a completely disabled vehicle
Every case we considered shows a Wedlcted orbit lifetime of 107 years or better
Reencounter probablllly for most cases is of the same order as nesr-Earlh asteroids
No Z_V required
• Earth orbit for tem o(xar v stora_oe only: not for long-term disposal
- 700 km altitude seems a reasonable compromise among: launch capability,
predicted lifetime for typical conflguraUons, and on-going operations
Include Independent propulsive capability to raise orbll of MIV
Avoid most controversial location for long-term storage
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Recommended Approach for Disposal - 2
Translef Vehicle Deslon:
• Include auxll|aPf oroql)uls|on System in baseline 5 MWe module design
- Sufficient to raise Earth orbll from 700 km to 1000 km (&V - 150 m/s)
System design and propellant required depends on how much of the module is
boosted 1(3the higher orbit
• Consider adding capability to mmerete a dleabled reactor from the rest of the module;
auxiliary propulsion remains wllh the reactor
Tr_ _fmm_ru_u_
• Assured removal from Earth orbit may require a separately deployed orl_al trartsfe¢
vehicle - posslbiy an L_/or similar elemenl
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STUDY OBJECTIVES:
Determine the range of reliability figures of merit required for
successful NEP manned Mars mission.
Provide design insights:
• design achievability, given existing technology;
• alternative design approaches or concepts to enhance
reliability, crew safety;
• allocation of research and development resources.
The objective of this study was to establish the initial quantitative reliability bounds for
nuclear electric propttlsion systems in a manned Mars mission required to ensue crew
safety and mission success. F'mding the reliability bounds involves balancing top-down
(mission driven) requirements and bottom-up (technology driven) capabilities. In seeking
this balance we hope to: (1) provide design insights into the aehievability of the baseline
design in terms of reliability X_luiternents, given the existing technology base; (2) suggest
alternative design approaches which might enhance reliability and crew safety;, and (3)
indic.am what technology areas require significant research and development to achieve the
reliability objectives.
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STUDY OVERVIEW
This study was broken down into three broad areas: the processing of programmatic
inputs; performing the mission operability analysis; and analyzing the trade space for
design insights. The processing of programmatic inputs began with identifying,
soliciting, obtaining, and processing the requJredprogram _ inputs. These included
the basic NEP system design, the top-level mission and crew safety success criteria, and
the mission profile. Next, the existing technology base was examined to identify and
obtain data on the historical performance of NEP and NEP-related (surrogate)
components, and to determine the set of diagnostic toots appropriate to this analysis.
The mission operability analysis consisted of problem deletion and implementation
of the selected analysis approach. Problem definition included characterizing the design in
terms appropriate to the selected diagnostic tools, and defining the reliability requirement
drivers in the NEP system for the selected mission. Implementation of the approach
consisted of developing the input for the various diagnostic tools, and analyzing the
reliability trade space developed by the tools. The process of trade space insight
development included analyzing the trade space output and seeking design insights by
looking for improvements in system reliability when the basic design is altered, or
optimization through perturbations.
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CONCEPT OF ACHIEVABILITY
Achievability: The ratio of required performance to achieve
performance.
• Measures how far a design has to go.
• Achievability Index = 1: Design is achieved.
• Achievability Index = 0: Design cannot be achieved
with existing technology.
Incorporates uncertainties in:
Particulars of design,
• Relevance of historical performance.
Should therefore be presented as a range of values•
A coreconceptinthisanalysistheideaofachicvability- how welltheexisting
technologybasewillsupportheNEP missionanddesignasgiven.Achicvabilityis
formallytheratioftherequiredperformancetothcreadilyachievedperformance,given
thestateofthetechnologybase.Sincethcrcaretmccrtainticsnboththeparncularsofthe
design,andintherclevanccofhistoricalperformancetoNEP -MannedMarsMission
performance;andsincethereissignificantvariabilitynthemeasuredperformanceof
historical(surrogate)clcmcnts,theachicvabilityshouldbcprcscntcdasarangeofvalues.
Due totimeandfundinglimitationsonthisstudy,arigorousdevelopmentofthe
distributionofachievabilityvaluesisnotprcsented.Instead,pointvaluesofthelimitson
achicvabilityarefound.
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ACHIEVABILITY DEFINITION
(_ (Achlcomponent) =
(_ (_qoportioned Component)
(_ (_Surrogate Component)
lf_ (AchlSystem) = Aggregate (_ (Ach]Component) ) ]All Components
(Achlcomponent) Distribution of achievability index (AchI) for a component.
__) (AchlSystem) Distribution of AchI for a system.
(_(Apportioned apportioned failure ratesComponent) Distribution of
required for component.
q) (Surrogate Component) Distribution of failure forlikely rates component
based on surrogate performance.
Achievability is measured in terms of an achievability index (Achl), which is rrmasured
in terms of the measurable figure of merit for this study, random failure rate (_,). The
disu'ibution of Achl for a component is the ratio of the distribution of failure rates
apportioned to the component based on design and mission requirement parameters, and
the distribution of failure rat_s associatrxi with surrogates of the component from the
technology base. The distribution of Achl for the enti_ NEP system is the aggregate of
component Achl distributions.
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SIMPLIFIED NEP ANALYSIS MODEL
The analysis pr_.ess began with characterizing the system design at a high level in
terms appropriau:to the analysis tools.
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BASIC NEP SYSTEM MODEL-- AS GIVEN
P_
I
A_
S^1
I s.1 1
P_
P/_.
PB2
P82
TA1
T,,,2
TB1I RB
,am ITs2 ]
We were provideda simplemodel oftheNEP system,consistingoftwo essentially
independentmodules.Each module consistedofaPrimaxyHeat SourceLoop (R),an
AuxiLiaryThermal Subsystem (A) two SecondaryLoops (S),two Power Management and
DistributionAssemblies(P),and two Thrust_rAssemblies(I").
This basic top Level design mpr_scntation was extended and altered somewhat to
provide various design concept bases for analysis.
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I I III
NEP SYSTEM MODEL
Two 5MWe NEP Modules:
• Each 5MWe NEP module:
1 Primary heat source subsystem (R)
1 Auxiliary thermal management system (A)
• 2 Secondary subsystems (S)
• 2 Power Management And Distribution (PMAD)
subsystems (P)
4 half-Thruster module subsystems (T)
The "given" thruster modules were split, as analysis
indicated two halves essentially independent.
_ $1:llRCt ADJlI¢|I|On|
Intofll(Iodtl COrpOtlllon
16o £oplefto.Oellet C|RJSay
No comment required.
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NEP SYSTEM MODEL-- AS ANALYZED
RB
It was noted that each Thruster assembly had two essentially independent halves, so
the mode] was modified slightly to ma]_ this apparent.
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SIMPLIFIED NEP ANALYSIS MODEL
I
The next stepin the analysisprocesswasto idcntif'yandcharacterize the measurable
successcriteria for thc mission.
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NEP MANNED MARS MISSION
SUCCESS CRITERIA
99% Probability of Crew Safety.
Aborts possible,
• System need not reach Mars, but
• Must return to Earth in or before nominal mission time
frame.
95% Probability of Mission Success.
Criteria applied to NEP System Only!
• Overall mission probabilities must account for all other
systems:
Life Support,
GNC, EPS (distribution), Thermal, TT&C, C&DH, etc.,
Ascent / Descent modules,
Earth Crew Capture Vehicle.
_ S¢|eDCO ApD||CII|On$
IIl|eCJlljO_,ll| Corpor|110"
Am _m_leFe|.Oea|d Contlm4¢
At atoplevel,thesuccesscrimriawas givenas99% probabilityofcrewsafety,and
95% probabilityofmissionsuccess.Itshouldbenotedthatthiscriteriaw s interp_tedto
applyonlytotheNEP system,not toother,equallyvital,systems.
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SIMPLIFIED NEP ANALYSIS MODEL
I
The lastaspectoftheProblem Unique Inputsportionoftheanalysis problem was to
identify and define the Mission Profile.
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BASELINE MISSION CHARACTERISTICS
Mission Profile Orbit Plot
L
• Imelco - 350 MT
• Minimum Hdiocentric
Distance- 050 - Air
The missionanalyzcxiwas s2014conjunctionclassManned MarsMission.
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SIMPLIFIED NEP ANALYSIS MODEL
_'_1_(l'l"SYSTEM \I - ...... t _
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:.2.2 SURROGATE_'_ I _ _iT._.KS._'ffo_ i
\ PERFORMANCE/, ' '__ ._F_.,_OAC_ i
...... i
= ;. - IIIIIrIl@#ljl Col_ll_lllon I
Afmr obtaining and charac_14.zing the Program Unique Inputs, the technology base
was then examined to determine the diagnostic tools appropriata to the analysis problem.
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DIAGNOSTIC TOOLS
Markappo-M_-- Dynamic Markov Chain analysis program.
• Determine top-level reliability figure(s) of merit (FOM).
RAP2<TM) -- Reliablity Approtionment Program•
• Apportion top-level FOM to component level.
Dynapro(ru)-- Dynamic Integer Programming
Non-linear "optimization" of redundancy complement.
CARP(TM) -- Computerized Aggregation of Reliability
Parameters.
• Combine historical reliability performance data from
multiple sources•
I
allalylit_d tooi_l sell_ll_i wt_l_ Mal'l_ TM, RAP2 TM, Dyi_ TM , and C_ l_:_rM.
Markapp TM is a dynamic Matkov-Chain analysis lXOgr_a. This tool allows the system
to be modeled as a set of diserem _, based on the number and types of components
that will fail. The probability,of the system being in each of the states at any time in the
mission can be calculated based on the faihne rates associated with the components. This
tool is used to deumrfinc what set(s) of top-levd failure rates will result in achieving the
mission success critmia.
RAP2 TM apportions top-level xeliability goals to lower-level components based on a
variety of apportionment strategies. DynaproTM is a Dynamic Integer Programming tool
used in conjunction with RAP2TM to determine optimum allocations of, and limits on,
spare allocation.
CARF TM -- Computerized Aggregation of Reliability Parameters is used to combine or
aggregate distributions of failure rates from components similar to NEP components to
define an appropriate surrogate distribution for each of the NEP components.
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MARKAPP(TM) MARKOV CHAIN ANALYSIS
The Markov chain is a discrete state - continuous time
analytical model•
• Used to determine sets of functional element failure rates
that meet success criteria.
A state is a unique configuration of NEP functional elements
• 2 Pri, 2 AuxTherm, 4 Sec, 4 PMAD, 8 Thruster
Transition between states i and j occurs at transition rate _,;j.
Markapp(TM) calculates probability that the system is in each
state -- a function of:
Previous state of the system,
• Failure rates of functional elements,
Time in mission.
The Markov model is comprised of a description of the NEP system in terms of its
functional elements, a list of operational states of the system in terms of whether each of
the components is operational or failed, and the rate at which the system u'ansitions from
one state to another. The transition rates are expressed in terms of the failure rates of the
functional elements of the system.
Markapp TM solves the Markov model for the probabilities that the system is in each
defined operational state as a function of time in the mission. These probabilities can be
combined with the knowledge of which states meet the mission success criteria at each
phase of the mission to determine the probability of the system meeting the success
criteria. That information, in turn, indicates whether the input (trial) failure rates for the
functional components will meet the mission objectives.
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THE MARKOV PROCESS
x (t + At) = At x(t)
x(t) = [xi(t)] = vector of probabilities that system is in state i.
_'Prima_' _'AuxTIm_' _'Sec_aary' _'PMAD' _l_us_er: Failure rates of functional elements.
N, aij, bij, cij, dij, fij,: Parameters determined by the system design.
These equations describe the mathematics of the Markov Process.
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RAP2< ) RELIABILITY APPORTIONMENT
RAP2(TM) apportions reliability from top-level to component
level.
Simplified apportionment
equation:
Ew
• RiApportioned = Rooal
3 apportionment methods:
Simple -- based on history of like components:
WiSimple = RiSurrogate = e "_'is_°Sm
AGREE -- based on part count (complexity) and criticality:
WiAgree = #Partsi * Criticalityi
Weighted Nth-Root -- based on physical characteristics of
component:
WiNthRoot = aiWiComplexity + a2wistateofArt -I- a3WiType q- az, WiQualit_
Illc|ll#nl
Corporll#on
AntepfeT|#.Osn|l C_tJ_
The RAP2 TM Reliability Apportionment Program is used to apportion the top-level
(functional-level) failure rates arrived at using the Markov analysis to the lower level
components of the NEP syslem. The program uses three algorithms, each of which
provide unique insight into the apportionment problem. The Simple apportionment
algorithm is based strictly on the historical performance of like components, and indicates
most directly how much the system reliability requirements will push the technology base.
The AGREE algorithm is based on subjective assessment of the component relative
importance, and on the component complexity. AGREE therefore provides a simple and
much less rigorous way of apportioning based on mission requirements (criticality) than
the Markov model. The weighted Nth Root method apportions reliability based on
subjective evaluation of the relative difficulty in achieving high reliability for the
components. Comparing relative differences between the Simple and Weighted Nth Root
algorithms provides a first approximation of what is available versus what the analyst
believes ought to be available.
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CARPcrM) SURROGATE AGGREGATION
• Identify likely failure rate range of new component based on
aggregation of similar components:
• Similar in function;
• Similar in application;
• Similar in stress environment.
. Failure rate distribution incorporates:
Inter- and Intra-source Variability;
Uncertainty in similarity of function, application, or
environment.
Surrogate data sources:
• NPRD-91, DSR-4, IEEE 500, CREDO, various NUREGs.
No similar historical surrogate => establish range by "reality
boundary".
_ Sell, rage A DIl*l_gllllllnl
IIIIOflll||@_l/I C@¢DOflllen
All_ioil4ofpe-Oaee¢¢omllelll
P'mdingthefailureatesofcomponentssimilarinfunction,application,a d
environmentotheNEP componentsinvolvesearchingmultiplesources.From each
sourceadistributionoffailureatesreflectingthevariabilitynthehistoricalomponentsis
obtained.CARP combinesanumberofthesesourcesintoasingle,surrogatedislribulion
representative of the anticipated performance of s'm:_lzrcomponents in the NEP systcnL
Ifsufficientlysimilarcomponentscannotbefoundinhistoricald tareferences,a
stttrogatedistributionf rtheNEP componentisobtainedbyestimatingtheboundswithin
whichthefailureatemustfall,basedon thephysicsofthecomponentandthecomparison
oftheunknowncomponentwithwell-knowncomponents.
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SIMPLIFIED NEP ANALYSIS MODEL
The selectiona danalysisofsurrogatesforNEP componentperformancewas thenext
stepintheanalysisofthetechnologybase.
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READING SURROGATE DATA
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Foreach component, the distribution of representative (surrogam) failure rates is
depicted as indicatr.zL The upper and lower bounds of the indicated distributions are in fact
the 5th and 95th percentiles. The mean and median arc both shown because these
distributions are generally left-skewed rather than normal, so the mean and median are
different.
The x axis of this plot is logarithmic, so the distributions (which appear symmetric on
this graph) are in fact lognormaL
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Surrogate failure rate distributions for components in the primary heat source loop.
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Surrogatefailur_ ra_: disn-ibulionsf r componentsintheAuxiliaryThermal
Managementsystem..
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Surroga_ failure rate distributions for components in the Secondary Loop system.
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Sttrrogatc failure rate distributions for components in the Power Management and
Disuibution system.
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Surrogate failure rate distributions for components in the TlLrustermodule.
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INTERPRETATION OF SURROGATE DATA
NARROW SURROGATE DISTRIBUTIONS:
Cause:
• Little variability among components in class;
Little uncertainty in similarity between surrogate class and
NEP application.
• Generally mature, well understood component.
Implication:
These components unlikely to change their nature through
evolutionary design or wishful thinking.
Candidate NEP components:
Valves, Cables, Switchgear, Sensors, Regulators, ...
Required performance > attained performance?
• Fundamental redesign of function.
Narrow distributions in the surrogate data indicate that the component exhibits tittle
variability in historical appfications, and that there is tittle uncertainty in the application of
this surrogate to the NEP application.
A narrow distribution is generally indicative of a marine component whose essential
nature is well understood and generally not a good candidate for improvement in
reliability, except through very fundamental redesign.
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INTERPRETATION OF SURROGATE DATA
BROAD SURROGATE DISTRIBUTIONS:
Causes:
High variability in surrogate component population.
. Significant uncertainty in applicability of surrogate data to
NEP.
Implication:
Requires close attention in design, specification, and
selection.
• High developmental risk.
Conversely, wide dismbutiom of surrogat_ failur_ rams indicat_ significant variability,
uncertainty, or both. Wide disu-ibutions indic.am that this component may be a high risk
item.
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SIMPLIFIED NEP ANALYSIS MODEL
I
i
_( OPTIMIZATION
2.0 M] S.SION Ol_ILrrY ANALYSIS
In the problem definition phase of the analysis, the first step was to characterize the
design.
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NEP MARKOV MODELS - PHYSICAL CONFIGURATION
Three physical configurations of basic
model examined:
• No Cross-Connection
• Electrical Cross Connection w/in
5MWe module
• Electrical Cross Connection accross
5MWe modules
There were essentially three different ways to functionally connect, or "wire" the basic
design we were provided in the program input phase. Each of the connection strategies
embodieda different level of inherent resiliency.
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SIMPLIFIED NEP ANALYSIS MODEL
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The next step in problem definition was to define the requirement drivers within the
context of the model.
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QUANTIFY SUCCESS CRITERIA
Possible quantitative interpretations of success criteria:
Simple Reliability-
• Probability that NEP system performs to specified
capacity throughout mission > 0.99.
• Specified capacity = Full capacity
Mission success and crew safety equivalent.
Probability of available thrust > minimum thrust required.
Minimum thrust required varies with mission phase.
Minimum thrust to complete mission generally not
equal to Minimum thrust for crew safety (abort).
Expected value of thrust.
At least three different interpretations could be applied to the basic mission success
criteria. The interpretauon applied in this study was to determine the minimum thrust
reqtmcd in each phase of the mission for crew safety and for miss/on success, and to select
reliability parameters so that the probability of achieving those levels of thrust was greater
than 0.99 (crew safety) and 0.95 (mission success).
An importantclementofthisinterpretationistheideathatthethrustrequiredto
complcmthemissionsuccessfullyisnotncccssarilyequaltothethrustrequiredtoreturn
thccrewsafcly.
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This graph depicts the probability that the NEP system will be able to deliver at least
the indicated fraction of full thrust (100%, 87.5%, 75% .... ) as a function of mission phase,
given the subsystem failure rates indicated in the upper fight comer. These failure rates
were chosen to produce an exemplary graph, not because the are realistic.
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THE AVAILABLE THRUST SUCCESS CRITERIA
% of
Full
Thrust
100-
NO'IE: lhrust requirement for Crew Safety
on return leg isequalto the thrust
requirement for Misson aJccess ,._lem
reliability requirementsare therefore
dominated by the 99%Crew Safety
objective.
[] Crew Safety
[] Mi_on flJccess
40-
_rlh Eafth-Mars
Escape Transl
The preceding graph provided the probability that discrete levels of tl_ust would be
available during each mission phase, haft of the information rex[uirrxi to detcrmine the
probability of meeting cr_w safety and mission success objectives. This curve show the
other half of the information required - specifically, what level of thrust is required in
each phase to complete the mission and to ensure crew safety.
While these values were selectrxi with some cam, they are not the result of rigorous
mission and orbit analysis. They arc intended to represent a starting point for further
investigation. Note that the values selected imply that the thrust required to ensure crew
safety is the same as the thrust requited for mission success throughout the retttm leg of
the mission. The implication of this, if it cormcdy reflects the actual system, is that for
most combinations of subsystem reliability paramours the 99% crow safety requirement
dominates the 95% mission success requi_ment.
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!SELECTING RELIABILITY
FIGURE OF MERIT
• Manned mission phases occur after Earth escape spiral "shakedown".
• Infant mortality not an issue during manned phases.
• Sound design practice is assumed:
• Crew rcmm before ageing becomes issue.
• Reliability Figure of Merit = Random Failure Rate.
The ram at which failures occur is referred to as the hazard rate. In general, hazard
rote is a 6me-varying quantity and is fi_quently separated into components which reflect
the behavior of the hazard me: over lime. These components arc: (1) infant mortality, the
hazard rate starts high and dcznv.asesover time as latent defects ate "shaken out" of the
new system; (2) random failure, the hazard rate is approximately constant_(3) aging,
hazard rate increases as components weaken; and (4) llfe-limit, hazard rate increases
rapidly (to 1) for components with a deterministic, observable depletion mechanism.
The constant random failure rate was the only component of hazard rate analyzed in
this study based on the assumption that the manned por6on of the NEP mission would
occur in that domain.
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SIMPLIFIED NEP ANALYSIS MODEL
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The next phase in the analysiswas to develop the inputsfor the selected tools.
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DESIGN ALTERNATIVES TESTED
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• Matrix of achievability
analysis experiments.
• Cells contain:
• Experiment Number
Although the analysis was limited to a single core design concept, a wide variety of
perturbations or interpretations of the design could be applied. This matrix depicts the
alternatives that were analyzed.
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The simplest analytical model of thesystem allowed no cross connection between
subsystems on different legs within a 5MWe module, or across modul_s. This diagram
depicts the system stares us_ in the Markov analysis for this model
State 0 depicts the system with all modules operational. State I is the system with a
single failed thruster module, state 2 has two failed thrusters - one in each leg of the same
5MWe module. For this analysis all conditions resulting in less than 50% of total thrust
available were lumped into the same state, since we assumed that all such states led to
missionfailureand lossofthecrew.
The rate at which this system (model) transitions from one state to another is indicated
in terms of the failure rates of the subsystems. Ultimately, the Markov analysis is used to
find the set subsystem failure rates that result in the success criteria being met. The thrust
levels associated with each system state are also indicated on this diagram.
The other models are not depicted in this fashion because the number of states was too
higk
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SIMPLIFIED NEP ANALYSIS MODEL
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The finalstepm implementingthistudyapproachwas _oanalyzethesubsystem
failureatetradespaceresultingfi'omtheMarkovanalysis.
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Primary and Auxiliary Model Comparison
The Markov modelassociatessetsoffailureamswiththeprobabilitiesthathesystem
willbcineachstateatanytimeinthemission.Combiningthiswiththeknowlcdgeofthe
thrustavailablcineachstate,andthcthrustrcquizcdformissionsuccessandcrewsafety,
wc candeterminetheprobabilityhathesystemwillmeetthesuccesscriteriaasa
functionofthesubsystemfailureates.
Thesegraphsdepicthe"successprobability"ofthesystemasafunctionofthefailure
rate of the Primary Loop and th_ Auxiliary Thermal. subsystems versus th_ failure rates of
all other subsystcms. Primary Loop and Auxiliary Thermal arc lumped together because ff
either fails, the system is reduced to 50% thrust capacity -- a failure in any mission phase.
This means that the Primary Loop and Auxiliary Thermal subsystems arc equally
important to the system - from the success rcquimrncnts point of view their failures arc
indistinguishable -- therefore the successful failure rates associated with them am (he
same. The different graphs depict different models which vary primarily in the an-angemcnt
of interconn¢ctions. Note that the failure rates required for th_ Primary and Aux. Thermal
subsystems is essentially independent of _hedegree of inmrconncction, since any failure of
th_se systems results in mission failure.
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Secondary & PMAD Model Compariso
II
the Primary and Aux. Thermal subsystems, the PMAD and Secondary subsystems
are of equal imporumce. Shlce a failure of either of these subsystems would reduce
available thrust to 75%, and since (for these models) the thrust Z_luiz_ for crew safety
and mission success is $7.5% clm'mg the Mars escap¢ spiral, any PMAD or Thruster
failure prior to Mars escap¢ would result in mission failure and generally (given the model
assumptions) loss of the crew. The required failure rates for PMAD and Secondary given
those model assumptions are therefore essentially the same as those required for the
Primary and Aux. Thermal subsystems, very high, and independent of degroe of
imcrconn_don. We will show in other models which assumptions need to be relaxed to
pcrrratmore reasonable failure rates for these subsystems.
The Minimum Equipment Set model will be described later, but it should be noted here
that in that model the 95% mission success criteria generally dominates the 99% crew
safety requirement, so the set of "successful" failure rates in that model are those that
result in "Overall Success Probability of >95%, rather than 99% which is the case in the
other models.
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il
Thruster Model Comparison
il
Thruster failures oaly remove 12.5% of the fuLLthrust capacity, so a single failed
thruster results in a successful system state at any phase of the mission, and in most
phases, several Thn_ter failm'es can occur and still result in mission success. Thrusters are
also very sensiuve to the degree of interconnection between components.
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InModel4 somedegreeofrepairozsalvageisallowedinsystemsotherthanthe
Primary,specifically,25% ofthefirstfailurcsthatoccurinthosesubsysu:rnsareasstuned
tobcrepairable,andallthesecondfailuresarerepairable,sinceoneofthetwofailed
systemscouldbcusedtosalvagetheother.The differentmodelsdepictedbcrcshow the
impactofloweringthehighcstminimum thrustrcquiremcntfi_m87.5%(Model4)to
50% (Model4T3)in12.5%increments.
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4 Secondary & PMAD Comparison
Modet #4T$
Semmdaey I.ooo and PMAO
The benefit of reducing the minimum thrust requirement to thresholds which allow the
failure of a subsystem without causing system failure are evident in these graphs. When the
required thrust is reduced from 87.5% to 75% the requix_ failure rates for Secondazy and
PMAD subsystems are reduced by an order of magnitude. Further reduction to 67.5%
results in no change since Secondary and PMAD failures reduce available thrust in 25%
increments. Reducing the required thrust to 50% gains another order of magnitude in
required failure ram.
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Model 4 Thruster Comparison
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theSecondaryandPMAD, requiredThrusterfailureatssarcsignificantly
rexluccdasthemaximum requiredthrustisreduced.SinceThrusterfailuresonlyremove
12.5%ofthctotalthrustcapacity,cach12.5%reductioninrcquircdthrusthasan
associatedrelaxationfThrusterfailureatsrequirements.
Physically the effect of reducing the maximum required thrust in the model can be
achieved without increasing the total power of the system. The reduction of thrust
requirements corresponds to designing the Secondary, PMAD, and Thrusters so that they
can operate at higher nominal loads. For example, ff the Secondary and PMAD were
designed to operate at 150% of nominal capacity, half of the failure impact of a unit could
be absorbed by the other unit in the 5MWc module. Instead of reducing the thrust capacity
of the system by 25%, the failure of a Secondary or PMAD would only rcducc the
capacity by 12.5%. Similar gain is achieved by designing the Thruster module to operate
at 125% of nominal capacity. This effect is enhanced by maximizing the cross-connectivity
between subsystems.
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SIMPLIFIED NEP ANALYSIS MODEL
t
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To complete the analysis the sets of subsystem-level failure rates which meat the
success criteria are apportioned down to the component level for comparison with
surrogate data. The RAP2 TM computer code is used to accomplish this apportionment.
Only two of the RAP2 TM apportionment algorithms (the Simple algorithm and the
Weighted Nth Root "algorithm) were applied in this analysis to establish the bounds within
which component failure rates would need to lie in order for the system to achieve the
success criteria. The Simple algorithm establishes the worst case bound, and the Weighted
Nth Root method, the best case.
A complete analysis would extend the material presented here in two respects. First,
an "optimum" set of component failure rates would be sought by seeking thc set of
requirement driven subsystem level failure rates which minimize the aggregate
achievability index (Acid). This would require extensive iteration which was not possible
in this analysis. Second a distribution of apportioned failure rate and AchI would be
developed, rather than the mean values presented here. The apportioned failure rates
presented here are a solution, but by no means the best solution, to the problem.
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This graphic depicts the apportioned failure ra_ values for the Primary Loop
subsystem along side the surrogat_ distributions oblain_ from the historical performance
of similar components. The achievability index (AchI) ksrepresented by the distance
between the surrogate distributions and the appomoncd values. The point estimate of
AchI for this model in the upper right corner is the ratio of the Simple method apportioned
values to the mean of the surrogam disuibutions. This value is essentially an outer bound
on the achicvability of the system for Model 1.
Model Iwas thesirnplcstconfigurationanalyzed,withnoresiliencythrough
subsystcmcross-connection,andusingtheworstcase(87.5%)rcquircdthrustcriteria.
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This graphic depicts the achicvability of the Secondary system for Model 1. The
distance between the Simple apportionment values and the surrogate distributions (the
mean values of the surrogate distributions) is the same as it was for the Primary Loop
subsystem. This will be mac of all components because of the nature of the Simple
algorithm, The Weighted Nth Root apportioned values are farther from the surrogates.
This is a result of selecting a priori weighting values which indicated that, in general, high
reliability would be more difficult to achieve in the Primary subsystem than in the
Secondary.
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NoR that the heat exchangers and the sensors in the Auxiliary Thermal sysmm have
significantly higher surroga_ failure ra_es than is required. Also, the sensors have fairly
tight diswibudons, indicating that these are probably fairly mature components with little
variance or uncertainty in applicability. These factors indicate that these components
should receive special auendon. This is particularly mac of the sensors, which are found in
every subsys_m. Sensors are discussed in more detail later.
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Sensors,particularlythcpositionsensors,appeartobe thclimitingPMAD componcnt.
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The Thruster Feed System, sensors, filters and regulators are the IL,niting Th_ster
components.
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This diagram depicts the apportionment results using a model which reflects a
"Minimum Equipment List" approach to crew safety. In this model, it was assun_d that
the decision to abort would be continuously analyzed based on the operability of a
Minimum Equipment List for the NEP system. In this approach, if the system does not
have sufficient operating equipn_nt at the start of a phase to complete the mission with a
99% probability of crew safety, then an abort would occur. The set of equipment required
to ensure crew safety varies from phase to phase, and is referred to as the Minimum
Equipment List.
Applying this standard allows "restarting" the reliability clock with respect to crew
safety at the start of each phase. The mission success reliability clock continues to run, so
the 95% mission success criteria generally dominates the 99% crew safety criteria in this
model.
Note that this approach improves the achievability index by a factor of almost 20 -
from 4.7 * 10-5 to 2.9 * 10"4.
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Model 4 (discussed previously) atloweci limite_ x_-pa_/ s_lvage. Note that the
achicvabifiry index is approximately a factor of 10 better than the base case (model 1).
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This model allowed cross-connection of the subsystem elements within a 5MWe
module. This approach affords little improvement in achievability for these models
because of the high importance of the subsystem modules. Any failure other than a
Thruster resulted in the system producing less thrust than was required for the Mars
escape spiral (87.5%). Therefore, no amount of interconnectivity compensates for a
subsystem failure.
Limited cross-connection examined in this model is expected to provide significant
benefit if the importance of the subsystems is lowered, either by requiring a smaller
minimum thrust, or by providing excess capacity in the components as discussed
previously.
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This model, which allows for cross-connection of all electrical components - even
across 5MWe modules -- suffers from _c same problem that the more Limited cross-
connection model does. The minimum thrust requirement is set too high to allow the
resiliency of the design to have any real impact. What improvement there is in achievability
(6.2 * 10.5 versus 5.1 * 10"5) is clue to the fact that the thrusters arc operating in a six out
of eight redundancy configuration for the portion of the mission requiring 75% thrust or
tess for crew safety.
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ACHIEVABILITY OF NEP DESIGN
Achievability is related to distance between apportionment
curves and surrogate distributions.
Simple and NthRoot Methods provide very different results:
NthRoot apportions to function
Simple apportions to individual component
Where a function has many identical components, Simple
lies farther from surrogate.
Actual solution lies between curves.
$glmnc¢ AppII¢IIIOR$
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To recap, the achievability index is the measure of the distance between what is
required of the system, and what is demonstrably attainable. The surrogate date indicates
what is attainable, and failure rates apportioned from top-level reliability requirements
establish what is required. The two apportionment methods used here were selected to
bound (at least to f'trst order) the failure rates that would actually be required for the NEP
system components.
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DESIGN ALTERNATIVES
ACHIEVABILITY MATRIX
411 4"(2 4T3
Matrix of achievability
analysis experiments.
CcUs contain:
Experiment Number
• Central Value of
Simple method
achievability index.
• Equivalent reliability
for a static system.
This ma¢ix shows again the differ_m models that were compared, along with the
asmciatt.d aehievability index (Achl), and the equivalent static reliability value which
would result if the apportioned failure rates for that model were used in a static refiability
model of the NEP system.
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ADDING RELIABILITY
THROUGH REDUNDANCY
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"Optimal" failure rate versus mass of redundancy for Primary
Loop Instruments found using Dynapronu).
Note that there is a limit to the reliability that can be added
through redundancy.
Typical levels of redundancy improve functional failure rate by
factor of 2.
II
A common fallacy is that any level of reliability can be achieved by adding enough
redundancy. To determine the extent m which this true we used Bellman's dynamic integer
programming algorithm as implemented in Dynapro TM to find the mathematical "oplimum"
redundant combinations of sensors in the Primary Loop. Here "optimum" is the highest
reliability that can be obtained in a "M out of N" configuration for a specified increase in
mass. We added up to 50 kg of mass for redtmdaney, almost an order of magnitude more
than the mass of the single-suing sensor suite, and checked the reliability for the
"optimum" cembination of sensors at that mass increment.
The curve illustrates that. while a very significant improvement in reliability - three
orders of magnitude -- can be obtained, there is a limit. Moreover, the mass penalty for
improving reliability solely through redundancy is excessive.
Typically, double or triple redundant systems improve functional failure rate by a
factor of two.
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SIMPLIFIED NEP ANALYSIS MODEL
Finally we examine the various models to determine what lessons were learned from
this analysis.
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DESIGN INSIGHTS
Design for Salvage / Repair is the single best strategy to
maximize Probability of Crew Safety, Mission Success.
Design & plan for refurbishment prior to Mars transfer orbit.
Design to maximize robustness:
Maximize element interconnection.
• Size system so return is possible with major element failure
-- keep element importance < mission threatening.
Design to remain operating after major failures
--"Post-Thresher" approach to system safety.
Use Minimum Equipment List approach to mission and abort
planning.
The first order conclusions of this study are fairly simple. (1) In a manned environment
where there is a need for the system to operate nearits capacity at very high reliability
evenhteinthemission,nosinglereliabilitystrategyismore effectivethandesigningthe
systemtoallowforsalvageandrepair.(2)Sinceradiologicaloncernswillprobably
precludefullscaleoperationofthesysmm and"bum in"priortolaunch,infantmortality
willbca factor.(3)Withinthebasicdesignparametersspecifiedtherearcanumberof
waystocombinethesystemcomponentstomaximizetherobusmessofthesystem.(4)
The Minimum EquiprncntListapproachtomissionandabortdesigncanbcusedto
preventheverystringentrequirementforprobabilityofcrewsafetyfromsetting
unrealisticreliabilitygoals.
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DESIGN FOR SALVAGE / REPAIR
• Ability to salvage / repair improves achievability by an order ot
magnitude or more.
• Keys to salvage are:
• Modular, repairable design;
Element importance < mission threatening.
• Parts on hand governed by:
Element importance;
Failure probability -- Pareto rule;
• Commonality.
Designing the system for salvage and repair does not mean that the crew should be
able or required to reglaee any failed part in th_ systm_ It does me,an that, as a last resort,
the crew should be able to replace critical, highly slx_ss_l parts, and should be able to
change eormections or move modules to jury rig a single working element from two or
more that have failed.
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PLAN FOR REFURBISHMENT
Infant mortality failures will occur during Earth escape spiral
"shakedown".
Take advantage of the shakedown opportunity, rather than
be victimized by it.
• Infant mortality is excellent predictor of random failure
performance.
1st month failure rate = 4 to 20 times random
(mean = 7 * Random failure rate)
Distribution of failures among subsystems /
component type approximately constant.
• Factor in time for minor redesign and on-orbit
refurbishment prior to heliocentric transfer.
_ ScJince ADIlflc|t|oms
f|tormltlo4gl Corpotall@n !
Am/mpl@fce.oteR# CemNev
Early failures attributed to infant mortality have played a role in nearly every space
system. Since the manned portion of the NEP Mars mission does not begin until after the
NEP system has accumulated significant operational time, it is highly probable that some
failures win have occurred before the crew boards. By designing and planning for minor
refurbishment prior to the start of the manned portion of the mission, NEP planners can
minimize the possibility that the crew will start the mission with less than a full redundancy
complement. Moreover, since infant failures are predictors of the types of failures which
will occur during the operational phase, the unmanned "shakedown cruise" can actually be
used to significantly enhance the probability of mission success - through procedure
development, work-around strategies, and possibly even minor component redesign -
prior to the actual start of the mission.
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MAXIMIZE ROBUSTNESS
Element interconnection
Reduce / remove probability that clement failure will
prevent use of other elements in string.
Element importance -- impact of element failure on system.
• Size system elements so major element failure does not
jeopardize crew return.
"Post-Thresher" approach to safety -- System response to
component failure determined solely by maximizing
probability of returning the crew alive.
"Safeing system" generally = leave it alone / operating.
• e.g.: Reactor may continue operation w/open control loop
(no instrumentation) -- but restart w/out instrumentation
difficult or impossible => no shutdown (SCRAM) on
Maximizing the robusmess of the NEP system involves three elements. F'u'st,minimize
the extent to which the failure of one element in a string impacts the other elements in the
string. Second, maximize the extent to which an operating element can compensate for the
loss of a like element. Third, ensure that no element in the system is made more important
to the system than is absolutely required. For example, an irrecoverable failure in the
Primary instrumentation which results in the shutdown (SCRAM) of the reactor would
result in the loss of the crew in most mission phases. Almost any level of risk associated
with continuing to operate the reactor, despite the failure of a critical sensor, is preferable
to that alternative.
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MINIMUM EQUIPMENT LIST
Minimum Equipment List (MEL) -- the minimum set of
equipment required to complete mission.
• Varies with time in mission.
• Points where MEL changes are abort decision points.
• Determined by Markov or other dynamic analysis:
MEL state = minimum state vector that
accomplishes success criteria?
Actual system state < MEL state => abort.
In general, changes limiting reliability criteria from 99%
Pcc_wS_ty)to 95 % P_,_o_ su_s).
Improves achievability by factor of 5 or more.
May have other mission planning benefits -- staging, etc.
Illlllll/_l
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Applying the Minimum Equipment List al_roach to the mission and system design will
enhance crew safety while limiting the burden of very high system reliability goals
associated with crew safety.
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IMPACT OF DESIGN INSIGHTS
ON ACHIEVABILITY
Baseline (No Cross Connection)
Redundancy (*2)
AchlSimple
4.7,10 -s
• 9.5,10 "5
Salvage / Repair (*10)
• 5.1.10 -4
Element Importance < Mission Threatening
(Primary and Auxiliary Thermal not included)
6.8,10 -5
Remain Operating After Failure
(No instruments, sensors in critical failure path)
• 2.4,10 -4
Minimum Equipment Set (* 5.1)
2.9,10 .4
Jl II
Cummulative
4.7,10 -s
9.5,10 .5
9.5,10.4
1.5, I0 "3
7.5,10 "3
3.8,10 "2
am
The design insights gained from analyzing the different models (design concepts) are
generally not correlated, so to a significant degree thek effect (if applied) is cumulative.
This table shows that, taken together, the reliability enhancing design almmatives analyzed
here improve the outer boundary of overall achievability for the NEP system by thr_
orders of magnitude. Since the range of aehievability index spans at least two orders of
magnitude, the final AchI value of 4 * 10-3 is within the range of achievable using current
technology.
This conclusion does not imply that meeting the quantitative operational reliability
goals for this system will be easy, or that new technologies should not be examined for
potential reliability improverr_nts. On the con_ary, several critica/functions, notably heat
exchangers / radiators, and sensors should be examined carefully to determine if there is an
intrinsically more reliable way to accomplish the function than using existing technology.
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The process and conclusions of this study have b_n discussed at son_ length. This
study deliberately only examined the boundaries of the problem and the conclusions should
bc considered more qualitative (with extensive quantitative backup) than quantitative. We
did not attempt, for example, to find optimal or near optimal component failure ram
requirements. To do so would require refinement and extensive recursion of the models
and tools we have demonstrated.
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CONCLUSIONS
CONCEPT OF ACHIEVABILITY:
Quantifies how far a design has to go with respect to success
criteria.
A powerful method for
• assessing design alternatives;
• assessing developmental risk;
directing R&D effort.
_ S¢luce 4olll¢|ItoB8
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Theconceptofachievabilitywasusedinthistudytotwoasurethedistancebetween
thetexltK.,edand theattainable.Thisconceptprovedtobeverypowerfulandis
reconurendedforuseinquantitativeanalysesofanyperfcxmancedimensionwhichpushes
thestateoftheart.
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CONCLUSIONS
DESIGN ALTERNATIVES:
Several promissing design strategy alternatives were analyzed.
• Repair / Salvage.
• Maximizing Robustness:
• Cross-Connection
Reducing element importance < mission threatening.
....... $C1$J1[0 AIIIIIIcsIIIIm|
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This study examined only a few design alternatives within a fairly rigid basic design
envelope. While several promi_g reliability-enhancing stra_gies were identified and
examined, there is clearly more that could be done.
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CONCLUSIONS
DESIGN ACHIEVABILITY:
Overall achievability for simple, no cross-connection design is
very low -- 10-4 even with redundancy factored in.
However, simple design alternatives presented here give a
cummulative 3 order of magnitude increase in achievabiliity.
While challenging, NEP achievability is within striking
distance of realization.
It is the conclusion of this study that the cxisling technology base could support the
quantitative reliability r_qui_rncnts of a manned Mars mission.
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NUCLEAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION
TECHNOLOGY
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A_r_ SPACE PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY DIVISION
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NEP TECHNOLOGY- FY 92 MILESTONES
(NASALERC)
1HI_USTEItS
o ESTABLISH 100 H TEST CAPABILITY FOR 100 KW MPD THRUSTERS
o DE MO LIGHTWEIGHT 20-KW KRYPTON ION THRUSTER
O OPTIMtZE THE DESIGN OF LOW-MASS POWER PROCESSOR TRANSFORMEF_S
NEP FACiLITiES
o COMPLETE EPL'S TANK 5 CRYOPUMP UPGRADE
Presented by: Jim Sovey
NASA Lewis Research CP,.Im
L_r_ SPACE PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY DIVISION
_lkulP_c_ ;ic*_J O_V0IUClmCtlF Llt_chsfls_eatdt C,_Af
NEP TECHNOLOGY- FY92 RESOURCES
(NASA LERC)
THRUSTERS
O $129K, MPD THRUSTER TECHNOLOGY
o $18K, TANK 5 CONSUMABLES
o $23K, ION OPTICS
o $30K, WITH $35K (BASE R&T) FOR PPU MAGNETICS, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
NEP FACILITIES
o $40K, TANK 5 CRYOPUMP UPGRADE
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NEP-ION THRUSTER TECHNOLOGY
(NASA LERC)
ACCOMPLISHMENTS ............................. THRUSTER
0 PERFORMANCE OF VIBRATION WORTHY 50-CM DIAMETER THRUSTER
DESIGN COMPARABLE TO SOA DESIGNS
o LIGHTWEIGHT 30-CM THRUSTER ASSEMBLED UNDER BASE R&T PROGRAM
o 16 PAIRS OF DISHED ACCELERATOR GRIDS ARE NOW BEING FABRICATED ..........
TESTING SCHEDULED FOR FEBRUARY 1993.
POWER PROCESSOR
o ANALYSIS OF FULL-BRIDGE, LOW VOLTAGE DC/DC CONVERTER COMPLETE
o DETAILED ANALYSIS, TRADE-OFFS, AND DESIGN OF TRANSFORMERS COMPLETE
o FOLLOW-ON WILL PROVIDE CONVERTER HARDWARE
L'_T_ SPACE PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY DIVISION
L_ R_,h ¢-,_w
50 CM DIAMETER ION THRUSTER
_lrr__1¢$ i|o I_ut ooYMT(t l(]r_ I|
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50 CM DIAMETER ION THRUSTER PERFORMANCE
I VIBRATION WORTHY CONICAL OIACHARGE
CHAMBER DESIGN HAS PERFORMANCE
COMPARABLE TO SOA CYLINDRICAL DESIGN
CONICAL
DISCHARGE
CHAMBER
CYLINDRICAL DISCHARGE CHAMRERS
6.5 kW,
XENON
Isp = 3340
6.8 kW
XENON
Isp = i470
13.5 kW
XENON
19 kW
ARGON
Isp = 5000 s Isp = 9200 s
SPACE PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY DIVISION
tmm l)e_mch Cm.r
: CD4'2-01COO
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L_TJ SPACE PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY DIVISION N_._
M_x_a,_ _o_l_y_mE¢J_r_t_ tew_ Rosemach Cenlnr
LERC/JPL COORDINATED ION PROPULSION PROGRAM
SUPPORTED UNDER BASE R&T STARTING FY93
LERC/JPL COORDINA'TEO ION PROPULSION TE-CI INOLOGY PROGRAM
_3_KJ STER OEVE LOPMEbr_
• LIGI4TWEIGHT _1CM
• POWER CONSOEE DEL.
• _EO. THR. 8YS. EV/_L.
O 5 KW SEO, THRUSTEI_
o UGHTW1EIGHT 50 CM
e DOWNSELECT THFL
FOR SEP OR NEP
CATHOOE OEVELOPMENT
0 PROTOCOLS
• DtAGNOSTICS/MOOELS
GI=JO DEVELOPMENT
0 CARIBON_ARRON
o 30 & 50 CM MO_.Y
O OOWNSELECT
0 LASE I1 DIAC_IOSTJCS
o CHAItGE EXCH. $TU_Y
POWER PROCF SSOI_
o COMPONENT TECH,
o $1MPLIFIEO PPU
0 P^CK/_EO PPU
00 FEED SYSTE_I LIFE
OIAGNOSTICS
o 1HRUST STANO
o BEAM D_AGN( ),_ I _CS
FY93
-- OOE bNG _ -- •/_t_IO_P .--* VIII. WI:AIt
w J BOEING " AERQ_P. _* CSTArl I
_'co_/ /
EXP EVAL ".,--" 1.SE.GIWI_AIR * S-KW -WEAR --I-_
--" II1-1_, 25 kW -- _ FAO CC_,--
.-
/* " ISCM-- _ 30 CM EVAL
AiIi f_RV._ LOW WEAr I •
CONTOURS ' A EVAL. HEXOGN
- * PRELIM MK:X)EL _ _ = IMPFIO_EU MOOEL LIFE plIED *
/
_.UTE MACL • _ *HVINVFIIIEn --IIIPOWEn *
--L,_BOEMO *--_LVDB'S* 138OEMO A-jCOMPL INTEGL
7
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NEP - MPD THRUSTER TECHNOLOGY
FY 92 Milestone: Establish 100 hr test capability at 100 kW
Background:
• Base Technology Program supported extensive testing of
- argon MPD thrusters to 240 kW
hydrogen thrusters to 100 kW
• Extensive performance data base established
j
APPLIED-FIELD
MAGNET COK.S
CATHOOE
BASE
COOLING ANO NNODE[ CO(X.I(IG
CURRENT , CHANNELS
ATTACHMENT
CA1 HOOE
Applied-Field MPD thruster schematic
/mode W'KI cal_Od_ I_ o4 7.6 cm. Calhode radius ,,,0.04 ¢m, anode
radii of 2.54, 3.81, and 5.1 c_1. 'Thru_ eldt plmlo wN OWl_ w'_ imlo_
exapk,ne.
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Applied-Field MPD Thruster
Geometry/Operation Point Selection
Cathode
- Testing showed hollow cathode temperature was - 1000 K below rod
cathode
Boron Nltride Backplate
Increasing cathode-to-backplate separation improved insulator life
Anode
- 5.1 cm radius, 15 cm long anode to reduce power density
Operating point
60 kW: 1400 amps, 47 volts
0.14 g/s argon
NEI>: Technology NP-TIM-92
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POWER TECHNOLOGY DIVISION
NUCLEAR PROPULSION
TECHNICAL INTERCHANGE MEETING
OCTOBER 20-2,% 1992
Power Management and Distribution Technology
John Ellis Dickman
OCTOBER 21, M2
APPLICATIONS AND SYSTEMS DEFINITIONS
OeJECTIVES:
• DEFINE PMAD TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS FOR ADVANCED SPACE MISSIONS,
e. g. SSF EVOLUTION, LUNAR/MARS BASES, ADVANCED SPACECRAFT. PLATFORMS
AND VEHICLES.
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
30350 kg t<dal I 1_71_/1_ I B06
17,ink0 1 / / I _ % i_p,_,_.
._(m,t. *,NO r.,0_l': _lfJ
,_m._2,_-a. SSO0 kg
DEVELOPED MASS DATABASE OF EXISTING AND SOA SPACE SYSTEMS
• PMAD MASS RANGES FROM 40 TO > 220 kg/kW
• NEW CLASS OF "SPACE UTILITY" POWER SYSTEMS EVOLVING
• "BALANCE OF SYSTEM" (PMAD. THERMAL. MECHANICAL) ARE MAJOR MASS
CONTRIBUTORS (e. 0 BOS I_/_,nC)F SSF POWER SYSTEM MAS,S)
J. tRR/ NP.TItul.O_ ....
[ N IIO_'ACI I IC_1_11_ V I)¢_.C I Ot IA | [
POWER TECHNOL OG Y DIVISION
POMERPROCESSING,
CONTROLS, AND
OISTRIIUTION
STATE-OF-THE-ART
25-100 KOIKIk
PILOTED HANS
NEP VEHICLE
TOTAL
5-10 KQ/KW[
POWER TECHNOLOGY DIVISION
HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPONENTS
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT CHALLENGES
To establish the technology base in power electronics thai will enable or significantly
enhance future NASA missions
Survive adverse environments
Improved performance, mass, and reliability
Enable advanced system architectures
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT APPROACH
Assemble complete program out of individual programs Iocused on customer needs
Base R&T: Itigh temperature components
Nuclear Propulsion High temperature components
CSTI HCP: Radiation tolerant power ewilches
Fiber optic sensor,s
OSMQ, T. Standards: NASA Space Wiring
• Form strategic alliances with other component development offods
• Build commercial capabilily in advanced parts
NP-TIM-92 lOOl NEP: Technology
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HIGH CAPACITY POWER/CSTI (58601)
OBJECTWI:
_ rd4AIJNO lU.ECTRIC _ _
- >_K
- _ 1 m_ _ 1013 _U_ _
- F_T
- _ _ _T§_T_
/
APPROACH:
o INVESTIGATE 10-100 kW II_NIERTERjCONVERTER CIRCUITS
- MAPHAM SWITCH COMPARUM_I (IN HOUSE)
- CASCADe SCHWAm'L INVUTKR (U. TOLEOO)
o COMPONENTS
• DETERMINE DEGRADATION OF H.P. $.I. 6WITCHEO
IN HIGH TEMPERATURE AND NUCLEAR ENVIRONMENTS
- CHARACTERIZE AND DEVELOP TRANSMIS$1ON LINE8,
CAPACITORS AND TRANIFORMERS/INOUCTORS
CSTI HIGH CAPACITY POWER
NEUTRON& GAMMAFlAYEFFECTSONSOLIDSTATEPOWERswrrCHEg
OB4EGTIVE:
APPROACH:
STATUS:
D_ERME _ _SS ME EF_ OF _A RAYS _ NE_ONS ON
_M_ _O OEVEL_E_AL-_PE _W STA_ _
MEASURE SENSITIVITY OF SWITCH PARAMETERS TO GAMMA AND NEUTRON
IRRADIATION UNDER IN-SlTU CONDITIONS AT ROOM AND ELEVATED
_EMTURES
_WER _ MOSF_s AND _s _ED A_ _ALUATED TO
m_ FLUENCES _ 1013_m 2 _ _ _ 2 I0 s
CURRENTGAIN@ V_ ,,2.5V_ EPICADMIUMNEUTRONFLUENCE
FUJK• 7.8x 108_$ FLUF.NCE,, 1.7x 1013n/cmz
IOQ
t
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"_ CSTI HIGH CAPACITY POWER
HIGHTEMPERATURE.HIGHFREQUENCYSOFTMAGNETICMATERIAL'SCHARACTERIZATION
OBJECTIVE:
APPROACH:
STATUS:
DETERMINEANDASSESSTHE COMBINEDEFFECTSOF TEMPERATURE,
FREQUENCYANDEXCITATIONWAVEFORMONCOMMERCIALSOFTMAGNETIC
MATERIALS
DEVELOPTESTSYSTEMTOACCURATELYMEASURE,RECORDANDPLOT
SPECIFICCORELOSSANDDYNAMICB-HHYSIERESI$LOOPSTO TO3OOC
AND50kHzUNDERSINE-ANDSQUARE-WAVEVOLTAGEEXCITATION
80-20Ni-Fe,50-50NI-Fe,3%$1-FeANDAMORPHOUSMAGNETICALLOYS
TESTEDUNDERSlNEWAVEVOLTAGEEXCITATIONTO300CANDf _ 20kHz
FREOUENCY-CENSTERB-HLOOPSATBM-04 TANDT=3003
f- 1kHz(INNERLOOP),5,10,20AND50KFIZ(OUTERLOOP)
$1NEWAVEOLTAGEEXCITATION
z,i ', m iii
.,i -zm vlt :iv Iv
_'/_I _j.'+'+ SUPEmmtov
.il ,+,t 1'+e,omm
SPECIFICORELOSSvsFLUXDENSITY,
FREQUENCY&TEMPERATURE
SINEWAVEVOLTAGEEXCITATION
.m_ ....... ---"I _ _" I _l-- " I-T:
T +.._';'+._ _.uP..*.m,_ I
MAXIMUM rLUX D[NSI IY ( I ] OESgO OIA .'1
HIGH CAPACITY POWER
HIGH TEMPERATURE RARE EARTH
PERMANENT MAGNET CHARATERISTICS
OBJECTIVE: CHARACTERIZERARE-EARTHPERMANENTMAGNETSTO300°C
ANDINVESTIGATELONG-TERMAGINGEFFECTS
APPROACH:MEASUREREVERSIBLE,IRREVERSIBLE,ANDPERMANENTLOSS
OFMAGNETICPROPERTIESDUETOSHORTANDLONGTERM
EXPOSURETOELEVATEDTEMPERATURES
STATUS:50SAMPLESOFSn_Co+7FROM5 VENDORS(10PERVENDOR)TESTED
TO300°CTOINVESTIGATESHORT-TERMTEMPERATUREEFFECTS
NP-TIM-92
DEMAGNETIZAlIONDURYI$ATHU_CTEOTEMPERATURES
1(3_ 2erie8^MPLENO.e
"-tO i
' I
-30 -_ -20 -15 .IO 5 -0
DEMAGNETIZATION FIELO, H {k_.) 1OO3
SO"
15'
COERCIVITYVERSUSTENI_RATURE
IOINCOR26HESAMPLES
tlo_m
• ioI
\I '=
hh\,\ ' ' "'
• I05
II ioi
• 107
• lOl
KI I0
IEMPE/_ATUIqE. C
_sQn,ml I
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FIBER-OPTICSENSORS FOR POWERDIAGNOSTICS
SHOWN • Fiber OpticCurrentSensorandVoltageSensor.
OBJECTIVE
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
BENEFITS
APPI.JCABLE
MISSIONS
• Toprovideaccurateelectricalsensorswithveryhighelectrical
isolationandImmunitytoelectromagneticinterference(EMI).
Developedf'd3er-opticcurrentsensorwithveryhighEMIimmurdly and
electricalisolation.Operationbetween. 65to + 125'C. Survived17g
vibraliontests.
• Developedfiber-opticvoltagesensor.Workingto reducesensitivityto
vibrationforvoltagesensor.
Accurateelectricalmeasurementsat locationssomewhatremotefrom
c_tral electronics,suchas in aircraftwingsor inconjunctionwith
electromechanicalctuators.HighEMIimmunity.Veryhighisolation
wilh lowmass, Veryapplicableto industrialoperations.
• LunarandMarssurfacepower,aircraft(especiallywithelectro-
mechanicalactuators),VehicleHealthManagementsystems,electric
utilityindustry.
,AsJ
t ,.,-.J _HI
FIBER-OPTIC
CURRENT SENSOR
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F[BER-OPT[C
VOLTAGE SENSOR
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POWER TECHNOL OG Y DIVISION
NASA WIRING TECHNOLOGY
GOAL: DEVELOP SAFE AND RELIABLE POWER WIRING SYSTEMS FOR FUTURE NASA SPACE MISSIONS
APPROACH:
o EVALUATE POSS_BLIEMETHODS OF ACCOMPLISHING GOAL
QUANTIFY/UNDERSTAND BREAKDOWN MECHANISMS IN PRESENT WIRING SYSTEMS
ASSESS UMITATIONS OF PRESENT WIRING SYSTEMS FOR PROPOSED MI_.q_ON8
IDENTIFY AND EVALUATE CANDIDATE ADVANCED MATERIALS AND WIRE DESIGNS
RESOLVE W1RING SYSTEM ISSUES
o PRIOPJTIZE APPROACHES: COST, LIMITATIONS, ETC.
O IMPLEMENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
Hi
POWER TECHNOLOGY DIVISION
HIGH TEMPERATURE POWER ELECTRONICS
• REQUIREMENTS, TRADE STUDIES AND GOALS DEFINITION:
• Define system requlremenls and applications environments for NASA ilplce missions
• Assess system mass and volume drivers
• Identify opportunities and benelits of specific technology developments
• HIGH-TEMPERATURE CHARACTERIZATION:
• Experimentally delermtne the efficiency, reliabilily, and upper Iimt! on opeflding lemperalure
for advanced power electronic components as a function of power level,
• HIGH EFFICIENCY, ELEVATED TEMPERATURE POWER ELECTRONICS:
• Establish a high efficiency, elovated operating temperature advanced power Ilectronlc;s
technology base
• Build a 95% efficient Inverter power circuit operallng at 125"C
NP-TIM-92 ]005 NEP: Technology
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PO VILER TECHNOL OG Y DIVISION
HIGH TEMPERATURE POWER ELECTRONICS PROGRAM
COMPONENTS R&D&
|NpUCTORS
• DESIGNED AND TESTED MOLY-POWDERED-PERMALLOY CORE (MPP) INDUCTORS VERSUS
FREQUENCY AND TEMPERATURE.
• INDUCTORS PERFORMED SATISFACTORILY UP TO 200o C, UNDER LOW BIAS@ 50 Nzol00 kHz.
• PROCUREMENT OF LARGE MPP CORES iS COMPLETE.
• TESTING TECHNIQUES UNDER FULL BIAS ARE BEING INVESTIGATED.
"[RANSFORMER
• DEVELOPMENT OF 200°C COkY,tALLY-WOUND TRANSFORMER IS UNDERWAY AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN.
_APACITOR$
• THERMAL AGING TESTS (200°C, 2000 HOURS) WITHOUT ELECTRICAL BIAS OF CERAMIC, TEFLON
CAPACITORS ARE COMPLETED. LIFE TESTING UNDER FULL'BIAS IS UNDERWAY.
• MOUNTING OF THERMOCOUPLES ON CAPACITORS IS COMPLETE FOR FUTURE TEMPERATURE RISE MEASUREMENTS.
• pROCUREMENT OF POWER CAPACITORS _ UNDEf_AY.
• DEVELOPMENTAL EFFORTS OF HIGH TEMPERATURE SWITCH TECHNOLOGY ARE BEING MONITORED.
POWER TECHNOLOGY DIVISION
200°C-BASEPLATE ELECTRONICS
|URVIVEI; SEVERE ENVIRONMENTS AND LIGHTENS RADIATORS
GOAL: BUILD & TEST ASSEMBLY :__ ....
. ACHIEVABLE (100°C • SOA)
• UNCOVERS MISSING TECHNOLOGY
- EXCEEDS LUNAR TEMPERATURE (130°C)
- REDUCES RADIATOR AREA • 2
- BROAD SPINOFFS
3.0
2.5
LO
O0
o
o • • L)FF
o • ° °
I •
TEMPIERATURI [*C)
MCT SWITC,14_ T1a_='
NI!I': Technology 1(_)6
• SUNY/AUBURN GRANTS INITIATED
• COMPONENTS TESTED
- MCT
- CAPACITORS
- INSULATION
• LABS SET UP
• CUSTOM COMPONINT$ ORDERED
RliO.4¢l !
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H. T. COMPONENT CHARACTERIZATION
APPROACH:
ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
_E_EFJ_S:
MISSION:
200"C inductor, transformer and capacilors
Experimentally delermine the elficiency, reliability and upper limils on
operating temperature for advanced power electronic components as a
lunclion of power level
Acquire SOTA commercially available and/or developmental power elec°
Ironic components
Test performance as a function of temperature
Conduct aging studies at maximum acceptable temperature, Repeat
performance tests
Acquired end completed performance testing of three types of capacitors
to 200"C. Aging tests are on-going
Built and completed performance test on four types of Induclors to 200' C
Completed high temperature characlerizatton of power switching devices
Simplifies and lightens thermal management system
Enhanced tolerance of hostile envhonments
Improved reliability end efficiency
Lunar base, advanced platforms; nuclear & solar-dynamic power
Engine integrated electronics
C-_l-i|sl_
L,
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II
POWER TECHNOLOG Y DIVISION
H.T. COAXIAL TRANSFORMER
SHOWN: • Coaxially wound transformer for 50 kW converter
• 50 kW soil switched, dc-dc converter
APPROACH:
A._MPLISHMENTS:
P_:
Develop very light, very low loss Iopologies and components for high
power space systems (Megawall Inverter Program)
Develop high temperature coaxial transformer
Granls to U Wisconsin
Developed and demonshaled Ihe coaxlally wound transformer, a new
concept that improves the converler's power density
Demonstrated 0.24 kg/kW conveder
Grant underway for development of high temperature transformer
Applied to induction heating on robotic production lines (Miller Electric
Co.)
Applied to zero-force power transfer Into #gravity experiment pallet
Lighter weight, higher elficlency power electronic=, and IlmpUfied thermal
management
Unique features allow design innovations
• ._..w,_,M INSTRUMENTATION & CONTROL
seem,_
_,=,*.=,=¢_.w TECHNOLOGY DIVISION
SILICON CARBIDE MOSFET
Milestone: Develop end demonstrate • high temperature, (400 "C),
6H-SIC metal-oxide-semiconductor field affect Iranslstor
(MOSFET)
MO|FE'r Array SIC MOSFET Structure
sewce osie Or'an
_lO 2
I-V Cheractedetleo
at5oo"c
500[ ve'°v
I D 30Or- /_ v.-mv '
0 i 10 11 20
VO (VO",)
i
Aecomplishmanlt: A depletion-mode silicon carbide MOSFET has been
developed end suooeeefully demonstrMecl at an
operationaltemperatureof 500 °C.
Benefits: Illicon carbide MOSFETs (switches) provide the meal
basic active eleclronic device from which Integrated
oircuits can be developed.
C0414t:S4
NEP: Technology 1008 NP-'/IM-92
AF I'_ISPAC[ TECI'INOI (_Y DInEcTO'RATF:
POWER TECHNOL OG Y DIVISION
N93-.26979
te_s Reseamh Cenlw
NUCLEAR PROPULSION
TECHNICAL INTERCHANGE MEETING
OCTOBER 20-23, 1992
RADIATOR TECHNOLOGY
ALBERT J. JUHASZ
OCTOBER 21, 1992
A,.1-92 O4pm I
NP-TIM-92
IIIGH CAPACITY POWER
CSTI HIGH CAPACITY POWER- THERMAL MANAGEMENT
PROJECT ELEMENTS
.... _ANL, LeRC,WRDC,PLtSTPT
ULTRALIGHTFABRICHE.AT _ ':. ":::,": ::_:. /
ELECTR_HYSICS BRANCH [ _' "'o'"" ) Refl"+ Gr/Cu- LeRCMATL DN.
C/C- SPI,RI
SYSTEMSANALYSIS• PSIO
1009
A,JJ_-O0? 2
NEP: Technology
HIGH CAPACITY POWER
EXTERNAL PROGRAM SUPPORT FOR FY92
FUNDINGSOURCE/AMOUNT
1. NASAPHASEI SBIR
(50K)
2. AIRFORCEPUSTPT
(50K)
3. SDIO
(30K)
4. NEPPROGRAM
(4010
(36 K)
FOCUSEDTASK
R&D ON HEAT PIPE WORKING FLUID
ALTERNATNES TO Fig (500K. 70010
CANOIDATES: SULFUR-IOOINE;
ORGANICS
HEAT PIPE CODE DEVELOPImENT- WSU
& VALIOATION
HEAT PIPE LODE DEVELOPMENT -
& VALIDATION
HIGH CONOUCTIVITY FIN DEVELOPMENT
VIA INTEGRAL WOVEN FIBER APPROACH
ALTERNATE HEAT PIPE WORKING FLUIDS
RESEARCH FOR 500K- 700K RANGE
HIGH CAPACITY POWER
SP-100
ADVANCED RADIATOR CONCEPTS
PROJECT
NEP: Technology 1010 NP-TIM-92
HIGH CAPACITY POWER
ADVANCED RADIATORCONCEPTS
PROJECT OBJECTIVES
• IDENTIFYADVANCEDSPACERADIATORCONCEPTSTO MEETTHE
FOLLOWINGREQUIREMENTS
• TECHNICALGOALS
- SPECIFIC MASS OF 5 kg/m2; EMISSIVrrY _>0.85
- 0.99 REUABIUTY
• 10 YEAR UFE
• APPLICATIONS
- RADIATORS SIZED FOR POWER SYSTEMS W1TH A 2.5 MWt HEAT SOURCE
- THERMOELECTRIC POWER SYSTEM AT 875 K (Area - 106 m2, Qr ffi2.4 MWt; P, lUkWe}
- STIRLING ENGINE POWER SYSTEM AT 600 K {Area = 335 m2; Qr = 1.7 MWt; P = 800 kWe)
• DEVELOPTHETECHNOLOGYNEEDEDFORTHEIDENTIFIEDCONCEPTSBY:
JANUARY1992(ORIGINALPLAN)
JUNE1993 (NEWPLAN)
NOW-
NP-TIM-92
- 9/87
- 12/87 1
- 3/88
- 9/88
- 1/89
tlIGH CAPACITY POWER
ADVANCED RADIATOR CONCEPTS
PROJECT FLOW CHART
. DERNECONCEPTS
- 7/9O
- 2/91
- 11/91
- 10/92
- 6/93 COMPLETION
FOURPHASE
PROGRAM
PREUMINARY DESIGN I
- FEASIBILITY
- TECH. DEVELOPMENT PLAN
COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY
- DEMONSTRATE COMPONENT ISSUES
1SUBSYS'TEM TESTING
- DEMONSTRATE ENGINEERING PERFORMANCE
lOll NEP: Technology
tlIGH CAPACITY POWER
ADVANCED RADIATORCONCEPTS
ROCKWELLAPPROACH
• TW(_SIDEDFLATPLATERADIATORPANELS
• MONOLITHICC_: PIPECONSTRUCTION
• EFFORTEMPHASIZINGMATERIALS;GEOMETRYSECONDARY
• TECHNOLOGYIMPACT
- iNTEGRALC-CPIPE/FINCONSTRUCTION
- CVDMETALLINEDC-CTUBES
• BRAZEDEVELOPMENTFORMETALLINEDC-CTUBES
- C-CCOMPOSITEHEATPIPEFABRICATION&TESTING
AJJ_0? 7
HIGH CAPACITY POWER
SP-IO0 Advanced Radiator Concept
NEP: Technolotv 1012 NP-TIM-92
HIGH CAPACITY POWER
SP-100 Advanced Radiator Concept
Ill_eml_ IIk41mm
HIGH CAPACITY POWER
4?.40
I78.00
NP-TIM-92
226 HEAT PIPES ON 3.61 cENTERS : 861.06
_--5.7100 INLET PII:W.
"DADIAT9BIJ]NI'J'HOUT._.BUMPER-.--ABH-Q-B NEP: Technology
1013
HIGH CAPACITY POWER
ARC- ROCKWELl.,CONCEPT
MULTIPLE PREFORM IMPREGNATION
CONTINUOUS PIPE PREFORM WEAVING
GRAPHITIZATION
CARBON,CARBON DENSIFICATION
PROCESSING
BATCH NESTING
PARTIAL VIEW
MULTIPLE CAVITY PLATEN MOLDING
FINAL MACHINING
CLeANUP_ mTRIM _ / / /
ID SURFACE COATING_
HIGH CAP.,tCI2"Y POWER
Criteria for Selection of Braze Alloys
• Brazing temperature (generally 22o28K above TL)
must be above maximum opera.ting temperature(875K) of heat pipe to ensure in service life
• Braze alloy compatibility with carbon-carbon
substrate & thin-metallic liner
• Good wettability of carbon-carbon & metallic liner
• Longevity & stability
e, nN_w_o am._i_
NEP: Technology 1014 NP-TI]_2
7 Commercial Braze Alloys Evaluated
Alloy
Copper ABA
Silver ABA
Palcusil 15
Gapasil 9
Ticusil 70
Cusil ABA
Cusll
Composition
(wt %)
92.7 Cu/3 Si/2 AI/2.25 Ti
Bal Ag/5 Cu/1.25 Ti/1AI
65 Ag/20 Cu115 Pd
82 Agl9 Pd/2 Ga
68.8 Ag/26.7 Cu/4.5 Ti
65 Ag/30 Cul2 Ti
70 Ag128 Cu
Foil
Thickness
(in.)
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
TIIqulds
(°K)
1297
1185
1173
1153
1123
1078
1053
Tbraze
(°K)
i
1311
1200
1186
1178
1144
1100
1075
910._-4Sl
Mll!
HIGH CAPACITY POWER
7 Commercial Braze Alloys Evaluated
With CP-Ti
Alloy
Copper ABA
Palcusil 15
Silver ABA
Gapasil 9
Cusil ABA
Cusil
"l'icusil 70
Success
X
X
X
Failure
X
X
X
X
General Observations
Braze alloy dissolved CP-Ti sheet
Limited wettability of C-C
Good wetting of both C-C & CP-Ti
Limited bonding to C-C
Good adhesion to both C-C & CP-TI
Good intimate contact between surfaces
Good bonding but Ti interface eroded
NP-TIM-92 1015 NEP: Technology
HIGH CAPACITY POWER
Braze Alloy Used With Nb-1% Zr
(Nb-1% Zr sheet thickness = 0.001 in.)
Braze Alloy Success Failure Observations
Silver ABA
Cusil ABA
X
X
Good wetting & adhesion
Good wetting & adhesion
tt¢-0_ll
DY
Illustration of Braze Test Fixture
Molybdenum Wire
Platen
Fiberfrax
Thin-Metallic Liner
Stainless
Steel Braze Alloy Foil
Sheet Carbon'Carbon Substrate
,_: Fiberfrax
Platen
NEP: Technology 1016
gt©-g-4_
_t_ol
NP-TIM-92
LIQUID POTASSIUM MATERIAL COMPATIBILITY TEST SPECIMEN
Tilanium
Extension Tube
tlIGH CAPACITY POWER
ROCKWELLADVANCEDRADIATORCONCEPTS
FY 1992 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
SUCCESSFULLYDEMONSTRATEDTHEABILITYTO FABRICATEA
METALLINEDC-CHEATPIPEWITHINTEGRALFINS
, CARBON-CARBONTUBEFABRICATION
• COMPLETED FABRICATION OF EIGHT FEET OF T-300 C-C
TUBE WITH INTEGRAL WOVEN FINS
• INITIATED WEAVING OF C-C PREFORM USING ONLY HIGH
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY P95-WG FIBERS AND ALL PITCH
DENSIFICATION
NP-TIM-92 1017 NEP: Technology
HIGH CAPACITY POWER
ROCKWELLADVANCED RADIATORCONCEPTS
FY 1992 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
• LINERFABRICATION
. COMPLETEDFABRICATIONOFNb-1%ZrLINERTUBESWITHINTEGRAL
EVAPORATORSECTIONVIAUNISKAN(PNL)METHOD
• COMPLETEDFABRICATIONOFALTERNATELINERS(Nb-l%ZrANDTi)
BYDEEP-DRAW/CHEMICALETCHINGTECHNIQUE
• HEATPIPEFABRICATION
• SUCCESSFULLYWELDEDNb-l%ZrENDCAPSWITHFILLTUBESTO
EVAPORATOR(-20 mil)ANDCONDENSER(-3 mil)
• SUCCESSFULLYFABRICATEDPERFORATEDFOILWICKMATERIALAND
ESTABLISHEDWELDPARAMETERS
• SUCCESSFULLYDEMONSTRATEDBRAZINGOF ATHINMETALLINER
INTOA FINNEDC-CTUBE
AJLII'2 I_ IO
HIGH CAPACITY POWER
ROCKWELLADVANCED RADIATOR CONCEPTS
FY 1992 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
N/LRA
NEP: T_lmology
• HEATPIPEFABRICATION(Continued)
• SUCCESSFULLYDEMONSTRATEDTHEABILITYTO UNIFORMLYCVD
COATTHEINSIDEOF A 12INCHTUBE
• SUCCESSFULLYDEMONSTRATEDTHEABILITYTO COTANDMACHINE
THETUBECUSPAREACREATINGA SMOOTHTUBEINTERIOR
• SUCCESSFULLYDEMONSTRATEDTHEBRAZINGOF ATHINMETALLINER
INTOAC-CTUBE
• GENERAL
• COMPLETEDCOUPONANDTUBETHERMALCONDUCTIVITYTESTS
, COMPLETED30, 60,AND180DAYTHERMALDIFFUSIONTESTS- Nb-l%Zr
SAMPLESSHOWNOCARBONORBRAZEDIFFUSION,TiSAMPLESSHOW
BRAZEDIFFUSIONINTOLINER
• UPDATEDSP-100HEATREJECTIONDESIGNINCORPORATINGC-C
HEATPIPECONCEPT
1018 MJ_ t1NP-TIM-92
HIGH CAPACITY POWER
ROCKWELLFY 9:3TASKS
• FABRICATEMETALLINEDC-CHEATPIPEWITHINTEGRALFINSFOR
SP-IO0(820K) RADIATOR
- INSTALLANNULARFOILWICK
- PERFORMPOTASSIUMFILL-PURGEOPERATION
• PERFORMHEATPIPETESTINGATSIMULATEDSP-IO0HEAT
REJECTIONCONDITIONS
_IJg2._12
HIGH CAPACITY POWER
LeRC C-C AND COMPOSITE MATERIALS
PROGRAM FOR SPACE RADIATORS
IN-HOUSE
I
CONTRACTS-
SPI-SANJOSE,CA "
RI-CANOGAPAR_CA -
PNL- (PACIRCNORTHWESTo
LABS)- RICHLAND,WA
Gr/CUCOMPOSITESFORHEATPIPEFINS
(Gr/AICOMPOSRESBEINGDEVELOPEDUNDERWRDC
CONTRACTS)
ARCTEXTURINGFOREMISSIVITYENHANCEMENT
ARC(ADVANCEDRADIATORCONCEPTS)
VGCF(VAPORGROWNCARBONFIBER)MATERIALFOR
VERYHIGHSPEClRCCONDUCTIVITYHEATPIPEFINS
C-CTUBEWITHINTEGRALWOVENRNSANDINTERNAL
METALUCLINERSFORPOTASSIUMHEATPIPES
LIGHTWEIGHTFLEXIBLECERAMICFIBERHEATPIPES
WITHMETALFOILLINERS
NP:TIM-92 1019 NEP: Technology
HIGH CAPACFIT POWER
ADVANCED RADIATOR SURFACES
DEVELOPDURABLE,HIGHTEMPERATURE'
HIGHEMfrTANCERADIATORSURFACES
DEMOEMITrANCE>JI5@ 500K
FORTYPICALRADIATORMATERIALS
PRELIMINARYDATAONATOMICOXYGEN
T_ ONGOING
amo wxllmmRm
I[ m_'mLif¢ lO II1_-c if r_ ,qdz,llkicrm _tY _,1£_,_t Iwqif _
_ cmrl,M4[_ (if _Cm, nlqf184_l[
_ IO'J II
HIGH CAPA CI'IT POWER
EMITTANCE VS TEMP. FOR ROCKETDYNE
C741C C-C COMPOSITE WITH A/O FLUENCE
1.00
0.90
0.80
0.70
m 0.60
_, 0.50
Izl 0.40
m
0.30 '
0.20
0
I,', O.lO
0.00
300
//// _
/4,
//
"|''''|'l ........ i ........
1200 2100
ATOMIC OX¥ilN
ATOII_tCM I
3000
0
.... 2.34E20
----- 4.90E20
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HIGH CAPACITY POWER
,, RADIATORDESIGN& INTEGRATION
9O0
8001
(I)
Q.
E _'___LP
0500
k-
4O0
300
0
HIGH CAPACITY POWER
100 kWe CBC Radiator
t
Tit = 1140 K; Pr = 2.7; ERG = 0; A = 130 m
"l"dJCit= 2.6; Eft = 1 8.%; M = 3100 Kg
m- Ll Ruid Temperature---t::)----
, I , I , I i t ,
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
X/XTOT
NP-TIM-92 ]021 NEP: Technology
HIGH CAPACITY POWER
,5OO
450
e_
In
(i)
Q.
E
(D
I--
350
3OO
100 kWe CBC Radiator
Tit = 1140 K; Pr = 1.85; ERG = 95%; A = 184 rn=
Tit/Cit = 3.26; Eft = 37.5 %; M = 3600 Kg
""E_" -_---.0... (_.,
.............. /4z o ,q_,,t P,/,_5 ................
, I , I , 1 , I
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
X/XTOT
HIGH CAPACITY POWER
EFFECTOF REDUCTIONIN RAD.AREAON STIRLING& BRAYTONTEMP.RATIOS
(ConstantHeatRejection,Thot= 1050K,SinkTemp.- 250K)
3.8"
3.4
3.2 .,......_/*"
3.0" _ _/
Temperature2.8' ,_.or_"Ratio, 2.6 _
Thot, Tcold
2.4
2.2
2.0
1.8
1.6
0.2
f
I -''_
J
f
f__2
0.3 0,4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
NF__JP:Technology
Fraction of Relerence Radiator Area
1022 NP-TIM-92
HIGH CAPACITY POWER
EFFECT OF REDUCTION IN RAD. AREA ON STIRLING AND BRAYTON POWER
(ConstantHeat Rejection,Thot = 1050 K, Sink Temp. = 250 K)
POWlLq/REF.POWER
t.O'!
0.9,t
0.8+
0J r
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.2
Js
f
0.3 0.4 , 0.5 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
Fraction of Reference Radiator Area
HIGH CAPACITY POWER
.ARC TECHNOLOGY POTENTIAL APPLICATION_
• NUCLEAR POWERED LUNAR BASE
SP-100 OR DERIVATIVE
MW TO MULTI MW POWER OUTPUT
• SOLAR DYNAMIC POWER SYSTEM FOR LUNAR BASE
IN-SITU (REGOUTH) THERMAL STORAGE
25 TO 100 kWe POWER PLANT
• GEO BASED COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE
SD PCS - 3 TO 5 kWe
, NUCLEAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION
10 MWe CLASS PCS: TI, LMR, TE OR CBC
_.J,,_-O04 12
NP-TIM-92 1023 NEP: Teclmolo_y
i"
NO
Iqm
Lunar Surface Sink Temperature
m
J
OA U I.•
! . |
t-ti:
I ll-
l-tI."
t..L!- I 4 • l 141 11 114 _ll IIII III II IN
_ _ mint ImlJ m mllmr Imlm. I..,m
......_. *,-, _._,.,...,# %'__.' _.
•..... ,-...,_ .. ,.._. : .... ,,
90d-23-145
POWER TECHNOLOGY DIVISION
NEP POWER SYSTEM HEAT REJECTION
TEMPERATURERANGESOF INTEREST
POWERSYSTEM
CANDIDATES
PEAKCYCLE
TEMP{K)
HEATREJEC'TION
TEMP(K)
INCORETHERMIONIC - TI
LMRANKINE - LMR
THERMOELECTRIC- SPI00 - TE
CLOSEDCYCLEBRAYTON- CBC
STIRLINGFPSE - ST
22OO
1450
1300
1500
1300
1050
90O
1000
950
85O
320-800
•550- 600
450
400
NEP: Technolosy 1024
JEcq_I _rl7 "1
NP-TIM-92
Z 'I"J
[ M/IOSP_ICtr ;i¢'m_oc_r DI_CmlMI_'
POWER TECHNOLOGY DIVISION
NEP POWERSYSTEM RADIATORTECHNOLOGIES
POWERSYSTEMS(10MWe) RADIATORPARAMETERS
EAT REJECTEO TEMP AREA
MWI K m2 TECHNOLOGY kg;m2
THERMIOHIC q i= .15 57.0 1000 1600 SS/Na HP 10
UQUID METAL RANKINE Xll= .18 45.5 950 1230 8S_HP 10
THERMOELECTRIC 11l: .05 190.0 850 7600 Ti/K HP S
CLOSED BRAY'TON 11t= .30 23.3 400 - 800 4800 TI/K HP 4
C-P.JKHP
C-C/H20 HP
STIRUNG- FPSE 111=_ 23.0 600 3500 SS_HHP p 1020.0 450 11200 2
LIR_K LOOP 5
koJkWl
0.2
0.3
O.2
0.8
0.9
JECqO oo! 4
NEP POWERSYSTEM RADIATORTECHNOLOGIESTHRUSTS
POWERSYSTEMS(10 MWe) RADIATORTECHNOLOGIES
HEAT REJECTED TEMP
MW! K NEAR TERM
THERMIONIC 111= .15 57.0 1000 $SAHaHP CCJNa liP '
TII = .20 40.0 1050 10 kg/m2 5 kg/m2
LIQUID METAL RAHKINE q! = .18 45.5 950 10 kg/m2 5.0 kg/m2
SS/Na HP C-C/Na HP
MID TERM FAR TERM
THERMOELECTRIC qt : .05 190.0 950 9 kg/m2 5.0kg/m2
Nb Zr/K HP TI.SJC/K HP
CLOSED BRAYTON 11t : .30 23.3 800 - 400 10 - 15 kghn2 Mixed HP
MP Loop TI, C-C
Mixed HP 5 kg/m2
ST]RUNG. FPSE 11t : .33 20.0 500. 450 10 kgtm2 LI-NaK Lmo_p
MP Loop 5 kg/m
Hg HP
• ALL C-C HEAT PIPES HAVE INTERNAL COATING COMPATIBLE WiTH WORKING FLUID
LSR, _ HP
2 kg/m2
2 ko/m2
LSR, Electrostatic
3 kg/m2
C,C HP
3 kg/m2
Fiber Fabdc/H20
_-2kglm2
Fiber Fabdc_20
1-2 kg/m2
JECgO-OO?
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HIGH CAPACITY POWER
THERMAL MANAGEMENT
BASELINE BUDGET
Advanced Feaslbtl_y Demonslralions
Radialor PHASZWCOmnACTS
HIGH CONDUCTIVITY COMPOSITE FIN DEVELOPMENT_
LeRC, ASI,SAIC
[-1'° i ,, I ,, i"- l- I - i,,- I ,, I
Figure 9 jM,w_.oo44
HIGH CAPACITY POWER
CONCLUDING REMARKS
• PROGRAMONTIMEANDWITHINBUDGET
• PROGRAMBROADLYCOORDINATEDWITHOTHERPROGRAMSTHROUGHOUT
THETHERMALMANAGEMENTCOMMUNITY
• CSTI/HCPTMPROGRAM_SP-100TM PROGRAM
• TECHNOLOGYBEINGDEVELOPEDHASBROADAPPLICATION
SP-1O0
SOLARDYNAMIC
LUNAR/MARSINITIATIVE
,_S891 03 16
NEP: Technology 1026 NP-TIM-92
N93-26980
JPL NUCLEAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION TASK
Tom Pivirotto
Keith Goodfellow
Jay Polk
JPL
Nuclear Propulsion Technical Interchange Meeting
NASA Lewis Research Center/Plum Brook Station
October 2023, 1992
Jill
LITHIUM MPD THRUSTER
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT AT JPL
• Funded by NPO in FY92 to develop a lithium feed system
Reservoir and vaporizer designed and under construction
Flow rate calibration system design complete, components
under construction
• Test facility design nearly complete, construction to be completed
in FY93
6' x 15' doublewalled stainless chamber with 27' long
extension to be used as a beam dump pumped by a 20
diameter oil diffusion pump
• Initial testing of 100 kWe class radiation-cooled engine to begin
in FY93
NP-TIM-92 1027 NEP: Technology
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JPL
COMPARISON OF MEASUREMENTS WITH
THEORY FOR MERCURY PHASE SEPARATOR
• DATA OBTAINED WITH A SMALL DEVICE AND AT
LOW TEMPERATURES
• FOR LITHIUM MPD REQUIRED TEMPERATURE
AND FLOW AREA MUST BE GREATER
NEP: Teclmology
JFq.
MERCURY VAPOR MASS FLOW CONTROL
20 I I I I l t I I I I I
_a_ EXPERIMENTAL XJ-- _x.--- -- THEORETICAL (Z = 1)
1 5 -- THEORETICAL (Z = 0.St) 1///_,/// --I.
i •
Ioov_o---_"_ I i J, I i i , I ,240 250 260 270 280 290 300 310 3?0 ,330 340
VAPOI317FR TFMPERATIJRF (C _)
1028 NP-_-92
JPL
INITIAL EXPERIMENTAL HARDWARE DESIGN
• HIGH TEMPERATURE WILL BE CONFINED TO THIN
LITHIUM LIQUID SHEET BETWEEN HOUSING AND
SEPARATOR
• CAN EASILY REPLACE SEPARATOR
JPL
POROUS TUNSTEN VAPORIZER AND HOUSING
1.52
+
I I.QUID LITHIUM INLET
-_ MECHANICAl_ <
CON P .R..ES.S.I_O___N___,L,_I-.A!....
LITHIUM VAPOR OUTLET\
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JPL
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
• VAPOR COLLECTOR WILL BE LIGHT
• HEAT OF CONDENSATION WILL BE REMOVED
THROUGH OIL BATH
• LIQUID PRESSURE AT SEPARATOR WILL BE KEPT
WITHIN ACCEPTABLE RANGE WITH REGULATED
ARGON PRESSURE
JPL
LITHIUM VAPORIZER EXPERIMENT
LVD I _N-ILEVERED BEAM
ARGON
--11 .--=-- VAPOR
d-__b
//"'C .... -,_- .,OOLED
b
/
__:"[BO_J_LER 01[ BATH
COLLECTOR
BULKHEAD_
HEAIICF:S NOT SHOWN
NEP: Technololv 1030 NP-TIM-92
JPL
DRY BOX FOR HANDLING SOLID LITHIUM
" ZERO CONTACT BETWEEN SOLID LITttlUM AND AIR
NP-'l]M-92 1031 NEP: Technology
O_NAL PAQIE IS
OF POE)R QUALITY
JPL
EXPERIMENTAL HARDWARE
• BOILER CAN HOLD 900 G OF LITHIUM
• HARDWARE EASILY DISASSEMBLED FOR CLEANING
NEP: Technolo _,v 11132 NP-TIM-92
JPL
TEST FACILITY
• VACUUM TANK IS 45 x 45 x 80 CM
• PUMP OUT PRESSURE TO LESS THAN 1 MTORR
NP-_I1M.92 1033 NEP: Technology
OR).CdNAL PAQE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
JPL
MPD THRUSTER ELECTRODE MODELLING
• Cathode - Emphasis is on lifetime assessment:
Methodology
Modelling
Experimental Verification
• Anode - Primary focus is thermal management:
Impact of anode work function
Assessment of heat rejection methods
Jill.
DEFINING ENGINE LIFETIME
Svelte I..if¢
Fal_
Data
oo
oo
oo
Pro_d_iti_y
(e_ Alwiyfligtl"csLing)
U[¢
Engine lifetime, requirements and
operating experience
• CURRENT STATUS
- Required service life is not well defined
- Critical failure modes have not been
identified
- No theoretical or experimental characteri-
zation of life distribution
• IMPORTANT OBSERVATIONS
- Life distribution characterization by
system-level operating experience is not
feasible
- Engine lifetime is inherently probabilistic
NEP: Teclmoiol_ 1034 NP-TIM-92
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PROBABILISTIC FAILURE ASSESSMENT
ENGINEERING ANALYSIS
QUANTITATIVE *" !
FAILURE MODEL
l
PROBABlUSTIC
FAILURE MODELING
I
OPERATING EXPERIENCE
| PARAMETER I
L INFORMATION [
UNCERTAINTY OF ........ 1
ENGINEERING ANALYSIS 8UCCESS_AILURE
PARAMETERS AND
DATA
. MODELS
PRODADILI._
i STATISTICALANALYSIS
' 1
I
FAILURE RISK
ACCEPTABLE RISK UNACCEPTABLE RISK
ACQUIRE ADDITIONAL REDUCE REQUIREMENTS IMPROVE DESIGN OR
INFORMATION AND/OR INCREASE PRODUCTION QUALITY
• REOUCE DRP/ER UNCERTAINTY INSPECTION FREQUENCY • REOUCE SEVERITY'
• CHARACTERIZE ENVIRO_IMENT • REDUCE MANUFACTURING
• MEASURF.JVERIFY LOADS VARIABILn'Y
JPL
QUANTITATIVE CATHODE FAILURE
MODELLING
Flow Model Input Parameters Experimcats
Near-Cathode Work Function
Plasma Model _ Heat Flux Model _ Model
"Iris'real Model
Em,_io! M(xlel
Gas TranSport Model
NP-TIM-92 1035 N F..P:Technology
JilL
RATES
CATHODE EROSION MODELLING
MEL ING l
DRO
1
MELTING
MECHANISMS
I AI_'_
AMR[EI
SUR]
RF.AC
I:VAPf)
-I I=:i=l
t
CONVECTION / DIFFUSION THROUQH AMBIFJCT GAg I
1
Fca re F_
CHEMICAL EVAPORATION SPUTTERING
A'rrACK
JilL
COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND
MEASURED CATHODE EROSION RATES
|oo
] I Sc.imvlly ^nal_,_J
0 2(]00 4(X_ 61ill0 Ill(X)
Time {I)
Cathode erosion measuremenls perfomled
with Stuttgart thruster NCT-I all 25(X) A,
1.0 g/s of argon, 71 kWe and 20 Torr ambient
presstire
• Diffusion-limited evaporation of
tungsten is the dominant mechanism
Model underpredicts erosion rate by
a factor of 6, reflecting uncertainties
in transport rate tlu:ough concentratioil
boundary layer
Calculated erosion rates are based oil
measured temperatures--thermal model
required for fully predictive capability
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JPL
CATHODE THERMAL MODELLING
• H'Ig: 1-1/2 D thermal model with variable grid spacing and non-linear
thermal and electrical conductivity. Allows specification of radiation,
conduction, convection and arc attachment boundary conditions on
ends and inner and outer radii.
• AFEMS: Commercial 2D finite-element model with nonlinear
material properties. Very flexible solid modeller for geometry
specification, but definition of boundary conditions is more
cumbersome than in HT9.
• Fully 2D version of HT9 to be developed in FY93.
JPL
NEAR-CATHODE PLASMA MODEL REGIONS
Current
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NEAR-CATHODE PLASMA MODELLING
|
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• The model describes the electrostatic
sheath, presheath and ionization zones
• Current and heat fluxes are calculated
as functions of gas properties, thenn-
ionic properties, surface temperature
and sheath potential
• Tenns nonnally neglected in I_igh-
pressure noble gas arcmodels are
included to allow accurate modelling of
low-pressure alkali metal arcs
JPL
COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND
MEASURED TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTIONS
3_(XI-
3_(10-
32110-
3000,
2_.
2(_-
24(30.
220(3.
26OO
:=:.,-
.... , .... ) .... , .... ) ......... ) .... , ....
I0 20 _
_suu,,¢,c From 'rip (n'n) ,
Cathode model geometry and results
The model includes radiation, con-
duction out the base and heat input over
the first 5 mm from the near-plasma
model
The model reproduces the tip temperature
and shaft behavior for reasonable values
of the input parameters
Errors may be due to experimental data
not in equilibrium and thorium effects
on spectral emissivity
NEP: Technology 1038 NP-TIM-92
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CATH()DE WORK FUNCTI()N MODEI,I,IN(;
lo".
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Emission capability of tungsten nlctal
with Th and Li adsorbed on the surface.
• "Activator" may be electropositive
material inthe cathode bulk or in the
propellant
• Two models were developed for cathode
additive transport and propellant-surface
interaction
• Th-W effect on work function is limited
by depletion of thorium additive
• Li supply from propellant is unlimited.
but surface coverage depends on gas
pressure and temperature
• Thcl'c is considerable UllCeltail|ly it!
model input pafalllClCrs
JPL
CATHODE TEST FACILITY
• Demonstrate feasibility of new
cathode concepts
• Measuzc cath(×le lenzpcralurc
distributions and erosion rates to
wdidate models
• Measure model input parameters
• Collect success/failure data in
iollg ettdttratwe tests
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JPL
IMPACT OF ANODE WORK FUNCTION
Two limiting cases examined:
• Strong positive anode sheath, Vs>>kTJe
Thermionic current can be neglected, heat Iransfet" rate is lower for
a low work function anode.
• Negative anode sheath
Preliminary sheath model results indicate lower anode heat transfer
rate for low work function anodes at moderate temperatures (Example:
, = 1014For 100 A/cm 2 ne cm 3 (Argon), T e = 1 eV, an anode with
a work function of 3.5 eV has lower heat transfer rates than one
at 4.5 eV for temperatures below about 2600 K.)
JPL
ASSESSMENT OF RADIATION-COOLED ANODES
°'1^ .... c., i i
o.o i ! !
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
TJr.
Analytical model of thin-walled, cylindrical
anodes.
Tin = Temperature on inner surface
T,. = Melting temperature of material
Fi. -- Power/unit axial length
Fout.max = Maximum possible radiated
power/unit length from exterior, O"I',,4
NEP: Tedmolozv 1040
Analytical model of thin-walled anodes
completed--neglects axial conduction,
internal radiation and Joule heating.
Example: 10 cm dia. tungsten anode
with 10 mm wall thickness and max-
imum allowable Ti.=0.8 T m can reject
18 kW of power per cm of length.
• Effect of axial heat conduction and Joule
heating is being studied with finite
element analysis.
• Comparison between thin-walled anodes
and anodes with large radiators is being
performed using finite-element analysis.
NP-TIM-92
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LOS ALAMOS RESEARCH IN NOZZI,E BASED
COAXIAL PLASMA THRUSTERS
Kurt F. Schoenberg
Presented to lhe Nuclear Propulsion Technical bderchange Meeting
October 21, 1992
LOS ALAMOS THRUSTER RESEARCH
Colleagues and Collaborators
- II.ichard (:(:rwi.
- Robin Gribble
- Ivars Henins
- John Marshall
- Ron Moses
- Jay Scheunr
Glen Wurden
- Dorwin Black, N.C. State
° Rob Hoyt, U. Washington
- Tom Jarboe, U. Washington
Robert Mayo, N.C. State
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LOS AI, AMO,q TIIIII1STER R ESI'SARCII
()utlin,,
• Colleagl/cs and f;ontrll),fl:ors
• History: Where we're comblg from
• Our Perspectives on High-I)erfortnance EP
• Approach
• On Going Research Activities
• Plans
LOS AT,AMOS TI'II-I I IS'I'F, I1 I1.ESEA R,CI-I
Ilistorical l'ersl)ectl vo
Los Alamos has conducted continuous research in
coaxial plasma acct, lerators sinc_ tlmlr inception.
• Pioneered by John Marshall in the late 50's
• A rich hisWly of applical, ions:
Prolmlsi(m (1960's) "
- Plasma Fueling (1960's)
Radiation Som'cc (1960's)
Sp.-_ Pl._s,,,a 1,.i_,:ti-,, (ni,,I._,l) (l._TO's)
Magnctic Fusion R.cscarrh (1980's)
S1-)I I(csoal'(:h (lgS(l's)
Pwpulsi,,]l {it] collal_ot'ati()l] wi(h NASA I,cR(')
(1990'_)
Mal.erialr Pr_cessing (1991)'s}
• II('c'(_lll, I'l)CllS fill sl(,atlv-slal(_ (qwrali_m (l)i,)w,t,v(,(I I)y
.¥1(,rozov)
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LOS AI,AMOS '|'ItlLI.ISq'F,I'I I1E._EARCH
Approaeh
Can eleetrodynamlc-lmsed thrusters achieve the
performance required for space missions of
interest?
* Optimize hu'gc-scalc, multi-megawatt (_lectJ_)dyami(:
thruster per fol'_Halw, e.
• Ascertain performance scalillg in terlns c)f size aud
pt IWf'l'.
• Engineer l_erS_rmance at power levels applicahle I:o
NASA _l' Dr)l) "Hear term" missi,ms like _whil.al
I,ratlsfcl" of i'_d)c_l.ic CXl)lol'al.iotl.
Ira stc_ly-sl.ate
For adjustable duty-cycle (pulsed) operation
LOS ALAMOS THRUSTER RESEARCH
Approach
Why Study Large, High Power Devices?
• There is a millilntml "lmy-itC 5,,' high I)erl',HIlance
c_l)Cval.iqm!
• How high and how large is raider investigatiou.
• Pulsed Ol)erati(m tnay be otit' "ew)hlti()mtry al)pr_mcl_".
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Efficient MPD Operation
Perspectives
In addition to fTozen flow losses, efficiency is limited by two
processes:
• Macro plasma acceleration and detachment
Efficient operation "_ High grade plasma
High grade plasma -_ Ideal MHD
Idea/MHD -_ Economy of scale
* Electrode phenomena
These processes are coupled by the Electrical Effort (Morozov
Hall parameter) *
=--.m *.
kelM
* Schoenberg, et aL, AIAA 91-3770 (1990)
MMWe ELECTRIC PROPULSION
Fffflcacyof Magnetic Nozzles
Dominance of ideal MIID leads to the effica-
cious use of magnetic nozzles for optimization
of:
• Acceleration
• Detachment
• ElectrodePhenomen_
Magnetic nozzle expansion ratios are an
important efficiencyoptimizer
NEP: Tl_molo_tv 10_ NP-IIM-_
MMWe THRUSTER DEVELOPMENT
Magnetic Nozzles
* Plasma AccelerationinIdealMHD Requires
(VxVxB = 0):
- Non-ideal effects
" Converging-DivergingFlow (Nozzle)
• Hydrodynamic NozzleTheory has DirectAnalogs in
MHD (Morozov):
Mach i = Magnetosonic Velocity= _/C2o+ C2o
COAXIAL THRUSTER PERFORMANCE
Exhaust Velocity
NP-TIM-92
I00
J
Prldicted •
Measured X
t
CTX@40 MW crx @I0 MW Io_e Gun
r0=24cm rof24cm @4L0 MW
lo= I00 cm lo= 100cm reffi2cm
Deute.dum Deuterium lo= I0 am
Hydroge 
* Afanas'ev etal.,Sov. Phys. Tech. Phys.,36,505 (1991)
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COAXIAL THRUSTER PERFORMANCE
Electrical Effort
2
1.5
05 _
CTX@40 MW CTX@ 10 MW Io(_ Gun"
m=24e_ TO=24¢m @_l_g
1o= l_em I0= lOOcm ro-- 2 cm
Deute._ Deuterium Io= 10 cm
* Manas'ev et aL, Soy. Phys. Tech. Phw., 36, 505 (1991)
I,OS ALAMOS THRUSTER I'tESEARCH
FYgl & FY92 As-Was Experirne=,ts
Nrd=:T_.,huolo-v
, Power ranl_c 10-40 MW
• Unoptimi_ed Gun
• Unoptimized 2.5 MJ cap_itor bank
lms, round-top discharge._
• Unoptimized B_.z nozzle field
• Wide range of diagnostics
- Mullti-chord interferometry
- Teml)orally a,u[ Sl)atiaily fete,fred holomet.ry
- Temporally and spatially re.solved IR. calorimetry
Langmuir and maKnetic probes
Neul,r;d imrl.icle Sl'_ectroscopy
1046 NP-TIM-92
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FYOl & FY92 As-Was Experimental Conclusions
• High exhaust velocity achieved (10 5 m/s) in agree-
ment with M|ID b_._oltheory.
• Thruster operational impedance in agreement with
MHD based theory for constant ]C/A:/.
• rtadiative (frozen [low) Io,_ses small (< ll)%)
* Applied magnetic configuration can affect and control
the anode fall.
• Ih)wer Ihix I:o I.he electrtMes weLl qual|l,ilie.d,
• l'owcr flliX |.t_ l.he ailodc IWobahly ,h_minated i,y ],,u
flux
• Global electrode power loss probably less I_hml 50 %
at high power _peration (40 MW).
LOS ALAMOS THRUSTER RESEARCH
FY93 Optimized Experiments
in FY92, CTX was converted into a "world-class"
higl_power MPD test facility
• PFN contrMh_d 2 MJ, transfiu'mm" cLmplcd cap;u'itor
bank
• 10 111/;Iflat-lol, discharges at 1 I:n 50 MW
(10 - 100 kA ;rod 50 to 1000 v)
• Constant propellant injection at I to 10 g/s
(deuterimn)
• DC contr(,l of applied nozzle field
• I_h,.ctrically is,_lal.ed l.est-staiM
• PC / Spm'c Station control, dat_ acquisition, and
analysis
• I,'HIIdiatgll,,SLics ,.:q_al,ili(.y
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Pulse Forming Network
Schematic
L L L L L L $1
Pulse Forming Network Coaxial
"fl_rus_r
* C = 0.8 mF
* L = 0.125 mH
• 5:1 Transformer
* 2.0 MJ Stored Energy
* 10 ms Flat Top Pulse
Long Pulse Gas Valve System
Schematic
Gas Inlet
2.25 liter
reservoir
+300V
Pu_e
• Stainless steel feed lines are of equal length
NEP: Technology 1048---
.... 11_,_ ,_n_ m,-'rm._
Thruster Current and Voltage
6 g/s helium
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NEP: Technolo|y
80 nLAS&_A POTENTIAL ,PROFILE _B _ 2.5 kV PFC _ 14.0 AFnDs
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• Constont MO,clnetic Flux Contours (t=2.0ms) .
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LOS ALAMOS TIIRUSTEIt RESEAI{(:II
PI;ms
* Wil, h tllmsi-sLoady-sLaLc, C;ll):d,iliLies:
Experiments Io repeat el_'('l, rode loss, ]31;/_1|1_
flow, power halance, and ._t):d, ial magm_lic fi,hl
III(_}ISIII'CrI|IIHt[.S ,111 t.htr Illl(ll)l hiliT,,.,I c,m.xi;,] _iiii.
Control.,f anade fall 193,applied field.
Estimate _f I.hrust.er effici,-ncy i;hrrmgh I)r)wm'
balance.
• Design and coJ,sl, ruct, ;m opl, imize(I applied field
thruster.
• [_epeaL perfi)L'nlanco ass(,_snlelll.
• Apply research conclusions to MPD Lhruster design.
LOS ALAMOS TItRUSTER RESEARCH
Con(:lHding Remarks
Will t|m National Lahs he advancing the stal.e-_,f-
t.he-art in electric propulsion in I"Y (,147
NEP: Tecbnololy 1052 NP-TIM-92
ORIGINAL 7-'_',)E tS
OF POOR QUALITY
N93-26982
Electron Cyclotron Thruster
New Modeling Results
Preparation for Initial Experiments
E. Bickford Hooper
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Presented at
Nuclear Propulsion Technical Interchange Meeting
NASA-LeRC Plum Brook Station
October 20-23, 1992
Whistler-Based ECRH Thruster m Concept
• A thruster using ECRH has no eleclrodes and, Is thus less sensitive to
materials problems than arc-based thrusters such as the Magneto-Plasma
Dynamic (MPD) arc.
magnetic field
gas injection
Wave _ _ -
propagalioPn
• Rear wall bombardment can
be minimized, by e large
mirror ratio between the
resonance and peak field.
(The flow across the mirror
Is reduced by approximately
the mirror ratio from [hat
downfleld.) This:
Maximizes efficiency by
minimizing energy loss to
the wall
o Maximizes lifetime by
minimizing material
damage
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Cross-field Coupling in the Helicon Approximation , IR
Coupling Is expected to be strongest If the n]agnetlc field has a small
gradient. Thus, we consider coupling at the peak of the magnetic mirror,
There, o_c/m, cop/m _ 1, We Illustrate the coupling st o)c/o) = 10, (Ojp/_)2 = 1000.
This IS the helicon regime, with
_.1__. _,_
<or <u(a_- _ cos O} oJo_ cos O
• The wave characteristics can be seen from a plot of the squared parallel vs
perpendicular Indices of refraction
5o
....................... I
-1000
-10 ¸
-15(
w
," 560 ) 000
t
\',,
Waves In the upper.right quadrent ere
propagating both along z and radially•
These are the waves of Interest
There ere two such waves at a given
parallel Index of refraction, but one is
at very large perpendicular Index of
refraction and not of Interest In the
finite-radius plasma column
• The finite-radial geometry will plckout
particular values of n±
EBH 1/30.3';/92
Wave propagation:
Wavequide with helix and plasma column
• Several modes
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Wave structure: Low Impedance mode
• Electric field = solid lines, magnetic field ,= dashed lines
• Note Jump In magnetic field corresponding to current flow in helix
radial azimuthal axial
" i ..... i ..... i- . . i. tl h
, MII 11
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i i ,
I o
o i
o i
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Wave structure: Hiqh impedance mode
• Electric field = solid lines, magnetic field, = dashed lines
• Note no Jump In magnetic field corresponding small current flow
azimulhal axial
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System impedance varies with plasma den_;Ity L_
The experiment Is designed to allow tuning of the microwave system
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Density (m "3)
Wave Absorption at the Cyclotron RQT0nance B
• As the whistler wave approaches the cyclotron resonance, the value of kll
becomes very large and the phase velocity becomes small
This has two favorable consequences 1or absorption:
o The direction of propagation becomes nearly along the field and at short
wavelength so that reflection Is very small
o The phase velocity becomes comparable to the thermal velocity of the
particles, so that the Doppler-shifted resonance (_. o)c- k, ve, = O)
couples to the bulk electrons
• Furthermore, there Is no electromagnetic plasma mode st high density and
o_ > _c, SO the wave cannot tunnel through the resonance
• Absorption Is consequently nearly 100% for the whistler wave at the
cyclotron resonance
• Absorption at high power will generally generate a nonthermal electron
velocity distribution. Calculations are needed to quantify this and Its
consequences
T_dmob_
EBH 1/30-31/92
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Flow sensitivilv to electron distribution function
The Isothermal and adiabatic limits Illuslrate the sensitivity of the
flow to the thermal conductivity and thus to the electron
distribution function
, For ECRH the electron distribution may be anslotropic and
nonthermal In nature, with significant consequences for thermal
conductivity, particle and energy flow, plasma recycling at the rear
wall, etc.
• Understanding the distribution resulting from the heating, as a
function ol plasma density and microwave power, is thus key to
predicting performance.
Comoarina isothermal and adiabatic _lasma flow
Magnetic field (loop model)
/" ",_ ]
/ \ 8/B=,,
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,I \ 0,6
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/ ', 0.4
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ECR thruster modeling: heatina and plasmit flow ,
A particle-in-cell code - ICEPIC - has been used to model the
thruster plasma heating end motion along the magnetic field
• Individual particles are followed In the guidingcenter
approximation
o Electrons ere heated by rf with velocity-space dlfluslon In
the quaalllnear approximation
o For the present cases, the electrons are weakly collislonal
o The ion mass Is lOOme to speed up calculations
• Plasma Is Injected on the side of a magnetic hill end heated up the
hill from the Inlectlon point
• Two cases ere compared
Inlected Te Inlected T! ECRH
No ECRH 100 eV 5 eV None
ECRH 5 eV 5 eV E rl = 320 V/cm
Geometry for PIC code model
Maanetic field strenaths
z(cm) 0 2
B(gaues) 3650 2350
B(0)/B 1 1.6
3.5 10
1250 125
2.9 29
NBP: Technololp/
ECRH plasma
injection
sticky
wall
l ,
I i
3o.. ',
2gg3
I
I
I I I. .
sticky
wall
Rx=al Poslllon [cml
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Elec;tron "|QmDerature" moment in the flow
• The electrons are highly anlsotroplc even without ECRH
• The electron temperature is highly nonuniform along B
• Strong electron heating by ECRH Is evident perpendicular to B
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Density and potential are strongly affec, ted by ECRH
• Note the rise In potential upfleld of the ECRH, It reduces the flow of
Ions to balance the p_)B/_s force on the electrons and maintain
quaslneutrallty
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Electron enerqy is converted into ion flow _LBJ
Ion
scatter
plot
Ion
velocity
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Energy flow up the field is sup.Dressed by ECRH M
• The total energy flow Is proportional to the flux bundle area, which
Is a factor of 29 larger at the exit than at the magnetic field peak
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Initial experimental tests: preparation
• Initial experiments will be conducted at NASA LeRC (tank 7)
o Space has been provided; magnets and SCR controller for pulsing
microwave power have been sent to LeRC
o Microwave components have been delivered to LeRC
o Vacuum vessel, helical coupler, and gas box have been
constructed and are undergoing final bench tests at LLNL
• First experiments will be directed to forming the plasma and
making preliminary measurements of density, electron temperature
• Subsequent experiments will explore the details of the plasma for
comparison with modeling
o Electron anlsotropy
o Suppression of flow to rear wall
o Efficiency
• Measurements will also be made of the separation of the plasma
plume from the magnetic nozzle
NP-TIM-92 tv
NUCLEAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION
SYSTEMS MODELING
NEP: Systems Modeling 1062 NP-'nM-92
N93-26983
20 kWe NEP FLIGHT
mJc_._R PROeULSmN_CMmCAL _m'EaCnXNcz /
MEETING 1
PLUMBROOK STATION ' 1
NASA LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER /
OCTOBER 22, 1992 1
20 i We NEP FLIGHT SYSTF_M
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STUDY BACKGROUND
• High Level Interest In Early Flight of SP-100 BamKI NEP
System
- OAST AA
- Jo_ _ ,_ Nu_w Pow_ B_¢IPmo_ Tram
• Mission Emphasis Is Space Science
- P_met. Aill¢o_l ExploclIIS_
- NASA Usw': _ _ Space gr.Je_ am_ Ap_-.JN_
' m m m_qM,
STUDY BACKGROUN[ ,
A low power near term NEP system has been proposed as a useful interim system
for near term space exploration. Although the ultimate goal of a 100 kWe class, low
specific mass for planetary exploration remains, application of the technologies that are
currently mature to earlier missions of interest has grown at the higher levels of NASA.
In response to this interest, a study of low power system and mission options has been
initiated, with the Nuclear Propulsion Office serving to coordinate system activities. A
nominal 20 kWe system using Brayton power conversion has been selected by the joint
NASA/DOE Space Nuclear Power and Propulsion team; however, other power levels and
system options will be considered. NASA's Office of Space Science and Applications has
expressed interest in exploiting NEP's mission capabilities, both in the near term and for
more difficult, later missions.
Technologies considered mature for this type of system are the SP-100 reactor,
Brayton dynamic power conversion, and 30 cm ion thrusters, all of which have extensive
ground demonstration backgrounds.
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Study Participants
The full assessment of a 20 kWe NEP system and its applications has drawn together
a team spanning NASA's Codes S and R, including experts from both Lewis Research
Center and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The team includes mission planners, power
system engineers, electric propulsion researchers, and program level managers. Mission
design and analysis is primarily the responsibility of Code S, while system design and
technology assessment is the responsibility of Code R.
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STUDY GROUND RULES
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• Ground Rules may change as mission studies
progress
S FUDY GROUND RULES;
The concept of a near term NEP flight and science mission is based on achieving certain
goals in terms of timely delivery of scientific information as well as timely use of mature
technologies. In this case, near term means a launch in 1998 to 2000. Some initial ground
rules that have been imposed on the study to date are that the mission should leave Earth orbit,
and gather data useful to space scientists. On a system level, a power level of 20 kWe and a
lifetime of 3 years were mandated for initial studies. The combination of low lifetime and
power leads to a mission requirement of launch to escape. In the interest of low cost and
easier launch scheduling, expendable launch vehicles are assumed, up to and including a Titan
IV/Centaur as the largest option. A further ground rule was that the technology used on this
early mission has some bearing on the development of the ultimate 100 kWe outer planet
systems.
These are initial ground rules, based on preliminary conceptions of mission
performance. As more detailed analysis warrants, these assumptions can change to
incorporate improved data.
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System Analysis Assumotions
• 10 - 50 kWe
• 3 year life
• 2000 V to load
• 15 m reactor-to-payload eeparstion distance
• Payload radlstion dose:
- 1,Ox 10 Is ri_Gm '1
-Sx 10' md{Si)¥
• 17oshield haft-angle
• 10% excess heat rejection capacity
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System Analysis Assumptions
System assumptions are shown above. Of primary importance are the separation
distance and radiation dose constraints. These are lower than those identified for the 100 kWe
SP-100 mission, impacting relative shielding mass. The lower doses are aimed at using near
term electronics rather than radiation hard materials. In addition, the lower dosages may
ameliorate interference of the power system with scientific instruments. The shorter boom
length allows for greater ease of packaging and deployment in expendable launch vehicles.
Improved system mass might be achieved through the use of a greater separation distance;
however, this must be included in a detailed trade versus technology readiness and packaging
concerns. The above assumptions were imposed on all systems designs, regardless of reactor
or power conversion selection.
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Reactor Options
Two reactor options were considered in these studies: a full power, 2.5 MWt SP-100
reactor, with excess capability for the low power system, and a scaled reactor designed for
exactly the thermal power required for a given electric power output. Due to the desire to
obtain a minimum mass system, the scaled option has been baselined; however, the full
power option would provide experience in fabricating the same reactor that will be used in
the later, 100 kWe planetary exploration system. These two options represent an additional
trade which will have to be performed to determine the most effective development
approach.
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Power Conversion System Options
Three power conversion system options were considered: the baseline Brayton, near
term thermoelectrics, and a near term Stirling system. The Brayton system is based on the
Brayton Rotating Unit (BRU) developed and tested at NASA Lewis Research Center in
1966-1968. Lifetimes of up to 41,000 hours (>4.5 years) were demonstrated at 1144 K with
this system. A system redundancy of 100% (1 spare power conversion unit) was assumed in
mass estimates. Of the alternatives, the near term thermoelectrics is based upon interim
technology thermoelectric elements, based on performance demonstrated in 1992. The
thermocouples are the precursors to the elements that are to be used on the 100 kWe nominal
system, maintaining an evolutionary link to the ultimate system. The Stirling option is based
upon a low temperature technology that has been tested in the laboratory, although not to the
level of the BRU.
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Ion Propulsion System
The electric propulsion system uses 30 cm diameter ion thrusters operating on xenon
propellant. Thrusters of this size using xenon have been ground tested extensively, and the
thruster designs build on flight testing and development of ion thrusters extending back to the
1960's. Life testing of these thrusters has identified regimes of operation to permit 10,000
hours life, and these regimes have been assumed in thruster system design. Performance
parameters have been generated over a range of specific impulses for these thrusters, to allow
flexibility in mission analysis and optimization. Thruster masses are based upon flight like
thrusters that were constructed in 1992.
The assumed electric propulsion power processing electronics share a heritage with the
thrusters. System mass estimates have been based on sealing equations taken from actual
flight systems and designs. Power processors have demonstrated lifetimes more than
adequate for the full mission life assumed in this study.
In order to meet system lifetime requirements; several sets of thrusters are required.
Three years of life is 26,280 hours, requiring 3 sets of thrusters to ensure suitable lifetime. An
entire redundant set of thrusters has been included in the system mass to provide an additional
level of reliability. Each thruster in a set is assumed to have its own power processor;
however, In the case of the power processor, a single unit should operate for the entire life of
the mission. One set of spare units is included for additional reliability.
As mission analyses mature, the exact number of thrusters and power processors
required will be determined and more exact system designs can be developed.
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Mass Scaling
Results of power system analysis are shown above for the ease of the sealed SP-100
reactor. Specific mass includes boom and transmission to the spacecraft bus. Electric
propulsion specific mass is not included, as this will vary with specific impulse as well as
power. A significant penalty in specific mass is seen at power levels below 30 kWe, due to
the limits in scaling of the reactor and shield. However, some launch vehicle payload mass
and volume considerations may restrict the system to these lower powers.
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Nomirt_d SP-100 Reactor Power System
Mass Scaling
Comparable results are shown for the case using the nominal 2.5 MWt reactor. At 20 kWe,
there is approximately a 25 kg/kWe penalty for using the larger reactor. Again, mission and
development cost analyses are needed to determine the impact of this difference on the
implementation of the early NEP system.
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Radiator area scaling is shown for the three options, with corresponding launch vehicle
volumetric limits provided for reference. Volume limits are for the entire launch vehicle
shroud, with no allowance for upper stage. The trade between Brayton and thermoelectrics is
shown in the relative area for the two. The higher rejection temperature of the
thermoelectrics allows a reduced radiator area. System specific masses are comparable,
however, due to the higher efficiency of the Brayton power conversion. System and mission
analysis will ultimately be based on three primary points: mission performance (specific
mass), development time, and launch vehicle compatibility.
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30 cm Ion Thruster Performance
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Projected ion thruster performance is shown in terms of thrust efficiency and specific
impulse. These data are necessary for trajectory and system optimization, in order to
determine the proper design point in terms of thruster speeific impulse and system power.
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Scaling
The ion propulsion system includes thrusters, gimbals, power processors and
associated thermal control. The above system is for a fixed input power to the power
processor of 20 kWe. Specific mass decreases with specific impulse because of the deere.ase
in the number of thrusters required to process the power. Included in the specific mass
budget are an extra set of thrusters and power processors (PPU). The system is designed to
last 30,000 hours, or almost 3.5 years. These data, in addition to specific masses for other
lifetimes, have been provided to the mission analysts for more detailed trajectory analysis.
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ExamplLe 20 kWe Vehicle Confi_ :uration
A conceptual design of a 20 kWe NEP vehicle configuration is shown above. Of key
interest at this stage of the analysis is the 'design of the radiator and the location of the
thrusters. These components have the potential for the greatest amount of interaction with the
payload and launch vehicle. Overall vehicle integration will require detailed assessments of
the configuration of these components. In addition, thruster location determines vehicle
trajectory and steering capabilities. Placement of thrusters and their electronics will also
impact transmission line designs. Currently, system designs assume that the thrusters are
mounted as shown above, with the greatest distance between power processors and power
conversion.
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CONCLUSION
A range of low power NEP system performance parameters have been defined for
initial scoping mission studies. Following the initial mission assessment, more refined
studies will be developed. Included in these studies will be a development schedule and
cost analysis for the system of interest, including the flight system. Trade studies of system
options, such as the nominal versus scaled reactor options, will continue in parallel with
mission analysis.
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100- 500 kWe NEP Systems
Nuclear Propulsion Technical Interchange Meeting
LeRC Plum Brook Station
October 22, 1992
Jeff George .
Advanced Space Analysis Office
Lewis Research Center
Advanced Space Analysis OfficP
100 - 500 kWe NEP Systems
• Use 2.4 MWt SP-100 reactor / dynamic power conversion
• Enhancing to 100 kWe thermoelectric SP-100
• Serve as Interim step between 100 kWe and multimegawatt NEP
• New NEP mission/performance regime
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System/Technology Assumptions
• SP-100 Reactor
- fast spectrum, lithium-cooled, pin type
- 2.4 MWt
- 1375 K out
- 7 yr life
• Dynamic Power Conversion
- 1100 K Brayton
1300 K Brayton
- 1300 K Ranklne
- 1 to 4 100-125 kWe "modular" power conversion loops
- 2000 V to load
• Heat Rejection
-10 kg/kWe (SP-100 program)
• Krypton Ion Thrusters
- 50-100 cm
- 3000-7000 sec Isp
- 50-150 kWe/thruster
- 6 kg/kWe
N/_ Lewis Research Center
Advanced Space Analysis Office
Electrical Output Power of Modular Dynamic
Power Conversion Systems
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Rankine and Brayton Radiator Area
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KRYPTON ION TltRUSTi_R MASS SCALING.
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NEP System Specific Mass
for Rankine and Brayton Power Conversion
(2.4 MWt SP-100 reactor, Ion thrusters, I to 4 power conversion loops)
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500 kWe SP-lOO/K-Rankine/Ion
NEP Vehicle
Lewis ,Research Center
Advanced Space Analysis Office
250 kWe SP-100/K-Rankine/Ion
NEP Vehicle
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- Scenario:
• Depart LEO (400 kin) I
• Spiral to Moon, Capture at Moon
• Spiral down to Low Lunar Orbit (LLO)
• Return Empty
- Payload:
• 40 MT to lunar surface
• 39.5 MT lunar lander
- Trip Time:
• Round trip time < 1 year
• Trip Time = Reactor, thruster operating time
- Reference Cargo Vehicle:
• Cryogenic LOX/LH2
• Isp: 468 seconds
• IMLEO: 267 MT
• Trip Time: 3 days
i
III
I
I
I
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EARLY TRACK NEP LUNAR CARGO 1
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RESULTS
• 1350 K Rankine, Brayton provide system beneficial to
SEI objectives
• Lunar Cargo:
- 1350 K power systems at 1- 1.5 MWe allow 90 - 130 MT savings over
chemical vehicle (up to 50% reduction)
- Round trip times: 250 days - 1 Year
• Mars Cargo:
• - 1350 K power systems at 1- 1.5 MWe allow mass performance
comparable to advanced NTP systems
- Trip Time: 500'days - 2 Years
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CONCLUSIONS
• Early Track NEP provides the option for "faster,
cheaper" implementation of advanced propulsion for
SEI
• Other areas of application:
- Space Science - significantaugmentation to exploration of outer planets
and beyond
- Precursors - Early Track NEP to Mars for robust mapping, sample return,
subsurface probing
• Technology Developments Required:
- Dynamic Power Conversion
- Scaled Krypton Ion Thrusters
• MPD Thrusters may also be an opllon
- System integration
t_.'LIF.&R PROPIIJLSK_ O_'FICt
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Nuclear Electric Propulsion Options
for Piloted Mars Missions
Nuclear Propulsion Technical Interchange Meeting
LeRC Plum Brook Station
October 22, 1992
Jeff George
Advanced Space Analysis Office
Lewis Research Center
Advanced Space Analysis Office
NEP for SEI Mars Missions
• Synergy with Surface Power Technology
• "Fast" Piloted Missions
• Efficient Cargo Delivery
• Fewer and/or Smaller (135 MT) Launch Vehiclss
• Continuous Abort Mode
• Continuous Earth Return Window
• Technology:
Existing Reactor Technology Program
Need Potassium Rankine Power Conversion
- Need Multlmeguwatt Ion Thruetere
NP-TIM-92
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Why not NEP?
• Long Earth spiral escape times
Impractical piloted lunar missions
Chemical crew taxi for piloted Mars
• Long operating times
High rellabllitles necessary
Complications for artificial gravity
• Multiple technologies
Reactor
Power Conversion
Thrusters
Lewis Research Center
Advlmced SlPaOe Analysis Office
• Reactor
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NEP Technologies
I
- 2 yr life, 25 MWth SP-100
- Li cooled, fast spectrum, UN fuel, Nb-lZr clad
-Technology developed In current SP-100 program
• Power Conversion
1400 K Potassium Rankine
- SNAP-50 tested components at 1420 K for 10,000 hours
- 3-5 life projected from turbine erosion
• Thrusters
Argon Ion engines, 5000 sec. Isp, 6g % efficiency, 10,000 hour life
- Efficiency end life demonstrated at lap but lower power
- EP will be used on upcoming Telstar IV
N/_ Lewlm Research Center
Advamee<i Space Analysle Office
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2 x 5 MWe Reduced Life Growth SP-100 NEP System
Reactor IA.cooled pin.type fast reactor
Power Conversion Potassium Ranklne
Power Output 5 MWe/Modulo
Full Power TJre 2 yrs
Propulsion Ion
Turbine ]JedetTemp. 1400 K
Condemmr T_mp. 975 K (Min. mess)
Thermal-Electric Eft. 2{_
neacton
Spectrum Fast
Coolant Lithlu m
Fuel UN pins
Cladding I)W_I 1
8l_'ucture PWC-11
Man-rat_! Shadow Shield.
Dose Constraint 5 remtyr
Materllds W / Lill
l)mm Plane Diameter 20 m
Separation Distance 100 m
Type fleet Pipe Radiators
Geometry Planar
Specific Mass 6 kg/m2
Total Radiator/_re8 693 m2/Module
System Mass Breakdown:
Reactors 6990 kg
Shielding 12200 kg
Power Conversion 19060 kg
(4+2 T-G units, 5095 redundancy)
Radiators 8320 kg
Power Cond. & Dist. 20000 kg
_00k_
Total (2 Modules) 72570 kg
Specific Mass 7.3 kg/kWe
J, ID¥6UIeCIffO Gtf'_Cll! _f3_LV0118 OCFIICJfi
_A LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
15 MWe MulU-Reactor Nuclear Electric Propulsion Vehicle
for a Piloted Mission to Mars
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Groundrules
• system,
oModular/Multiple Power Systems
- Growth 91=-100 Reactor
- 1400 K Potassium Ranklne Power Conversion
• Argon ion Engines
- 5000 sac Isp
- 60.9 % efficiency
- 10,000 hour life
- 7.3 kg/kWe
- 10 % Tankage Fraction
- 10 MT Inerts/Strtmture Mass
• Orbits
- SSF Altitude Earth Departure Orbit
- Crew boards at HEO
- Areoeynchronoue Orbit at Mars
- ECCV return at Mars (9.4 kin/see V=, Limit)
Lewis Remmrch Center
Advanced Ope_ Amllysla Office
Payload Assumptions
ECCV
Transit Habitat
Piloted MEV
Cargo MEV
7 MT
55 MT
65 MT
65 MT
• Uniems othe_dse notod - all Piloted NEP missions presented carry return propellant
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Conjunction Mission Performance for the 2010 Mission Opportunity
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Conjunction Mission Performance over Various Opportunities
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10 MWe Piloted Mars NEP with ECCV
2 x 5.0 MWe Modular "Hydra" NEP Vehicle
4 175 m
2 x 181 M'r HLLV Launches
179 MT 181 MT
41mxSm 41mxSm
Piloted
Transit
Time:
IMLEO:
2010 2018
193d lS4d
+1SOd +10Sd
373 d 260d
310 MT 285 MT
Lewis Reeear_ Center
Advarmed Spaoe Analysls Office
10 MWe Modular NEP Piloted Mars Vehicle
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10 & 15 MWe Piloted Mars NEP with ECCV & MEV
2 x 5.0 MWe Modular "Hydra" NEP Vehicle
__. • 174m
3-4 x 132 BIT HLLV Launches
116 MT 132 MT
41mxSm 25mx10m
2010' 2018
Power: 15 MWe 10 MWe
Piloted 200 d 177 d
Tr,nslt +180d +lOSd
Time: 380 d 283 d
IMLEO: 479 MT 367 MT
*. Optimal legdistribution221.134,,355 d & S18
Lawlo Relesrch Center
Advanced Space Armlysll Office
5 MWe Piloted Mars NEP with ECCV
5.0 MWe Piloted NEP Vehicle
.,l 96m
NP-TIM-02
I x 190 MT HLLV Launch
190 MT
41 mxSm
2010 2018
233 d 181 d
Piloted
Tranelt +200d +125d
Time: 433 d 306 d
1091
IMLEO: 189 MT 190 MT
Lewis Research Center
Advanced Spice AmUysis Office
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5 MWe Mars Cargo NEP with 2 MEVs
5.0 MWe Cargo NEP Vehicle
73 m ._
1 x 242 MT HLLV Launch
242 _
46mx12m
Tmrmlt
Time:,
IMLEO:
2OO7
418 d
242 kiT
Lewis RmeKch Center
Advanced Spaoe ArmlysJs Office
2.5 MWe Mars Cargo NEP with MEV
2.5 MWe Cargo NEP Vehicle
46m
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1 x 135 LIT HLLV Launch
135 MT
48mx10m
1092
Transit
Time:
2007 2O07
n_.LTm
405 d 460d
+0d +20_d
405 d 669 d
IMLEO: 135 MT 135 MT
N/_ Lewis Fleleetch Center
Advanced Space Analysis Office
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Launch Vehicle Requirements
Launch Vehicle Size Mleelon Mode
"Small" (135 MT) 10 MWe Pilotedwith ECCV
10/15 Piloted with MEV
"Medium" (180 MT) 5 MWe Pilotedwith ECCV
10 MWe Piloted with ECCV
10/15 Pilotedwith MEV
"Large" (220 MT) 5 MWe Pilotedwith ECCV
10 MWe Piloted with ECCV
10/15 Pilotedwith MEV
Piloted Cargo Total
3 4- 7
3-4 3 6-7
1 4 5
2 4 6
3 -4 3 6 -7
1 2 3
2 2 4
3 -4 2 5-6
Lewis Research Cenler
Advanced Splice Analysis Office
Future Work
NP-TIM-92
• Preliminary trade studies completed
- EXPO '92 NEP Mars Scenario
• Select reference mission/system scenario
• Perform focused studies
- System design
- Krypton propellant
- Advanced reactor/power conversion technologies
- Launch manliest
- Aborts/Window Assessment
- 10 MWe out/15 MWe back
- Radiation Protection
1093
N/_ Lewis Research Center
Advanced Space Analysis Office
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Summary
• NEP meets EXPO trip time requirements (5-10 MWe)
• NEP enables reduction of number and/or size of HLLV's
• NEP has Inherent flexibilitles and abort capabilities not afforded by high
thrust systems
• Synergy exists between NEP, surface, and spacecraft power technologies
• NEP could be ready to support 2010 Mars mission - No technological
"show-stoppers" exist
_ Relemroh Center
Advlmoml _ Arilyilu Office
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LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
NEP SYSTEMS MODEL
NUCLEAR PROPULSION TECHNICAL INTERCHANGE
MEETING
PLUMBROOK STATION
NASA LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
OCTOBER 22, 1992
Jim GiUand
Sverdrup Technology, lncJNuclear Propulsion Office
Jeff George
NASA LeRC/Advanced Space Analysis Office
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Nuclear Electric Propulsion System Schematic
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THE NEP SYSTEM ANALYSIS CHALLENGF,
neutrons,
[Shleldl :_ ............Reactor ]
T, Q . mass, V
"e_;l; [P°wer C°nversi°n)_mass, v
Pe, Volts _, Q "_k
Power Electronics] _ ........ _': [Heat Rejection]
_e"xTpe,Volts -_ Q
[Thrusters ]_ Thrust, Isp
Total System
Mass
_tCI.F.J_ _ OFRCl --'-----'+
_ LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
• Design
- Develop an effective means of system integration, optimization and design
- Perform subsystem level trades and sensitivity studies
- Establish system design for planetary exploration
• Studies
- Develop an effective means of performing integrated system trade studies
over a range of technology options
- Identifymost advantageous technologies for next generation NEP systems
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L P A
• NPO's initial purpose was analysis and design of MWe
NEP systems for SEI applications
- MWe NEP subsystem models not well developed
Very little system integration was taking place in NEP studies
NPO chose to fund development of broad based component models that
• Update MWe subsystem designs
• Allow for integrated system analysis
• Current emphasis is on kWe systems
20 - 100 kWe SP-IO0 power system definition
kWe ion thruster modelling
Integrated NEP system, vehicle definition
_ LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
NEP SUBSYSTEM MODEL DEVELOPMENT
(1992)
•.In House
- Improve existing K-Rankine code
- Develop thruster systems model
• Ion
• MPD
• Power Conversion - Rocketdyne
- K- Rankine
- Brayton
• Power Management and Distribution - Rocketdyne
• Heat Rejection - Rocketdyne
• Reactors - Oak Ridge National Laboratory
- LiquidMetal Cooled Fuel Pin
- NERVA - Dsrived
- LiquidMetal Cooled Cermet
0¢_LF.&R PRO0_LI_ON OFFOCE
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N 9 3- 2_5 9 _"_
_ LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER .m_
NEP SYSTEMS MODELLING OVERV_]_W
• An integrated systems analysis code is the next step
for both SP-100 and SEI NEP systems analysis
• Preliminary in-house efforts at systems Integration are
underway
• Another alternative may be a general systems analysis
code that can incorporate NPO system models
NEP Systems Model
Nuclear Propulsion Technical Interchange Meeting
LeRC Plum Brook Station
October 22, 1992
Jeff George .
Advanced Space Analysis Office
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New NEP Systems Analysis Code
. Modular
Driver Code
Variety of subsystem models
• Five subsystems modelled
•- Reactor/Shield
- Power Conversion
- Heat Rejection
- PMAD
- Thrusters
• Optimizes for:
- Minimum mass
- Minimum radiator area
- Low mass/low area
• Parameters optimized:
- Separation distance
- Temperature ratio
- (Pressure ratio)
('rransmission frequency)
Lewis Research Center
Advanced Space An=b/sis Office
New NEP Systems Analysis Code, Cont.
• Top level requirements
- Power level
Full power lifetime
- Payload dose constraint
- Reactor temperature
Turbine inlet temperature
- Materials
Subsystem types/models
NP-TIM-92 I099
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Subsystem Models Library
Lewis Research Center
Advanced Space Analysis Office
Mass Distribution: ALKASYS v. RSMASS v. GE (SP-100)
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Status
I i i I
• Two LMR reactor models comopared:
- ALKASYS better above 2.5 MWt
- RSMASS better below 2.5 MWt
• Modular systems driver code completed
• LMR/Rankine version undergoing verification & validation
• Various subroutine models collected, under development
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THRUSTER MODELS FOR NEP 1
SYSTEM ANALYSIS 1
II NUCLEAR PROPULSION TECHNICAL INTERCIIANGE /
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THRUSTER MODELS FOR _,IEP
SYSTEM ANALYSIS
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GOALS OF THRUSTER MODELLING i
/
I I • Objective: Develop thrustor il_ models to Interfacei
II /
II"c"': /
II '-_' /
it 1
GOAL_; OF THRUSTER MODELLING
There are currently no thruster modelling codes that can be integrated with
power system codes for full propulsion system modelling. Most existing thruster
models have been written from a "stand alone" viewpoint, assuming the user is
performing analyses on thruster performance alone. The goal of the present
modelling effort is to develop thruster codes that model performance and scaling as
a function of mission and system inputs, rather than in terms of more elemental
physical parameters.
System level parameters of interest are performance, such as specific impulse
and efficiency; terminal characteristics, such as voltage or current; and mass.
Specific impulse and efficiency couple with mission analyses, while terminal
characteristics allow integration with power systems. Additional information on
lifetime and operating may be required for detailed designs.
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lW mhAPPROACH TO MODELLING
l i" TwoThrustorTyI_.
|/
HI qnert Gasion
I. "Hydr°_m MPD
II"oN fundamental physics (whore polmiblo), empirical
iid-
|J. Benchmark results with existing experimental, design
ii """
relmnt optimized designe
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AF'I'ROACH TO MODELLII'IG
For this initial effort, the two thruster types with the strongest development
background are being modelled: the Magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) and Ion
Thrusters. The emphasis is on modelling these devices as systems; that is, to focus on
the macroscopic system level parameters such as power, thrust, specific impulse,
rather than on the microscopic parameters such as electron temperature, ionization
fraction, and plasma instabilities. Where possible, the fundamental physics of the
concept are used, to provide as close an understanding of the underlying processes as
possible. Where understanding is incomplete, or too complex for productive system
analysis, empirical results have been used. For example, applied field MPD thruster
thrust generation is based on experimental measurements, rather than an analytical
model.
As these models are developed, they are and will be compared to experimental
data and point studies.
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MPD Thruster
The MPD thruster accelerates a plasma propellant through the electromagnetic
Lorentz body force. The system considered in this modelling activity is a cylindrical,
coaxial thruster, with an external anode and central cathode. Acceleration is provided
through the interaction of radial and azimuthal currents with both the self-induced
(azimuthal) and applied (axial and radial) magnetic fields• The applied field is
generated by a solenoidal coil located externally of the anode. The majority of the
thruster's waste heat has been observed to be deposited in the anode, requiring a
radiator to reject this energy to space. In this design, the radiator is a set of lithium
heat pipes conductively coupled to the anode and transferring the heat from the anode
surface to a surrounding circular graphite surface.
Constraints on MPD thruster operation are cathode lifetime due to mass loss, the
ability to reject the anode heat, material temperature limits, and the cooling of the
hyperconducting magnet coil, which operates at 21 K
• Inputs range from performance requirements to some system design parameters.
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I[ MPD Thruster Model Benchmark I
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MPD Thruster Model Benc aark
An initial benchmarking of the code in terms of system level parameters has been
performed. The point design is actually a combination of results from two references:
"Multimegawatt Electric Propulsion System Design Considerations,"AIAA 90-2552;
and "Multimegawatt MPD Thruster Design Considerations," in the 9th Symposium on
Space Nuclear Power Systems, January, 1992. MPD thruster mass was taken from the
first reference, which actually used a flared anode., with an inital anode radius of 15 ._m
flaring to 30 cm at the exit. The second reference is a cylindrical anode of 15 cm radius.
The second reference was used for input data to the MPD model.
In terms-of terminal characteristics and magnet design, the model results are
reasonably close to the point design. Such differences that do exist are due to differences
in assumptions of applied field thruster performance, and could be remedied through
better empirical parameters in the model.
Model results differ primarily in terms of radiator mass. This is because of the
difference in anode heating between the two cases. The reference case assumed a low
(25 V) anode drop, whereas the MPD model estimates a 90 V drop. This difference
shows up in both the radiator size and the anode temperature. An improved model of
MPD thruster loss mechanisms will be required to resolve this difference.
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MPD Thruster Example
An example of the MPD code results has been generated for a range of pertinent
parameters. Although a great many variables are output, only some of the more
interesting results are presented herein. The power level, specific impulse, and
efficiency are representative of thruster performance useful for lunar or Mars mission
applications.
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MPD Thruster Model
Effect of Maenetic Field on Thruster Deslen
|.25
%" m_._ _ ,,_mr _
MPD Thruster Mod,_l
Effect of Magnetic Field on Tt _uster
Design
The impact of the applied field upon thruster design is shown in this figure.
Increasing the applied field increases its contribution to accelerating the propellant,
reducing the need for the self field thrust component. This results in a decrease in
anode radius, for conditions of constant power and efficiency. This effect is seen to
become less marked at higher fields, indicating that there may be maximal field
strength for MPD thruster operation.
This result indicates one benefit of the model: previously, scaling of the thruster
with field strength had not been addressed on a parametric basis. Instead, a single
design point of field strength and anode radius was selected. It should be noted that
this anode radius is also consistent with anode heat rejection and heat conduction
constraints.
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MPD Thruster Model
Effe,:I of Magnetic Field on 11 ruster
Mass
The scaling of thruster system (anode, cathode, magnet, radiator) with applied
field is shown here. The result indicates a region of field strengths with minimal
thruster system mass. In the present model, radiator mass is a dominant segment of the
design. The minimum mass point is due to a trade off in decreased anode and magnet
size with increased anode losses at higher fields. This behavior is dependent upon the
anode loss assumptions, currently an area of experimental and theoretical investigation.
An improved anode loss model will ensure the minimum mass point. The MPD model is
amenable to incorporating such changes as they become necessary.
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MPD Thruster Model
Effect of Efficiency on Thruster Mass
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MP]3 Thruster Model
Eirect of Efficiency on Thruster Mass
The dominance of radiator mass in the overall system mass is seen in this
calculation of thruster mass for varying efriciencies. Increased efficiency is simply
decreasing the amount of waste heat delivered to the anode. Additional effects due to
thruster or magnet radius are subsumed in the radiator effects.
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Ion Thruster
The Ion thruster generates thrust through the electrostatic acceleration of a
plasma propellant. The electrostatic field is generated via two grids, placed
downstream from a discharge chamber in which the plasma is generated. Propellants
of choice are the inert gases xenon, krypton, and argon. Propellant choice depends
upon the specific impulse and efficiency required.
Ion thrusters operate under several constraints. The primary limit is the space
charge limit upon ion beam density. In addition, numerous engineering level
constraints upon power density exist, such as grid lifetimes• These considerations are
functions of propellant and operating conditions. Of the constraints listed here, all but
grid lifetime have been addressed in the thruster model to date.
Some constraints are based on engineering concerns, such as the span-to-gap
ratio. This is the ratio of the thruster grid length (the span) to the inter-grid spacing
(the gap). Due to thermal and electric deformation, there is a practical upper limit to
this ratio for thruster fabrication.
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Ion Thruster Example
A sample case of a 100 kWe ion propulsion system has been assessed for this
presentation. Inputs are shown above. The ion thruster model was used to calculate
system parameters and operating conditions that both met the input requirements and
satisfied the constraints. The thruster model will ultimately calculate thruster masses,
as does the MPD model.
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Ion Thruster Model
Thruster Performance
Ion thruster performance (emcency, specific impulse) is shown for all three
propellants. These results are comparable to experimental data for 30 or 50 cm
diameter thrusters operated at Lewis Research Center. It should be noted that these
data were not generated for fixed thruster dimensions; rather, thruster scaling was an
output of the model.
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Thruster scaling is shown for the three propellants. Total grid area is the area
required to process 100 kWe of power, although the number of thrusters changes with
specific impulse. The model predicts greater power densities at higher specific impulse,
as is seen in experiment. The behavior of these data may change after grid lifetime
constraints are imposed.
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Ion Thruster Model
RelatiLon of Isp to Span to Gap ]ratio
The required span-to-gap ratios for each operating point are shown. As power
density increases, the total area required decreases, allowing reduced span to pp ratios.
This graph is intended as an example of the variations in parameters to be expected in a
design study; the variation of other parameters such as number of thrusters, and total
voltage would have to be examined in a true system analysis.
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Summary of Progress
This presentation is intended as a status report on thruster system modelling
efforts currently underway at Lewis Research Center. An evolutionary approach is
being taken in developing these models. Refinement of the codes and their component
subroutines is expected in the coming months. First order modelling has provided some
initial insights into thruster behavior and requirements for effective implementation.
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Further Work
In addition to completing the ion thruster code lifetime and mass models, several
areas for improvement of both codes are evident. The impact of the MPD power loss
models upon thruster design emphasizes the need for a better understanding, either
theoretical or empirical, of dissipation in the MPD thruster. Further refinement of the
radiator model is required for effective system design.
In both codes, the potential for internal optimization of certain thruster
components is very strong. For example, optimization of the MPD thruster's applied
magnetic field strength for minimum thruster system mass might be included in the
analysis. Similarly, optimization of the ion thruster voltages, grid spacing, and grid
area could be included in the analysis.
Perhaps most important at this stage is that thruster system models are being
developed that allow rapid analysis while providing some understanding of the physical
processes involved.
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INNOVATIVE ELECTRIC PROPULSION
THRUSTER MODELING
Presented at the
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JPL OUTLINE
• Introduction
• Objective and Approach
• Related Activities
• Concepts Selected for Modeling
• C60 Electron-Bombardment Ion Thruster
• Pulsed Inductive Thruster (PIT)
• Lithium-Propellant MPD
• Other Concepts Modeled in Previous Studies
• Status and Plans
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INTRODUCTION
JPL OBJECTIVES & APPROACH
• Objective
• Model and evaluate advanced innovative electric propulsion
concepts as an aid to performing NEP mission benefits studies
• .Provide scaling relationships for mass, power, efficiency, etc.
as a function of Isp, propellant type, etc.
• Identify technology status / needs
• Approach
• Select concepts most appropriate for NEP Piloted / Cargo
Mars Missions (MMW NEP emphasis)
• Review relevant literature
• Identify technology status / needs
, Formulate scaling relationships
• Use first-principals modeling approach
JPL
INTRODUCTION
INNOVATIVE ELECTRIC PROPULSION
RELATED ACTIVITIES AT JPL
• Advanced Propulsion Concepts Studies
High-Power Ion, MPD, and ECR Thruster Modeling
Microwave Electrothermal (MET) Thruster Modeling
• MMW SEP / NEP - Ion / MPD Thruster PPU Modeling
• In-House Research in Advanced Electric Propulsion
• Inert-Gas Ion Thrusters
• C60 Ion Thrusters
• Li-MPD Thrusters
Arcjets
ECR Thrusters (JPL/Caltech)
• MET Thrusters
• Contract Research in Advanced Electric Propulsion
• Variable-lsp Thruster Research (MIT)
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JPL
Concept Typical
lap (s)
INTRODUCTION
SUMMARY OF CONCEPTS
CONSIDERED
Typical Typical Likely Application Comments
Eft. (%) Pe (MWe) CIs-Lunar Mars
High-Power 5,000- 8 5 0.05-2 X X
Ion thruster 20,000
C80 ion 2,000- 7 5 0.05-5 X ?
thruster 5,000
Inert-gaB 5,000- 60 1-10 X X
MPD 9,000
LI-propellant 5,000- 80 1-10 X X
MPD 9,000
ECR 2,000- 70 0.01-2 X X
10,000
MET 1,000- 60-70 0.001-0.1 X
2,000
MIT Variable 1,000- 50 0.1-2 X X
lap Thruster 20,000
TRW PIT 1,000- 80 0.1-2.5 X X
5,000
Mass Orlvers, 1,000- 90 0.1-10 X
Reil Guns 1,500 50
• Modeled In FY'91 (APC)
, THiS TASK
• Good Eft. at LOW lap
• Modeled in FY'91 (APC)
• THIS TASK
• Good Eft.
• Modeled In FY'91 (APC)
• Modeled In APC RTOP
• Not applicable to Mars
• Modest Eft.; Only - 10-20 %
savings wl variable lep
• THIS TASK
• Omnivorous (ETRU ?)
• Modeled In FY'89 (ASAO)
• Omnivorous; pellet debris
,JPl. C60 ELECTRON BOMBARDMENT
ION THRUSTER MODELING
• Electron-bombardment ion thruster analysis based on a
model originally developed by Brophy
• Propellants: - C60
- Xenon
- Krypton
- Argon
• Span-to-Gap Ratio: 500
• Minimum Grid Separation: 0.6 mm
• Maximum Electric Field between Grids: 3000 V/mm
• Maximum Thruster Diameter: lm
• Losses considered: - Ion Production Cost
- Propellant Utilization Efficiency
- Beam Divergence Loss
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C§0 ELECTRON BOMBARDMENT ION THRUSTER MODELING
.JPL PROCEDURE
• For a given specific impulse, maximize thrust ( power input ) of thruster
• Model two regimes:
• Regime 1: Maximize grid diameter until 1.m limit is reached.
Net-to-total voltage ratio R=0.2
• Regime 2: Keep grid diameter fixed at 1 m, raise net-to-total
voltage ratio R from 0.2 to 0.9
• Compute: - Total Power Consumption
- Thrust
- Thruster Efficiency
- Thruster Mass
- Specific Mass
- Thrust-to-Power Ratio
-Mass Flow Rate
- Discharge Current
- Beam Current
- Grid Separation
- Grid Diamenter
- Beam Voltage
- Total Voltage
C60 ELECTRON BOMBARDMENT ION THRUSTER MODELING
Jill SAMPLE INPUT DATA
Propellant
Beam Divergence
Ion production Cost
Propellant Utilization
Discharge Voltage
Neutralizer Coupling
Grid Open Area Fraction
Thruster Chamber Length
C60
0.95
100 eV/ion
0.9
36 V
20 V
0.75
20 cm
Xenon
0.95
150 eV/ion
0.9
36 V
20 V
0.75
20 cm
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C60 ELECTRON BOMBARDMENT ION THRUSTER MODELING
,Ji:l. SPECIFIC MASS & EFFICIENCY vs Isp
• Specific Mass ;-
impacts vehicle
sizing
u
i
• Efficiency (PJet/Pe)
impacts •'Jet power"
and thrust
NP-TIM-92
JIlL
C60 ELECTRON BOMBARDMENT ION THRUSTER MODELING
THRUSTER MASS & POWER vs Isp
• Mass-per-thruster
impacts gimbal
sizing
• Power-per-thruster
impacts PPU sizing
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C60 ELECTRON BOMBARDMENT ION THRUSTER MODELING
Jill_ C60/Xe/Kr/Ar-ION THRUSTER
SUMMARY
• C60 versus Xe/Kr/Ar
• For Isp < 4000 Ibf-s/Ibm, C60 has lower specific mass
and higher efficiency than Xe/Kr/Ar
• Isp of C60 ideal for cis-lunar missions
• Xe vs Kr vs Ar
• Xe/Kr/Ar have - same specific mass
• Xe/Kr efficiencies higher than Ar
• High cost of Xe and low eft. of Ar may favor Kr
• High power-per-thruster (>0.1 MWe) possible
JPL
CO0 ELECTRON BOMBARDMENT ION THRUSTER MODELING
MAX. VOLTAGE & DIAMETER vs isp
• Maximum Voltage
impacts PPU sizing
moo
me lee• ,eel eeoe
_w
!
lie• i•tll 1_o•1 I_eoe
Ilpecilkl Impulse ( eec )
• Thruster Diameter
impacts vehicle
packaging /
configuration
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JPL PULSED INDUCTIVE THRUSTER
(PIT) MODELING
• Concept
• Current pulse in flat induction coil (1 m dia) induces ionization
and drives plasma current
• Magnetic (JxB) force accelerates plasma
• Propellant injected with pulsing valve
• Advantages
• Electrodeless (minimal errosion)
• Can operate with a variety of propellants
• Ammonia, hydrazine, argon, carbon dioxide demonstrated
• Technical Issues
• Propellant valve lifetime
• High rep-rate switch and capacitor life-time
• System performance at high rep-rate
TRWFederalSyetem!Division
Spece&T-'hnoboyGroup
Mark V Front View
T,' W
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JPL
PULSED INDUCTIVE THRUSTER MODELING
PIT MODEL DISCRIPTION
• PiT analysis based on a model originally developed by TRW
• Thruster modelled as a transformer
Re Le to- M
J
-1-- C ' plasma ring
J Capacitor inductance
Voltage
Lo-M
. A system of coupled differential equations discribing the model
is solved to estimate the specific impulse and efficiency
• Thruster paramaters input to the model are based on the
TRWMark V design:
• Mass= 150kg
• Coil diameter = 1 m
• Total Vc = 30 kV DC
• Applied Voltage (from PPU) = Vc ! 2
• Plasma resistivity (related to Rp) is propellant dependent
1RW Fe41end Systems Divbi_
Smm & TKImy _eJp
Comparison of N2H4 Data with Analytical Model
IJlIIllI i W
• 11[fflF
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PULSED INDUCTIVE THRUSTER MODELING
,.JILL PIT MASS AND POWER CONDITIONING
• Thruster Mass
• Thruster mass is proportional to energy-per-shot
(about twice capacitor mass)
• .To obtain a specific mass of 1 kg/kW requires rep-rate on
the order of 100 Hz
• Power Conditioning
• Switches needed to isolate power system from thruster
circuit during shots
• May need a dedicated Power Processing Unit (PPU) to charge
capacitors between shots (supply -15 kV DC)
It may be possible to use sychronous switching to charge
capacitors directly from a dynamic nuclear electric power
supply bus (typically 7-10 kV AC)
PULSED INDUCTIVE THRUSTER MODELING
,JI:=L PIT MODELING RESULTS
HYDRAZINE, ARGON
5000"
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o 1(;00 2OO0 30100 4000 _000 [;00( _
Isp
• For a given thruster (e.g., Mark V) and propellant type,
efficiency and specific impulse are both functions of the
square root of energy per shot divided by mass per shot
(or square root of average power divided by average mass flow rate)
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PULSED INDUCTIVE THRUSTER MODELING
PIT SUMMARY
• Thruster efficiency varies from about 20 to 50 % at
specific impulses between 2,000 and 6,000 Ibf-s/Ibm,
respectively
• Thruster mass is proportional to energy per shot
• 'Specific mass is proportional to shot repetition rate
• Shot rep rate ~ 100 Hz needed for - 1 kg/kWe
° Thruster has been operated on a variety of gases
• Potential to utilize extraterrestrial propellants
• May have significant PPU needs for SEP or
static-conversion NEP (-100 V DC source)
• Dynamic-conversion NEP more attractive
(~ 8 kV AC source)
• Propellant valve and capacitor switch lifetimes an issue
_II L LITHIUM MAGNETOPLASMADYNAMIC
(MPD) THRUSTER MODELING
• Self-field steady-state MPD thruster analysis based on a
model originally developed by Blandino
• Propellants: - Lithium
- Argon
- Hydrogen
• Axially-uniform radial current distribution,
coaxially-uniform diameter tungsten electrodes
° Geometry ratios fixed: Ra/Rc = 5, Lc/Rc = 9
• Maximum cathode current density = 15 kA/cm^2
(to limit erosion)
• Lithium heat pipe technology used for annular radiatorMax heat flux technology-limited to < 1000 W/cm^2
• Max heat flux calculated < 500 W/cm^2
NEP: SystemsModeling
• Losses considered: - Ohmic heating of plasma & electrodes
- Sheath voltage drops
- Anode heating
1128 NP-TtM-92
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LITHIUM MPD THRUSTER MODELING
SAMPLE INPUT DATA
Propellant Argon Lithium
Ion Mass 39.9 amu 6.9 amu
Ionization Potential 15.76 eV 5.39 eV
T electrons 2 eV 2 eV
T ions 6 eV 2 eV
N ions 10^20 m^-3 10^20 m^-3
• Modeling still in early stages
• Results shown following are preliminary only
• Still in process of de-bugging model
• Example - output sensitive to assumed
ion number density (N ions)
JPL
LITHIUM MPD THRUSTER MODELING
SPECIFIC MASS & EFFICIENCY
• Thruster power, Isp, and N (ions) used as inputs to model
0.4 0.9
° i
LU
k J. -I
1
== I u Propellant I
N ool I , I I I , I o.1
2000 4000 6000 8000
lap (Ibf-s/Ibm)
I ' I '_.--J---' _-'1
Pe=SMWe_ /
N(iona) :
f Nllonsl = /
pl=lM_ _
J Pe:5MWe
_" Li Propellant
I , I , I ,
2000 4000 6000 8000
Isp (Ibf-s/Ibm)
• Onset limits Isp to 7000 Ibf-s/Ibm for I/M-DOT < 300 kA/(g/s)
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LITHIUM MPD THRUSTER MODELING
.JPL Li-MPD SUMMARY
• Model still being tested / verified
• In general, correct trends observed
• Specific mass decreases and efficiency increases
as Isp, power, and N(ions) increase
• But- - -
• Efficiency & specific mass a strong function of N(ions)
• Experimental values of N(ions) ~ 10^20 - 10^21 m^-3
for megawatt-class MPDs
• Possible solution - convert N(ions) to a dependant
variable using the Saha equation
N(ions) 3.0x10^27 • T(Ions)^3/2 • exp ( I.P. t T(ions) )
(N(total) - N(ions) ) = N(ions)
N = m^-3, T and I.P = eV, and I.P. = Ionization Polentlal
-III L OTHER EP CONCEPTS
• Numerous electric propulsion thrusters and subsystems
have been modeled in past and current studies:
• Rail Guns and Mass Drivers
• Variable-lsp Plasma Thruster (MIT)
• Electron-Cyclotron Resonance (ECR) Plasma Engine
• Power Processor Units (PPUs)
• Refrigerators lor Active Thermal Control of
Cryogenic Propellants
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OTHER EP CONCEPTS
Jill THRUSTERS MODELED IN
PREVIOUS STUDIES
• Rail Guns and Mass Drivers
• Medlum-lsp (1200 Ibf-s/Ibm) ideal for cis-lunar orbit raising
• Can use extraterrestrial-produced propellants (e.g,, 02)
Rail Gun Mass = 126.2 MT, 11 total = Pjet / Pe = 0.45
Mass Driver Specific Mass (total) = 2-20 kg/kWe (=MT/MWe), 11 Iotal = 0.80
Refrigerator (for liquid-g2 propellant storage) [MT] = 0.022 • ( Mp [MT] )^2/3
Freezer (for solid-g2 pellet production) [MT] = 4.18 • _ total ' Pe [MWe]
• ICRF-Heated Variable-lsp Plasma Thruster
NASA-supported on-going research program at MIT
: Vary Isp (800-35,000 Ibf-s/Ibm) in flight to optimize trajectory
• Potential 10-20 % savings in mass, and trip time
• Preliminary estimates by MIT of specific mass and efficiency
Specific Mass (total) = 4.04 kg/kWe, 1] total = PJet / Pe = 0.5-0.7
JPL
OTHER EP CONCEPTS
THRUSTERS MODELED IN
PREVIOUS STUDIES - CONT'D
• Electron-Cyclotron Resonance (ECR) Plasma Engine
• Use on-board or remotely-transmitted microwave power
• Electrodeless thruster (potential long life)
• Can use extraterrestrial-produced propellants
Remote
(/1' I I I
,I _ 0.4
00. _. / 1 MWiat
(J=
=]=2
Q-OJ= 0.2
¢n_P-
_;O Argon Propellant
, , ,
- ,.ooo ,.ooo ,o,oooP
Isp (Ibf-s/Ibm)
Beamed Microwave Power Source:
0.9
>.3=
(3o
z(l.
Ill o
___o.0
u.. =" _
u. o ..,
I,JLJ U =,,-
..i_ 0.7
Ug O
m__ C
0.6
I I I
Argon Propellant
I I I
2,ooo s,ooo lo,ooo
Isp (Ibf-s/Ibm)
1-km Diameter Inflatable Optics & Waveguldes = 23.6 MT
On-Board Microwave Power Source:
Magnetron Specific Mass = 0.2 kg/kW Microwave Power, 11 = Pmicrowave / Pe = 0.9
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OTHEREPCONCEPTS
-IPL POWER PROCESSOR UNITS
(PPUs) MODELED IN PREVIOUS STUDIES
• Power Processing Unit (PPU) design depends on :
• Power source output (high-voltage AC for NEP w! dynamic conversion
vs low-voltage DC for SEP or NEP w/static conversion)
• Thruster input (high-voltage DC for ion/PIT vs low-voltage DC for
MPD, and power-per-thruster)
• PPU system topology (switching, redundancy, devices)
Mass of SEP/NEP(Static)-Ion Thruster PPU (kg) = { 138.36 . (Pe [kWe I / 62)^0.71 • (K+M)
+ 1.02 • (2.(K+L) + 3.(K+M) ) } • { 1 + 0.025 • (Max. Voltage - 3 kV) } and I] = 0.955
Mass of NEP(Dynamic)-Ion Thruster PPU (kg) = 1.0867 • { 617 . ( K • Pe [MWel / 4.97 )^0.75
+ (16.86 + 10.57 + 14.29) • (K+M) • (Pal0.71) ÷ 3.5 • ((K+L) + (I+K) • (K+M)) } •
{ 1 + 0.025 • (Max. Voltage - 6 kV) } and n = 0.992
where Pe = power (electric) per thruster (but PPU limited by translormer to 5 MWe per PPU)
K = number of operating thrusters = number of operating PPUs
L = number spare thrusters
M = number of spare PPUs
and Thruster redundancy typically >_25 %, PPU redundancy >_12.5 %
• SEP-Ion PPU significantly heavier, lass eft. than dynamic-NEP-ion PPU
• DC-to-AC inverter required for SEP or static-NEP PPU
• Economy-of-scale for common transformer in dynamic-NEP PPU
• Lower elf. of SEP PPU contributes significantly to waste-heat
rejection requirements (4.5 % vs 0.8 % of Pe as waste heat)
OTHER EP CONCEPTS
JPL REFRIGERATORS FOR
ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL OF
CRYOGENIC PROPELLANTS
MODELED IN PREVIOUS STUDIES
• Active thermal control may be needed for long missions
• Trade Refrigerator mass against boiloff
PROPELLANT PROPELLANT TANK COOLING REFRIGERATOR
TEMP. (K) LOAD (Wcool) MASS (kg)
Xe
Kr
Ar
02
N2
H2
165
121
80
90
77
21
0.005 • Mp^2/3
0.008 • Mpa2/3
0.011 , Mp^2/3
0.012 • Mp^2/3
0.016 • Mp^2/3
0.083 • Mp^2/3
0+13. Wcool
15 + 16 • Wcool
31 + 18 - Wcool
46 + 21 • Wcool
Mp = PROPELLANT MASS (kg)
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JPL STATUS & PLANS
• Status
• C60 EB ion thruster modeling complete
• Completion o! C60 Radio Frequency Ion Thruster (RIT)
modeling (mass breakdown) awaiting reply from
prof. Loeb, University of Giessen, Germany
• PIT modeling complete
• Li-MPD modeling underway
• Plans
• Complete C60-RIT ion thruster modeling
• Complete Li-MPD thruster modeling
• Complete final report (includingsummary of high-power ion,
MPD, ECR, Variable-lsp, and Rail-Gun/Mass-Driver thrusters,
and MET thruster modeling under APC RTOP)
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GPS SytemSimulationMethodology
ThomasF. £wing
Ar_n_ _W Ummor_
Fr_r_m_r¢_y_cs
Nlcteat ProllNl.,k_ "l'trhnlrat tn¢t_clmntt Mt¢inl NA.ViA-I.e_i., tCe._arrh Ce_rr (_J,'_r20-23. 199"2
>
Talk Outline
Background
GPS Methodology Overview
Graphical User Interface
Current models
Application to Space Nuclear Power/Propulsion
Interfacing requirements
Nucl_tr Propulx_ Itrhmcal I_tetc_mte Merun_ t NA._A4.cv_._ Research (.'_er O, tohe, 20-23,1992
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History
SALT (system analysis language translator) - Early 80's
PL/I code for IBM mainframes
- Moved to multiple platforms and languages (C, C++)
- Batch oriented - translate, compile, run
- Used model and property libraries
- Optimizations and system analysis
Applied to
Open-cycle and liquid-metal MHD systems
Fuel ceils
Ocean thermal energy conversion
Municipal solid waste processing
- Fusion
- Breeder reactors
- Geothermal and solar energy systems
N_wleat Ptop_J.r#_ Terknlrtd Ister¢l_tn_r Meedn_ NA.qA-I,,N_., Re,enrfk Cen_er ()cCotwr ,_lk2.&. P_2
>
Next Generation Implementation - GPS
• Designed for modern workstation environments
• Developed in C++, moved to C for greater portability
• Steady-state & dynamic model libraries concept of
SALT, but accessed as class objects
• Complete, extensible, object-oriented control language
with numerous procedures for optimizations, equations
solving, system constraints, parametric analysis
• Language interpreted, but uses compiled, fully
optimized models and math procedures ==>
Fast prototyping cycles
On-the-fly creation offinteraction with simulations
Simulation systems can be interupted, queried
and changed, then resumed
Nr, cltcrProt_tJ_onlec_u,¢callmcrchanl_eMec¢lng N4.£A.L_.,Re.,eavti_Cemee Octoh¢_2(_.23. 1'._2
>
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Simulation Modeling Approach
Equalion Solvm
PROCEDURES
\
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Cotangent Models LIBRARIES
/ o_ =_.,_,_.=.,_.
m_ums Eeuum au dins _ (em_x_
_m re_)
_N_work
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o
=_,_ _i _
GPS Operators
86 built-in operators
l/0 functions (fopen, printf, sscanf, sprint0
Math functions (atan2, pow, exp, max, ln, log10)
Numerical procedures (vary, cons, icons, mini, diff}
Looping and flow control
cond {...} it"
cond {...} {...} ifelse
start inc bound {...I for
count I...I repeat
I...} loop
Icondl |...} while
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Miscellaneous Operators
• Allocate new model class instance - cdef
/pumpl {pump:/paraml 12.0/param2 0.495 } cdef
• Set a debug level (0 thru 5) - debug
• Run gps simulation from a input file - run
"input.ill" run
• Interrupt simulation to permit queries/interactions
sintrp (followed by resume to continue)
GPS Steady-State Power
System Models
Basic component models Basic Itmrmlonlc models
teac. reactor model
ti - lhermionic convefler
rad - thermal raRtlator
sp - power flow splitter
res - electncal resistor
bc - boost converter
bus - electrical bus
gas - gas flow initiator
sp - gas flow splitter
mx- gas flow mixer
ht - gas flow heater/cooler
hx - gas flow heat exchanger
cp - compressor
gt- gas turbine
pump- pump mass- mass calculat_ons
df - diffuser
nz - nozzle More sophisticated models
power - calculate system powers therm - thermal flow initlator
hprad - heat pipe radialor
tds - thermionic diode subsystem
shx - simple, multinode heat exchanger
nhx - multinode, general purpose HT model
Ntt_let_r Prt_p_k'm t_rh_l_ ttl I_rrl_m_,e Met_h_, NA_,4 -I_,i_ Re_cnrrh ("enter tit t./_er 2_ _._, I _2
"11
C)
0
Z
Z
m
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GPSToot - Graphical User Inferface
Phillips Lab Simulation StrategX .... .....
..L /.-'_ _ '' _!*_- .... _ '" ' ........._ _'_ ..... _; ' ' _' ........
_J Component Level
Q Higher Fidelity
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Advantages as Integrating Environment
• Consistent user interCace to models
• Diverse models can be combined for use in arbitrarily
complex systems
• Suite ofgps system analysis capabilities (sweeps,
optimizations) and numerical methods/properties
available to models
Interface definitions external to models ==>
can adapt models developed independent of gps
- can use proprietary models available only as object code
- models used with gps can still be run in native mode
/
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Interfacing Considerations
• Component models can be Fortran, C, or other Sun languages
which generate linkable object code
• Standalone codes must be structured as subroutines with
argument list of variables/parameters that must be known to
GPS system
• Use of Fortran common blocks prevents (presently) having
multiple instances of that model in a system
• Because models may be cycled through numerous convergence
iterations with perturbed input flows
Models must be true functions of their inputs
Models must be reasonably robust
VO ruuti,ms should be moved outside computation routines
>
Nm:l¢or Prop=lsao_ _?chntcM Int_rrlem/_e Meeun_ IVA.gA-Ltw_s Rescarctl Cellcr Oc6ol_r 20-2J, 1992
Converting a s-tan_l-o-_ cocle
• Two step process:
Convert code to one or more subroutines
Create a interface definition file (IDEF)
• GPS uses IDEF to generate small C code to handle
interfaces
• Model can still be run independently ofgps
(standalone) by writing a main program to call
subroutine
>
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Interface Specification File Format
Interface specifications external to models
• User-prepared ASCII file used by GPS preprocessor to
EX^MPLr-
I I_:r_l_Ol_c I0_¢ rltodol
1I Ioacl °
C - mRs_r_zlng, Ihem'_om
corrlpor_rll O! power
e- waste heal flow
r. F. EJ_lp _ _/.atJm
Nee/tilt Penlm?,_lo_ 7_'clmtcml !
generate C stub code to handle gps interfacing
- Model name
- Variable types mid ildtial values (arguments + gps I/O)
- Entry pr_Jcedures (name, argumenLq if Fortran routine,
in and out flow variables)
- Print variables (used as default gpa output)
mocG,I ¢0.,I¢C,
char namesl 16] nsmess(t 61 namerl_ 167 ,l_rneb0_ 16]
do_Ji_le pOW - le6 eft - 0.13 r,_lkJs hek_l sep - 10 0 dlo_oom = 10 0
tboo, t radlusrS volt8 Iw_ghtls - 0.37
(tow_e (! Its
n_q_,_lyp_ tl_Ole IItR_ IIW.R |_3001T|
erzln/ c
oufflOw mcore mrs mrs mboom fl
er_y $
o,utt_ow Its
p_t pow _ rad_,_ helgl_
print radiusrs vOkS helghlrs Sep
I INTEFKFACE
SPECIFICATION
>
Example Conversion
Fortran Standalone code - TDS
8400 lines of Fortran code (includes TECMDL)
Required 32 line interface definition file
Conversion completed in < 2 hrs.
Same model now runs standalone (called from main) or
in gps environment
Both open (once through) and closed systems have been
run in gps
Have successfully run problems with 250,000
nonlinear constraints in nested loops
Nv_lcczr prntwd_m_l Ttch_icM l_lcrrhall/tr Mcp#f_t_ NAS4.t,rwLr R¢.tC_lti'k Ce_ttr (h'mb_ 20.23,1_2
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